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Ancient Compositional hactices and the Syrwpric ProbCem

Robert Men Derrenbacker, Ir., PhD. (200 1)
Faculty of Theoiogy, University of St. Michad's College

This dissertation investigates the ways in whicti an understanding of the literary
culture(s) of the Greco-Roman world can infom Synoptic source critical discussion.
From a survey of ancient kmk production, a study of the interplay between orality and
textuality, the idenmcation and analysis of written sources and how they were adapted
by later authors, we are able to catalog a set of compositional methods of ancient writers.
From this, we are able to test the extent to which ttiree "solutions" to the Synoptic
Problem are consistent with the known practices of writers in antiquity.
We conclude that while a i i three of the theories had certain problems in light of
our catalogue of compositional practices, some had more problems than others. The most
significant problem for the Two-Gospel (Neo-Griesbach) Hypothesis (2GH) continues to

be the picture of Mark as one who "micro-codates" Matthew and Luke. This imagined
procedure is mechanicaiiy unworkable and unattesteci in ancient literature. In addition,
the sort of literature that Mark is on the 2GH is not supporteci by an appropriate literary

analogy ffom the ancient world.
The Fa=-Godder

Theory (FGH)does not suffer the same problems that Mark

does on the 2GH. Wbat Mattùew is said to do with Mark is feasl'ble. However, the most
significant hurdle for the FGK is its depiction of Luke's compositionaI method. The
description of Luke's compositional methods on the FGH is ofka problematic,

particularly in Michael Goulder's description of Luke's reverse contextualization of
Matthew .
Finally, the Two-Document Hypothesis (2DH) has certain problems as weii.
While Luke's method of adapting Mark and Q - essentiaüy in altemating blocks - is both
feasible and consistent with the known practices of writers in antiquity, Matthew's use of

Mark and Q potentially creates a different set of problems. In terms of compositional
conventions, the 2DH is weakest in the sections in Matthew where he is evidently
conflating Mark and Q (i.e., the Mark-Qoverlap texts). However, when a reconstmcted Q

is provided, often Matthew appears to be foiiowing either Mark or Q, and may, ui fact, be
recalling the other by memory. In the end, it appears that the 2DH has the fewest
problems in light of the compositional practices of antiquity,
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INTRODUCTION

1. Ancient Compositional Practices and Synoptic Source Cnticism:

The Dilemma for Source Critics

The Synoptic Problem remains precisely that: a problem. While a few Synoptic
scholars have argued with great confidence that particular solutions to the Synoptic

Problem are ''assured fmdings" and no ionger theory but ''fact,'" the Synoptic Problem
bas not been solved. This is not to Say that among the various solutions to the problem
that have been suggested there is not a theory or hypothesis that best explains and
accounts for the Synoptic "facts" or data? Indeed, Synoptic scholarsbip is, for the most

part, divided between three competing "solutions" to the Synoptic Problem: the
Griesbach (or 'Two-Gospel") Hypothesis (GH), the Faner-Goulder Hypothesis (FGH),
and the Two-Document (or 'Two-Source") Hypothesis (2DH), with most Synoptic
scholars holding to the Iatter theory. The over-confidence that characterizes Manrsen and

others for seing the 2DH as an "asmred finding" seems to misunderstand the nature and

See, for exampie, WiIii Marxsen's comments on the Two-Source Hypothesis: "[The] TwoSources theory has been so widely accepted by schotars that one feeIs inclineci to abandon the tcrm 'theory'
(in tht sense of 'hypothesis'). We can in facc regard it as an assured fmding.," (Imoduetion ro the New
Tesfcunmr[tram. G. BusweU; PhiIadelphia: Forcnss Press, 19681 118). S a &O Michaei D. Gouider's
remarks: "Luke's [or Manhew's] use of Marit is a fact (or a generally accepted one), while Q is a mere
postdate,"("1s Q a Juggemant?" JBL 115 [lm:
670).

Synopac Tacts" or "data" would include panans of agreement and disagreement in wording and
order among the Synopacs.
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purpose of (scientific) hypotheses and theories, which, by their nature, are sirnply
heuristic devices that make sense of the data.3
Synoptic scholarship (at least in North Amenca and continental Europe) has, for
the most part, accepted the 2DH as the best "solution" to the Synoptic Problem. This

majonty in support of the 2DH, however, by no means indicates that the theory is without
its probiems: "most plausible" is hardly synonymous with "problem free." The most
significant problem for advocates of the 2DH conanues to be the so-calleci "Minor
Agreements" (MAS):that is, places in triple-tradition material where Matthew and Luke
agree in wording (in both inciusion and omission of words) against Mark? W e there is
some disagreement over the extent and number of the MAS and the relative weight of
"negative" agreements (agreements in omission) and "positive" agreemenb, the
folIowing explanations have been suggested for this phenomenon by proponents of

Markan priority: Urmarkus, Deutero-Mark, other Markan recensions, later textual
corruption, Mark-Qoverlaps, Luke's subsidiary use of Matthew, independent recoiiection
of a common oral tradition, and simple (redactional) coincidence? Many of the MAScan

Scientific theories and hypothcses necd not be definitively"proves' in order to be acccptcd.
Typicdy, the bener theories (Le., the more plausible) are the more pmimonious, and more wily and
simply explain dit data than those theones that are less so.
The MASare decmed by E. P. Sanders and Matgarct Davies to k the "Achilles' heci" of the
2DH (SnrdyUrg rite S y ~ p d GospeLr
c
[LondonlPhiladelphia: SCM Rsflinity Riss Inleniaiionai, 19891
67).

For a helpful s w e y of "soIutions"to the pmbIem of the MAS.see Frans Neirynck, i7re Minor
Agreements ufMmhew and Lukc against Mark with a CwnulativeList (BETL 37; Leuvai: University
Press/Uitgeverij Peeters. 1974) 11-48. See also Tiothy B. Friedrichsen, "The Malthew-Luke Agreements
against Mark. A Survey of Recent Studies: 19741989." in ~ ' k v a q i lde
e Luc-The Gospel of Luke (ed. F.
Neirynck BETL 32; Leuven: University Rcss/Uitgeverij Peeters. 1989) 335-392, esp. 335-367; A.
hulat, Die "MinorAgreements" (WUNT 2/62;Tiibingen: 3. C. B. Mok Paui Sieùeck], 1993); Gcorg
Sirecker. ed., Minor Agreements. Symposium GGoningm
1991 (Gottinger theologiscûe Aheiten 50;
Gottiagen: Vandaiboeck & R u p d t , 1993); and S.McLoughlin,"Ltsaccords mincm Mt-Lc contre Mc
et Ie pmbièrne synoptique: vers la thtorie des deux sources." in De Jkus aux évungiies: lradirion et
rPdacron dmtr le évangiles synoptiques (ed. 1. d. L. Potterie; Gembloox: f . DucuIot, 1967) 17-40.

be explained simply ushg one or more of the aforementioned suggestions, with most of
the MASbeing tmly "minor," Yet, there is a small but significant group of MASthat are
not as easily explained: with many of the suggested explanations for the phenomenon of
the MASk i n g less than satisfactory? Yet, as Friedrichsen bas rightIy pointed out,

"disagreement amongst Two-Source theorists about the exphnation of parûcular minor
agreements does not serve as an argument against the [Two-Source]hypothesi~."~
M e r (iess serious) problems rernain as well. For example, the status of double
tradition pericopes with a low degree of verbal agreement in the Sayings Gospel Q is a
matter of certain debate. Pericopes such as the Great Supper (Matt 22: 1-1OIILuke 14: 16-

24) and the ParabIe of the Talents (Matt 2214-301Luke 19:ll-27) which contain a Iow
degree of verbal agreement have a questionable status in the Q document. Here, the issue

is the likelihood of both high and low degrees of verbal agreement between Matthew and

Luke and whether this phenomenon poses problems to the shape and extent of the
evangelists' source, Q?

F. Ncirynck Lis&52 "significant"MAS(TheMinor Agreements in a Horizonid Line Synopsis
Duven: University RessAJitgeverij Pecten, 19911 101-102). These include the foltowing Matt 3:5Luke
33; Matt 3:l lnuke 3:I6;Matt4:23/Luke 4:43; Man 8:Xuke 512 (2x); Man 92Luke 518 (2x); Man
9:7/Luke 525; Man 9:8/Luke 5:26; Man 9:l6/Luke 5:36; Man 9:IlLuke 5-37; Mau ITlLuke 6:I; Matt
12:4nuke 6:4; Man 129Ldce 6%; Matt 4:25Luke 617; Man 424Luke 618; Matt l0:2/Luke 6:14; M m
13:lOLuke 8:9; Matt l3:llLuke 8:19; Maa 8:27/Luke 8 2 % Matt 9:18/Lukc 8:41; Matt 9:UXLuke 8:M.
Man 1O:IRuke 9:l; Matt I0:7Luke 92; Matt 10:lOLuke 9:3; Matt 14:II Luke 9:7; Man 14131Lukc
9 11; Man 16:1o(tuke 9:20; Matt l7:ULuke 929: M m 17:6/Luke 994;Man 17:SLuke 934; Matt
17:17/Luke 9:41; Maü 17:18nnke 9:42; Man 19:29/Luke 1830; Matt 21: 16/Luke 1939; Matt 2I:17/Wce
2117; Malt 21:23/Luke 20:l; Matt 24:21/Luke 2193; Man 26r42nuke n42: Man 26%Luke 2248;
MaR 26:631Wre 22-67;Matt 26:64/Luke =70; Matt 2664Luke 2269; Matt 26:68A,ukc 2-64; Mau
26:75/Luke 2262; Matt 27:40/Luke 2335;Matt 279&uke 23:47; Man 27:59/Luke 2353; Mat
î8:ILuke 23-54:Matt 28:3/Luke 24~4;and. Matt 28:8/Luke 24:9.
See Fricdnchsen,"The Matfhew-Luke Agreements against Mark," pusUn.

See Friedrichstn,"The Matthew-Luke Agreements against Mark. 391.
For example, see Thomas Bergemana, Q &&rn

Prifsumd: Die Zuordnwig &s MtlLk-Sto@s
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Despite the scholarly cornmitment to solve some of these nagging difficuIties that
remain for the various source-critical "soilutions," specificaiiy the 2DH, the Synoptic

Problem stiU remains a problem. There are severai reasons for this citcumstance. First,
this phenomenon precisely has to do with scholarship's virtually complete silence on the
physicd conditions and literary methads of ancient authors and how they rnight
contribute to understanding the various solutions to the Synoptic Problem and the
questions associateci with each theory. For example, Joseph Tyson (an advocate of the

GH)States the following about compositional conventions and the Synoptic Problem:
"Mat Luke did with his sources may have made perfect sense to bim but not to us. Or,
what is more likely, we may not be able to discern the sense that things made to the

ancient author.""J Tyson's comments exempt@ the lack of vimially any concrete
imagination of gospels composition in light of the Iiterary procedures of antiquity.J. K.
Elliott puts this matter rather succinctly, noting the complexity of Synoptic Iiterary
relationships with an eye to the ancient compositional conventions:
My own work on the synoptic probiem is making me increasingiy
sceptical about direct iiterary copying. Creative authors such as the individuai
evangelists obviously made use of existing traditions and even the outlines,
frarnework, ideas and sometimes the words of their predecessors, but 1find it
dificult to accept that Gospel-writer number three for exampie behaved like a
scribe, slavishly copying his exemplar. It is difficultto imagine how this creative
theologian is supposed to have composed his Gospel, working with at Ieast two

ur Q am Beispiel der Bergpredigt (FRLANT 158; ûiittingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprccht. 1993). Bergemann
argues that this son of variation in agreement in the double tradition is an important fact mediating multiple
sources for the DoubIe Tradition (Qmaterial). Bergcmann concludes that agreement of l e s than 30%
between Mauhew and Luke in the Double Tradition indicates that a pericope shauld not be assigncd to Q.
Rather, he argues ifiat an Aramaic G n d r e d e was avaÏIable to both Matthew and Wre tha! contained the
Double Tradition pe~copcscomprising less ttian 30%verbal agretment.
Io J. B. Tyson, "The Two-Source Hypodicsis: A Criticai AppraisaI:' in TlcE liva4ource
Hyporhesis. A Critical Apprwal (ed. A. J. Bellinzoni,S. B.Tyson, and W. O. Walker. Macon, GA: M a r
University Press, f985)449.

sources propped up before him on bis desk.'t The logistics of this make it even
more difficult if we wish to argue that those early sources would have been

written on scrolls! 1s this Iater evangelist to have read fiom one source copying,
occasionaily altering or expanding it, before tuming to bis second sowce to
complete his ideas, as he changes horses in mid-strearn time and time again?
My own assessrnent is coming to see a greater flexibility than that process
allows .'2

Elliott's comments make sense when viewed against the many anachronistic
images of the later evangelist(s) and his (their) literary context(s) and conditions in which
he (they) wrote, which are implicitly or explicitly stated by Synoptic source critics. For
example, writing desks are often imagineci as the surface upon which the evangeiists
worked.l3 The later evangelist, whether it be Matthew andtor Luke, or Mark,has "in front

of him" his two sources, which he combines into one new written work. This is cleariy an
anachronistic conception of the Synoptic evangelists, given the eariiest literary
description and artistic depiction of writing desks comes several centuries after the

i think that EUion is king a bit sardonic htrc, weU aware of the actual posture of ancient
wriius and the evidcnt non-existence of writing tabies and dcsks in antiquity. Regarding the posture of

scribes, see nn. 9 and 10 below.
l2 J. Keith Elliott. "Non-canonid sayings of Jesus in panistic works and in the New Testament
manuscript tradition," in Philologia Sucra. Bibüsck undpcrnlsrische SrudienfIir Hermann J . Frede ruid
Walrer n i d e zu ihrem siebzigsren Geburtsrag (cd. R. Grysan; Freiburg: Vedag Herder, 1993) 344-345.
I3 Sec, for example, Michael D. Goulder, LuRc: A New Puradigm (JSNTSup 20; Sheffield: JSOT

Press. 1989)t:24 (Luice's "table")), 1:197 (Wre has Ma&w and Mark "open in h n t of him" on his
table). Cf. aiso the repeated ceferences by GH advm Mark's dcsk and his two sources "in front of
h i * W. R. Farmer, '"The Tw&spel Hypothesis: nie Staicment of thc Hypothesis," in The
Inserrelorio~of rite CospclJ.A Symposium &d 3y M. É. Boismotd - W. R. Fanner - F. Neirynck (cd.
David Duagan: BETL 95; Leuven: University -tgeveriJ
Peetm, 1990). 142; and A. J. McNicol,
"The Composition of the Synoptic EschatologicaiDixourse," in Dungan. The Interrelarions of r
k
Gospcis, 182.197. Sec also the metaphoncal (out ptentially misleading) picture of M d drawn by Bunon
Mack (A Myrh of Innocence: Mark unà Christiair 0righ.s Ephiladelphia: Fortress ncS,19883 322-323):
"Wark'sGaspel] was composed at a dcsk in a scholar's mdy Iincd with tex& and opcn lo discourse with
arher intelleetuals.in Mark's study w a e chahs of mitacle stocks, collections of pronouncement scories in
various s w of elaboration, some form of Q, memos on prtrables and proof turis, the saipnrres, iacluding
the pmphets, written materiais h m the Christ dt.
and other litcranire reprrsentauve of Heilenktic
Judaism. Tt would not be unthinkable that Mark had a mpy of tbe Wisdom of Solomon, or SOUE of the
Msccabean litemmc, or somt Samaritan texts,and so on."
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writing of the Gospels.14More often than not, this picture is the one implicitiy in view
when Synoptic source critics imagine the physical conditions and contexts of Gospels
composition.
Second, whde Synoptic scholars have paid great attention to certain aspects of the
literary contexts of the Synoptic Gospels, including authorship, occasion, dating, and
community Sin im Leben, little attention has been paid to the compositional methods of
ancient writers that may have been employed by the evangelists in the construction of
theù gospels.~~
Similar literary methods of ancient authors are often overlooked by most
Synoptic source critics, with virtuaily no investigation into the methods of authors and

their sources in antiquity being attempted by source (or redaction) critics. In other words,
while "compositional analyses" of the Gospels seem to abound, typically these analyses

make littie attempt to find cornpositionai conventions that are bistoncaily analogous to
the production of the Gospels.
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

p
.

14 Set Bruce M. Metzger's discussion of the posture of authors and copyisrs in antiquity ("Whcn
Did Scribes Begin Using Writing Desks?" in Hisrorical and Literary Studics: Pagan and Jewish C~uisfiun
[Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 19681 123-137).Sec also G.M. P~soglou,"AEEIAXEIP KA1 TONT:
Some Thoughts on the Postures of the Ancient Greeks and Romans When Writing on Papynis Rok."
SmMmua
e Civiird 3 (1979):5-22; and idem, "A Roll upon His Knees:' Yole Chsical Srudies28 (1985):
273-275.Par;LÎsoglou naces the eartiest artistic depictions of scriïwriters seami behind writing desk to
no earlier than 3" c. CE,gaining populiuity by the 9' c. (sec "AEZIA XEIP KA1 TONï," t 5). He then
isolates several Greek colophons that indicaie the use of a writcr's body, including his or l
m thigh. i.t..
writing without the aid of a writing desk. For example, the following cornes h m a colophon of Homer's
fliad dating h m the 3" c. rn &[ri) ~ o p j a v i ç&pk ypappa~cuv91ikati K d h p O p
~' bpay& 6~5ià
~ & pai yow ("1 am Ihe coronis, the guardian of scriks.Thc pen wroie mt [as did] the right hand and
knee;" see " A E I A XE1P KA1 TONï," 19).

l5 Certainiy, redaction cntics have paid attention to "literary mcuiods" in the senses that are
allowed within the cedacrion-criticalmethod: thcology of the evangeht, Sitz im Leben of the evangeiisr.
etc. Sec the rewnt marnent of "Luke's compositionai tecbaiqnes" by advoçates of the GH in A. S.
McNicol, D. L.Dungan, and D. Peabody. eds., Beyond t h Q Imppwe: Lu&e's Use of Mafrhew A
Dernomonon by the Research Team of the international INtiiuefor Gospel Studios (Vaney Forge, PA:
Trinity Pms intemationai. 1996)29-35.In the Introduction, the cditors t u a h a passing and generai
c o m p d n of Liikt's "compositionai techniques" (of his saurce Manhew) to Luuan of Samosata's
prescription for writing history (31-33); this is never devcIopcd m latain the book. Redactioa (and sotme)
critia have typicaiiy ignoreci the potentiaüy paraiiei litcrary meihods cmployed by 0 t h ancient auihors
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Finaily, there exists a related and equally problematic logicai confusion of

hypotheses as descriptions. This is maintained by many source critics fiom dl points of
view, but perhaps is best illustrated by Fram Neirynck, an advocate of the 2DH.16While
Neirynck is a cunning and formidable defender of the 2DH, it appears that he views the
theory not as a mere heuristic device that helps one understand Synoptic relationships,
but as a rnodei that depicts what acm11y happened: the authors of Matthew and Luke
both had access to what would become canonicai Mark (not an eariier or later edition)
and to the saine version of Q. For scholars like Neirynck, a parsimonious and logical
hypothesis subtly becornes a matter of description of what redy happened. This is a
fundamental misunderstanding of the nature of source-aitical hypotheses, which function
only as heuristic devices that make sense of the data, and do not function as an account of
what actuaily happened. For these source critics, the probiem seerns to be (at best) a
different pnoritizing of logical considerations, and (at worst} a confusion of logical and
realistic features of a particular model. Hence, the "oahodoxy" of the 2DH is defended to
the point where entertaining the (ml) possïbility that Matthew and Luke had access to

who are wocking with one or more sources.
l6 1. DeIobel, a saidcnt of Neirynck, describes hùn as foiiows: "meirynck is a] known and
respecteddefender of a smct but saongly argtud hvo-source theory to explain agreements and diffcrences
bctween Manhcw. Mark and Lukc. Evayonc who attcmpts to pmmotc or nanimatt an altanativc

hypothesis (proto-Mark pmto-Luice; prot+Manhtw; d c t t ~ M a r kMarkan pastcriority; muhipie-soum
thcories) mets Neirynck on his or her way with a tefutaiion which is based on an ovcralI view on al1 the
aspects of the problem, an overaii knowledgc of the Iittranirc conceming the topic and a smng
argumentation for Markan priority and Q" ("Profaor Neiryntk 1960-1992," in ï h S y ~ p t i cGospelx
Source C r i t i c h 4Rd the New Lirerary G Î t u L r m [cd. C. Focant; BETL 110;Leuven: University
PnsdLJitgeverijPecters, 19931xviii-xix).
Neirynck argues that whiie one wn o b w e "a considerable amount of variety" within the basic
2DH, and that the 2DH is "a very large house with many dwcliing places, or a big family wirh many family
quarrels,""[s]uch a camprehcnsive two-sourcethcary is certainIy not what 1[Neirynck] am pleading for."
He continues: "It is at leas not my opinion lhat there is an urgent need for importantmodificationsor
mitigiüions of our hypochesis" ('TICT M o u i c e Hypothesis," in Dunga.. ïhe Infemlorio~~t
ofth
Cospels,4-5).
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different copies of both Mark and Q is dismissed. This refusal to entertain various

Markan (and Q) recensional theories does not assist in advancing the imagination of what
actually happened - the quest for the histoncal literary contexts of the Synoptic
evangelists, if you wiiI - and does not encourage imagination of the possible physical
conditions and literary methods employed by them.17
Thus, one can conclude that it appears that Synoptic source critics, for the most

part, either consciously or unconsciously assume that text and manuscript production, and
literacy in the Greco-Roman world, was much like it is today and is realisticaiiy depicted
by the various theories on Synoptic literary relationships. Scholars might implicitly

conceive the gospel authors as "cut and paste" editors of their sources, irnagining
Matthew or Luke sitting at a writing desk with their (identical) copies of Mark and Q in

front of hem, dong with their blank papyrus scroiI and styius. This picture is not ody a
distortion of the mechanics of ancieat book production, but it also misconstrues the
probable literary context in which the Synopuc Gospels were cornpo~ed.~~

Sandefs and Davies
84-1 19). their foilowing cornrnents reflect the likely literary cantexts of the
Synoptic evangelists: "It is entirely ceasonable to think of d i r e n t editions of one or more of the gospeh.
At the social and econornic level at which they were fmt published and circulated, it is unlikcly that they
were published profcssionaily. Some books were: a large room of scribes wouid copy shultaneously while
the text was tead, and the d t would be severai copies with only minor variaLions. But if one of the
gospels werr copieâ ody o m , and the copy pas& on, it wouid be very eaoy for modifications to be made.
Some of these modifieci versions then might survive and the original @h. They, the thcones of Pro*
and D e u m . or of Intermediate Manhew and Mark,are not in the least unlikeIy, and we may have
here the explmation of some of the difficulties of the pmblem a s we m u t it today" (1 13).
l7Whiie many would quibble with the source-critical solution suggested by

(Sncdyhg fite Synoptic Cos&,

ISSee F.G.Downing's comments regarding this and his description of other similady
anachronistic picmrcs ("Wordpmcessing in the Ancient World: The Social Production and Performance of
Q, JSPiT64 [1996]: 29-48): "mt would seem that most historiaris of Christian origins and early Christian
WI~M~S operate wirh a niuetecnth ccnniry image of the author as individu& worlang in r o d c isolation
until prrsenting a finished work for the public to take or nject as issu& (34); ihe image of the "anfhar" of
Q in the minds of most modem Q scholars is "a picture drawn h m modern authotial ptacoa. quitc
without nference tu the way words stem to have been pmcssed in the f h t century..." (42).
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In addition, scholarly discussion regardhg the Synoptic ProbIem has not, for the
most part, advanced beyond redaction-critical observations and arguments. Without
question, redaction criticism has proved to be invaluable for iden-ng

the theologicai

concems of each evangelist by attempting, as R. H. Stein has argued, "to [ k t ] discover
the qualitative and quantitative uniqueness that distinguishes the evangelists £rom iheir

sources," and then to seek '?O ascertain the Sitz im Leben out of which each evangelist
wrote and the particular purposes for wliicti he m t e his gospel."19 Rightly, redaction
criticism rose pady in response to the inadequacies of form criticisrn and its advocates
who implicitly viewed the evangelists not as theologians in th& own right but as

"scissors and paste" compilers and mere "stringers of pearls."

In the Synoptic Problem, redaction criticism often (nghtly) provides a vehick for
establishing hypothetical "directions of dependence" in Synoptic source cntical
discussions. While verbal simiiarities among the Synoptics can often establish the

existence ofliterary reiationships, verbal differences beween one or more of the
Synoptic authors viewed through the lens of the redaction-criticai method aid in
estabiisbing directions of dependeace, or, in other words, a source-critical "solution" to

the Synoptic RoblemM W n , source-critical arguments are reduced to redaction-criticai
discussions, with redaction-criticism king the "linal'' methodological step in establisbing
a theoreticaI direction of dependence?' Yet, Like ail meth&, the redaction-critical

' 9 R.H.S

a ."What is Redaktïonsgeschichte?'' JBL 88 (1969): 54.

20 ?'he participants in the 1984 Jerusaicm Symposium on the Synoptic Roblern unanimousiy
agmd to the following sfatement: '%at a literaxy. historiai and theoIogicat utpIanation of Ihc evangelists'
compositional activity ,giving a cohucnt and reasonabk picmre of the whoie of each Gospel, is the m a t
important meihod of argumentation in defof a s o n hypothesis" (Dungan. The InterreMom of rhc

-

Gospek 609)
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method is limited in a variety of ways, including the latent subjectivity in the various

arguments in favor of Lbplausible"
redactional scenarios.2 While redaction criticism c m
prove to be a helpful tool in establishing "directions of dependence" in some sourcecritical discussions, it can also prove to be iimited since redaction critics m e most

source critics) often do not take seriously the compositional conventions of the ancient
worfd in their discussion. The term "redaction criticism" cm prove to be anachronistic as
weU, seeing the evangelists as "redactors" or "editors" of their source matenal. Here, the
terrninology (and perhaps even parts of the method itself) reflects a modern
understanding of editing or redaction, for theologicai and comrnunity reasons, as opposed
to taking senously the specific ways in which ancient authors deait with source material,
the procedure of "editing," and more generaiiy, the ancient production of written texts.

In the end, both source criticisrn and redaction criticism, which are often
rnethodoIogically complementary, are aiso W t e d in their scope, imagination, and
value.23 Thus, there is a need for these modem critical methods to be practiced with an
-

- - -

--

-

-

- --

--

21 From the perspective of the GH. see the m e n t woric by the Research Team of the International
uistinitc for Gospel Studics (in McNicol, Bcyand the Q Impasse) wherc a "compositional [or 'ndacuonal']
andysis of Luke" establishes the apparent likeühood of Luke's use of Manhew.

For example, John S. Kloppcnborg has argued the following: "[Tlhe 'editorial rationalkation'
of any of the possible solutions [ta the Synoptic Pmblcm]A s normdy conducteci by aquing that gospel A
is the source of gospel B because element in y in B can be expiahcd as a plausible bomwing or
txansfonnation of x in A where the inverse relatioaship is not so plausible. It is abundantly clear, however,
ttiat such 'plausibility arguments' been adduced for s c v d muiually contradictory direction of bormwing
and just as clcar tint the caaons of plausibilitydiffa h m critic to critic. This is the level at which most of
the Spjnoptic] P[roblem] argument m fact goes on; yct it is also one of the most subjective parts of the
entire enterprise. One of the challenges in respect ta asscssing 'plausibility arguments' is to €id ways to
discipluie one's own ingenuity in gencrating possible cdiuirid scenarios. The Iiteranirr is full of pmposaIs
to account for editarid adaptations, some madest and some adventurcsome," ("TheoIogiml and Historical
Staires in Synopic RobIem Reseacch," papa read at the 1997 AARISBL Meeting, San Francisco,
November 24,1997, p. 2). Kloppenborg continus, as he descrii the present state of the imaginations of
Synoptic some critics: "Thus far, t h have h mfwH o m to control ourfertile hgütufions by
appealing ro the kindr ofeditorial trMsformartons ucfrrnliy attrrted in the other corpora of literarure of a
type comparable with the synoptic gospeis" (emphasis ad&@.

a As Shcxman E. Johnson has argue& "Siwe work with wrïtten documents, we have IO use
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eye on the compositional practices of the ancient wodd in order to compensate for some

of ihese inadequacies. There are a few exceptions to the trend in Synoptic scholarship of
not engaging the compositional methods of mtiquity (see below). However, these few
atternpts indicate the otherwise generai lack of interest scholars of the Synoptic Pmblem
to take seriousIy the importance of understanding the compositional conventions of

aniiquity and their bearing on the iiterary reIationships among the Synoptics. One could

&y

conclude, then, that what are needed are analyses that continue to attempt to bring

the problems for Synoptic source critics together with the question of ancient

compositionai practices.

II. Unique Attempts at including Ancient Compositional Ractices in Synoptic SourceCritical Discussions

There are a few particuIar atternpts to address this need. T.R. W. Longstaff, in his

published doctoral dissemtion,B argued that one couId begin to catalogue a group of
characteristics of confIation based upon an anaiysis of Tatian's Diatessaron and two

Medievd historians, Benedict of Peterborough and Roger of HovedenV Longstaff
applies these characteristics to the Synoptic Probkm, and concludes that Mark can be
litcary mclhods as far as they wilI iake us. Source criticism. fonn criticism, and ndaction aiticism have
proved to be csscatialmis forreconsmictîag the story of Jesus and of primitive Chnstianity. But t h e are
variables diat make many conclusions trntative, We do not know just how a Iarer evsngelist wodd rewrite
an d i e r gospeI. Did bc have the convenimfc of a codex or did ht have to unroU a scroil fmm t h e to
time? And did he aiways lcok at a uwitten wrt or might he somctimes have dependai on his manory of it?
There is the possibiiity. too, that at s o w points he dependcd on an o d tradition h w n to him" (Thr
Grirrkh HypolliEpisand Reciaction CnnricLmi[SBLMS 4;
Atlanfa: Scholm Rcss, 1991141).
24 Evidence of Ctmjh~ion
in Mark? A Study of the Synuptic Prabkm (SBiDS 28;Missouia,
Sdiolars Pcess, 1977).
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understood as a conflator of Matthew and Luke, an author who evidences the same
characteristics as found in Tatian and in the Medieval historians .26 As Longstaff's work is
essentiaiiy an apology for the GH, engagement with the argument has been rather
limited.27 Ir; addition, Longstaff's effort is M t e d to cataloguing a list of characteristics
of confiation, which is at best a very restricted picture of the literary contexts of (ancient)

authors. It aiso assumes without argument that Medieval characteristics of confiation are
much the sanie as those emptoyed by Greco-Roman authors. Yet, Longstaff's work is
significant in that he sought to investigate how an andysis of a few ancient and medieval
authors can inform discussion on the Synoptic Probkm.
Another recent attempt at understanding the Synoptic Problem in light of ancient
compositionai practices is Downing's article entitied "Compositionai Conventions and
the Synoptic Problem.'m By analyzing the compositiond practices of writers
contemporary with the Synoptic authors, including Plutarch, Livy ,Josephus, and Lucian,
Downing conchdes that the 2DH is the most plausible "soIution" to the Synoptic
Problem in iight of the conventions of ancient Greek authors. By looking at these few
authors, Downing can argue that it is the 2DH - not the Griesbach or Goulder theones that is supported by the known compositionai conventions of writers in antiquity.
25 Longstaff lis& hese seven characteristics of confiationon pp.

106- 1 13.

26 For fimherdiscussion of tongstaffs "characteristics,"sec a h Longstaff. 'The Mior
Agreements: An Examination of the Basic Argument," CBQ 37 (1975): 184-192; sec also the critique by B.
H. Throckmorton ("Mark and Roger of Hovedon." CBQ 39 11977: 103- tO6), and Longsraff's subsequent
rejoinder ("Mark a d Roger of Hovedon: A Response," CBQ 41 119791: t 18-120).
27 Sec Throckmortan, "Mark and Roger of Hovedonf E,V. McKnight, "Review of T.R. W.
Longsraff, Evidence of C o ~ o innM d " JBL 98 (1979): 143-145; and, C. M. Tuckett. "Conflated
Texts:' m Tiie Revival ofthe Griesbuch Hypothutr: An Analjsis and Apprairai (SNTSMS 44,Cambridge:
Wversity Ress, 1983) 41-51.

3 JBL

107 (1988): 69-85.
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Downing aptly summarizes the lacuna of and need for understanding the Synoptic
Problem in Iight of ancient compositional tendencies, keeping in mind both the literary
contexts and the physical settings of the Evangelists: "[Tlhe long debate on the sources of
the Synoptic Gospels seems to have been conducted without paying much attention to
this issue of whether any indications of 'sensible' compositional procedures in the first

century CE. are available.'W Whiie Downing is certainly correct in tiis observation, his
work only begins to fil1 chis lacuna, and is limited only to a few ancient biographers and
their treatment of their sources.3Qin addition, Downing's argumentation is often
polemical, functioning again as an apology, this tirne for the 2DH.

Migaku Sato's work on Q has led him to suggest the possibility that the Sayings
Gospel originaily circulated as a "notebook" or "loose-leaf book.''51Since Sato sees Q as
a slowly growing document h m the stage of "individual sayings" to the final stage of a
"sayings collection," he argues that the medium of a "notebook" is more likely the fonn
that Q took rather than the traditional understanding of a scroll. Sato concludes that "Q

came into existence h m notebooks, possibly parchment, wbich were successively
collected into a loosely bound fascicle that was dways amenable to further addition^.'^^

"Downing,"CompositionaIConventionsand the Synoptic Pmbkm? 70.
For additiond discussion of ancient mcthods of composition and the Synoptic Roblem, see
Downing, "Redaction Criticism:Josephus' Antiquities and the Synoptic RobIan O,"
JSNT 8 (1980):4665; and, idem, "Redaction Cnticism: Josepbus' Antiquities and the Synoptic Ro51em 0,"
J S W 9 (1980):
29-48.

31"TheShapt of the Q-Source." in Inc Shapc ofQ: Signal Essays on the Sayings Gospel (cd. John
S. Kloppcnborg; MiancapoIis: Forness Ress, 1994) 178-179,Sec Sato's W u aratment of his theory in Q
und Prophetic: Studien tur Gamuigs- und Tradi~~gcschichie
der @elfe Q (WUNT 2/29:Tübingen: J.
C. B. Mohr [Paul Siebeck], i988)62-65.
32Sato, "The Shapc of the @Source," 179.
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While Sato is one of a few Q scholars who suggests a possible medium for the Q
document, his cornrnents, although v q brief, provide a excellent example of a scholar
who is thinking in terms of compositionai mechanics in the discussion of a Synoptic
Problem issue. Sato's anaiysis, though, is very limited, restricted to a treatment of Q in its
potentiai medium. As intriguing as Sato's suggestion is, it does not begin to deal with the

literary contexts and compositionai conventions of Matthew and Luke as authors who are
independently combining their two (written) sources. In addition, it appears that Sato
invokes the notebook mode1 to rationalize his view of Q as a growing collection. Sam
does not investigate how notebooks were used in anhquity, whether the additions to his
notebook correspond with the pages, or whether Q would even fit in the notebook
medium33 (see Chapter Six below for a fuii discussion and critique of Sato's notebook
theory).

The classicist George Kennedy attempted to bridge the divide between classical
source criticism and Synoptic source criticism in his 1978 article entitled "Classical and
Christian Source Criticism."MBecause the NT is a collection of Greek documents
contemporary with similar Greco-Roman Iiterature,35Kennedy argues that the "principles
and practices of source criticism or information about methods or composition in one

33 See the critique of James M. Robinson. "Die Logienquelle: Weisheit oder Rophciie? Anfragcn
an Migaku Sato, Q unà Prophetie," EvT 53 (1993): 367-389.
34 "Classical and Christian Source Criticism," in ïhe Rehtiomhips Among the Gospek An
Inrer&cipIUuYy Dialagw (cd. W .O. Walker. San Antonio,TX:Trinity Universiiy Ress, 1978) 125-156.
in the same volume, see the M e r commenu in R. H. Fuiier, "Classics and the Gospcls: the Seminar,"
173-192. and Wayne Meeks, "Hypomnemara h m an Untamed Sceptic: A Response to George Kennedy,"
157-172.

Kennedy argues that the "New Testament could not have been written at a rime of greatcr
iiteracy, edncation, or understanding" ("Classicdand Christian Source Criticism," 127).
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traâition might be of some use in the study of the other." Kennedy takes seriously the

patristic testimony of Papias and Eusebius, and argues that the key to understanding
Synoptic iiterary relationships is based in the procedure observed by Kennedy in
genericdy similar classical iiterature. This process emphasizes a strong oraI stage of the
tradition, foiiowed by an intermediary stage of &ropvqpu.scil, or notes and informai

treatises, which is then followed by a Iiterary stage in the process:
The experience of classicists seerns to suggest that memory or oral teaching,
especially if the teaching was heard repeatedly ,could be retained with
considerable integrity over an extendeci period of the, even though ord teaching
was often converted into mnning notes [ ~ k o p q p & ~byu students
]
and those
notes were sornetimes checked by the original speaker. Of course, both processes
might take place: first oral transmission over a period of t h e , then notecakuig...After oral transmission and note-taking, a third stage would be the
publication of a systema tic or more literary work3'
Kennedy is well aware of the limits of his modei (and d l other sourcecritical

"solutions") functioning as a heuristic38 At best, a few source critics have paid sporadic
attention to Kennedy's suggestions?g His approach is unique in many ways, par&icularly

since he cornes to the discussion as a ti.ained classicist (unlike most other Gospds

.

scholars)

36 Kennedy, "Classicai and Christian Source Cnticism," 126.

37 Kennedy, "Classical and Christian Source Cnticism:' 152-153.

of two hundred years to agree on the
38"The inability of New Testament scholars ove?a
hisiory of the compositionof the gospels, dtspite a generaI agreement that then are signs of a littrary
telationship,suggcsts that the mie relationsfüp may k very compkx" (Kennedy, "Classical ami Christian
Source Cnticism," 153).
39Se. for example, Helmut Medtt1, "Die ijkrlicferungenda alten Kir& über das Vefhiiitais
der Evaageliun," in hiagan, Interreidions o f t k Gosplts, 567,571,578; and Neirynck, "Note on Palristic
Testimoaies," in Dungan, Inrerrelaiions o f t k GospeB 605.

Ancient Compositional Practices and the Synoptic Problem
Prior to the above recent treatments, in the seminal work edited by Wiliiam
Sanday, OMord Smdies in the Synoptic Prob1ern.a one fin& the earliest twentieth century
marnent of compositional conventions and the Synoptic Problem. Sanday's own
contribution to the collection of essays de&, in part, specificaily with compositional
conventions and the MAS,and more generally, the Synoptic Problem. In his article
entitled "The Conditions under which the Gospels Were Written, in Their Bearing upon
Sonïe Difficulties of the Synoptic Pr~blern,"~l
Sanday takes senously the idea that the
writing of books and reproduction of written material in the Greco-Roman world cm
have important implications for Synoptic Problem studies. He States: "[Understanding the

physical conditions of ancient book production] enables os ...to realize more exactly the
process involved in the construction of a narrative on the bais of older mate rial^."^^
Sanday focuses on the "extemai conditions" under which the Synoptic evangelists
composed their Gospels exclusively in terms of the reproduction of texts, the problem of
the MAS,and Luke's omission of Mark 6:45-8:26. Variations between the Gospels may

be accounted for as the "looseness of reproduction" that characterizes the ancient worldP3
The phenomena of the MAS and Luke's omission of Mark 6:45-8:26 can simply be
attributed to a variety of recensions of Mark available in the latter part of the first
century. Or, even the problem of Luke's omission of Mark 6:45-8:26 rnay have to do

a Oxford: Clarendon Ress, 1911.
41 O j o r d SNdiw m the S-opric Probkm.

2-26.

42 "The Conditions under which the Gospels Were Wriaen,"

18.

43 Sanday,"The Conditions under which the Gaspels Were Wriaenl18-19.

with Luke's fmgality, given the cost of papyrus in antiquity. As groundbreaking and
unique as Sanday's discussion is, it is lirnited to those topics mentioned above and ouiy to
a few pages. It also predates many of the significant papyrological and manuscript
discoveries of the twentieth century.
Clearly, ali of the above attempts are Iimited in a variety of ways, and do not
endeavor to comprehensively address both the compositional conditions and literary
methods of antiquity in relation to the Synoptic Gospels. At present, there is a renewed

interest arnong classicai scholars in book production and literacy during antiquity. The
weaith of epigraphical and papyrological discoveries over the past few decades has
caused a boom in analyses of writers, books and readers in the ancient Greco-Roman
world? This interest is just becorning recognrzed by a few NT scholarsP6 With the

Sanday,The Conditions undcr which Ifit Gospeh Wen Written," 19-26.
4s Sce, for example. Leila A v h . Scribes, Script and Books: l
k Book Arrsfiom Antiquify ro the
Renuissunce (Chicaga/London: American Library AssociationfI'hc British Library, 1991); Roger S.
Bagnall, Reading Papyri, Writing Ancienr Hrstory (New York: Routledgc. 1995); Egbert Bakker and
Ahuvia Kahane, eds.. Wrinen Voices.Spoken Signs: Tradition.Performance.and the Epic T .(Ccnter For
Hellenic Studics Colloquia; Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Rcss, 1997); Alan K. Bowman and Grcg
Woolf, eds., Literacy and puwer in the mim worià. (Cambridge: University Rcss, 1994); RaffaeUa
Cribiorc. Wriring.Teachers,and SIudenrs in Graeco-Rom Egypt (Amerïcan Snidics in Papyrology;
Atlanta: Scholars Ress, 1997); T. Dorandi, "Den Autaren über die Schulter geschaut: Arbeitswcise und
Autographie bei den anriken Schnftsteilem," ZPE 87 (t991): 11-33; Française Gasparri, Introduction à
L'hisroire de L'icrinue (Rcference Works for the Sudy of Mediaeval Civilhion; Paris: Brepols, 1994);
William V. Harris, Ancient Literucy (Cambridge, MA/tondon: Harvard U~versityPress, 1989); Alberto
Manguel, A Hiirory of Rending (London: HarperCoUins, 1996);Myles McDonneU, "Writing. copying, and
autograph manuscripts in ancieut Rome," Chsicol Quruteriy 46 (1996):469491; R. Star, The
Circulation of Literaxy Texts in the Roman World. C h s i c d Qttuneriy 37 (1987): 213-223; Rosalind
Thomas, Orui Tradirion and Wrinm Record in CICLFSicol Arhens (Cambridge Stucfies in OraI and Literate
Culture; Cambridge: University Ress, 1989); idem, Lirerocy and Oraliry in Ancimt Greece (Key Themes
in Ancient History; Cambridge: University P m ,1992); Ian Wonhington. cd., Voice inro T m : Draiiry und
titerricy in Ancienr Greece (Mnemosyne, bibliothcca classica Batava. Suppicnicnntm 157; Lci&a/New
York: E. J. Brill, 1996).

46 Set,for example, Harry Y. Gambie. Books anà Readers in r k Eiuij Church: A Hlsroq of
E i y Christîun T ~ a(New
r
Haven and London: Yak University h s , 1995). Sce alsa the work donc by
David Trobisch, regarding Paul and ancient lenu collcchons: Die h t e h u n g &r Poulusbriefsdung:
Srrufientu den Anfangen christlicher Picblizisnk(Gotting= Vandenhoeck & Ruptecht, 1989) and P d ' s
Lcmr Coliection: Tracing the O r i g h (Minneapoiis: Fomess Rcss, 1994). In addition, sec Loveday
Alexander, "Ancieut Book Production and ihe Circulation of the GospeIs."in ïhe G0Spci.s for AU
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advent of "socio-rhetoricai" analyses? for example, NT scholarship is currently
witnessing various rnethods that take seriously the active interplay between "orality" and
"textuality" in both the possible influence classicai rhetonc had on the writers of the NT

and the rhetoricd nature of the individuai writings of the NT. Yet beyond the curent
trends in "socio-rhetorical" analyses, NT scholarship still has, for the most part, not
engaged in detaiIed analyses of the ways in which wnters and readers worked with the
written text.
Hence, Downing's words are still relevant: " m o r e work in this area would be
very wel~orne."~8
For as Birger Gerhardsson has argued: "At the stage of the creation of
Chrisriam (ed. R. Bauckham; G m d Rapids: Eerdmans, 1998) 71-1 11; D.E. Aune, The New Testamenr in
frs Lirerury Environment (Library of Early Christianity 8; Philadelphia: Westminster. 1987): and. Lucrctia
B. Yaghijian, "Ancient Reading," in The Sociol Sciences and New Tesrment Interpretarion (cd. R.
Rohrbaugh. Ptabody, MA: Hendrickson, 1996).
In responsc to Gamble, James M. Robinson argues the following: "lust as the hisiory of lsncl and
Early Chnstianity has learned tbughout the cenniry how indispensable down-to-eanh familiarity with
field archcology is io historical recoosmction, just so we need to corne to grips, rather literally. with the
physical realia of the texts we study" ("Revicw of Hany Gamble. Book und Rcaders in the b f y
Chwch," unpublished manuscript h m the f 996 AAR/SBL Meeting, 16).
47 See. for examplt. the following works by Vernon K. Robbins: Jesu the Teacher: A SocioRheforicul Interpretarion of Mwk (Philadelphia: Fomcss. 1984); T h e W o m Who Touched Jesus'
Garmenc Socio-Rhetocicd Analysis of the Synoptic Accounts,* NTS 33 (1987): 502-515; "Writing as a
Rhetorical Act in Plutarch and the Gospels." in Persuasive Artisrry: Studies in New Tesrment Rlicroric in
Honor of George A. Kennedy (ed. D.F. Watson; Sheffield: JSOT Press, 1991) 142-168; "Oral. Rhetorical,
and Literary Cultures: A Response," in Orality anà Tcrruality in ECU& Civisrian Literature (cd.J. Dewey;
Semeia 65; Adanta. Scholan Press) 75-91; Erploring the Texture of Tem: A Guide to Socw-Rkrorical
fnferprelationiphiladeiphia: Trinity Press Intemationai, 1996); The Tapcszry of M y Christiun Discotuse:
Rhetoric. Society and fdeology. (LondoniNew York: RoutIedge, 1996); and, "RhetoricaI Composition and
Sources in the GospeI of Thomas," in SBL 1997 Scmimr Popers (Atlanta: Scholars Press. 1997,86-114);
sec also Burton L. Mack and Vernon K. Robbins, Patterns of Pers-on
in the Gospek ~oundaiions&
Faccts; Sonama, CA: PoIebridge Rcss, 1989; and, Burton L. Mack, Rhetoric and the New Testament
(Guidesu, Biblical Scholarship; Minneapolis: Fomcss Press. 1990).

Tompositional Conventions and the Synoptic Problem:' 85 n 45.
In April of 1984. scholars convened in Jerusalem for a symposium on the Synoptic Roblem,
Three main proponent groups wen ceptesenteci: advocates of the Two-Source Hypothesis (2DH). cbe TwoGospel (or Griesbach) Hypoihesis, and the MuItiple-Stage Hypothesis (M.-& Boismard). Many papcrs
were presented and exchanged (pubiished in Dungan. The Interrelutions of the Gospek) with ail
participants agneing to a specific agenda for fatuce cesearch into the Synoptic Roblem fsee Dungan, Ttil
Interrelotions of the Gospek, 6û9-610) This agenda incIuded many items cornmonly known to Synoptic
scholars, h m arguments fiom order to the significance of doublets to the principles of synopsis
consmiction. Yet mÎssing h m thû l i was any refcrence to the mechanics and compositionalconvcntioas

the Iarge written Gospels we have to ask how the Gospels were produced, technicaiiy

speaking. ... if we cannot f o m a concrete conception of the pracess of compiling the
Gospels we have reasons to surmise chat sornething is wrong with our solution of the
synoptic question and of many oiher related topic~."~g

iII. Ancient Compositional Practices and tfie Synoptic Problem

As stated above, these specific (and limited) voices in any discussion regarding
ancient writing practices and the Synoptic Problem indicate tbe general inattention or

lack of recognition on the part of Synoptic scholars in dealing seriously wiih the
cornpositional conventions and specific iiterary methods of antiquity and their bearing on

the Iiterary relationships among the Synoptics.a In addressing this problem, this
dissertation will attempt the foilowing. First, 1 will describe a range of cornpositional
practices attested in antiquity, uicluding book production, compositional techniques, the

impact of Iiteracy rates on the wrinen word, and the methods of textual reproduction and
conflation. Second, 1will attempt to relate those compositional practices to concrete
descriptions and problems associated with the composition of the Synoptic Gospeis found

in three solutions to the Synoptic Problem - the Two-Gospel(Na-Griesbach)
of authors h m aatiquity. The= w ~ r sevcrai
e
agenda items related ta compositional conventions and the
Synoptic Roblem, including the foilowing: "6. Whether the compositionai activity of the cvangelists was
iafluenccd by the gem(s) of the Gaspels;" "10. The process of handing on tradition;" "12. The sotie
historicai setting of each GospeI," Unfominately, the conventions of w r i ~ in
g antiquity and theirbearing
on the Synoptic RobIem were passeci over as an agenda item for h m nsearch.
Birger Gerhardsson, T h e Gospel Tradition," in Dungan. The InterreIorions of the GospcIs,
533-534.
50 Downing dcsai'bcs this phewmtnon as "a dominant tcadcncy ammg s c h o h discussiiig the
synoptic gospeis" uiat ignores %e pragmnticsof first century compositionai methods" (1995.15).
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Hypothesis,the Faner-Goulder Hypothesis, and the Two-Document Hypothesis. This
task will be accomplished specifically through a detded andysis of ancient

compositional practices as observed through the study of a variety of ancient
rnanuscripts, copies, versions and recensions, di comparabie in some way to the Synoptic
Gospels. These will include Greek and Latin writers who would have been iiterary
contemporaries of the Synoptic evangelists.
What is needed is a detailed caraioguing and description of the rnethods employed
by ancient writers. First, I will focus on the conditions under which ancient authors
worked and ded with the characteristics of ancient book production, beginning with the
mechanies of actuai writing, including writing materials, writing posture, and the extent
of literacy. In addition, I wilI then focus on how ancient authors treated written sources.
Various examples from antiquity wiIl be investigated, including (but not limitai to) 2
Macabbees, Josephus, Arrian of Nicornedia, Sirabo, and Diodorus Siculus. From these
primary sources, one will be able to observe a variety of characteristics of ancient
authors' treatment of their sources. Third, 1wiii summarize the various characteristics
observed in my andysis of the compositional conventions and conditions of antiquity in
the concIuding chapter of this section.
In light of the cataioguing of ancient compositionai practices, 1will test the
validity of the above-mentioned three "soiutions" to the Synoptic Robkm in light of the
observable methods of writers in antiquity. Particdar attention will be paid to the

lingering problems for each theory and whether an understanding of the compositional
methods of the Greco-Romaniiterary worId help in mitigating these problems. In

addition, specific Synoptic texts will be used as test cases for each ttreory in light of the

previous catalogueci cornpositional practices. As a result, this dissertation will close with
a bief sumrnary of the entire discussion, as weU as some conctusions regarding the

viabihty of each of the three "solutions" in Iight of ancient compositional conventions.5~

The aim of this dissertation is to take advantage of the renewed and growing
interest among Greco-Roman scholars of taking seriously ancient book production and
circulation dong with the social locations of writers and readers. in the end, it is hoped
that this work wiU cause the imaginations of source critics to be exercised more flexibly
and realisticdly,in a rnanner that corresponds weli to the ways in which writers and

readers worked in the ancient world. This wiil enable one to have a clearer and less
anachronistic picture of how the Gospel writers may have composed their texts.

5t It is m g n i d tbat this dissrnationcanuot actually describe the compositioinaI practiccs of the
Synoptic evangekts; it cm o d y surmise what they probably wefe. givtn what ont docs b w about
cornpositionaipracticcs in g w d .

CHAPTER ONE

AN INTRODUCTION TO \KRITING,BOOKS AND READERS

IN THE GRECO-ROMANWORLD

1. Introduction

There is little question that taking seriously the ways in which writers worked in
the Greco-Rom world is a necessify if one is to smdy adequately and Hivestigate the

texts from antiquity .'Unforhuiately, most Synoptic source criticai discussions take place
without reference to the Literary cultures of antiquity. Clearly, most Synoptic source
critics (at least in North America and continental Europe) presuppose the 'Two-

Document" hypothesis (2DH), where Matthew and Luke used, independently of each
other, Mark's GospeI and the hypothetical sayings document Q. Yet these same critics
often imagine the evangeiists working in literary environments more characteristic to the
twentieth century than of the first century. For example, the evangebsts are often

imagined seated in chairs behind writing desks by many critics? These same authors are
deemed "redactors" or editors of their source materid, part of an imagined literary culture

in which writers are presupposed to have an ample suppty of and easy access to writing
' ~ neactier version of this chapter was ptcsented to tht 1998 Annual Meeting of ttic Amencan
Theologicd Library Association, Leesburg, VA: Robert Demnbacker, "Wrihg, Books and Rraders in the
Ancient WorId" m Swnmary of Proceedhgc FjFy-second Arniruif Covfiereme of ihc Amencan Theological
Librmy Association (M. Tacke, ed; Evanstoa, k ATLA, 1998) 205-229.
?Sec, for example. M. D. Goulder, LuRe: A New PlUOdigm, 24 (Luke's "table"), 197 (Luke has
Matthew and Mark "open in front of him" on bis m e ) . Cf,also the repeatcd &etences by Griesbach
Hypothesis advocatcs io Mark's desk and hi9 two sounxs "in front of him:" W. R. Farmer, in The
Interrelations ofthe GaspeLF, 142; and A L mcol.
in The 1merreiation.softhe Gospels, 182.197.
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materiais, prched behind a large writing table where the author can work without

intemption and distraction? This may be an accurate depiction of contemporary iiterary
culture in the modern West, but it is far from legitirnate in its description of the ways in
which writers and readers worked in antiquity. WhiIe there have been a few voices in

Synoptic Roblem discussions, most conversations in this area of first cenhiry manuscript
production are conducted with a generai inattention and lack of recognition in seriously
dealing with the compositional conventions and specific literary methods of antiquity and
their bearing on the literary relationships among the Synoptics, as was demonstrated in
the previous chapterS4

in atîernpting to correct (rnis)perceptions of ancient literary cultures, this chapter

will begin to descri'be the Iiterary cultures of Greco-Roman antiquity, including literacy,
ancient book production and compositional techniques. Thus, it is the aim of this chapter
today to take advantage of the renewed and burgeoning interest among historians in
ancient book production and the circulation of texts dong with the social locations of
writers and readers. This is accomplished in tandem with the h s h but significant

attention given to Greco-Roman literacy by a few NT and classicai scholars, in order to
cause the imaginations of modern readers of ancient texts to be exercised more flexibly
and redistically, in a manner that corresponds weii to the ways in which wtiters and

'Forexample, F. G. Downing argues that many Synoptic source critics (paxticuldy those he
deems "Q~cionodos")arc "wcddcdto a mode1 of composition redoicnt of a nineteenth or twtnticth
century schoiar's hk-lined study. with gcnaous qacc, endless supplies of paper, scissors and paste (or
even a computcrised word-processoc!) - and extensive solitude"("Wordpmccssing in the Ancient World:
The Social Roduction and Performance of Q,"Paper read at the 1995 AARISBL, at PhiIadelphia,PA; a
revision of ttiis papa was subsequcntly pubüshed: "Wordprocessingin the Ancient Wdd: The Social
Roduction and Performance of QIJSNT64 [19m:29-48).
'Downing desaibes this phenomcnon as "a dominant tendency among scholars discussing the
synoptic gospeis" chat ignores "the pragmatics of fimccntrrry compositionai methods"CWordpnnxssing,"
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readers worked in the ancient world. By recognizhg our perceptions (and
misperceptions) of ancient writers and readers, and the "conceptual lenses" through

which we view them, 1hope at the conclusion of this chapter to be able to have a clearer
and Iess anachronistic picâure of how ancient writers, specificaiiy fion the first few
centuries CE, may have composed their texts, and how these texts were read prior to
moving to a detailed description of the compositional conventions of writers from

antiquity.'

II. Literacy and Literary Cultures in the Greco-Roman World

To speak of the Greco-Roman world as an ancient "literary" culture is, perhaps,
both cryptic and somewhat rnisleading. The t e n "literary" might imply that the ancient
world was one where literacy was widespread and the written text functioned as a

preferred means of communication. This assumption ignores both the varying degrees
and nature of literacy and function of both orality and aurality in their interplay with
textuality .In addition, to speak of a single literary "culture" umecessarily (and perhaps
anachronisticaiiy) reduces a variety of Laculnues"into one expression for the sake of

' ~ e ethe following relevant observations regardhg ancient rcading by L. B. Yaghjian ( h m
"Ancient Rcaduig," in The Social Sciences andNew Testument Ituerprerankn, 207:
"In our Western, indusaiaiized, and lituacy-drivenculnuai contut, teadhg is a fundamenta1 and
halienabte ri@, dong with 'Me. liberty. and the putsuit of happincss.' Our public education system
inirioduccs most Americans to reading skilis by the timc they are six yem of age, and lcarners are tanght to
r d vimally, s ï i d y , and by thcmseives. Inexpensive prïnting costs keep book accessible, plentiful, and
portable. Accustomcd as we are to rcadmg on t*iins and airpianes, on stationary bicy[cpcs and in bed. we
might find nothing unusual about afmt-century CE govenunent official Rading in bis carriage on his way
home h m a religious piigrimage. But what did 'Rading' mean in the ancient world?
"If wc are to 'understand' Rading in the cuiniral world of the NT, we must fmt take off the
conccptual lenses thmugh which we habituaüy nad,and begin to read with ourem as well as ouf eycs.
h n d . wc much change our societai image of teading from a pnvate rendenous with the printed page ta
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heurism. These assumptions diminish the multi-faceted nature of ancient "literary

culture," and diminish many into one monolithic representation of the ancient literary
worid.
Yet, one is obligated to first begin to identify the "literary" culture(s) of the
ancient world if and before one is to speak to the compositional methods of ancient
authors and the physical conditions under which they wrote. This task should address the
following three items: h t , the nature and extent of ancient literacy; second, rhetonc as
representative of the sophisticated interplay between the oral and textuai spheres; and

third,idenûfymg the "writing" cultures in antiquity in tenns of both writing materiais and
conditions and socioeconomic locations.
The question of the extent and nature of ancient literacy is an obvious starting

point in this discussion since these issues have direct bearing to any subsequent
discussion regarding writing methods and matenals. Much has been written regarding
titeracy in the Greco-Roman world, with the most recent and comprehensive treatments
from W. V. Harris6,
Rosalind Thomas7and others? The question of ancient literacy is
difficult for a number of reasons. First, explicit references to ancient literacy that would
aid in understanding ancient literacy fiom a statistical standpoint are essentially absent
from authors in antiquity. Hence, the historian must rely on inference and indirect
information. Second, the nature of Literacy is difficult to define. When a historian speaks
a public bmadcast of oral andor writîen communication."

*Amientfiferucy(Cambridge: University Press, 1989).
'L~ICT(ICY
und Ordüy in Ancient

Greece (Key Themes in Ancient History; Cambridge: University

Press, 1992).
'sec, e.g., M . Beard, ed, Literucy in the Roman Worfd (Journal of Roman Archeology Suppfement
Series 3; AM Arbor. MI: Journai of Roman ArcheoIogy, 1991); and, Alan K. Bowman and Grrg Woolf,
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of "literacy,'' is that person speaking of a rnaximumfwu:tional i i m y where individu&

in antiquity were skiiled enough to w r k compositionally and prosaicaiiy, or mhimaüy in
terms of one's abüity only to sign one's name or recognize brief phrases or words? Third,

there is the problem of varying geography and socio-economic locations that can produce
moduIating rates of literacy. AU of these factors make the detennination of the extent and
nature of literacy in antiquity a difficult task.

The mere existence of written words, whether it be as Literary texts or inscriptions,
indicates that there were at least some individuais in antiquity who were "literate" to a

certain degree, including (of course) a text's or inscription's author and its readers. This
conclusion is both obvious and elementary. The difficulty lies in determiningthe extent
and type@)of Iiteracy in the ancient world. The modem historian has no ancient

statisticd evidence on which to reIy in drawing some conc~usionsregardiig the extent of
literacy. AU one has is chance information that may or may not be helphl, and is often
inconclusive. Hence, it is not dificuit to imagine the lack of scholarly consensus behind
most modern discussions regarding ancient literacy .According to Harris, ancient "mass"
Iiteracy was most readily seen in urban centers, at a rate of no more than 10 to 20

percent? However, this Lbliterate"rninority was iikely a varied mix of literary abiIities

fiom the most basic signatory iiteracy to the ability to read short phrases or messages to a
functiond or "craft" literacy tu possessing the skills required COread or write a papyrus
manuscript." Additionaiiy, rates of Iiteracy could k directiy connected to one's abüity to

read a particuiar Ianguage. This is especiaily sigaificant when one thi?ks in terms of the
eds., Liremcy and Power in !he AnCient World.
%amis, Amient ~iteracy,
passim.
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culture of scribes or copyists of ancient texts. A scribe's abiiity to speak, not just read, the
particular language of the tem hdshe is copying directly effects hidher ability to
reproduce it accurately." Hence, the term "literacy" is both complex and hetergeneous in

antiquity. Despite this apparent difficulty, Raffaella Cnibiore provides the foilowing
helpful taxonomy that is consistent with the multi-faceted nature of literary
cornpetencies: "(1) writing as handwriting, the physical act of tracing characters or
words; (2) writing as copying as taking dictation, the recording of others' words; (3)
writing as crafting lexical, syntactical, and rhetorical units of discourse into meaningful
patterns; (4) writing as authoring, or producing an independent and original text for a
specific audience and purpose."" Thus, it is entirely appropriate to put a multi-faceted
face on the term "literacy.""
in the Roman world, certain individuais were classified as a y p u p p a ~ o twhich
,
is
commoniy translated "illiterate."'4 The disciples Peter and John are described in this
fashion in Acts 4:13.15 Likewise, in a nurnber of Egyptian papyri from Oxyrhynchus,

'vf.Thomas, Literacy and Orality, 869.
"Apparently. m i a l activity was not necessarily iimited IO scn'bes "iiterate"in the language of
their exemplar, Sce Herbert C. Youtie, "'Because they do aot know letiers,"' ZPE 19 (1975): 101-108.

'R. Cribioce, Wriring, Teahers, and Sttrdents in Graeco-Roman Egypt, 10. Sec also the similar
description in Janet Emig, "Writing, compasition, and rhetoric,"in Lunguage ond Literacyfiom an
Educatwnul Perspective.I: Language Studies. II: In Schools (cd. Neil Mexcer. Philadelphia: Open
University Ress. 1988). 210-233.
'~aghjian ("Ancient Reading," 208-209) has deveIoped a helpful and mulù-faceted taxonomy for
or reading mzeived aurally
ancient lituacy: "Auraiitemte nading." the practice of "hearuigsomething d.
by 'readets' cars;"' "Oraliretate reading," the "oral recitation or recaii of a memorized text [or story €mma
texf);* "Oculitcraiereading," the "linguistic dccoding (by cye) h m a writttn text, pcrfonncd by rradas
who can decode written leners;" and, "SniialiteratEreading," the "rradiag for technical. pfessional. or
nIigious purpascs on behaIfof a particuIar interpntive community or 'school.'"

"Cf. Xenophon. Mm. 4220; Epictcnrs 2 2 2 2 BGU [Agyptische UrlNnQn aus den M m pt
Berlin] 118; 152; P &y. 71; 133; 134,137; 139; Plato. I"Ünueus 23B;Philodemus Rliet. 1.L41; Philo, Every
Good Man ir Free 51.
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there is evidence for the employment of professional scriis by aypuppcmor for the
puxposes of executing business contracts, since the aypappasor were, in fact, illiterate.'"
Philo, too, refers to a class of people in the ancient wortd who were "ilIiterate," who are
one of several groups unable to be "in general on an qua1 footing in discussion with the
musical, the literary and the arti~tic."'~
The extent of literacy was ofien partiy determined by the availability (or Iack
thereof) of writing materials. Access to such items varid according to geographic
location and the purchashg power of individuais. Harris understatedly argues that in
generai, "convenient wnting materials cannot have been as casuaiiy omnipresent as they

are in our lives."" Non-epigraphic titerary media in antiquity included the farniiiar and
traditional wax or w d e n tablets, papyrus and parchment, dong with ostraca, broken

fragments of pottery that could be used for tax-receipts, school lessans, and lists. While
identibng the relative cost of such media with any precision is difficdt, we do have
clues h m ancient sources as to the costs. A papyrus letter Gom the second century

I6P ûay. 71 (ca. 303 CE): Petition addrrsscd to prcfm Clodius Culcianus, by AureIius Demetnus
who is defraudcd by a dtbtor because Dtmetnus is "ilIiteraten(aypci~.icia'tov):"Whcn rfitrrfon 1 askcd
hirn for the money [owed ro me]wûiie Ham was strategus. he mrnpted, owing to my king illitcratc, to
commit a fraud COmy deuiment" (B.P. G d c U aud A. S. Hunt, eds The OxyrhynchusPopyri. vol. 1
[Landon: Egypt Exploration Fund, 18981.134); P Oxy- 133 (ca. 550 CE): Receipt and promissory note for
an advana of secd corn; si@ by Aurelius HeracIides, "Scnùe of the village of Takana, signed for them
[village officiais of Takona]at thcir requcst, as ùiey werr iiliteme (a'pdppatov)." (GrcnfcII and Hunt,
77w Oxyrhynehtrr Pm,
2û8); P Oxy. 134 (ca. 569 CE): Receipt for one gold solidus to Ravius Apion,
given by John, chef of the stoae-masous: %atm si@ on his [John's] behalf, as he is illitcrate
[aypdpparov]." (GrenfeIl and Hunt, The ~ ~ h iPm,l J210); P Oxy. 137 (ca.5 8 4 ~ ~Receipt
):
for
an d e of a waterwhed for irrigation, given by Aurelius Ptollion to Flavius Apion: "Pdpnouthios si@ on
his [Ptoiiian's] behaIf, as hc is iiiitetarc (aypappa~ov).(GtenfeIIand Hunt, The OxyrhynchirsPapyri,
2 18); P Oxy. 139 (ca. 612 CE): Contract berneen Aurielius Menas, lhc hed-&an,
and Flavius Apion,
whece Menas promises to cemain honesi: Vohn signcd on his ena as'] behalf. as he is iIliferate
(aypcippurov)," (Grenfeii and Hunt, The Oxyrhynchus P m . 723)

..

" ~ h i ~~o ,o b51. (Colson, L U ) .
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mentions the purchase of eight manuscripts for 100 drachmas, approximately the wages
for a 100 days work for the average Egyptiau laborer.lgP Oxy. 1654 mentions that a
single sheet of papyrus might cost two obols, roughly a third of the average daiiy wage
for the sarne Egyptian laborer.* The extensive reuse and recycling of both papyrus and
parchment points as weii to theu apparently expensive cost. Palimpsests, scrolls or
cadices that have k e n erased or have had eariier writings scraped away ,are commoniy
found among ancient manuscripts, indicating the extensive practice of recychg writing
materials." Similarly, the occasional opisthograph (a document with writing on both
sides of the page or roll) rnight also suggest the general costiiness of parchment and
In addition, the popularity of wax tablets, designed to be reused yet lacking
many of the features of parchment or papyrus points, at least indirectly, to the significant

expense one could incur in purchasing papyrus and parchment. One of the more lavish
literary events fiom late Roman antiquity took place in the fourth century CE,when the
emperor Constantine commissioned the production of 50 parchment manuscripts of the
Bible, requiring the skins from at least 2,500 sheep or goats. The historian Eusebius teils

us that these copies were "to be written on fine parchment in a legible manner, and in a

' q ~ ~ e t u30.
u sSec Gambie, Books and Readers, 53. A Gnek druchma was valued at s u oboIs, a
rough monerary equivaient to the Roman silver duuuius.

'D~ccording
to Harris (AncicmLiteracy, 195)an average fvst cennuy CE Egyptian iabortr could
make up to six obols a &y.
21pracfice was commody used with parchment rather than papyrus, since papyrus did not
hold up weii to the washing away of prcvious writing (cf.Cn'biore, W i n g , Teachers,und Srudents, 59 n.
16). A good example of this phenornenon in NT litcrame is seen in Codex Ephraemi Rcsaipnts
a
century parchment palimpscst,

(a.

Sf the verso si& of a papyrus shœt was used in addition to the rem. it would often be mtated
90" in order to &ow for the same ease of writing a mi would have with the recto. Sec Cn'bore, Wrifing,
Teackrs, and Stirdc~s,60-62.
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convenient portable fonn, by professional scribes thoroughly accomplished in their art."a

Hany Gamble, in his very helpfd book, concludes that "Constantine obviously wanted

books of the first quality, professionally produced, and in no way inferior to the finest
volumes of non-Christian literatue, and he knew and furnished the resources of money
and talent to get them."24Fially, book collecting and the production of lavishly
decorated books was often a sign of wealth and status, sometimes seen as an opulent and
unnecessary practice.* Thus, Harris is likely correct in the foliowing conclusion: "the
bland assumption of scholars that social class made virnially no difference to one's
ability to f i d writing materials is ill-f~unded.***~
Likewise, literacy could be directly connected to the levels and extent of
education. While both elementary and secondary education was typically reserved for

upper class males, so too was a person's ability to read and write. Generally, women were
not part of the educational process, including those attached to upper-class households.
Since education could often take place in the public sphere, a d m usually reserved for
the males of antiquity, females were typically consigned to the private sphere of the

n~usebius,Vit. Const.436, as quoted by B. M. Metzger, The Text of the New Testamens (2& ed.;
New York: Oxford University Ress, 1%8), 7.
3~ooksami Readers. 79-80.
%ce, for example, Lucian, Ind. 4.7.15.19; Scneca, T r q . 9.4-7. Jerome condemns fhc
extravagant decorarion of books in the foiiowiag invective: "Parchments arc dyed purple, gold is melted
into lenering, muscripts are deckcd with jewels, while Christ lier at ihe door naked and dying" (Ep.
2232. as quoted by Metzger, The T a of the New Testomrnr. 4 n. 1).

a h ~ i e nLiteracy.
t
195. For a somewhat diffuent view, set R. Thomas, "Literacy ,"Oqord
Cksical Dictionary (3d ed; Oxford: University E'rcss, 1996). 868-869. She argua that iiteracy ikquentiy
was not limited to society's 4ite but includd those with the ability to rcad and write in the lowcr classes,
which is quite diffmnt than Harris' eariier concIusion that Iiteracy was prc&m.natcly an abiiity cnjoyed
by the upper classes. Thomas' evideace includes Aristophanes' refennce to a semi-iiteriUcsausage
salespetson. In addition, ancient iiterary evidence suggmts thaf slaves were involvcd in the production and
reading of manuscrïpts. Thus, Thomas concludes that Liieracy is not neccssatily a sign of social
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household, and therefore outside of the public sphere of education. There wae, of course,
many exceptions to this general trend, the most interesthg of which is the training of
slaves for scribal activitiesn Whiie literacy was a benefit enjoyed by a minority of
individuals in the Greco-Roman worId, it was not exclusiveIy a privilege enjoyed by the
wealthy and powerful, it could be also f o n d among the lower classes, Classics scholars
debate the extent to which education (and thus Iiteracy) was limited to the upper classes.

Some argue that the Roman education strategy was a "two-track system, where, wMe
privileged classes would have cornpiete access to "hirai schmls,"chiIdren of lower
classes were aliowed to leam "craft"literacy in an elementaq educational context?
Regardless, it is safe to conclude that typically privileged males would have access to a
quality education, either ia a public classroom or through the private employment of
pedagogues and grammarians.
One of the ironies of ancient iiteracy is the extent to which those at the top of the
sociai hierarchy would often go to avoid ~riting.'~
Professional scribes were fkquently
employed by government officials or wedthy business people to wnte Ietters or draft
business correspondences for their affluent ernployers. While on occasion government

officials possessed only signatory literacy? more often than not these officials would
advancement.

%ee, for examplt. A. D.Booth, "The Schooling of Slaves in FmtSentury Rome," TAPA 109
(1979): 11-19.

*Sec A. D.Booth, "Elementary and Sccandary Education in the RomanEmpire," Floriiegium 1
(1979): 1-14; Cribiarc, Writing, T e a c k s ,mrdSrrrdenrs. 14-19.
=hRogcr S. Bagnaii argues: "One might almostsay that iherr was a direct correIatian bmvcen
sociai standing ihat guarantced Littra~yand thc means to avoid wrihg. But this shodd not be iaken to
mean tbat men ofiIiis standing did not do a fair amount of writing aii the saute" (Reoding Papyri, Wrizïng
Ann'ent History, 25)-

P. Petau 121 P.KoIn mv. 328). a papynu used by Petaiis. the vinage secrrtary of
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employ scriis and secretaies to compose letters, with these officiais frequentiy adding a
cbsing greethg in their own h d ' W e the apostle Paul's social status is a matter of
s o m debate, he too had scxiis and secretaries at his disposal for the writing of his letters

in the mid-first century CE,often adding a greeting in his own band.= Within the private
sphere of the household, the situation was typically uot much different. While it is likely
that most males within privileged households were literate, much of the day-to-day
administration of the household "paperwork" was undertaken by the household support
staff? Thus, while one's ability to read and write could often transcend social locations,
it would usuaiiy do so if those Iower classed Iiterate individuals were employed by public

oifkials or attached to a privileged household.
Despite the anecdotal, seemingIy random and often arnbiguous nature of the

literary evidence in support of the extent of Iiteracy, the following picture can be
cautiously drawn regarding Literacy in the Roman world: Literacy could be varied and
extremely lirnited, usuaüy (but never exclusively) among the privileged members of
society who could afford both an education and writing materials. Thus, the scarcity of
literacy required most members of Greco-Roman society to compensate for their
illiteracy, regardless of their social location in that culture. Precisely how individuais
would compensate for widespread illiteracy has (pamaUy) been the focus of current
studies of ancient rhetoric and the interplay between the oral and literary spheres in
Ptoiemais Hormou, to ptactice his signature, which he could only sign with some difficuity.
" S e , for example, PSonopBemty.

%ad concludes 1 Corinthians and Galafians with greetings "in (his) own hand" (1 Cor 1621; Gai
6 11; cf-also 2 Thes 3:17 and Col 4:18). In addition. Paul's employed mi.Tertius, concIudes Paul's
letter to the Romans wiîh a grcemig as w& "1Tertius, the writer of this letter, grcet you in the Lord"
(1622).
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antiquity. Take Vernon Robbins, a specialist in ancient rhetoric and a pioneer of the socalled "socio-rhetoricai" method in NT studies, as an exampie. Robbins argues chat most
contemporary scholars wrongly presuppose "a polarity between oral culture and scriid
culture for its context of a~alysis."~~
In Robbins' mind, Werner Kelber's influentid 1983

work,The Oral and Writren ~ospef?'is most responsible for promoting this "chasrn"
between oral and literary cultures. Consequently, using the example of the Synoptic
Problem, Robbins argues that most Synoptic source critics imagine "a rhetorically
disengaged scribai culture as the context for the production of the New Testament

Gospels."36
Robbins suggests a helpful alternative. Instead of embracing two seemingly
incompatible oral and scribal cultures, Robbins argues for a "rhetorical culture" that
"dorninated Mediterranean society during the fmt part of the common era," characterized

%agnall, Reading P@,

Writing Ancimt History, 24-25.

hRogymnasric Rhetocical Composition and Rc-Gospel Traditions: A New Approach:' in The
Synoptic Gospek: Sowce Criricism mtd the New Lirerary Criiicism (cd.C . Focant; Leuven: University
Ress/UitgevcrijPeeters, 1993) 116.See Robbins' other tnamicnts of orality and Iiteracy within the
framework of a "socio-rhetorical" method: Jesus the Teaclrrr: A Socio-Rkton'cal htetprefasionof Mnrk
(PhiladeIphia: Fomtss, 1984);"The Woman Who Touchcd Jesus' Garmcnc Socio-Rhetoricai AnalysW of
the Synoptic Accounts." NTS 33 (1987): 502-515; "WriMgas a Rhetoricai Act in Plutarch and the
Gospels," in Persuasive Artisûy: Studies th New Testnment Rhrroric bz Honor ofGeorge A. Kentuùy (ed.
D.F. Watson. Sheffield: JSOT Pms, t 991). 142-168; "Chai, Rhetoricd, and Litcrary Cuitarcs: A
Rcspansc." in Oraliiy and Tufmliry in h i y Christian L i t e r e e (Senteia65; cd. J. Dewey; Atlanta:
Scholars Press, 1994). 75-91; Exploring tk Taturc ofT=us:A Guide IO Socio-Rktorkal Insetpreration
(Philadelphia:Trinity Ress Inlemaiional, 1996); Thr Tqpe~nyq f h i y Chtis~ianDiscome: Rhetoric,
Sociery und Ideology (LondonMew York: Routiedge, 1996); "Rhetorical Composition and Sources in ihe
Gospel of Thomas." in SBL 1997 Semulcu P4pcrrs (Atlantx Scholm h,
19971.864 14-

"The Oral and Wrinen Gospel: Thr î k m e ~ ~ i t i of
c sSpedng and W r i h g in the Synoptic
Tradiion, Mark, Paul. and Q (Philadelphia: Eamess Rcss, 1983). A goad and =nt ciitical evaluaiion of
Kelber's work is L. W. Hurfado, "Grc~o-RomariTextuaüty and the Gospel of Mark: A Criticai Assessrnent
of Werner Kelber's T k Oral Md Wrinen Gospel( Bulletinfor Bibliral Reseurch 7 (1997): 91-106. See
aiso John HaIverson, "Oral and Wrinen Gospel: A Critique of Werner &ber," MT 40 (1994): I8û-195.
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by a "Iively interaction between oral and uMitten ~ornposition."~
For Robbins, the ancient
rhetorical literature of the Progymnmata best iliustrates this "rhetoricai" culture which
"is aware of written documents, uses written and oral Ianguage interactively, and
composes both orally and scribaiiy in a rhetoncal mariner."" Thus, Robbins suggests the
following basic taxonomy: an "oral" culture, which "has no written literature in view;" a
"scribai" culture, which "focuses on 'copying' and 'editing' either oraI statements or
written texts;" and h a i i y ,the already defined "rhetorical" culture?9
With this taxonomy in mind and with an eye to the Synoptic Problem, Robbins

argues the following: Over the past 200 years of modem Synoptic source-critical
discussion, most scholars have assumed that the evangelists were working within a
"scribal" culture where scribes "move their eyes back and foah from manuscript to
manuscript as they copy word for word, intentionally rnodifying wording only for
editorial purpo~es.'~
Robbins' suggestion that the evangelists were not working in the
popularly assumed (but seldom explored) "scribai" culture but rather a "rhetoricai"
culture has some ment. Those (like Kelber) who posit a "chasm" between the oral and
literary worlds of antiquity fail to recognize the pmdox in ancient Christian literature
between a movernent that was predominately illiterate but textuaiiy focused, beginning
with the very eariy production, transmission and dissemination of Christian textsj' This

n"Progymnastic Rhetoricai Composition." 116.
~~rogymnastic
Rhetoncai Composition:' 118.

"'Progymnastic Rhetoricai Composiaon." 1 18. Robbb adds the fonowhg as wen: rroding,
Iiterary, print ond hypertut culturcs ("Oral, Rhetorical, and Likrary Cuinirrs: A Responk," 75-91).
al

hgymnastic Rhetoricai Composition." 116.

"One might argue that the attiiïcial "chasm" between source and fom CriiiÇaI discussionsis panly
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is a paradoxical world of early Chnstianity that might be deemed as an "illiterate literary
c~lture,'~'which is immersed in a rhetorical culture that is interested in the interplay
between oral and scriial cultures. It is likely in this rhetorical culture, for example, where
the Gospels and other early Christian texts were composed. Thus, Gamble can correctly
conclude the following:
[Allthough the oral and the written remained different modes [or media], they
were far closer and interactive in antiquity than today, and a too sharp theoretical
differentiation [as with Kelber, for example] misconceives the situation. The
cultivation of oral tradition does not itself imply either an absence of or a
prejudice against written material?
Hence, it seems helpful for this discussion to understand the culture of the writers during
the Greco-Roman p e n d as a "rhetorical" culture, one that embraces the active interplay
between the oral and textual spheres, and one that provides a context for understanding
their cornpositional methods and physical conditions under which they worked.
Understanding the culture of antiquity as a "rhetorical" culture points to one of
the many ironies of Greco-Roman literary world. Despite the low rates of literacy and
education, most people could not avoid the "literature" of antiquity. The literary culture
of antiquity, with its active interplay between the iiterary and oral spheres, encompassed
all areas of life, from daily business dealings to the religious? WMe the ownership and

collecting of literature was reserved for the elte in society, most could not avoid contact

nspansible for this phenornenon.
%ambk ( B w k and Readers, 11) defines a "literaryculturenas one where turs wcre used and
produced (which is different h m commenthg on the "literary qualities" of tcxts).

%unble. Book and Reodcrs, 30.
*'Because oral and writien contexfs infcrsoctcd in Mediterranean aatiquity, culniral iiteracy, or
'knowing the üadition,' did not depuid on technid literacy,or 'howing Ictters,' even the social praciia
of reading embraced both of thesc" (Yaghj-m. "AnCient Reading," 208).
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with writing? The need for record keeping, the issuing of receipts for business
transactions, and the transcription of business contracts kept most people, especiaily
those in urban centers, in daily contact with written texts, regardess of their ability to

read and write. Voluntary associations, collegia, and trade guilds, members of which
were found in every stratum of ancient society, often used written texts for the

codification and chronicling of each particular organization's membership requirements
and regu1ations"e

religious realrn played an important roIe as well

within literary

cultures. Rhetoricai critics have attempted to demonstrate, for exarnple, that most, if not

dl, NT documents were originally designed to be read publidy and communally? The
letters of Paul or the Gospels for example al1 appear to be have k e n written with their

oral performance in rnind." This is the irony of Greco-Roman literary cultures, that

USoBagnall argues: "Hardly anyone, exnpt infants who died bcfore king recordcd. would
escape some involvement with the comprchensive nenvork of pnvate and govemental documentation,
and even the poorcst families were likely to own something written. But aany people wouId have onIy a
second-hand acquaintance with the world of writing, depending on oihtrs to write things for rhem where
necessary and to kcep them informeri about things that affected hem. The power of this second-hand
rcIationship should not bc underestimated, however, for it conceraed aspects of lifeof vitai importance to
h e u physical and economic sccurity or even survivai" (Reading P u p . . Writing Ancient Hisrory. 15).

''%ce Richard S. Ascou&, Whaf Are Tiey Saying about the Formation of rhe Pwline Churcha?
(New York: Paulist frcss, 1998), esp. 74-75.
"NT documents an "oral to the core, both in their maion and in h e u performance" (P. 1.
Achtemeier, "Omne verbwn sonar: Tht New Testament and the Otal Environment of Late Western
Antiquity," JBL 109 [199ûj: 19). For a good introduction to rhe mcthod of rhetoricai analysis of the NT, see
B. L. Mark, Rheroric Md the New T~stamenr,
and G. Kemedy, New Tatameril interpretation through
Rheroncuf Crihcisni (Chape1 Hin,NC: University of North Carolha, 1984).
"It appears that most readers in antiquity would normaiiy cead a written u t aioud, even ifhe or
she was aione. Cf. Augnstiae ( C o 6 633) who is perplexcd upon seing Ambrase readingsilentiy. Gambie
(Book und Reuiiers, 203-204) argues that phenomenon of "continuaus script" (scripts c o n h . ir., texts
and paragraphs) nahirally caused readas to
without puncniation or divisions between wonfs, sente-.
read aioud: "The k t way OI decipher a tcxt wrïtten in this way was phonetic" (204). See also Raymond I.
Starr,"Reading Aloud: Lecrores and Roman Reading," U 86 (1991): 337-343- A. K. GaMilov,
Techniques of Reading in Classical Antiqaity," Classical Quruterfy47 (1997): 56-73; and, M. F.
Burnyeat. "Postscript on Silent Reading,'' Claracal Quarrerty 47 (1997): 74-76.
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despite widespread illiteracy, encountenng the written text was, for most, a regular and
fiequent event.

III. The Production of the Greco-Roman Book

The Media and Marerials of Writers in Anriquity
Without a doubt, the last 100 years have seen some of the greatest manuscript
discoveries in history. Our understanding of the writers and readers in the ancient
Mediterranean world advanced Light years with the discovery of the Oxyrhynchus Papyri,
the Dead Sea Scrolls, dong with the Nag Hammadi material. Not only have we learned
much about the Greco-Roman world, intertestamentalIudaism and early Christianity, but
our knowledge of manuscript production has increased as weiI.
When one is discussing the writings from ihe Greco-Roman world, it is important
to pay attention to both the materials and media of ancient documents. Certainly, a
discussion of the materials of ancient manuscripts is integrai to any discussion of the texts
of Roman society, as is the various textual media employed in the ancient world. As
Gamble argues regarding ancient media: 'The failure to consider the extent to which the
physical medium of the written word contributes to its meaning - how its outward aspects
inform the way a text is approached and read - perpetuates a largely abstract, often
Hence, to
unhistorical, and even anachronistic conception of early Christian literat~re.'~~

fail to take seriously the various media as which ancient texts and Cheir written sources
circulated is potentially to misunderstand and rnisrepresent any discussion of them. More

*Gambie, Bookr and Readers, 42-
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specifically, when one ignores the potential media employed by the Synoptic evangelists,

one nins the risk of skewing source-criticai discussions in an unrealistic or anacbronistic
direction.
Essentiaily, there are two basic types of media in antiquity, to which 1 have
already ailuded: the scroii or "book-roll" and the codex, which is closest to our modern
book medium. Both couId be constructed of either papyrus or parchment. Papyrus was
produced tiom the pith of the papyrus plant that grew dong the Niie River in Egypt. This
pith was pounded into flat strips that were, in tum,laid verticaiiy and horizontaüy,
pressed together and adhered naturaiiy through the resin of the plant that served as a
glue.s0Parchment, on the other hand, was fashioned h m the skin of either sheep or
goats. The skin would be scraped, washed, smoothed witb pumice, and finaiiy dressed in
chalk or lime!'

Since one animal couid yield two folio sheets, an edition of the NT, for

example, would requise 50 or 60 animais.

The predominant medium used by wrïters in the tirst century CE was the scroli or
book-roil. Many references to this can be found in antiquity, including severai in the

NT." According to Gamble, papyrus or parchment scroils could conceivably be of any
length, but were limiteci to an average of 3 5 meters? mus, Callimachus (ca. 3101305-ca.

" ~ e eMeizger, The Texr of the New T c s ~ m n t3-4.
,

"See Metzger. The T a of the New Testament,4-5.
%ce, for example, the uses of pifiAiovand p v k in the N T Man 19~7:Mark 10:4: Luke 4:I i
(olnçc), 20; John 20:U); 21:25; Gd 3:lO; 2Tim4A3; Heb 9:19; 10:7; Rev 1:ll; 5:1,2,3,4,5.8.9; 6%;
[O:& 13:8; 128; 20:12 (ifirice); 21 :î7; 22:7,9,10,18 (lwi~~),
19 (twice); M m 1:l; Mark 12:26; LpLe 3:4;
20:42; Acts 1:20; 7:42; 19:19; Phil43 Rev 3:s; 20:15.

s~ookFand Reaakn. 45.
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240 BCE) once argued, "A large book [is] a large evil."" Ttierefore, the greatest Iiterary

"evils"of antiquity would have been Thucydides and Homer, whose works in scroU fonn

would have measured 90 and 45 meters respectively* Vimially aii of the t h e , the lines
and coIumns of written text would appear on one side of the scroll. But on occasion,
when resources were iimited, a scribe or writer might write on both sides of the materiai

in opisthographic fashion, with each side of the roll containing a different literary workm

in addition, a "book roll" or scroll allowed the reader continuous or sequenrial access (as
opposed to random access) to a particular document, with its design being most
conducive to start-to-finish reading. Thus, reading from a scroll, let alone writing on one,
was quite an operation that demanded great care and c~ordination.~

all lima ch us, Frag .465.pref.; translated by D. D i g e r . The Hand-Produeed Book (London:
Hutchinson's ScientSc and Technical Publications, 1953) 132.
'cf. Diringer, îïte Hand-Produced Book, 127- 129.
For example, sec P Oxy. 657lPS.i. 1292 (Hebrcws wrilten on one side with an epitome of Livy
on the othd; and, P Oxy. 1075 (Revelation on one si&. Exodus on the other).
"The ancieut &a of Grtek [scrolls] was inconvenicnced in several ways. Holding the scroll
open as one read and simultaneously rerolling the scroii in one's Ieft had, requid exceptional
coordinaàon. Looking up an exact quoration in a diffmnt scroIi was tolaiiy discounging. If che mou feu
to the floor, retrieving it was a nuisance, much wotse if it rippcd. Uniess h e nader was Familiar wirh the
text, the ahsence of word spacing and puncniation slowcd comptzhension. When the reader fouad the scroii
wilh Ihe end of the story fmt, he or she had to reroll it before having the pleasm of rcading the book. No
wonder that when readcrs f ~ s h e the
d scroU, they [typicdy] did not rcwind it for the next pason!" (Leila
Avrin. Scribes, Script anà Book: The Book Arts Rom Anriquity ro the RenuIjsolcce [[Chicagaltondon:
Amcrican Libaty Association, 19911,153).
in addition, working with a scroii could bc hazardous to one's heaIdi. The younger Pliny (61162113 CE) tetates the account of Verginius Rufus who, at age 83, broke his hip while slipping during an
attempt to "gathu up" a scroli that had faiien on a newly polished ffoar: He [verginius Rufus1 had narbed
the age of eigbty-three.iiving in close retirement and deeply nspected by us aI1, and his h d t h was g d .
apan h m a Otrnbüng of the han&, not enough to trouble him. Ody deah when it carnt w u slow and
painful. though we can oniy admin the way he faad it. He was rehearsing the delivery of his adcires of
thanks to the Emperor merva] for his election to his third consulship, when he had o c d o n to take up a
heavy book, the weight of which made it faü out of his han&, as he was an old man and standing at the
cime. He bent down to pick [lit. 'gather' (colligitque)]it up, and lost his footing on the sIippery polished
floor, so hat he feu and fracnued his hip. This was so badly set. and because of his age it neva mended
prupeciy" P h y the Younger. E'. 2.15 (Radice, LU).
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Like the scroll, the codex could be fashioned out of parchment or papyrus. Sheets
of papyrus or parchment could be folded, stacked and sewn dong the fold, making a
"quire," simikir to a modem pamphlet or boukiet. Multiple quires could be bound
together, making larger books?' Unlike the scroll, the codex was constructed in a way
that gave the reader random access to a particular manuscript. In addition, codices were
typicaily opisthographs, making efficient use of the writing surface. While the smU was
the popular medium of writers and scribes in the h t few centuries of the Common Era,
the codex was also utilized. Writing in the k t century CE,the poet Martial (ca. 40-10314
CE), while not using the specific term "codex,"

makes reference to "codex-like"

manuscripts on several occasions, commending his readers to carry a "pocket-sized"
version of his poetry that couid be held in one hand (uniike the scroll):
You, who wish my poems should be everywhere with you, and look to have them
as cornpanions on a long journey, buy these which the parchment confines in
small pages (quos a m t brevibus membranu tabellis).Assign your book-boxes to
the great; this copy of me one hand can grasp. (Epig. 12 [Bailey, LU])
Codices composed of either papyrus or animal skin came in a variety of sizes
intended for a variety of functions. Like Martial, Quintilian (b. Ca. 35 CE) makes

.~
reference to parchment notebooks in the late hrst century, deemed m e m b r a ~ eThis
perhaps is what the author of 2 Tim 4: 13 has in mind in his request of Timothy to bring to

him his cloak, books (TU fltplicr), "and above al1 the pp~pcivaç,"often translated as
"parchments." As notebooks, codices often took the form of a "practice" medium or one
intended for initial drafts of various publications. As a predecessor to the codex, the wax
tablet was the ancient equivalent of chalk and hand-held slate black-board, Wax tablets

%e Gamble, Bmb und Re&$,

66-69, for a dcpicu'onof codex coastruction.
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could be bound together or be held individuaiiy by a student, scribe or author. The wax
could be reused, with the handwriting "erased" through the smoothing out of the wax.
Most often, wax tablets were used for note taking. Quintilian mentions that while notetaking was faster using a wax tablet as opposed to a parchment or papyrus text, since the

s c r i i or student needed to continudy be retuming his or her stylus to the ink pot for
"refilling," the wax tablets were Iess legible than parchment note book^.^ in addition, wax
tablets could be bound together, making a crude loose-leaf "ring" binder, of usuaily two
to four boards (Le., a four to eight page book), or even nine boards!'
Eventualiy, perhaps as early as the second century CE, the codex moved fiom
king a mere "notebook" to an acceptable medium for the ''fkal" editions or drafts of

written works. As is commonly known, the codex, as popularized by early Christian
writers, eventudy won out as the preferred medium for writers and scn'bes in antiquity.
The codex offered many feanires that were not found in the "book roll," including
random access (as with a modem audio compact disk as compared to a cassette tape),
modest cost savings (Gamble estimates a rough savings of nearly 25% over the scrolla),
and ease of use (if smdi enough, a codex could be held in one hand, or easily held in two

60fnsz.1033Iff; cf. Martial Epig. 145.1.
"~vrin,Scribes, Script and Books. 165.

a~mks
ond Readcrs, 55. See aiso T.C. Skeat,"The length of the standard papyrus roll and the
cost-advantageof the codex," ZPE45 (1982): 169-175.
Against the idea that the codex was a modestiy cheaper WUXI
than the scroii. Jennifer Sheridan
bas argued that papyrus codices w a t produccdfiom a roU of (blank) papyrus shœts glucd togetha. cut
into folio sheets of equai length to neatcd the quires needed for a codex. In otùer wotds. creating a codex
involved at Ieast two extra steps in manufacnirt not found in the production of the saoii 1) cuning of
folio sheets h m an aùeady glued papyrus roU. and 2) stacking, folding. sewing, and tnmming these sheets
to cnate a quk. As such. the cost of a (papyrus) codex would have kuigrrater chan the scroU. given these
two additional steps in manufactutc ("Christians and Docmnentary CodÏces," au unpubhhed paper read at
the 1998 AAWSBL in Orlando, FL,at the "Papplogy and Early Christian Backgrounds Consultation,"

-
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or on one's lap). The codex's efficiency (size, ease of use and random access) is but one
exptanation of its rise in popularity ,particularly among early Christian writers.

There have been 0 t h (controversial) attempts explaining the evolution of the
codex and the rather speedy movement in Christian literature away from the scroll to the
codex as the preferred medium of writing? some of which are signif~cantto this present
study on the literary origins of the Gospel texts? Colin Roberts, both individuaiiy and in

his collaboration with T. C. Skeat, suggests that there are two theories that might account
for the development of the (Christian)codex. First, the s o - d e d "Markan Hypothesis,"

in which Roberts argues that the codex quickly became the preferred medium as a result
of the authority given to an earIy to mid-kt century parchment notebook. This notebook
was used by (John) Mark (the person presupposed by Roberts to be the author of the

November 24.1998).
%.g., Gamble, Book and Readers, 49-66, David Trobisch,Die Enrscchwig der
Paulusbricfimlung; idem, Paul's Lener Collection;Colin H. Robem. The C o d a (London: Geoffky
Cumberlege Amen House, 1953); idem, "Books in the Graeco-Roman World and in the New Testament,"
in Cambridge History ofrhe Bible {Cambridge: University Prus, 1970),1:48-66; idem, Manucript,
Soeiery and Beliefin Eatly ChrLFtimi Egypt ondon: Oxford Univmity Press, 1977); Cotin H. Roberts and
T.C. Skeat. The Binh of the C o d a (Landon: Oxford University Pms, 1983); T. C. Skeat. "Early Christian
Book-Muction: Papyri and Manuscripts," in Cambridge Histoty of the Bibk (Cambridge: University
Ress, 1969), 254-79; E. G .Turner, The Typoiogy of the M y C o d a ( W e l p h i a : University of
Pcnnsylvania k,
1977); S.R. Lieweiyn, ed.,New Docwllcnrs Iiiustraiing &viy Christianiiry, Volume 7.
A Review of the Greek imcriptioni d Ppubfished in 1982-83 (Maquarie: The Ancient History
Documentary Rescarch Cenae. 1994). 249-256.
See the fouowing tabIe provideci by LleweIyn (The Developmentof the Codex,"251). who
adapts it h m ihe information given by Roberts and Skeat in The Binh a f t k Cadu; 37:

Greek LiCentury
1
1-II

II

n-rn
m
m-N
IV
N-V

and Scientitic "Books" by Form and Cenniry
Rolls
Cadices
1

252

Ratio
1252
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second gospel) to transcribe the disciple Peter's reminiscences, eventually maicing its way
to Alexandria. There, it is transformeci into a parchment codex as canonical Matk. The
Gospel's abrupt shorter ending (Mark 16) can be explained as evidence for missing
sheets from an early codex copy of Mark.
Second, the so-calied "Antioch Hypothesis" has been suggested as another
alternative by Roberts and Skeat. They argue that a group of early Jewish-Christians

Living in Antioch adapted the form of the "papyrus tablet" mentioned in the Rabbinic m.
Kelirn 24.7 (~113'5~)as a preferred medium for transcribing the sayhgs of Jesus. These

tablets eventually were expanded to include narrative material and then evolved uito a
gospel in the form of a codex. Bath of these theories, as provocative as they may be, have
not been widely held and have received some criticism: Roberts' Markan theory
particularly Iacks expianatory force. Mark may have originated as a notebook, but couid
have easily (and quickly) cüculated as a scroli. Besides, the abrupt ending of Mark could

be as easily explained imagining Mark in a scroii format, with the outer part of the roil
containing a longer ending of Mark eventually breaking off fiom the rest of the scroii.
Uewelyn describes two dternative theories to the ones posited by Roberts and
Skeat. The socio-economic mode1 maintah that the less-costly codex was adopted by

early Christians for economic reasons suice the rnajority of whom were from the lower
classes of Roman society. This theory is dismissed by Llewelyn in his agreement with
Roberts and Skeat that "the delineatioa between social class and prefennce of wriiing
format is a false sirnp~ication.'~In addition, as we observesi above, contact with

" ~ œLiewelyu ("'iEe Development of the Codex:' Z 2 ) for his miticisms of Robemg Markan
Hypothesis; and, h e criticai iemarks of J. van Haelst ("Les origines du codex," Les dibuts du codtx [A.
BIanchard, cd; Tuinhouc Brcpols, 19391 31) against the Robtxts-Skeat Antioch Hypothesis.
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literature and writing was somethùig that aii in society would experience, despite socio-

economic mus?
The so-caüed "Roman Hypothesis," advocated by van Haelst as an alternative to
Roberts and ~keat? posits that the spread in popularity of the early Christian codex can

be seen for three reasons (curiously offered without much supporthg evidence). First,
since gospel tex& were popular and widely used liturgical "manuals" as opposed to
"works of literature," the codex medium was more conducive to the pragmatic nature of

the early gospels. Second, as the gospek wexe distinct h m other conternporary literature
(e.g., the classics), they were not subject to the same ressictions as 0

t h popular

literature. Third, the hierarchy and geographic breadth of the early Churcfi convibuted to
the rapid adaptation of the codex as the preferred medium for early Christian Iiterature.
For LIeweiyn, as provocative as van Haelst's theory rnay be, it remains unsatisfactory

primariiy for its lack of venfying idormation in support of his three assertions.69
Thus, Llewelyn offers the most curent treatment of the spread of the eariy

Christian codex chat syntiaesizes and interacts with previous attempts ac resolving this
problem. While Llewelyn is content to agree with previous treatments of the Christian
codex (e.g,, Roberts and Skeat, van Haelst) as to the Roman origins of early codices, he
does not think that it shouid f o b w that "one should [then] look to Rome and the Roman

church in particular to account for subsequent Christian pra~tice."~
Second,there is the

d6lleweIyn. T h e D e v e l o p a t of the Codex;" 253. Cf. R o b and S k , The Birih ofrk CaIet,
68-70.
bT

Again, see tht argument made above by J e d e r Sheridan,

*Les Ongines du codex," t3-35.

'UeweIyn, "The Development ofthe Codex," 253-254.
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real possibility that the rise in popularity of the codex is not a uniquely Christian
phenomenon, but one that may merely reflect the coincidental timing of the primitive
Christian litefary tradition of the late first and early second centuries concurrent with the
general stiift towards the codex already taking place elsewhere in the Greco-Roman
world. Third, the early Christian adaptation of the codex meant that the early church
"appears to have opted for an inferior quality of production," from the informal and
uncefined scripts often characteristic of early Christian codices to the popular use of the
single column format7' Fourth, LleweIyn takes issue with the common assumption that it
was the distinct nature of the gospel texts (as opposed to other early Christian writings)

that "could have given the necessary occasion or impetus to the adoption of the codex

f~rrnat."~
Citing the reference to p&pfjpava$ in 2 Tim 4: 13 and Adolph Deissmann's
assumption that Paul collected copies of his letters in notebooks," Llewelyn rightly
argues that one needs to broaden the purview of this discussion if one is going to

adequately m a t the topic of the rise in popularity of the codex within the early Christian
iiterary culture?
This discussion of tbe codex serves as a reminder of the often lengthy and
cornplex evolutionary process that literature underwent in antiquity. One of the
anachronisms of our twentieth cennrry Literary culture is the variety of presuppositions
'OLlewelyn,The Development of rhe Codex," 2%.
%Iewelyn,The Development of the Codex," 254.

nLJewelyn. "The Development of the Codex," 254.
'3

Adolph Deissrnann, Lrghtfiom the Ann'enî Eart (New York: Harper & Brothers. 1922). 236

241.

HUewelyn,"The Development of the Codut:' 255256. Sec also Tmbisch's work on Paui's letter
n g ; Letter
collectionaod ibe developmcnt of the codex (Die Enutehung der P a u t f ~ ~ b r i ~ s d u Paul's
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regarding the many exlier recensions behind "publisbed" works in antiquity. For
example, take the NT Gospels: It is likely that the Gospels (and their sources) underwent
many stages of composition and performance, perhaps to a small and private group of
colieagues and friends of the authors, before the documents' were "publicly" circulated

as "published" fiterature. In addition, understanding the various potentiai media of the
Gospels and their sources better informs our discussion of tbe Synoptic Problem in light
of the compositionai conditions and methods of authors in antiquity. Clearly, the
preferred medium for writers in the first century appears to be the scroii or book roll. Yet
for example, is it likely that Matthew's source Q is in some fonn of a codex, which has
the advantage of random access, since, as most contemporary Q schoIars argue, Luke
better preserves Q's order than Matthew? Was Ldce's version of Mark in scroll form

since he follows it very ciosely, more so than Matthew, whose version of Mark may have

been in codex fonn? It is quite cIear that the question of medium is very relevant to any
discussion of Synoptic sources. However, this question has been rarely posed by sourcecritics interested in the (pre-)history of ancient texts, both canonical and cIassica1. These
sourcenitical questions that stem from the discussion of ancient media and the Synoptic
ProbIem will be discussed more fuiiy in the subsequent chapters of this dissertation?

The Posture of Writers and Scribes in Antiquity
Modern writers are very familiar with desks as writing and working surfaces,
usually standing thircy inches or so off the ground. The picture of ihis working

CoUecnOn: Tracing t k Origins),
It shodd k noted that hm 1begin by assrrmulg as a default position that NT authors uscd
scroUs as IfKup ~ f u r e dmcdium for writing. However. as wiii be shown in Chapter Six. an aitaaativt
medium (Le., the c o d a ) wïli turn out to bt a necessary assumption for bt 2DH.
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environment is one where a writer spreads hisher work out on desks or writing tables and
work in an environment of controiled chaos as letters, essays and articles are composed
on paper or cornputer, surwunded by stacks of books,notes, and journals. Yet ancient
writers and scribes did not work this way. We know from both artistic depictions of
ancient authors, and a few literary sources, that writing desks did not come into use until
sometirne after the fourth century CE,finaiiy gaining popularity by the eighth and ninth
centuries CE? The posture of scribes and writers in antiquity was either squatting, with
one's tunic stretched over one's knees creating a crude but efficient writing surface, or
seated, on a stool or a bench with the writing surface (usuaily a scroii) propped up on one
knee, which could be supported by a stool. Occasionaily, a writer rnight stand if he or she
is working with a smali codex that couid be supported in one hand.

In addition, there are a few pieces of literary evidence that support the nonexistence of writing tables and desks. There are several Ancient and Byzantine colophons
which discuss the participation of the wnter's knees in the production of texts. For
exarnple, a third century CE colophon from a copy of Homer's Illiad reads as foilows: "1

am the coronis, the guardian of scribes. The pen wrote me, [as did] the right hand and
knee.~'~
In Iight of this phenomenon, Parihsaglou writes the following regarding scnbal
posture in antiquity and the cumbersome nature of scrolls: "Writing on a papyrus roll

placed on one's lap was indubitably a difficult task and, regardess of the expertise that

'%ese various depictions are discussed in some detaii in Bruce Mcagcr, "When Did S c n i
Begin to Use Wnting DesksT IU-137.

n ~ e G.
c M. Pariissagiou, "AEIA XEIP KAT rONY:Some Thaughts on the Posarres of the
Ancicnt Gneks and Romans When Writing on Papyrus Rollsn
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many of the ancient scribes may have reached ...,must have placed serious ümitations on
what could be achieved..."*
By now, the implications to our understanding of the physical conditions under
which the ancient writers worked should be manifest. As we saw in the previous chapter,
many source critics anachronistically imagine that ancient writers worked in an
environment s i d a r to our own literary culture. For example, al1 the main "solutions" to
the Synoptic Problem have proponents who are guilty of picturing the evangelists, not
accurately as writers working without a writing desk, but as authors seated behind
spacious (and sometimes elaborate) writing surfaces.
Using the example of Synoptic Literary reIationships, how, then, are we to imagine

the procedure of the later evangelists, Matthew and Luke on the 2DH for example,
bringing together at least two written sources, Mark and Q? It is difficult enough to
imagine and recreate a plausibie scenario for Matthew and Luke weaving together Mark
and Q which they have "in h n t of them" on a desk-like surface. Yet it becomes very
difficult to imagine this conventional pictue when Matthew and Luke are likely working
wiîhout the benefit of a writing tabIe or desk! The various "soiutions" to the Synoptic
Problem as suggested by Synoptic source critics need to take this into account in their
various explanations of the data. It is also a question that this research will address in the
subsequent andysis of a variety of Synoptic source-critical "so1utions" in Part Two of
this dissertation.

AnCient Compositional Practices and the Synoptic Problem

The Production and "Publication"of the Ancient Book
The modern literary historian is restricted in his or her reconstruction of the

üterary worId in antiquity by the evidence h m primary works. This evidence cm be
genedy categorized as either explicit or implicit. The explicit evidence is obviousiy the
more easily discernible, and wiii thus demand the focus of the rest of this presentation.

This explicit evidence is fond where Greco-Roman writers provide dues into the ways
in which authors worked with sources, the ways in which texts evolved through the
process of editing, the techniques for reading, and the methods and matenais of ancient

manuscript production. The implicit evidence, on the other hand, is subtler and is less
easiiy discovered and nuanced. At this point, the literary historian is limited by making
observations about the texts themselves, be it the tacit ways in which an author treats his
source material or the reasons why an author edits his written works in the fashion that he
does. This pmcess of anaiysis of the "implicit" evidence is obviously fraught with

problerns, the Ieast of which are the typicaiiy abstract and often seemingiy indeterminate
conclusions that are drawn through an anaiysis of the data. Because of this apparent

reality,and for the limitations of tirne, it seems appropriate to concentrate on the explicit
data found in some Greco-Roman writers.
The production of texts in antiquity was a very involved and at tirnes lengthy
pmess, with the public distn'bution or "publication" of a text king the final stage in the
procedure fiom the writer's point of view and the surrendering of controI of a particuIar
text by its author. T,Dorandi asks the foilowing questions: 'Wte schrieben die Alten ihre

Werke? Wie war die Arbeitsweise cier antiken Schriftsteller?"" Dorandi, tbrough a

?. brandi. "Den Autoren iiber dit Schulter geschaut,"

11.
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careful analysis of variety of papyri and nierences to writing in antiquity, answers tûese
questions by concluding that Greco-Roman authors typicaliy observed the ioliowing
procedure. First, the author would be engaged in the "working out of rough drafts" ("der
Ausarbeitung von Konzepten"), perhaps preceded by a collection of excerpts, consisting
of "short notices" ("kurzen Notizen"), which rnay have been written on wax or wooden
tablets @ugillares). During this intial stage, the author rnay have been involved in the
making of hropvqpamca, functioning as a "provisionai version" ("der provisorischen
Fassung") of a book, "whereby the raw matenai was chiefly revised and ordered, but
having not yet received the last stylistic rehement"

("...wobei das Roimateriai

g16Btenteils überarbeitet und geordnet war, aber noch nicht die letzte stilistische

Verfeinening erbalten batte")). This fmt stage, argues Dorandi. is foliowed by a second
stage of the "finaiedituig" ("die endgültige Redaktion"), whirre the "clean copy" ("die
Reinschrift des Werkes") of the work (kopqpa,dwaypa, etc.) introduced the

9.
Dorandi. "Den Autonn über die Schultcr geschaut," 32. The primary cvidence for this
procedm cornes from Dorandi's study of Philodemus of Gadara (d, ca. 40 BE), particularly in PHerc1021-an opsithographic f
m version of the s d e d "Academiconun philosophomm index
Herculanensis" (sec T.Domdi, cd., Lo sroria deifilosofi(PHerc. 1021 e 164) WapoIi: Bibliopoiis. 19911).
From this anaiysis, Dorandi describes Philademus' procedure as follows ("Den Autoren über die Schultcr
geschaut," 16-17):
1. "Philodem liest die Queiientcxte, versieht die Stellen. die er cxztrpiaen wollte, mit Zeichen.
Das gilt zumindest fiir die Ibgercn Abschninc; kürrcm wird er wohl selbst einem mtoriu
dikticrt babm."
2. "in einigen Fdlen, ûeilich nicht so bufig wird et dabei auch auf pugifçnres der Wachs
bzw .Holztafelchcn zutIickgegriffen habcn."
3. "Philodem dikucrt dem Sckibcr die Üùergangsstücke und die Einieimg sowie die von ihm
selbst FarmuIierten Partien."
4. "Eui Scfueiber arôeitet die erste Fassung des Werkes aus, das Konzept (PHerc. 1021). Schan
in dieser Ehse werden einige Ihgm Stiickc auf dem uerso tmtcrgebracht-"
5. "Hinnifiingen, Ergiungen und Komkturcn verschiedenen AusmaBes finden an den
Rtindern und an ieerm Steiien auf dem recru oder dem wrso Platz Ergariping dessen, was
v o h a nisammengesteiit worden war."
6. "Der so erganzte Text wird schlicBiich ais Reinschrift umgesckben bzw. diktiert, nachdcm
PhiIodem einige seiner Abschnatc dnrchgesehen und verksscrt und die Form W i g t hat."
Docandi also develops his description of die various stages in production of ancient tex& basedon
Pliny the Youn&s repart of bis uncie's procedure in producing written textp (see discussion below).

-
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actuai "publication" (&c&oatç,rneaning the authorid release to the public, a risky
endeavor since ancient society had no concept of "copyright" in the modem sense)?' The
term k6ooy (the verbal form k%&pt), literaliy meaning ''that which is given away,"
is used by a variety of ancient authors to describe the '"final" draft of a written work, one
that is released to the public, and thus released h m the author's control. For example,
Dionysius of Haiicarnassus mentions the h d d v a t of a particdar treatise, synonymous
with "giving [this] treatise to the world."" The younger Pliny makes use of the Latin
equivdent editio on several occasions. in his !etter to Matunis Anianus, he mentions the
potential publication (editione) of a speech performed for and corrected by several of his
colleagues since this has been his practice with previous books that "have already b e n ]
sent out into the world [chat] are still said to fmd readers although they have lost the

charm of n~velty."'~in his advice to Octavius Rufus, Pliny describes the benefits of
"publication" (editione) as "the admiration and applause...and the hushed stilhess." He

advises Octavius Rufus that "a great reward awaits you, and you must stop denying your

work its due by your interminable hesitation [in getting published]; for whenever this
goes too futhere is a danger that it wiIl be given another narne - idleness, indolence, or

"T.Dorandi, "Den Autoren über die Schultergeschaut,"32-33. B. H. Srneter, perhaps the most
influentiaI advocate of Markan priority and Q in the fim haif of the twentieth century, m
e
s Ihc foiiowing
regardhg copyright and ancient merhods of adapting saurce materid: The conception of 'copyright' - a
coasequence of the invention of prhting has entirely changed the conditions under which it is legiiimate
For authors to make use of pnvious writers. Ancinit hismrians fquently reproduce b o s t verbatun
considerable ponions of the work of their predecessors"(The Four Gospeis: A Srudy of OrigVrr (London:
Macmillan,t92Ql. 151).

-

%onysius of Halicaniassus, 1-2 Amm. 1-10(Cary,LCL). Sec also Iambtichus' use of the t e m in
Pydr. 23.104.
O E ~ 125-6
.
(Radice. LCL).Pliny coatinues in the same section: "Of course the booksellas may
bc flanrriag me [in the sales of my pnviously pnbiished books]; weU, let them, as long as their dtception

makes me thinir weii of my own work."
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possibly timidity."" Finally,note Seneca's comments regarding the common "blessings"
bestowed on al1 through the act of publication, coupled with the author's loss of conml
of a text in doing so: "Certain blessings are offered to ail. Cities are founded as much for
the bad as for the good; works of genius (mnumenta ingeniorum), even if they wdi faii
into the hands of the unworthy, are pubiished for everybody @ublicavit edirio)..."m
Gamble argues that a "public reading" of a particular text by iis author was

typically the initiai and necessary step in the public dissemination or "publication" of
written material? A cursory survey of ancient authors seems to support this assertion. In
the above quote bom Pliny to his colleague, Octavius Rufus, Links publication with

public performan~e.~
It appears that this 'Ymai'' stage was preceded by the distribution of
several drafts that were made of works intended for public readiigs, fmt privately shared
to fnends or colleagues of the author similar to the contempocary procedure employed by
refereed joumals. See, for example, the comments by the younger Pliny on his technique:
1do not regret my practice [of reading my work aIoud, Le., pre-publication public
"performance"]; experience has taught me its great advantages, and 1am so far
from king deterred by the idle comments of the people you quote that 1should
like you to suggest something else I cm do. Noihing can satisfy my desire for
perfection; 1can never forget the importance of putang anything into the han& of
the public, and 1am positive that any work rnust be revised more than once and
read to a number of people if it is intended COgive permanent and universal
satisfaction. (Ep. 7.17 [Radice, La])

"EP. 2.10.6-8 (Radice, LU). Sec also Ep. 3.15.1-5.

u~ookra d Readers, 84.
*"I p i c m to myseif the crowds, the admiranon and appIause which await you [upon publication].
and the hushtd stiIloess for 1pemnaIIy Iikethis 9s much as applaiise when 1am s p k b g or reading, as
long as it indicates a k e n aücntiveness andeagcniess to hcar what foUown (Phy the Younger, Ep. 2.10.7

-

[Radie, LCLD.
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In addition, it is worthwhile noting Pliny's additional comments on his "prepublication" performances and corrections of his works:
First of aii, 1go through my work myself; next, 1read it to two or three Enends
and send it to others for comment. If 1have any doubts about their criticisms, 1go
over them again with one or two people, and finaUy 1 read the work to a larger
audience; and that is the moment, beiieve me, when 1make my severest
corrections, for my anxiety makes me concentrate ail the more carehiiy. Respect
for an audience, modesty and anxiety are the best critics. (Ep.7-17 [Radice,
LCLI)
And also a quotation regarding Pliny 's practice of exchanging pre-pubiication
work with his colleague, Cornelius Tacitus:
1have read your book, and marked as carefuiIy as 1 could the passages which 1

think should be altered or removed, for if it is my custom to tell the tnith, you are
always willing to hear it; no one accepts criticism so readily as those who best
deserve praise. Now 1am awaiting the return of rny book fiom you, with your
comments: a fair exchange which we both enjoy. 1 am deiighted to think that if
posterity takes any interest in us the tale will everywhere be toid of the hannony,
frankness, and loyaity of our lifelong reiationship. It wiI1 seem both rare and
remarkable that two men of much the same age and position, and both enjoying a
certain amount of Iiterary reputation (1 can't Say much about you when it refers to
me tw), shouId have encouraged each other's iiterary work. (Ep. 720 [Radice,
LCI-1)
These initiai copies, aithough they were in early draft form, were often transcrikd
under the careful supervision of the author. Presumably, then, on the open market,
"authorized" versions of texts were more prestigious than "unauthorized" editions, and in
tum cornmanded a higher market value?

Thus, to speak of "copyright" or the sanctity of one's "inteiieztuai property" in
their modem senses is wholly anachronistic. The free use of previously "published"
sources by ancient authors is a testimony to this reaiity. A cursory cornparison of the
Synoptic Gospels one to another will quickly yield the conclusion that the modern

m ~ m i nScribes,
,
Sc@t, and Books, 155-156.
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concept of "copyrighty*was non-existent in antiquity, at least in the min& of the later
evangelists (Matthew and Luke on the 2DH).For verbatim or near-verbatim reproduction
of Mark by Matthew and Luke is common throughout the two Gospels, without any
recognition of their sources. Luke cornes the closest in his prologue in his allusion to bis
general method and a possible bmad reference to the "genres" of his sources. Yet, of
course, his sources remain anonymousmIt is this reality that causes Gamble to write that
"[tlhe ancient world knew nottiing resembling the modern copyright, whereby an author
or an author's agent holds claim to the work, exercises control over its reproduction and
use, and is in principle capabIe of realizing a profit from the disposition of the text as a
piece of authorid ~roperty.'~
This lack of any notion of the modern sense of "copyright"
was often the impetus for publication, when an author wanted to "ensure that a correct
copy of the work circulated [pubIicly],rather than a distorted, pirated editi~n."~'
g control of a manuscript on the
Nevertheless with publication, there was a s m n d e ~ of
part of the author to the free market. See, for example, Origen's (185-254 CE) comments

regarding the publication and b'unofliciai"transcription and distniution of his De
Principiis:

Truly in the presence of God the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, 1
adjure and beseech everyone who may either transcribe or read these books, by
his belief in the kingdom to corne, by the mystery of the resurrection fiom the
dead, and by that everlasting fire prepared for the devil and his angels, that, as he
would not possess for an etexna1 inheritance that place where there is weeping and

Yuke 1:I-4:"Sicemany have undertakenta set down an ordcrly account of the events that have
been fuifiIIed among us,just as they were hanriai on KI us by those w b h m the beginning were
eyewimesses and servants of the word, 1ioo dccided,after ùivestigating evaything carefdly h m the very
tint, to write an orderiy account for you, most cxceIImt ïheophiius, so that you may know the mith
conccrning the things about wfiich you have becn instniEted"( N W .

''~vrin.Scribes. Script, anà Books, 155.
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gnashing of teeth and where their fire is not quenched and their spirit does not die,
he add nothing to what is written and take nothing away from it, and make no
insertion or alteration, but that he compare his transcription with the copies h m
which he made it and make the emendations according to the letter and supply the
punctuation, and not d o w bis manuscript to be incorrect or without punctuation,
lest the difficulty of ascertaining the sense fiom the absence of the punctuation of
the copy should cause greater difficulties to the reader?
Enaiiy, because the compositional procedure involved a variety of recensional
stages and many drafts, written works sometimes prematurely escaped the controI of the

author. Occasionaiiy, earlier or incomplete editions made it into the public market
without the approval of an author, hence the author would have to counter with a revised
(and thus authorized) edition for publication. It is worth noting TertuIlian's (ca. 160-225
CE) comments regardhg eariier recensions of his work against Marcion:

The first edition @rimum opusculum),too hastiIy produced, 1 later withdrew
substituthg a fuller treatment @leniore composihone).This too, before enough
copies had been produced (nondum exemplarus suflectam),was stolen by one
who was at the time a brother but Iater became an apostate, and who copied
excerpts very incorrectiy and made them available to many people (quiforte
descripserar quaedam mendosissime et exhibuirfrequentiue).Thus emendation
was required. This occasion persuaded me to make some additions. Thus ihis
composition, a third foilowing a second, and instead of a third h m now on the
fîrst, ne& to begin by reporthg the dernise of the work it replaces in order that
no one may be confused if in one place or another he cornes across varying forms
of it?

%rïgcn. Pruic. pnf., as translated by Gamblc, Book and Readers, 124.
?4furc.. 1.1,

as transIatcd by Gamble, Book mid Rcndefs. 118-1 19.
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The Use of Sources in the Production of Amient Texts
Dionysius of Halicarnassus (b. 30 se)argues that the "science of composition"
funcaons, in part, "to judge whether any modification is required in the material used-1
mean subtraction, addition or aIteration-and to carry out such changes with a proper view
to their future purpose.'* This mcient "science" of composition was characterized partiy
by the frequent and extensive free adaptation of written source materiai, often freeiy
copying sections of sources verbatim without mdit. infrequently, but occasionaliy,
Greco-Roman historians and biographers make mention of their sources, their methods of
selection of this source material, dong with their purposes in writing? For example,

M a n (b. 85-90 ai)makes mention of his two sources, Ptoiemy and Aristobulus, in his
preface to his Anabasis of Alexander. His m e t h i , which wiii be analyzed in greater
detail in the subsequent chapters of this dissertation, is described as follows:
Wherever Ptolemy son of Lagus and Aristobulus son of Aristobulus have both
given the sarne accounts of Aiexander son of Philip, it is my practice to record
what they say as completely true, but where they differ, to select the version 1
regard as more tnistworthy and aiso better worth teliing. In fact other writers have
given a variety of accounts of Alexander, nor is there any other figure of whom
there are more historians who are more contradictory of each other, but in my
view Ptolemy and Aristobulus are more tnistworthy in their narrative, since
Aristobulus took part in king Alexander's expedition, and Ptolemy not only did
the same, but as he himself was a king, mendacity would have been more
disbonourable for him than for anyone else; again, both wrote when Alexander
was dead and neither was under any constraint or hope of gain to make hun set
down anything but what actually happened. However, 1have also recorded some
statements made in other accounts of others, when 1thought them worth mention
and not entirely untrustworthy, but only as tales told of Alexander. Anyone who is
surprised that with so many bistorians already in the field it should have occurred
to me too to compose this history shodd express his s q t i s e onIy after penising
aii their works and then reading mine. (Anab. 1 [Brunt, LCL])

"Conip. 6 (Cary, La).

* Ln the subsequcnttwo chapters of this dissenation, 1wüi be andyzing in considerable detaii the
mcthods employcd by ancient aurhois in Wuadaptation of source malcriai.
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Likewise, Cassius Dio (ca. 40-111CE) states that while be has "read pretty neatly
everything about them [the Romans] that has been written by anybody, I have not
included it al1 in my history, but only what 1bave seen fit to select."" In similar fashion,
Dionysius of Haiicarnassus argues that authors need to exercise great care in "compiling
their narratives" since "the histories of renowned cities and of men who have held
supreme power shouid [not] be written in an offhand or negligent manner.'"7 Thus,
ancient historians and biographers could exercise great care for their titerary productions
since history, according to Lucian, "is not one of those things that c m be put in hand
without effort and can be put together lady, but is something which needs, if anything
does in literature, a great deaI of thought if it is to be what Thucydides c a b 'a possession

for evermore.*"a
The author of 2 Maccabees states that bis work is an "attempt to condense

( E z z T E ~ ~ ~ v )the
" five volume work by the otherwise unknown Jason of Cyme into a
"single book." This epitomizer of 2 Maccabees continues: "For us who have undertaken
the toil of abbreviating (k?n~op+j~),
it is no light matter but c a b for sweat and loss of
sleep, just as it is not easy for one who prepares a banquet and seeks the benefit of
others" (2 Macc 226-27a). This method of compiling and epitomizing, wfüch will be
discussed in more d e M in the next chapter of this dissertation, is further descriid:
Neveaheless, to secure the gratitude of many we will giadly endure the
uncornfortable toil, Ieaving the responsibility for exact deMs to the compiler,
whiIe devoting our effort to axriving at the outlines ( r o g 6 n o y p a ~ p o[lit.
î ~ "the

%CassiusDio, Ani. Rom, 12 (Cary.LU).

Rom. 1.1 3-4(Cary, LCL).

9 ) ~ .

%ucian, H&. comcr. 5 (Kiibum, LCL).
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patterns/models to be copied'l) of the condensation (i:m.ropi@. For as the
master builder of a new house mus&be concerneci with the whole construction,
while the one who undertakes its painting and decoration bas to consider only
what is suitable for its adornment, such in my judgment is the case with us. It is
the duty of the original historian to occupy the p u n d , to discuss rnatters from
every side, and to îake muble with details, but the one who ncasts the nanative
should be dowed to strive for brevity of expression and to forego exhaustive
marnent. (2 Macc 2:27b-31 [NRSVJ)

In his biography of the Pythagorean philosopher and mystic Apollonius,
Philostratus (ca. late 2d-early 3d c. CE) describes his sources and the method of their
compilation as follows:
And 1 have gatbered my information pady h m the many cities where he
[Apollonius] was loved, and partly from the temples whose iong-neglected and
decayed rites he restored, and partly from the accounts left of him by others and
partly from his own ketters....
There was a man,Damis, by no means stupid, who formerly dwelt in the
ancient city of Nineveh. He resorted to Apoilonius in order to study wisdom, and
having shared, by his own account, his wanderings abroad, wrote an account of
them. And he records bis opinions and discourses and al1 his prophecies. And a
certain kinsman of Damis drew the attention of the empress Julia to the
documents containing these mernoirs hitherto unknown. Now 1belonged to the
circle of the empress, for she was a devoted admirer of al1 rhetorical exercises;
and she commanded me to recast and edit (p&~ayp&iyctt)
these essays, at the
sarne time paying more attention to the style and diction of hem; for the man of
Nieveh had told his story clearly enough, yet sornewhat awkwardly. And 1also
read the book of Maximus of Aegae, which comprised aii the life of Apollonius in
Aegae; and furthemore a will was composed by Apoilonius, from which one can
learn how rapturous and inspired a sage he redly was. For we must not pay
attention anyhow to Moeragenes, who cornposed four books about Apollonius,
and yet was ignorant of many of the circumstances of his Me. That then 1
combined these scattered sources together and took trouble over my composition,
1have said; but let my work, 1pray, redound to the honour of the man who is the
subject of my compilation, and also be of use to those who love learning. For
assuredly they wiii here Iearn things of which as yet they are ignorant. (Vit.ApoiE.
12-3 [Conybeare, LCL])
To summarize, Philostratus' sources include ''liturgical" oraI tradition, written
sources (icluding earlier "accounts"), and his own Ieners, One of PhiIostratus' main

writteo sources is Damis, a former snident and biographer of Apoilonius, who is
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responsible for recording the opinions, discourses and prophecies of Apollonius.
PhiIostratus is commissioned by Julia Domna, the second wife of emperor Septirnius
Damis' essays on Apollonius. In addition to
Severus (193-211 CE), to "recast and editY*
Damis, Philostratus also made use of the written works of the otherwise unknown
Maximus of Aegae and a will composed by ApoUonius hirnself. In his work on
Apollonius, Philostratus "combined these scattered sources togethei' into a single
"compilation."
Thus, ancient literaxy culture is characterized, in part, by the fiequent use of
written sources on the part of Iater writers. So too existed the phenomenon of not utilizing
known sources on the sarne subject matter, at least according to Philostratus.
Unfortunately, more often than not, these ancient authors rnake no explicit mention of
their sources. While we are grateful to Arrian for his "citation" of his two sources and
method of composition, his clarification is more the exception than the rule. (A hller
treatrnent of the explicit references in ancient writers to their sources and methods for
using those sources can be found in the next chapter.)

IV. Implications of this Chapter

There are several initial implications to our understanding of the production of
texts in the Greco-Roman world. In the area of both classical and Synoptic source

criticism, clearly current theories on the identification of anterior sources and the ways in
which they are used need to be constantly tested with the observable data found through

an analysis of ancient literary cultures. SpecificaiIy, in terms of the Synoptic Problem, it
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is valuable to keep in mind the following: First, clearly the production of the Gospel texts
was Likely an involved and complex procedure, at tbe very least involving several drafts

or recensions. There is no reason to assume that the production of the GospeIs was any
different than the conventional production of texts in antiquity.
Second, the 2GH, FGH,and 2DH as heuristic devices in their explanation of the
Synoptic data, suggest that the later evangeIists had access to identical copies of their
sources (Le., on the 2GH, Mark and Luke had identicai copies of Matthew; on the FGH,
Matthew and Luke had identical copies of Mark; and on the 2DH, Matthew and Luke had
identical copies of Mark and Q). Certainly this is possl%le,but not likely, in light of the
complicated and involved process of ancient book production. For example, wherever
Matthew and Luke were composing theu Gospels, they were likely not geographicaily in

proxirnity to one another, and aimost certaùlly unfamiliar with each other's work, as the

2DH suggests. Matthew's and Luke's independence (and likely ecclesiasticai and
geographic distance from each other) requires advocates of the 2DH to posit that several
(at least two), perhaps many, versions of Mark and Q were in circulation. It is c e M y
possible, perhaps even likely, that Matthew's and Luke's versions of Mark differed then

from our canonical version, perhaps differing from each other as well. Hence, multiple
recensionai theories of the sources for the Iater evangelists are likely the more probable
explanaàons of the data than the above-mentioned simple "solutions" to the Synoptic
hblern.
There are several other implications that one can draw h m this study. First,

understandiag the Iiterary cultures of antiquity is, in many ways, merely a sub-category
within the more general area of social history. Biblical studies, especially NT studies, is
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in the midst of a flourishing interest in the social history of the people, cultures and texts
of the Bible. Any basic exegetical method now mut take senously the findings of social
bistonans. Thus, when one understands the literary culture of the Roman world one is
reminded of the complexity and occasionai difficulty of the production of ancient texts.

Taking seriously the literary cultures in which ancient texts were composed and
perfomed is, in many respects, the place to begin proper historical investigations of these
texts.

In addition, understanding the literary cultures of antiquity serves as a reminder of
the vital importance of considering the greater socio-cultural climate in which ancient
texts were produced, particularly given the prohibitive cost of wrihng materials, and the

tremendously limited breadth of literacy and education in the Roman world. This allows
the modem reader of ancient texts to take seriously their historical nature and context. In

terms of the Synoptic Problem, then, this present study is essentially broadening the
purview of Synoptic source-criticismto include the concIusions of the social-historicat
research of analyses of the literary cultures of the Greco-Roman world.

Finally, we are also reminded that whiie aii extant texts are fixed points in history,
not aU are "final" literary products. IIIother words, one should not read a "pubrished"
final draft of a text without attention paid to a text's literary history and the socio-cultural
cIimate in which it evolved, avoiding an over-emphasis on the final product that once
graced the book shelves of the Greco-Romanworld. AU texts in antiquity have a literary
history and complex development pnor to their "publication!' This couid indude

multiple recensions, "pre-publication" performance of early drafts, and the use of written
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sources. And just how ancient writers w d source materials in their compositions is the
focus of the next two chapters.

CHAPTERTWO

GRECO-ROMAN REFERENCES TO SOURCES
AND METHODS OF ADAPTATION

1. Inwduction

In theu practice of the text-critical method, text critics use a variety of criteria in
their attempt to establish the b'originai"text of the New Testament. These criteria are both
external (an analysis of a padcular manuscript's text type, date and geographic
distribution) and internai. The intemal criteria are, of course, the established principles by
which variant readings are analyzed in order to detect both the deliberate and accidental
activity of scribes. These internai criteria include preferences for the more difficult
reading (lectio difficilior), the shorter readiig (lectio brevior), the non-harmonistic
reading, the reading that conforms with the style and theology of the author, and the

reading that best explains the genesis of aii other variam. It is through the
irnplementation of these criteria that a text critic establishes the "original" reading of a
particular text with a particular text-critical problem. It is the task of employing these
interna1criteria of text criticism in order to begin to estabhsh texttcriticai "directions of
dependence." One is able particulariy to see tfüs in the UiternaI critenon ernployed in

every text-critical problern, thai is, the best (i.e., most "original") reading is able to best

explain the origius and existence of al1 others ("the best explains the rest'')).CIeariy in the
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use of this criterion, one is attempting to verify directions of dependence by establishing

the "originai" reading in a given text-criticai problem and its progeny.

The method of this present dissertation is, in many respects, sirnilar to the
employment of the various criteria, particularly the internai criteria, in the practice of text
criticism. Essentially, its aim is to establish a set of criteria, or more accurately,
compositional conventions or "tendencies ." These conventions will be guidelines that aid

in the description of the compositional and scribal methods of writers in antiquity,
particularly in t e m of the use of source materiais by ancient authors. Hence, it may be
appropriate to speak of these as "iiterary" or "compositionai" tendencies. It is this set of
tendencies that in part should aid in establishg "directions of dependence" in sourcecriticai analyses. It is the establishment of this set of tendencies that is the focus of this
chapter and the next (Chapter Three: "An Analysis of Ancient Texts and the Adaptation

of their Extant Sources"). However, like the interna1 aiteria of text criticism (at least
from the perspective of the so-caiied "Reasoned EcIectic Method"), these "compositional
tendencies" cannot and should not be used excIusiveIy and universdy.' These tendencies
need to be seen as simply augmenthg the already estabiished methods of source

.'

criticism

' 'This measoncd Eclcctic] rnethod acknowtcdges the reality that no single aiterionor invariable
combination of criteria will bring moIution in aü casesof rexaial variation. so it applies evenIy and
wirhout prcjudice any and ail canons [of criteria]- extcrnai and interna1 - that are appropriateto a @en
instance,and then xcks an answer based on the balance ofprobabilities among the applicable criferia"So
states E,J. Epp, "Textual Criticism (NT),"ABD 6:432-433.

'For example, redaction c r i t i h can aid in atablishhg "directionsof dependence."Howcver,

the lack of coaseasus in tenns of method that c h a c m b s sounx-aitical discussions is bath curious and
perpIexing. S e the relatively short üst (fwr items) of mahodologid poma w h m the participants in thc
1984 Jenisalem Synoptic Pmblcm Symposirnn muid ali agrœ, and compare it to the fiftecn items w k
tbm wss not unanifnous agmments betwten tbmi(in Dungan. The Inrerrelan'ons ofrk Gospeh.609610).

GRECO-ROMAN REFERENCES TO SOURCES

II. Greco-Roman Refereaces to Sources and Methods of Adaptation

Ancient authors regularly made use of written source material. This adaptation of
source material could be copied verbatim or fieeiy paraphrased; it could be expanded or

condensai by the latex author; it could be adapted with or without an acknowledgement
of the identity of the source(s). Whiie this phenomenon is a given in most discussions of
the compositional history of ancient texts, the problem lies in identifjing the methods and

sources used by ancient writers. This precisely has to do with the paucity of explicit
references to the identity of sources and the metfiods of their adaptation. Thankfully,

there are several places where ancient writers have made cxplicit teference to tfieir
written sources and the methods ernployed by them in their adaptation. in this chapter, 1
will anaiyze several texts where authors make mention of their sources and their methods

of adaptation. Whiie instances of this sort of description of sources and methods of
adaptation are more the exception than the d e in Greco-Roman writings, tfüs materid is

typicaiiy located in the prefatory rematks of ancient authors.

The literary cultures of the Greco-Roman world had no conception of "copyright"
and "intellectual property" in the modem, Western sense of the terms. Since the Wo great
pioneers in Greek historicai writing, Thucydides and Herodotus, did not specrfically
mention their sources by name in their prefaces, Iater Greek historians, who often mode1
their histoncd writings after these two eariier writers, typicaliy do not do this either?

3 SLOveday
~
Aiexauder, The Prcfoce io L&'s GospeL: Lirerary Convention andSocial Conten
in L u k I J 4 amiActs Il (SNTSMS 78; Cambridge: Univecsity Ress, 1993) 34: 'Wriuen sources... wcre
mit mentioncd by eitha of the fifth-cenniry giants mucydides and Hc~~dott~s],
and. pmbabty fortbat
muon, are r a d y narned in the @&ces of ffit Gmk historiaus, evai though most Iatctbistonans in fact
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Several of these Iater Greek historians do, however, describe the "vdue of care, trouble,
1will focus
expense and travel in the collection of materiai" in their prefatory rerna~ks.~

on these prefatory remarks on sources (and the infrequent mention of their methods of
adaptation) in what follows betow.
Specificaily, 1 will focus on ancient prefaces found in the foilowing: Aman, a
biographer of Aiexander the Great; the Roman historians, Dionysius of Halicarnassus and
Cassius Dio; the prefatory comments by the author of 2 Maccabees; and, Philostratus, a
biographer of the Pythagorean sage Apollonius. These five authors are part of a Greek
literary tradition descrikd by PhiIip A. Stadter as one where "Greek writers tunieci to
their classical hentage as to a treasury fram which they could draw gold and jewels
which they could remold or met in the new designs required to express their own
tho~ghts."~
Fially, a note regardhg the purview of this analysis in this present chapter. It is
not the aim of this chapter or the next to present an exhaustive treatment of primary
source material. This endeavor would, of course, be too lengthy and exhausting in itseff.
What 1do intend to accomplish in these next two chapters is discuss a "representative
sample" of ancient texts where one can observe explicit and implicit techniques of
adaptation of source matend.
Before Iooking specifically at these texts, it is important to note that ancient

writers were involved in the expansion of source material, its aiteration, and its
relieci heavily on wrincn sources."

'Aiexander, The Prcfiicc 4Lrckc's Gospet, 33. Alexander lis&the foiiowing Greek historians in
support h a description: Didom Siculus (1 -4.1.),Dionysius of HaIicaniassus (M.rom, 1.12).and
la.ephus (J.W. 1J6).
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abbreviation. Dionysius of Halicarnassus (ca. 30 BCE) States that "the science of Wterary]
composition (.rfjs auvû~zttcfj~
kmaTijp11~)"
hnctions in part "to judge whether any
modification is required in the [source] material used - 1 mean subtraction, addition or
aiteration - and to carry out such changes with a proper view of their future purpose.'* To
repeat what bas been argueci in the Introduction: To speak of ancient writers in gened
and the Evangeüsts in parricular as ''redactors" or "editors" of source material might
seem to diminish their authoriai activity and descni in anachronistic fashion ancient
authors in tenns of modem Western "editors" of texts, be they books, newspapers or

magazines. Stadter argues that Greco-Roman writers, particularly those of the second
century CE "felt heavily the weight of their hentage, and their prose is rnarked by a

mixture of imitation and rejection, tradition and originality.. .."'Hence, for Siadter, the
"selection and omissions of incidents is an essential part of the historian's skill."' This,it
seems, is an appropriate description of the Literary context in which one fin& the

Synoptic evangelists.

Arrian 's Anabasis of Alexander

We can thank Aman of Nicornedia (b. 85-90 CE) for being one of just a few

ancient writers who mention their sources by name and the method and purpose in

Philip A- Stadter. "Arrian's Extendcd Reface," illuiois Chsical Studics 6 (1981): 151.
Cump. 6 (Cary,LCL).

'Philip A. Stadter. "Xenophon in Aman's Cynegeti~,"GRBS 17 (1976): 157.
Stadter. "Aman's Extended Preface," 165. W e the âebate as to the sptcific genre of che
Gosptls stiU rages, for the purposes of ihis dissertanon, 1wili bt assuming that the GospeIs arc (modified)
biographies, similx to,but distinct h m ,the category of history.
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adapting those sources? In his preface to bis Anabasis of A l d e r , Arrian States the
foliowing conceming his sources and his methods for adapting thern:

Wherever Ptolemy son of Lagus and AristobuIus son of Aristobulus have both
given the same accounts (auvÉypayrav) of Alexander son of Phiiip, it is my
practice to record (uvaypucgo)what they say as completely me, but where they
differ, to select the version 1regard as more tnistworthy (nia~o~epa)
and aiso
bener worth t e h g (a@acprlyq~6~pct).
In fact other writers have given a variety
of accounts of Alexander, nor is there any other figure of whom there are more
historiaus who are more conuadictory of each other, but in rny view Ptolemy and
Atistobuius are more tmstwortiiy in their narrative, since Aristobulus took part Ut
king Alexander's expedition, and Ptolemy not only did the same, but as he
himself was a king,mendacity would have beea more dishonourable for him than
for anyone e k ; again, both wrote when Alexander was dead and neither was
under any constraint or hope of gain to make him set down anything but what
actually happened. Kowever, I have ais0 recordeci some statements made in other
accounts (tuyy~ypappiva)of others, when 1thought then worth mention and
not entirely untrustworthy, but only as tales (;iEvop~vct)told of Alexander.
Anyone who is surprised that 6th so many historians already in the field it should
have occurred to me too to compose this history shouId express his surprise only
after perusing aii their works and then reading mine.''
The source-dtical similarities between Aman and his adaptation of two sources
(unforhinately no longer extant] and the Synoptic Gospels are striking, making Arrian's

Anubasis an appropriate analogy for Synoptic source critics. At certain points in the three
main cornpethg Synoptic source-criticaI theories (i.e.,the 2GH, FGH,and WH), there is
the activity of a later evangeiist combining (or, perhaps more specifically,canflating) two
sources (Le., Mark on the 2GH, Luke on the FGH, and both Matthew and Luke on the

2DH).Thus, Aman's Anabasis may potentidiy provide an appropriate ancient iiterary
analogy to at least some of the main "sohtions" to the Synoptic Problem.

'

"Aman's bwk was a self-confessed reworking of extant materiai, seiected and arrangcd
according to his own prcdilections. It acts as a fiIœr. The relativcly vast specaum of liieranue in his &y
was aimwd by d e h i Iimitation of sources, and &ose chosen sources w a c selectively deployed to
pnscnt the p i c m which Arrian rhought did mostjtrsticc to his hem." So states A. B.Bosworth, From
Arrimi ta Aiemider: Sncdies m HimoricoI Intapretcrtion (Oxford: Ciamdon Ress. 1988),16.

*

A?ian.ARob. 1.prefacc (Brut, LCL);the Locb G a k u t of Aman coma from A. G.Roos,
ed., Qum pxs~antomnia, 2 vols. (m.
G.Wah; Lipsiae: B. G-Tethnu, 1%7-1968).
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Arrian's rnethod, as detded in bis preface, is both open-ended and apparently

simple. Where his two sources (Ptolemy and Aristobulus, boih eyewitnesses) a

p in

their telling of Alexander's expedition, Arrian is content "to record (avuypucpo)what

they Say as cornpIetely truc." Where they disape, Aman States that he "select[s] the
version" he "regard[s] as more trustworthy and aIso better woah telling." Arrian notes in
his preface that other histoncd accounts of Alexander are characterized by rampant
disagreement in the details of Aiexander's Iife. Despite this phenornenon, Aman is
content with the reliability of his two main sources given their royal comection with

Alexander and theu potential subsequent shame that could be brought through fdse
literary depictions of Alexander. Arrian dso remarks that he has included other matenal

from (less?) reliable sources (legomena)."It is, however, the two historians, Ptolemy and
Aristobulus, that Aman "chiefly follows" (ptihma &
hopar).'*
i
It is dea.that in Arrian's prefatory rem& his rnethod in adapting his source
materid is directly related to his purposes for writing. Other reasons for writing bis
account of Alexander's expeditions are detailed elsewhere in bis work. For example,

Arrian argues there is a "great gap" in the previous accounts of Alexander's exploits
(1.122). h ligfit of this he continues:

" The GRck rem A ~ y 8 p ~ vmay
a be translated as "sayings"or "ùungs that were (are} said." For
example,losephus uses the term to refer to "sayings"or "thuigs said" (Am. 13303).in the LXX, the tcrm
cefers to botb oral and wrinen words: a royal "command" (Esth 33; 8:i4), "inscrii words" (4 Mac 17:8),
and an "exprrssion" or "reading" (Sic ptef21,26). Thus, as the term is used in this chaptcr, it refcrs to
"sayings," which may or may not bave ken w r i t t e ~
Sec the foilowing: "As for the method by which Alexander bridged iht Indus, neither
ANtobulus nor PtoIemaeus. the authors whom I chiefly foiiow (Sj @m'ta kyh &opaf),dcscnbt it
mauarvj;nor can i myself makc a reasooabie conjecnut, wiuiha tbc passage was bridgcd by bfs...
or whethcr a continuou bridge was buirt acsoaf the strram" (5.7.1 [Bnint, W.T h e &numbaof
ships, according to PtoIemaeus son of Lagus, whom 1chiefly foiiow ~ w r a ÜCop~tl),was eight
shipd of thirty oars..."(62.4 prurit, LU]). Cf.also 7.15.6-

(6
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N o other single man performed such remadcable deAs, whether in number or
magnitude, among either Greeks or barbarians. That,1declare, is why 1myseif
have embarked on this history @xyypacpriv), not judging myself unworthy to
make Alexander's deeds known to men. Whwver I may be, this 1know in my
favour; 1need not write my name, for it is not at di unknown among men.nor my
country nor my family nor any office 1 may have held in my own land; this 1 do
set on paper, that country, iamily, and offices I iïnd and have found £rom my
youth in these taies. That is why I think myseif not unworthy of the masters of
Greek speech, since my subject Alexander was among the masters of warfare."
T'us, Arrian's history of Alexander's miiitary exploits is written in order to provide a
credible account of these events using two sources that are distinct from previous
histories of Alexander in their apparent reliability for Aman.'4
Clearly, Aman did not uncriticaiiy accept his source material. These accounts of
Alexander's campaigns were in need of updating and correction through their adaptation
in Aman's work. In sumrnarizing Arrian's method, Bosworth States that Aman "did not
accept what they [his sources] said without criticism, but he was for the most part
confident that provided an honest, unbiased view of events. Stones from other sources

[legomena = 'sayings'] could be added if bey were intrinsicaliy interesthg and rernotely
plausible, but as a general d e he confined himseif to two ~ources."'~
An example of where M a n remarks on the reliability of his sources is found in

his discussion of Alexander's meeting of diplomats h m around the Mediterranean world
after the death of his close confidant, Hepbaestion (d. 324 BCE). Arrian reports the

" 1.12.44 (Brunt, LCL). See aIso the conciusion of the AMbiuis, 730.
'* hnicaüy, Aman's

criticism of e . e runreliable aeamiepts of Aiexander and his adaptation of

two previous histories dots not prcvent him h m making &tuai mors himseif. Sec PhiIip A. Stadtcr,
Arrüan of Nicorndia (Chape1 Hill, NC: University of Nonh CaroJina Ress, 1980) 70-72, for a more

dctailed neatment of Anian's "mrs."

" Bosworth, From Arrian zo AIrutndcr, 39.
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Aristus and Asdepiades among the historians of Aiexander Say tbat even the
Romans sent envoys, and that when Alexander met k i r embassy he
prognosticated somethiag of their future power on observing their orderlines,
industry and freedom, and at the same t h e investiga~gtheir constitution. This 1
recorded as neither true nor whoily incredible,except tbat no Roman ever refened
to this ernbassy sent to Alexander, nor did the historians of Alexander whom I
prefer to follow, Ptolemy son of Lagus and Aristobulus. (M.
7.155-6 [Bnint,

LaIl
As stated in his preface, Aman does make use of other sources in addition to

Ptolemy and Aristobulus. These are particularly places where Aman,according io
Siadter, will "supplement both accounts with legomena [Le., 'sayings'], since those were

occasions, according to the methodoiogy expressed in the preface, which h a n found

especially worthy of narration, even when they did not have the authority of both his

major source^."'^ Whiîe not tbe focus of this chapter, it is worth noting a few of the
places where Aman cIearly is making use of bis legomena. Typically,the legomena are

introduced in order to provide more precise details and to fill in any gaps in Arrian's
narrative, which legomm are often introduced with ~ S ~ E Tor
U kbyor;
L
KUT&EL ("it is
said.. .;" "we are told.. .'3 ." In addition, the general nature of these hgomenu appears to
be mecdotal- "It is said..." or "1 have heard. .."- perhaps indicating the potentid status

of these sayings as oral tradition. Finally, it should be said that these legomena
consistentiy add additional (or contrary) narrative detail to Aman's ctu'ef sources. In
other words, it appears that the legomena never contain specinc sayings of Alexander.

"

See the occurrences of the foilowipg terms m Aman's Anahsic ~8~
(2x): l.prtf3;
7273;Xrye~at(18x1:1.12.10;2.78; 35.7; 4.119;523;553;622.8;72.1;723;7.43;753;7.13.1;
7-15.4; 7.192 (2x); 72û.10;7222;724.4;Wog mt&n(IOx):1.11.6; 1.118;499;4.132;420.1;
6.113; 6.11.4;6J427.16.4;72û5.
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Stadter remarks that the I e g o m e ~tend to be clustered together in order to
supplement Aman's main sources in their exemplary precntation of Alexander." Staclter
concludes the following regarding Arrian's method of using legomm in the midst of
adapting material from his prirnary sources, Ptolemy and Aristobulus, particularIy in his
description of Alexander's mssing of the Hellespont (1.1 1.6-8):
It is apparent h m Aman's use of legomena that this view of the heroic role of
Alexander at the Hellespont was not present in Ptolemy or Aristobulus. Not
content with tbeir accuunts, Arrian introduced into his narrative from other writers
such eIements as he thought "worthy of narration," in this case those which would
enhance the heroic image of his protagoaist and place bis own history among the
noblest representatives of Greek literature.lg
In this section in particular (1 -11.1-1 J2.1). there is a clustering of legomena that

are woven into the narrative sources used by Aman, functioning in part to "enhance" the
heroic character of Alexander. Below, the underlined text is the apparent content of
legomena, with the actual legomenu in boid face:

he offered the traditional sacrifice

bonour of the Muses.Meanwm. it w a
rewrted that the statue of h h e u s . son qf
. . . .
s the Thraaan .In Piena. had

" Stadm. Aman ofNicomcdia.74. For exampie, seven citations of k g o n u occur
~
between
1.11.1 and 1.12.1.
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ivork on m e n mdhvmns honounqg
LUexander and his exploits,
In early spring he rnarched to
Hellespont, Leaving Macedonian and Greek
aairs in charge of Antipater.. .(l-11.1-3a)

...Parmeni0 was appointed to see to
the ferrying over from Sestus to Abydos of
the cavairy and most of the infanûy; they
xossed [the Hellespont] in a hundred and
sixty triremes and in a good number of
cargo boats.
to
- t
5torv Alexander made frmElaeus for the
Achaean harbour. and steered the admuai s
. .
mself when he mssed. sacnficin~a
buIl to Pos~donand the Nereids in t
k
~nldstof the Hellespont =trait.and w n n e
hto the sea a dnnk o f f e a a ~olderi
bowl. They also sav that he was the first t~
disembark on Asian soi1 armed cap-à-pie,

a

Dus of Safe 1.a-

-

t

c&
~ a ~ ~ g o v +E.
iav
TOCS '
'EMqvaç ' A m ~ ~ a r p q&nipi$aç..
i
.
...Tiap (IEV~WV pEv &fi TOV TE
rr~&v roùs rroMoÙs ai rjv
:mov s ~ a ~ ~ $ a a
h aa t~ 0 q&c
Cqmoû &s "Aflu8ov.
ai &i$qaav
r p ~ f j p ~p€v
a ~ E K ~ T O V ai k e f j ~ o v r a
noMoïs
aXoiois 66 WOLS
n p o y y U X o ~ ~'AAiEavSoovSE
.
CE
EXa~oûvrocec TOV ' A i l a ~ i vA ~ u i v a

ai a M v TE ~ u B ~ o v G v rrai i v
moarnriSa vaûv S~aBciXXav ai,
isrtz~8nK ~ T Uuému f 6 v T T ~ P O Vt o û
.
'EXAnmovrou & v i v r ~ o abu€arrra
raüpov rO TTODELSGVL ai Nnonioi
~ C V S E L Vi~
youcnîc dxahnc $c riiv
rovrov. Abouor 8E ai TTOOTOV
&K

Athena. and
t he then went uu to Troy.

Heracles. and b
and sanficed to the Tm-gedicated his fulI
rwk down in its dace some of the
dedicated
fiom the
Trotan war. which. it is said. the hvoasbists
. .
fiencckdl u w i to c w befm! tlmwm
battle. Then he sacrificed also to Pnam at
the altar of Zeus of EncIosures (so runs the
nranne Pnam not to vent his
on the race of Neoutolemus. of which he
W e l f was a s a
When Alexander reached Troy
Menoetius the pilot crowned him with a
golden wreath and then Chares the
Athenian arrived h m Sigeum with others,
Greeks or natives of the place ...Some sav

s
Achilles. whik HeDhpesbon. others sa_v,
placed a wreath on Patroclus' tomb:
Alexander. so the stnrv goes. bIessed

74
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In these sections, we see that the legomena supplement the narrative matenal, coming at
the end of each narrative unit. in addition, sometimes at least two, sometimes more,
legomena will be clustered together. The function of the legomena is clearly to heighten

and enhance the depiction of Alexander as a devoutly religious hem, something Arrian's
narrative sources cannot accompiish on their own without the legomena.

Dionysius of Halicarnmsus ' Roman An tiquities

Dionysius of Haiicarnassus, whose cornments are rnentioned above regarding the
"science of composition," also describes in his prefatory remarks in Roman Antiquities
the care which a historian should use in the adaptation of source material. Dionysius
argues that ancient historias should "provide themselves with the proper equipment for
the treatment of their subject (xapamc&ua&~8attas È1rtq6~iou~ zi\v
àvayparp~v' t q ~
hoûéasoç àq~oppaç)."~
He continues:

Those... who,while making choice of the best subjects, are careiess and
indolent in compiling their narratives out of such reports as chance to corne to
their ears gain no praise by reason of that choice; for wa do not deem it fitting that
the histories of renowned dies and of men who have held supreme power should
be written in an offhand or negligent manner. As 1believe these considerations to
be necessary and of the first importance to historians and as 1have taken great
care to observe them both, 1have felt unwilling either to omit mention of them or
Dionysius of Halicaniassus, Ant. rom. 1.1 2 (Cary, LU). A. J . Toynbee (GreekHistoricai
TiioughtfromHomer to the Age of Heraclius (London and Toronto: S. M. Dent & Sons, 19241) uansiatcs
this passage as follows: the historian "shouid devote the utmnït care and indusfry to the task of providing
himself with the pmper sources for his own composition" (emphasis added).
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to give it any other place than in the prefaœ of my work. (Rom. ant. 1.1.4 [Cary,

LaIl
bter on in his prefatory comments, Dionysius descriis his sources (some by
name) and (vagueIy) his method of adapting this material.
Having thus given the reasons for my choice of subject, I wish now to say
somerhiag conceming the sources I used wbiie preparuig for my task. For it is
possible that those who have aTready read Hieronymus, Tirnaeus, Polybius, or any
other historians whom I just now mentioned as having slurred oves their work,
since they will not have found in those authors m y things rnentioned by me,
will suspect me of inventing them and will demand to know how I came by the
knowledge of these particulm. Lest anyone, thexfore, shouId entertain such an
opinion of me, it is best that 1should state in advance what narratives and records
1bave used as sources. I arrived in haly at the very tirne that Augustus Caesar put
an end to the civil war [ca. 27 BCE], in the middle of the one hundred and eightyseventh OIympiad; and having €rom tbat tirne to chis present day, a period of
twenty-two years, Iived at Rome, Iearned the laquage of the Romans and
acquainted myseK with their writings, I have devoted myself to matters bearing
upon my subject. Some information 1received orally kom men of the greatest
leaming, with whom 1associated; and other data E gathered fmm histones wntten
by the approved Roman authors - Porcius Cato, Fabius Maximus,Valerius
Antias, Licinius Macer, the Aelii, Gellii and Calpurnii, and many others of note;
with these works, which are like the Greek annalistic accounts, as a basis, I set
about the writing of my histary. (Rom. ant. 1.72-4 [Cary, LCL])
in Dionysius' comments, one gets the sense of the efforts invoIved in produchg a

lengthy and exhaustive history. Dionysius' "research"brought him to Rome (presumably

h m Halicarnassus), where he Iemed Latin @ionysius wrote excIusiveIy in Greek) and
"acquainted" himeIf with Roman writings. Kis sources for his historical writings
genedy fall into two categories: 1)orai tradition, from "men of the greatest learning;"
and, 2) histories composeci by "the approved Roman authors," the historical writings of

whom are apparentiy no longer extant. Yet, it is the choice of these sources that is very
important to Dionysius, for, as Alexander has argued, the "importance of h a d g proper
sources of information,and of venfying and testing the information received h m
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tradition or h m hearsay, was recognized in Greek historiography at least h m the cime
of ~erodotus
."2'

Cassius Di0

In similar fashion to his predecessor Dionysius of Halicarnassus, the Roman
historian Cassius Dio (ca. 150-235 CE) states that he has searched exhaustively aii
historical works on the Romans known to him. From that search, he includes ody what
he has "seen fit to select," a process of which he Iater informs the reader (sebelow).
Second, Dio states that despite his '%ne style," he hopes readers will not question the
"truthfùlness of the narrative:"

Mthough I have read pretty nearly everything about them [the Romans1 that has
been written by anybody ,1have not incIuded it all in my history ,but only what 1
have seen fit to select. 1tnxst, moreover, that if 1have used a fine style, so far as
the subject matter permitted, no one will on this account question the mthfulness
of the narrative, as has happened in the case of some writers; for I bave
endeavoured to be equaliy exact in both these respects, so far as possile. I wdi
begin at the point where 1 have obtained the clearest accounts of what is reported
( ~ o ~ otovhave
) taken place in this land which we inhabit. (Cassius Dio,
12-3[Cary,L a I l
Later on in his work, Dio describes the lengthy process of writing his 80 book
history. For ten years, Dio "coliected" (auvÉk{a) information on the Roman empire
Erom its inception to the death of the emperor Severus in 211 CE.This period is then
When read aiongside
foilowed by a twelve year period for composition (mvi+ypaya).
of the preface, the Dio7sdecade of "collection" of material was characterized by an
extensive reading of all written accounts of the history of the Roman empire available to

him. During this time, it is likely that Dio twk notes, perhaps in the form of
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h o p y p k ~ tand
~ , then assembled them over a penod of a dozen years in a written

After this [the death of emperor Cornmodus in 192 CE] there occurred most
violent wars and civil strife. 1was inspireci to write an account of these smggles
by the foiiowing incident. 1had written and published ( y p a y r a ~éSqpoakuaa)
a little book about the drearns and portents which gave [Emparer] Sevenis [1932 11 c ~ reason
]
to hope for the imperid power; and he, after reading îhe copy 1
sent him, wrote me a long and complimentary acknowledgement. This letter 1
received about nightfall, and soon after feu asleep; and in my drearns the Divine
Power commandeci me to write history. Thus it was that 1came to write the
narrative with which 1 am at this moment concerned. And hasrnuch as it won the
high approval, not only of others, but, in particular, of Sevenis hirnself, 1then
conceived a desire to compile a record of everything else that concerned the
Romans. Therefore, I decided to leave the fmt treatise no Ionger as a separate
composition, but to incorporate it in this present history, in order that in a single
work 1might write down and leave behind me a record of everything from the
beginning down eo the point that shall seem best to Fortune. This goddess gives
me strength to continue my history when 1become timid and disposed to shrink
from it; when 1 grow weary and would resign the task, she wins me back by
sending dreams; she inspires me with fair hopes that future t h e wili permit my
history to survive and never dim its lustre; she, it seems, has fallen to my lot as
guardian of the course of my life, and therefore 1have dedicated myself to her. 1
spent ten years in collecting (auvÉkEa) aU the achievements of the Romans
kom the beginning down to the death of Severus, and twelve years more in
composing (auvkypuyru) my work. As for subsequent events, they also shall be
recorded, down to whatever point it shali be permitted me. (Cassius Dio, 7323
[Caryv L W
Fergus Millar, in his commentaty on Dio's history, argues that Dio's method
rnight be desrnid as follows:
Ten years were spent in the taking of notes from previous historians. The purpose
of this stage was to assemble (auUÉyriv)a m a s of material in a raw state ready
for reworking in a literary styIe. It can be reasonably assumed that rhese notes
were taken d o m on membrume or charttae and assembIed in order; the basic
work condensing a long text would most probably be doue by the author himseifonly in the final stage might he dictate his corrected version to a sIave for a fair
copy to be taken.=

Fergus MiIlar, A Sludy ~ ~ C ( L T
Dio
~~
(Oxford:
I ( S Clarendon Rcss. 1964). 32.
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This method that Millar gleans from Cassius Dio is consistent with the two-stage process
suggested by Dorandi, as detailed in the previous c h a p e :
1. The "working out of rough drafts" wbere the author, in part, colleçts excerpts and
transcribes them on wax or wooden tablets. Here, the author may complete a
"provisionai version" of the work in the ordering and revising of the raw material.
2. The "finai editing" wbere the "clean copy" of the work introduced the actuai

Elsewhere in his history, Cassius Dio aliudes to his compositional method and his

sources. In the midst of his discussion of the emperor Augustus, Dio injects the
following:
mn my own narrative of later events, so far as they need to be mentioned,
everything that I shall Say will be in accordance with the reports (cppaoo[v])that
have k e n given out, whether it be redy the truth or otherwise. In addition to
these reports, however, my own opinion will be given, as far as possible,
whenever 1have k e n able, fiom the abundant evidence which 1 have gathered
from my readiog, h m hemay ouou) ou). and h m what 1have seen: to form a
judgement that ciiffers fiom the common report. (Cassius Dio, 53.19.6 [Cary,

LW)
Here, Dio mentions the types of sources he uses: the "common report," i.e.. previous
standard historicai writings; "hearsay;" and, what Dio himseif bas observed.
Interestingly, Dio States that his work will be "in accordance" with other historical
writings contemporary to him, despite the potential problems with their veracity.

Domdi, Den Autom über die SchuIccrgeschaut,"32-33. See Cbapter Two.
Intwestiagly,regardhg "publication," Mihr notes the following: "mt cannot be assmned
without evidcnce that any ancient limary wodt which has corne dom to us was 'published' at ail, in the
scnsc of a simaltaneou distniution of identicai copies," (A S
mof C
a Dio. 30).
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The Epitomizer's Preface in 2 Maccabees

The author of 2 Maccabees refers to his work as a "condensation" (2:28) of a five
volume work by Jason of Cyrene, an otherwise unknown historian whose historicai work,
which is adapted by the epitomizer, is no longer extant? Yet, in the midst of this work of
condensation, the epitomizer's band is clearly evident in a nurnber of places. The
conclusion (1537-19) is clearly fiom the e~itomizer:
"This, hen, is how matters turned out with Nicanor, and fiom that tirne the city
has been in the possession of the Hebrews. So 1 wiii here end my story. "If it is
weii told and to the point, that is what 1myself desired; if it is poorly doue and
mediocre, that was the best 1could do. ITor just as it is harmful to drink wine
alone, or, again, to drink water alone, while wine mixed with water is sweet and
delicious and enhances one's enjoyment, so also the style of the story delights the
ears of those who read the work, And here wiii be the end. (NRSV)

in addition, the comments in 6:12-17 probably originate with the epitomizer:
'%ow 1urge those who read this book not to be depressed by such calamities, but
to recognize that these punishments were designed not to destroy but to discipline
our people. ''In fact, it is a sign of great kindness not to let the irnpious alone for
long, but to punish them imrnediately. '4Forin the case of the other nations the
Lord waits patiently to punish them until they have reached the full measure of
their sins; but he does not deal in this way with us, '% order that he may not take
vengeance on us afterward when our sins have reached their height. '%erefore
he never withdraws his mercy from us. Although he disciplines us with
calamities, he does not forsake his own people. "let what we have said serve as a
reminder, we must go on briefly with the story? (NRSV)
Yet the most significant and reievant comments that the epitomizer makes may be
found in the writer's prefatory remarks (2:19-32) made after the two letters (1:l-9; 1:lO-

2: 18) that begin 2 Maccabees:

Most rommentators on 2 Maccabm rcfcr to its anonymous author as the "epitomizer" or
"epimmator."

"

In addition, k l 7 and 517-20 may onginate with the epitomizcr as weU. See John I. Coilins,
D4Riel. 1-2 Muccabees (Old Testament Message 15; W-gton,
DE: Micbael Glazier, 1981) 260.
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'gThe story of Judas Maccabeus and his brothers, and the purincation of the great
temple, and the dedication of the altar, =and Wer the wars against Antiochus
Epiphanes and his son Eupator, "and the appearances that came kom heaven to
those who fought bravely for Judaism, so that though few in aumber they seized
the whole land and pursued the barbarian hordes, *and regained possession of the
temple farnous throughout the world, and liirated the &y, and re-established the
laws that were about to be abolished, while the Lord with great kindness became
gracious Co them %ll this, which has been set forth by Jason of Cyrenen in
five volumes, we s h d attempt to condense into a single book (6t'ivog
a u v d y p a r o ~~ T E ~ E Z V '4For
) . considering the flood of statistics involved and
the difficulty there is for those who wish to enter upon the narratives of history
because of the mass of material, =we have aimed to please those who wish to
read, to make it easy for those who are inclined to memorize, and to profit all
readers. %or US who have undertaken the toi1 of abbreviating ( k t r o p i j ~ ) it, is no
light matter but calls for sweat and loss of sleep, *just as it is not easy for one
who prepares a banquet and seeks the benefit of others. Nevertheless, to secure
the gratitude of many we will glady endure the uncomfortable toil, BleaWig the
responsibility for exact details to the [onginai] compiler (auyypacp~i),while
devoting our effort to arriving at the outlines of the condensation (rots
6roypappoig ri15 ~lr~zopijç).
%or as the master builder of a new house must
be concerned with the whole construction, whiIe the one who undertalces its
painting and decoration has to consider only what is suitable for its adornment
(6ia~oapqatv),such in my judgment is the case with us. ?t is the duty of the
original historian ( qi a~t o p i a ~apmykq) to occupy the ground, to discuss
matters h m every side, and to take trouble with detds, 3'but the one who recasts
the narrative (75 Ti(v p ~ r & p p a b t vX O ~ O Z I ~ # ~ I )should be a1Iowe.d to strive for
brevity of expression (a6v7o~ovt i j ç X É t ~ o ç )and to forego exhaustive
ûeatment. 3 2 ~this
t point therefore let us begin our narrative ( ~ i ~ o e o < ~ ) .
without adding any more to what has already k e n said; for it would be foolish to
lengthen the preface while cutting short the history itseIf. (NHV)

-

Thus, one may draw the following conclusions by way of summary. First, the
epitomizer clearly states bis purpose in writing in w 24-25. The epitome is aimed "to
pIease those who wish to read" about the events in life of Judas Maccabeus, the historicd
narratives of whom are charactenzed by a "fiood of statistics" and a "mass of materials."

In this condensation, ihe epitomizer's written production is geared to a broad and popular
3 ~ h i s"Jason of Cyrrnc" shouid not be confuscd with the chamfer Jason in 2 Maccabecs, the
bmrher of Onias who dishoaestfy and comiptiy ascended to the scat of high pricst afùr the deah of
Seleucus. Sce 2 Macc 47-29 and SA-14.

Cf.2 Macc 6:17.
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readership, rnaking it easy "for those who are inclined to memorize and to profit aii
readers."
Second, as an abridger of materiai, the epitomizer is not concerned with the
"exact detailsi," for this is a matter for wtüch the original "compiler" is responsible (v 28).
Rather, the epitomizer's purpose in 2 Maccabees is to arrive at the "outlines of
condensation" (v 28) much in the same way a decorator of a house is concerned not with
the "whole construction1' of the house, but only with "what is suitable for its adoniment"
(v 29). Here, perhaps, the epitomizer is referring to his own efforts at "adoming" the

story of Judas Maccabeus. Thus, argues the epitomizer, the one "who recasts the
narrative" Oit., "the one rnaking the paraphrase") should be granted the freedom to "strive
for brevity of expression and to forego exhaustive üeatment" (v 3 1).

Ercursus: The Lirerary Convention of Epitome in the Greco-Roman ~ o r l $ g
Epitomizing written works was a common practice among Greek and Latin
writers, where they would abridge Iong works, particularly technical treatises by Greek
writers and histones by Latin writers. Many examples of Greek and Latin epitomes are
extant? typicdly with the original work no longer so. Kaster States that the primary
reason epitomizing took place had to do with the influence of "the growth of recorded
iiterature as a burden," as weii as the classical age that "cast doubt on the propriety of a
'big book' (Callim. fi.465 Pf.).'"' W e epitomizers were typically different individuais
than the original writers, occasionally writers would epitomize their own works? h t e r

On epitomes. sec Robut A. Kaster, "Epitome (kfopj)," OCD.549; P. A. Brunt. "On
Histocical Fragments and Epitomes," CQ 30 f 1980): 477-494; and, M,Galdi, Leepitome nella lerrerarura
&rinu (Naples: a. p., 1922).

"

In Ii-tion to 2 Maccabees. see, cg., Anstophanes of Byzantium epitorne of AristolIe's Hktoria
rmimolium; or, luth's cpitome of Pornpeius Tmgus.

*For example, û r i i u s (ca. 320-400CE) epitomized his own CoUecrionesM d k a e on two
~x:asiom.
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argues that epitomes were not intended to replace the original work. However, "the taste
for epitome limited their [the original works] chances for ~urvival."~
As abridgement of earlier works, by definition epitomes would be shorter in
overall Iength, as weli as shorter and briefer within at the levei of pencope. Epitomizers
would consistently summarize, excerpt, and paraphrase their exemplar, often deleting
much of the detail for the sake of concision, often without the same care for accuracy that
may have characterized the original. Precisely how epitomizers wouId summarize,
excerpt, and paraphrase is a difficult question to answer, aven the general phenornenon
of epitornes surviving their literary originals." Still, the tendency of epitomizers would be
to provide a "schematic summary" of the original, occasiondy in a "stylish" fashion?
We will revisit the issue of epitomizing, abridging, and the Synoptic ProbIem in
Chapter Four - an analysis of the 2GH, a theory that posits the Markan "abridgemenf*of
Matthew and Luke. See also the discussion below.

There have been several anempts at ferreting out the places in 2 Maccabees where
one can see the iiterary remnants of Jason of Cyrene's original multi-volume w ~ r kThe
.~
problem in such studies is, of course, that the main source for the epitornizer no longer
exists, with explicit references to it apparentiy existing only in the preface. While a
source critical analysis of 2 Maccabees is beyond the purview of this chapter, the source
aitical study of Robert Doran provides a faidy thorough discussion of the preface in 2
Maccabees. Clearly, the epitomizer writes to make the history (or. more accurateIy, the
biopphy) of Judas Maccabeus useful, understanding the potential utility a narrative of
Judas Maccabeus might have. This feature, according to Doran, is entirely consistent with

Y

Bnmt, "On Historiai Fragments and Epitomes," 494.

See, for example, K. D. Schunck. Die Quellm des 1. und Il. Mukhbiierbuches (HalIe:
Niemeyer. 1954);1. G.Bunge. Umersuchungenoun 2. Makkobcierbuch. QueUcnkriNche.literarische,
chrwiogische, und iùstorische Umersuchungenrwn 2 Makkabüerbuch ais Quelle
syrirchpcllas~nemischerGachichre Un 2. Jh. v. Chf.(Bonn: Rheinische Friedrich-Wühelms-Univenit&
1971);C h r i s h Habicht, 2. M e r b a h (JSHRZ 13; GiitetsIoh:GiitcrslohcrVedagshaus Gerd Mohn,
1976). esp. 169-185; Roberi Dom, Temple Propagand4: ï k Pwpase and CAoracter 4 2 M~ccabces
(CBQMS 12; Washington: The Catholic Biblicai Association of Amaica, 1981). csp. 12-22, cf. also
Thomas F~scher,"Fmtand Second Maccabces," ABD 4:442-443,W.
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the conventions of Greek historical writers. Doran argues that in producing a brief and
epitomized version of the life of Judas Maccabeus, the epitomizer "wiU silence the
complaints of those who fmd the abundance of material in histones tiresome, but his
work will aIso be useful."" Part of the utiiity that the epitomizer sees in his work is the
value that it could potentially have as, to use Dom's termiaology, an "aide mémoire,"
where the epitomizer is "helping his readers by not burying their memories in too much
detaii."38
On the epitomizer's metaphor of the builder/decorator in describing the
ciifferences between his epitome and Jason's five volume historical work, D o m provides
the following helpful stnrctwal and comparative analysis of w 27b-31 of the preface:

r

L

Figure 2: Comparison of Complete Histories and Epitomes (Doran)
Epitomes
Cuntplere Histories
passing in review the events by means
a minute presentation of detaiis
of the main points
the author of an epitome is Sie a
the author is iike the architect of a
painter and decorator
complete building
enter into a subject and discuss it so
treat of a subject briefly, and avoid
( complete &ment? that every d e t d is thoroughiy
investigated

In Iight of this analogy used by the epitomizer, D o w cautions his reader:
The contrast of the painter-architect ought not to Iead one astray: rhe author is not
using the image to state that his is polishing up the work of Jason or that his is
adding to it the ornaments of good style.. .The author of the epitome is not
conttasting bare waüs with painted ones: he is contrasring two crafts -one which

Daran. Temple Propoganda,79.

Doran, Tentpk Propugmzrla, 79,80.

"Drnan, Tnriplc Propagonda. 80.

1
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deah with tfie whole project, and one which is more speciakd. He is conttasting

a full exposition of the fats using selective presentatioza
Doran aIso cautions the reader not to assume that his source criticai methods aid the
reader of 2 Maccabees in distinguishing the epitomizer's source material (Le.,Jason of
Cyrene). D o m concIudes in this fashion precisely because of the Iack of information that
the epitomizer provides the reader in the preface, information that is found in some of the

other prefaces already discussed in this chapter. The problem for the source critic is that

the epitooiizer "in his preface has not taken any stance vis-à-vis Jwon...[H]e has left no
ches how he handled the work of Jason,besides shortenhg the text~""'
Despite the source criticai problems of 2 Maccabees and the [ack of information
provided by the epitomizer as to his method of adapting and abridging Jason of Cyrene, it
is appropriate to make some initial (and somewhat obvious) observations regarding the
Synoptic froblem in light of the analysis of 2 Maccabees. First, as an epitome, 2
Maccabees is an example of a work that has condensed an earlier and much Longer
biographical piece. Here, we are seeing the "subtraction" and "alteration" of source
material described by Dionysius of Halicarnassus. Second, the epitomizer makes
ciramatic changes to his source(s) for specific and practical reasons: for "pleasure"
(yqayoyiav),for "ease of memory," and for "profitability" (hcpEhnav)for a i i readers
(V

25). Third, the oft-repeated but seldom explored and 1argeIy untested argument h m

overd documentary Iength in favor of Markan priority simply does not hold up under the

"

Dom, Tempk Propagmida, 83-84. Doran cites Marcianof Haaclea of Pontus as an example of
m cpitomiza who txpiicitiy sstaies how he abbreviates his sources. Artmidom of Ephesus and Menippus
of Ekgammc "1have made c h what is an epitome of theu tabacs and whaî aie my owa coercctions, so
rhat whocvcr reads the work wiil not be ignorant of what was wriüen by hem, and what has been added by
me or what 1have considerad a bmer comEaon" (tram. Doran, Trmplr Propganda, 83-84, from C.
MiiIkr. Geogrnphi Cmcci Minora mdesheim: G . Olms,1%5],1567.19-33).
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weight of analysis? While we are not in possession of Jason's complete bistory of Judas
Maccabeus, the epitomizer's work is very ükely much shorter than his five vohne (five
scroUs? [IcÉVCE fhPAimv]) predecessor. Certainly there was much contained in Jason of
Cyrene regarding Judas Maccabeus that is not present in the later 2 Maccabees. The 555
verses of 2 Maccabees could easily fit into a single papyrus or parchment book roll
(compare to Mark's 661 verses). Hence, to object to Markan posteriority (or, Matthean
pnority on the 2GH) on the "Streetenan" grounds of "lunacyt is not a vaiid use of the

argument from Iength? On the same token, it is worth noting that Streeter rightly
observed Matthew's condensing of Mark at the Ievel of individud pericopes on the 2DH.
This is a valid assumption in light of the data one can observe in 2 Maccabees. This
aspect of the so-called "argument from length" appears to be reaffirmed in Iight of what
one can observe in those writers contemporary with the Synoptic evangelists, Matthew

rnay be, in fact, an "enlarged edition" of Mark, but on the level of individual Markan
pericopes, Matthew typically condenses his source material? Unfortunateiy, of course,

Set, for example, Robert H. Stein. Thc Synopric Problem (Grand Rapids Baker, 1987). 48-52.
On p. 87, Stein summatizes his "argument h m tength" in favor of Markan priority: " m h e addition of
material by Manhew and Luke to their Markan source apptars far more undentandable than to view Mark
as an abridgement of Manhew andfor Luke,for in the individual pcricopes Mark is cleariy not an
abridgement but tends to be the longest of the ihree accounts. Tiu omission of so much volua6le marericrI by
Morkfrom Monhew a d o r Luke ha.sfùrrhmMre never k e n explained ~ o n v i ~ n g l y(emphasis
"
mine),
Similarly, on p. 48: T h e use of Matthew andior M e by Mark seems Ieast liktly, for a number of rcasons.
For one, why would Mark omit so much mai#iai if Maahtw or Lukc wen his source?"

"

Hence, Smeter's infamous wordr in the midst of his argument kom lm@: "[Ojnly a lunatic
would lave out Manfiew's account of the Infancy, the S m o n on the Mount, and pracncalIy d the
parables, in orda to get m m for purely verbal expansion of what was cetaïnecl" (TheFour Gospeh
[London: MaaniIIan, 19241 158).

"So argues S e t e r (The Fow CosprLP):"Manhew may be regardeci as an enlarged edition of
Mark" (151); "...mf we suppose Mark to bt the older document. the verbal compression and omission of
minor demil [by Matthew]seen in the pacaüeh in Manhew has an obvious pwpose. in thac it gives more
m m for the intduction of a m a s of highiy important ieaching [Le.,QI matcriai not found in Mark"
(158).

Neariy six ticcades iatcr. a similar tirgriment is made by Stein: "Ody when one compares the total
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we do not possess the epitomizer's source(s), prohibithg us from observing the
epitomizer's condensing of Jason on the level of the individual pericope, allowing one to
test more thoroughiy the source-criticaldata in 2 Maccabees. However, it does appear
that the author of 2 Maccabees has shortenedlsummarized individual episodes found in
this five-volume exemplar as opposed to seIectively preserving individually episodes
while dropping large portions of intervening material. Interestingly,this latter technique
is precisely what advocates of the 2GH presuppose for Mark's "abridgement" of Matthew
and Luke. This will be discussed in fuller detail in Chapter Four.

Philostratus and hàs Life of Apollonius of Tyana

The Pythagorean biographer Philostratus (ca. lUc. CE)writes the following in his
preface of his account of the He of the Fythagorean miracIe worker and mystic
Apollonius of Tyana (b. Ca. 4 BCE):
And 1 have gathered my information pady fiom the many cities where he
[ApoUonius] was Ioved, and partiy h m the temples whose long-neglected and
decayed rites he restored, and pady h m the accounts left of him by others and
pady from his own lettem...
There was a man, Damis, by no means stupid, who formerIy dwelt in the
ancient city of Nmeveh. He resorted to Apoiionius in order to study wisdom, and
having shared, by his own account, his wanderings abroad, wrote an account of
them. And he records his opinions and discourses and aii his prophecies. And a
certain kinsman of Damis drew the attention of the empress Julia to the
)
unknown.
documents containing these mernoirs (TOV 6 x o p q p d ~ a vhitherto
Now I belonged to the cirde of the empress, for she was a devoted admirer of aii
rhetoncal exercises; and she cornmanded me to recast and edit these essays, at the
same îime paying more attention to the style and diction of them (p~~aypayai
TE ~pocrkat~
~ à 6ta~p@àç
ç
ra6raç cra~fiç u1cayyEhia~a 6 ~ d v
impdq€tijvai);for the man of Nineveh had told his story clearly enough, yet
somewhat awkwardly. And 1a h read the book of Maximus of Aegae, which
comprised all the life of Apolionius in Aegae; and fuahermore a will was
size of the Synoptic can one argue thai Mark is an abridgmcnt;once one compares the individuai accounts
it becornes evidently clear that it is not" (ThcS p p r i c Rdlem,51).
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composed by Apolloaius, fiom which one can leam how rapturous and insphd a
sage he really was. For we must not pay attention anyhow to Moeragenes, who
composed four books about Apoilonius, and yet was ignorant of many of the
circumstances of his life. That then 1combined these scattered sources together
(@wjyayov .raïha Sr~axaapkva)and twk trouble over my composition,1
have said; but let my work, 1pray, redound to the honour of the man who is the
subject of my compilation (~uyyÉypalc.rat),and dso be of use to those who love
learning. For assuredy they will here l e m things of which as yet they are
ignorant. (Philostrahis, Vir. A@. 12-3 [Conybeare, LCL])~'

There is much that should be said about this preface. Cleariy, Philostratus is
working with a number of different and "scattered" sources: ord tradition or folk taies
circulating about Apollonius in the cities he visited? ApoUonius' own writings (a legal
document [a will] and a "great many" of his own letters)," and secondary accounts of his
Me. Philostratus mentions several of these writers and biographes by name: Damis,

Maximus of Aegae, and Moeragenes. While the works of Moeragenes are made reference
to by Ongen? Phdostratus disapproves of this four volume biography since Moeragenes
evidently "was ignorant of many of the circumstances" of Apollonius'

Instead,

Philostratus prefers Maximus' singIe volume, and particularIy the "memoirs"

"

The simiIaritiesbetwœn Jesus of Nazareth, his sayings,cariy Christianity,and Apollonius of
Tyana have not escaped the notice of at lem one scholar. Sec G. Pcake, Die Traditionen über Apollonius
VOR T y a URCl
~ dOS Neue Tesrculsent(Leiden: Brill, 1970).
a There are severai scories in Phiiosnanis' L@e of Apollonius that an explicitly from this fok taIe
npository, introduced by a vaciety of fonnuiac: cg., the birth of Apoiionius and ils ensuing portents
("Uy~tat,"
15; "& qam" 1.6); Apollonius' healing of a boy binen by a rabid dog ("&aoua"6.43).
Philosiranis also stares that bis account of Apollonius' visit to the shrine of Trophonius at Lebadea (8.19)
was shaped by the "details"hc hcard '%m the inhabitants of Lebadca" (8%).

"

Cf. 735. Philostratus aisa makes use of other wtitings by ApoUonius: a mtise on sacnficcsand
a four volume work on astral divination (see note klow; both works menuoncd in 3.41), dong with a
hymn in honor of Mnemosyne (1.14).

But see PhiIosuaais' mention oEMocragenes in 3.41: ".-.DaaÙs says tbat Apollonius alone
partook of the philosophic discussion [on astrai divination] togethcr with Iarchas. and that he embodiai the
resdts in fout books concerning divination by the stars, a work wirh Moiragena [sic] has mentioncd"
(Conybearc, L U ) .
@
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( k o p f i p a r a ) of Damis, who, according to Philostratus, was a disciple of Apoiionius.

Later in his biography, Philostratus gives more details of Damis' "memoirs" of the sage

...but he [Damis] kept ajournai ( h o p v q p a ) of their [his and Apoiionius']
intercourse, and recorded in it whatever he heard or saw, and he was very weii
able to put together a memou of such matters and managed this better than
anyone else could do. At any rate the volume (SÉÂ.'toç) which he calls his scrapbook (kcpasviapa'ta;lit "scraps from the manger"), was intended to serve such
a purpose by Damis, who was deterrnined that nothing about Apoiionius should
be passed over in silence, nay, that his very solecisms and negligent utterances
should aiso be h t t e n down. (Ptiilostratus, Vit.Apoll, 1-19 [Conybeare, LCL])
While PhilostratuslApolloniusscholars debate as to the identity of this disciple
~ a m î s ?there are a few interesting features of Philosuatus' reference to his Damis-

Quelle. to which explicit reference is made in at least 38 of the 347 total chapters in the

Life of ~ p o l l o n i d 'First, he refers to this source ("rnemoirs") as hopvilpa'ta.This, of
course, is the medium ailuded to in the previous chapter. that is, as George Kennedy
describes, a medium including "notes for a speech made ahead of rime, notes on a lecture
made at the time or soon after, notes on reading or research, notes on political or

IP Essentially there are îhrcc theones as to the prccisc identity of Damis and the vcracity of his
existence. which are al1 outlincd and summarized by J J . Ritmnann (Power, PAIDEIA &
Pythogoreanism: Greek Identity, Conceptionsof t h Relationship berween Philosophers and Monorch and
Political Ideus in Phifosaurus' Life of ApoUonius [Amsterdam: J. C. Gieben. 1995],79): '"I'hrce main
schoois of thought can be m c d in wbat is appiuentiy an interminable controversy. Some scholars consider
lhat Philostratus reaily did have tfit mcmoirs of a disciple of Apoilonius at hi disposal and that hc used
them as the main source for the VA [Vira Apoltonii]. A second,by no means inconsiderable p u p of
scholars cIaims that Phîiostraùis used a pseudepigraphic ttxt from the second or eady third century. And a
thizri group of P h i l m i u s scholars hoids that the manoirs of Damis arc the pmduct of the imagination of
the authot of the VAn For M e r discussion, see aIso Graham Anderson, "Damis: The Dubious Disciple
Discovend?" in PhilosfrancsrB i o p p h y anà BeIh Lettres in the Second Cennuy AD. (London:Cmom
Heim, 1986). 155-174.
$' Fiintermann,Paver, PAIDEiA & Pyrhgoreonism, 8 1 n 121. Tl~ese
expiicit references are often
introduced with the foiiowing phnises: "Damis says" (cpiluiv 6 A a p q ) , "as Damis reports" (k br6amn
8 AaCly),"Damis &tes as foIiows (roi& avaypchpt Aapq), and 'Pamisexplains this as follows"
(&se 6 AQpq ayt5taa) (cf. 126; 133; 2.17; 228; 3.15; 3.45; 4.19; 425; 5.10; 526; 63; 6.7; 632;

7.15; 728; 828).
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histoncal circumstances.. ..These notes are the raw material from which more formal
publications cm be created-y'RSimiIarly, Dorandi d e s c n i the first stage of the
production of ancient texts. where the author would produce "der provisorischen
Fassung" of a book, "wobei das Rohmateriai gr6fitenteiIs überarbeitet und geordnet war,
aber noch nicht die letzte stiIistische Verfeinerung erhalten hatte."" It is at this first of
two stages of production, argues Dorandi, where the author might make use of

"imopvqpamcoi,"apparently the sarne medium of the Damis-Quelle.
In addition, it is worth noting that PhiIostratus' main source - Damis' "memoirs"

- originates with an eyewimess, Damis. a disciple of Apollonius. Whether Darnis was an
actuai disciple who recorded the words and deeds of his teacher is an issue beyond the
purview of this dissertation. What is important, though, is the value that PhiIostratus
places in bis eyewitness, whether fictitious or real, one whose work, even in its "pre-

George Kemedy, "Classical and Christian Source Criticism." 136. As an example. Kennedy
mentions Cicero's use of the t m (Brut. 2621. Kennedy also describes Qleopqpovdpata, often
translated "memoirs" and a variant of i x o g v t i p a ~ awhich
.
are "notes about the doings or sayings of a
pcrson. written either by the petson or by s o m n e close to him" (136137).
Using the medium of i k o p q p a t a as au appropriate analogy, Kennedy argues that the
composition of the gosptls could have foilowcd the following procedurp: 'The exprience of classicists
seems to suggcst that rncmory of orai whing, espccially if thc ceaching was heard repeaedly, could be
retained with considerable integrïty over an extendeci period of time, even though oral teaching was often
convemd into running notes by audents and these notes were somctimcs checked with the original
speaker- Of course, both processes might take place: first oral transmission over a period of time. then
[second,] note taking. Notes were not usualIy pubIishtd, but tky were sorneiirrrs given l i t e d circulation
to interested pcrsons. After oral transmission and note-iaking,a third stage would bc the publication of a
systematic or more Iiterary work" (152-153)- In the same volume, Wayne A. Meeks ("Hypomenemata from
an Untamed Sceptic: A R q a n s e to George Kennedy," 157-172) rrsponds to Kennedy's comments
regarding the orïgïns of the Gospels.
For an additional use of k o p y ~ i asee
, the following: Iambiichus, Pyrh. 23.104: "And theu [the
pupils of Pythagoml dialogues and talks with one anoiher, their mernomda ( h o p q p a n a p n j ~and
)
notes (of conversations) ( W c o q p t t i a q ) , and firrther theu treatises (myypappara) and aii rheir
publications (&600ng), of which the greater number are prrsmred untii our own times, bey did not make
readiiy intelligible to thtir audience, in a common or ppular manner, or in a style customary for aii others
who (uy)to make the things said by than easy to foiiow" ( h mIamblichus, On the ethagorean Way 4
Life [J. D i o n and J. HersbbeU, eds; SBL Texts andTranslations Series 29Kiraeco-Roman Religion Series
11; Atlanta. Scholars Rcss, l9911.127).

" Domdi,'Den Autoren über die SchuItergcschnt," 32.
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publication" form as h r o p + ~ p a z awas
, more valuabte to Philostratus than the other
published biographies of Apollonius, including the four volume wotk by Moaeragenes, a
"published" work known by others, including Origen. As we have seen in the other
writers above, eyewitness sources lend credibility to a biography or history. Thus, Lucian
provides a general sumrnary of the appropnate techniques of historicai writing,
particulady in terms of eyewitness source material:

As to the facts themselves, [the historian] should not assemble them at random,
but only after much laborious and painstaking investigation. He shouldfor
preference be an eyewimess, but, if not, listen to those who tell the more impartiai
story, those whom one would suppose least likely to subtract from the facts or add
to them out of favour or malice. When this happens let him show shrewdness and
ski11 in putting together the more credible story. When he has collected ail or most
of the facts Iet him first make them into a series of notes, a body of materiai as yet
with no beauty or continuity. Then, after arranging them into order, [et him give it
beauty and enhance it with the charms of expression, figure,and rhythmn
(Lucian,Hist. conscr. 47-48 [Kilbum, LCL])

Finaily, the way in which PhiIostratus acquired Darnis' "memoirs" is worth
exploring. It was a relative of Damis who brought his otherwise unknown (ou'zo
y t y v o a ~ ~ p É"memoirs"
~a~)
to the attention of the empress Julia (d. 217 CE), the second

wife of the emperor Septirnius Severus. in tuni, Julia commanded Philostratus to "recast
and edit" Darnis' memoirs, which, king somewhat "awkward," needed some stylistic
improvement. WMe one cannot be certain, it appears that these "rnemoirs" were
"unpubiistied," apparently unknown to ail, except for the relative of Damis. EvidentIy,
too, the "memoirs" of Damis remained "unpublished," existing in "published" form only

in their secondary form imbedded as part of Philostratus' narrative of the Me of

Again, see Chapkr One for a description of the GrneRoman understanduigof "publication."
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Like Damis' memoirs, Q on the ZDH, exists only imbedded in Matthew and Luke.
Q is, of course, recoverable only by means of isolating the "minimal" text of Q (i.e., the

doubIe tradition verbatim agreements) and building on that minimal text the
reconstnicted wording of Q ihrough the means of redactional analysis of Matthew and

LukeJd Objections to the Q hypothesis on the basis that the Q document is now "lost" and
essentiaiiy "unknown" by early Christian writers are unconvincing given the ways in
which sources were treated in antiquity, particularly in Philostratus' use of his
"unknown" and "lost" (and unpublished?) source: Damis' record of "whatever he heard
or saw" during his time with his teacher, ~pollonius." The existence of such documents
should not be questioned simply because they are "lost." These sorts of objections to Q

on the 2DH are essentidy arguments from siience. in fact, PhiIosiratus confirms the
existence of a lost source of sayings and deeds of a teacher (assuming, of course, that

Sec,for example, the procm used by the international Q Roject (IQP) in its reconstruction of Q
in Docwnenra Q Q il:2b4 (S. D. Anderson. ed.; Leuven: Peeters, 1996). v-xii.

-

* Sa,for exampie, William R. Farmcr's comments in The Gospel oflesus: The Pastoral
Relevance of the Synoptic Problem (Louisviiie: Westminsta/John Knox, 1994): "...good grounds exist for
quenioning the priority of Mark and the existence of Q. Q is hypothetiml, the church's Gospets acnially
exist* (xi). Or, more recentiy, two of Mark S. Goodacre's T e n Reasons to Question Q" (cited October 8,
2[XK3. onhe: http~/ww~ham~.ulo'th~~logy/s/tcnhmi):
"1. Noone has ever seen Q: Current literanire
on Q abounds with editions of Q, investigations mto its serata, studies of the communities that werc behind
it and analyses of thcû thcology. In such NEumstances, it is worth allowing ourseIves the sober nrninder
thar tticre is no manuscript oPQ id existence. No-one has yet found even a fiagrnent of Q. 2. No-one had
ever heard of Q: No ancicnt author appears to have been aware of the existence of Q. One wiU search in
vain for a singIe ~ferenctta it in ancient titetanirr. For a whilt it was thought that 'the logia' to which
Papias (c. 130) referred might k Q.iudeed. rhÏs was one of the planks on which the Q hypothsis restedin
the nineteenth cenauy. But no reputable scholar now believes rhis." Or finaüy. A. M. Farrer's statements in
his classic case against Q ("On Dispensing With Q,"in Snrdies in the Gospek EFsays m Menurry of K. H.
Ligh@wtp.E. Nineham,ed.; Oxford: Blackwell, 1953 55-88): "So thcm is no independent evidence for
a q W g Iike Q. To posailare Q is to postulate the unevidenced and the unique" (58); The Q hypothesis is
a hypothcsis. that is its weaknesst' (66). It shouId be noted that Famr appcars to have a confused nation of
"hypothcsisnAfter dl. Markan priority is a hypothesis, as is Luke's dependence on Matthtw (ie.the
Fm-Goulder theory). Thus, to be preck, Q is mt a hypothesis, but a corolkuy of a hypothcsis (ir.,
Markan priority and the independencc of Ma&thcwand Luke).
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Philostratus is not creating a fictitious source in his preface)!'

Thus, those advocating the

"case" against Q need to rethink some of their arguments in light of the Lterary evidence
contemporary with the composition of the Synoptic Gospels.

m.Concluding Summary of Findings
While something like the modem notion of "copyright" was wholly absent in the
mindset of writers in antiquity, many ancient writers do, as we have seen above, give
"credit" to theu various Iiterary sources by citing them by name andlor inference. We
have also seen that these ancient writers, less frequently and often more crypticdly,
discuss their methods in adapting these literary predecessors. Yet despite this scant and
vague data, the following "cornpositional criteria" rnay be drawn from the literary
evidence:
1) Preference for eyewimess source material: While this rnay seem to go without

saying, typically ancient biographers and historians preferred source material from an
eyewitness to the event or persons in question. This is consistent with Lucian's
recomrnendation that historians should give preference to eyewitness accounts when
assernbling source material h m which to draw. After ail, Luke mentions his sources
%ho were fiom the beginning eyewitnesses" (oi ac' aplçiiç aG~oma~;
1:2), king

respomible for "setting dowu ...orderly account[sJ" ( k ~ ~ & q a a
av
va i u ~ a a û a ~
Sifiyqaiv; 1: 1) of the iife of Jesus.

It should be con&
that Q as a sayings document is not explicitiy mentioned by its "literary
sucnssors," Maahew and Luke. if Q did in fact exist, it may be impticitly and anonymousiy mentioned by
Luke in his prefatorycommenu (1: 14),The fact, though, that Matthew and Lukt do notexplicitly mention
Q is still mit evidence agaînst its existence or its validity as a rhmry.
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2) Frequent use of oral sources together with wnrten: While this, too, may seem to be a
given, clearly the use of orai sources alongside of written is a common feature of
several of the Greco-Roman writers discussed above.
3) Choice of the more plausible when nuo sources disagree: At lest in the case of
Arrian, when an author is bringing two sources together, he will foiiow the accounts
of both where they both agree. "But where they differ," Aman States that he will
and also better
"select the version [he] regard[s] as more tnistworthy (zioror~pa)
worth telling" (a{racpqyq.ro&pa)."(Arrian, Anub. 1.pref. @3mnt,LCL])
4 ) Use of h o p q p a f a in the production of ancienr rem: This phenomenon seems to

be the case in at least two of the authors analyzed. Cassius Dio appears to make use of
&ropvrjpara in the production of his history, these notes being the product of a
decade of research. Similarly, Philostratus makes use of i m o p 4 p a ~ athese,
,
of
course, king the product of a disciple of Apollonius (Damis). Interestingly,
Dorandi's theory regarding a two-step procedure that Greco-Roman authors followed
seems to be confirmed by the evidence seen in these two authors as well.

5 ) Multi-faceted nature of the adaptation of source material: The "principles" of
Dionysius of Haiicamassus' "science of literary composition" are "foUowed" by ail
five authors discussed above. At one tirne or another, ali five evidently are involved

in the "subtraction, addition or alteration" of their source materiai.
6) Abbreviation of sources: In the case of epitomes, abbreviation/abridgement of
original wrïthgs was related to perceived burden that lengthy works placed upon the

reader ( a d presumably the "publishef' and bookseiier). M e n works were
abbreviated or epitomized, typically individuai episodes were "schemaacally
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summarized" as opposed to king selectively included with the omission of any
intervening material Wace Mark on the 2GH)? AS well, abbreviated works tended to
eventuaiiy win the favor of the literary public, with the original texts fading in to
oblivion, despite the fact that the epitomes were not originally intended to replace

their exemplars.

7) Interlacing oflegomena: The tendency in the works discussed in this chapter was to
add legomenu to existing material - sayings or anecdotal information about a

particular person or event. These legomena would be interlaced among the narrative
material culled from other (written) sources, and occasionaily clustered together, as in
the case of Arrian.
Obviously, the task of gathering the compositionai "tendencies" or conventions of
writers in the Roman world is far from complete. Like text cnticism, these cornpositional
conventions will continue to be primarily cuiled fIom an analysis of the implicit data: that
is, by observing the ways in which ancieut writers treated their (extant) source material.
As this chapter has, in part, served as an introduction to this endeavor, it is the primary
task that follows in the next chapter.

"

It is worth noting chat Mark is oniy rnatginaily shorter than its sources (Matthew and Wre) on
the 2GH. Compare tbis to the radicaiiy shortcr ûeaûnents of exemplius m the practicc ofepito~tion.
Mark in a(sing1e) codex or scrolI formai is, at b a t , oniy sligbdy less cumbersome chan Mathw or Luke.

CHAPTER THREE

AN ANALYSIS OF SOME ANCIENT TEXTS
AND THEIR ADAPTATION OF RECOVERABLE SOURCES

1. introduction: The Purpose and Limitations of this Chapter

It is not the aim of this dissertation to survey exhaustively Greek and Latin writers

in an attempt to ascertain generai techniques of ancient text production; this would be a

never-ending process. Nor is it the a h of this investigation to suggest that aii ancient
authors worked the same way with source materiais. As we saw in the previous chapter,
not al1 authors adapt source matenal in the same fashion. Similarly, it is safe to conclude
that individual authors themselves do not always work consistently, often tirnes
evidencing a diverse method of source material adaptation. Yet, by surveying an

available group of authors and their methods for adapting sources, one is able to get a
clearer and more realistic picture of how some authors worked with written sources. In
tbis chapter, I wiU analyze a few auihors and documents - Didorus Siculus, Arrian of
Nicornedia, Strabo and Iosephus - whose sources are either extant or moderately
recoverabIe through comparative anaiysis. These authors composed their works in Greek,
and all within a century or two of the composition of the Gospels.

Clearly, other ancient works couid be included for cornparison and analysis,
includùig apcryphal gospels and popular biographies. However, the reason why these
works are not anaiyzed is simpIe: we do not have easy access to their sources, nor do the
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authors tell us how they composed their works. Thus, I will ümit myself to the authors
mentioned above, al of whom more easily lend themsehes for anaiysis and comparison

in developing a sense of the cornpositional practices of ancient writers.

II. On India: The Parailel Accounts of Diodoms, Strabo,and Aman

The parallel accounts of india affords one an interesting opportunity for
comparison and analysis. They apparently do not share a direct literary relationship with
each other.' Not only do Diodorus (ca. 60-30 BE), Strabo (64 BCE-24CE),and Arrian (b.

85-90 CE)cover similar material in their descriptions of India, they utilize common
sources. Unfortunately, these sources are no longer extant, so getting a sense of the
precise wording of these sources is difficult. Yet the fact that there are three paralle1
accounts of common material provides some control over any investigation into what the
written source(s) for the three might have looked like. For example, if Diodorus and

Aman agree against Strabo in wording andior order, then it is more likely that the two
better preserve the wording andor order of the written source(s). Hence, the paralle1
account of iife in India in Diodorus, Strabo and Aman may provide an opportunity for
sorne study of the vanous techniques ancient authors utilized in adapting written source

' ïhat there Ïs no direct literary relationship between these three authors (at least in their
descriptionsof india) is very likeiy. given the techniques of ancient bistonans to prcfer eyewimessesover
any secondary writers.
Bosworth atfemptr something very shilar. having as his goal the isolation of Arrian's handhg
of his sources where the= is this "tripletradition" overlap between Diodonis, Snabo. and Amian on India
(FromAman ro Ainander. 40-46). Bosworth states the following: "If there is no original to set against
Aman's adaptation, the ncxt best thing is to compare his narrative with a n o k secondaty source
dependent on the same matajal- Fomnately that is possible on a number of occasions. thanks to Suabo.

AN ANALYSE OF SOME ANCIENT TEXTS
In the midst of describing Alexander's crossing of the Indus in his Ambusis,
Aman of Nicornedia alerts his readers to his planned subsequent writing project, which
became known as the Indica:

...1s h d write a special monograph about india including the most reiiable
descriptions given by Aiexander's feliow-campaigners, especiaily Nearchus, who
coasted dong the entire tndian part of the Great Sea, and further aii that
Megasthenes and Eratosthenes, both men of repute, have written, and I shaii
record the custorns of India, any strange beasts which are bred there and the actual
voyage dong the Coast of the Outer Sea. (Arrian. Anab. 55.1 P r u t , LCL])
The fmt haif of Aman's lndica (chs. 1-17) deds with the geography, agriculture
and cultures of india, while the second haIf (chs. 18-43) deals primarily with Alexander's

exploits there. Arrian concludes the first haif of his lndica as foliows:

This must be enough by way of description of the indians; 1have given the most
notable things recorded by Nearchus and Megasthenes, men worthy of credit, but
as it was not even my main subject in this work to record Indian customs but the
way in which Alexander's navy reached Persia fiom India, this [Le., chs. 1-17]
must be accounted a digression. (Arrian, Ind. 17.6-7 prurit, LCL])
Strabo relies on similar sources, including Megasthenes and Nearchus, making
mention of both - individuds with first-handknowledge of India - throughout his section

on hdia in his Geography, making it cIear that Megasthenes is his chief source of
information? So it is with Diodonss: WhiIe not making explicit mention by name of bis

who drew extensively upon Aristobuius and Megasthenes for his description of India. Persia, and
Mesoptamia. The two authors, historian and geoppher. often excerpt the same matenal in considerable
detail, and their narrative can be comparai and contrasmi. It is a cornplex exercise, for we caanot assume
in advancc that cither author is meticuiously accurate in ~producinghis original. Both may k assumedto
have made excisions and styiistic alterations and to have varieci the presentation according to thcir wider
iilerary ends. It is only when a third source covers the samc materiai that we have a fairIy n l i i l e tao1 for
camparisan, and Lhat is only avaiIabIe on one occasion. Diodom Siculus has a bricf m e y of India,which
is patearly based upon Megasthenes and overlaps mamial in Strabo and in .4aian's Indike. The cornparison
is not as helpfui as it might be. for Diocforus' summary is: typicaiiy perfunctory: the originai is drastically
abbreviafed, saipped of much of its colourful d e a . and certainly distorted by negligence and e m r in
excerpting, As a muIt littie more than the o u t h e of Megasthenes' account survives in Didorus" (40-41).

'

Strabo ofien uses the phrase "Megasthenes says.. ."when he is utilùing bis work as a source. For
examph, sce 15.1 38,lS.l.44,15.1.45 and 15.1.49. Sec also his use of "Nearchus says
"Onesinitus
says..."etc. Compare Strabo's fiequent use of Megasthents in Book 15 to his eariier comamts on the

...."
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sources in his Bibliorheca, including Megasthenes, Diodom is clearly relying on the
same sources as weii, at least in his account of India!

Figure 3: On India - The Sources of Aman, Strabo, and Diodoms:

M a t exists today of Megasthenes is simply hgmentary material embedded in the works

of ancient writers Iike Diodorus, Strabo and Arrian? These sources apparentiy were
-

credibility of sources for India: "[Alil who have Mnen about India have proved IhemstIves, for the m a t
part, fabricatm, but preeminaitiy so De'imachus; the next in order is Megasihcncs; and then. OneSiCritus.
and Nearchus, and othersuch writcrs, who begin to speak the tnith, though wifh faitering ~ ~ k1,eW.
. had
the privüege of wting this fact mensiveiy when 1was writing tbe 'Decds of Aiexander.' But especiaIly do
De-mhus and Megasihenes deserve to be disaustcd." (2.1 9 [Jones, LU])
While not named dirrctiy as a source, Nemhus is diseusscd in lï.LO43,l7.l06.4-7,I7.I123-4,
19.19.4-5,and 19.69.1.

AN ANALYSIS OF SOME ANCIENT TEXTS
primarily either eyewitnesses of Alexander's exploits in India a d o r individuals who
themselves traveled extensively in M a and m t e descriptions of their journeys. Both
Strabo and Arrian have extensive treatments of India and its inhabitants! Diodorus, on
the other hand, deals briefly with the topic, covering only the geography and topography

of India, the Indian caste system and sume of india's fauna. But it is these brief accounts
that parallel both Strabo and M a n , pointing to the (indirect) literary relationship
between the three (see Figure 3 above and Figures 10-12 at the end of the chapter). Ail

three describe the seven indian castes in very simiiar fashions in the same order. Ail three
conclude by stating that inter-caste marriage was prohibited, dong with certain f o m of
movement between castes? In addition, ail three give some description to Indian fauna,
particularly elephants, in their accounts (see summary in Figure 4, below).

Figure 4: Diodorus on India - ParalIeis in Strabo and Aman
(Bold type indicates variations in order)
Aman
Strabo
Topic
Diodonis
15.1 .11*12
Anab. 5.62
235.1-2
Geography of India
lnd. 3 -6-8
2.1.7
2U9-20
235 3-36.7
Topography; elephants; 15.I 20
Ind. 13,1449
15.1.42-43
minerais; agriculture
Id.42-7
15.1
35
including
the
Rivers,
237.1-6
Ganges
Ind. 6.1-3
15.138
The river SilIa
237.7
Id.5.4-8
15.l.6-7
Diverse native
238.1-2
Id.
7.1-83
population
Ind. 7.1-83
2383-7
Dionysos

FGrH
F 6-7

F8
F 20

F9

F 10
F 11
F 12
F 12-14

'

For a collection of thcse hgmenls, see E.A. Schwanbcck, Megusthenes Indica. Fragmenra
Coflegit(Amsterdam:Verhg Adoif M Hakkert, 1966). and J. W. McCrïndle, AnCient India As Dacribed
By Megartheius unci Artfun (CaIcuna: Chuckervertty.Chanejce & Co., LM.,1926).

Arrian,lnd. 1-17; Strabo. Gcogr. 15.1.1-73.
Both Strabo and Arrian agree that onIy members of the philosopherlsophistcaste could move
betwen castedciasses (Strabo,Gcogr. 15.1.49JfArriao. fnd. 128-9). Diodoms iists no soch exception.
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1 Heracles

239.1-4

I

1 15J36

2395

Freedom from slavery

1555345

2.4.1-41.4

Seven castes

2.41 5

Caste prohibitions

2.42.1-2
2.423-4

Elephants
Magistrates and
ph@icians for
foreigners

15.139-41,4649a
15.1.49b
15.1 30-52
15.1.42-43
15.151
15.1 54

Ind. 10.1
Id. 10.8

F 15-16

Id. 12.8-9

F 31

Diodorus precedes his discussion of the caste system and elephants with a
relatively brief description of the geography ,topography, and customs of India (235.1-

393; see above figure), When this section is compared with its paraiiels in Strabo and
Arrian, it is fairly clea chat Diodorus and Aman more closely foUow each other in terms

of order. Hence, it is relatively safe to conclude that Diodorus and Arrian probably better
represent the order of Megasthenes than does Strabo. In addition, it generally appears that
in the treatment of hdia in 235-39, Diodorus is briefer than his counterparts. From a
source-critical standpoint, it becornes difficult to determine if Diodorus is reproducing
Megasthenes in its brevity, or is he condensing (perhaps epitornizing) his source,
Megasthenes, the length of which is k e l y more accurately reflected in Strabo and
Arrian. Writing on the myth of Dionysos, Sacks argues that Diodorus' account betrays

his own techniques and interest in stressing his own 4'cosmopolitanism."8 Here, Diodorus
leaves arnbiguous Dionysos' pIace of origin, while Arrian (and Strabo) identifies

- -

p p

-

a K. S. Sacks,Dioubrus Siculus mrd rite First Cennuy (Princeton,NJ: Princeton University Press,

1990) 67.

1
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Dionysos as an invading Greek? While both Aman and Diodorus foliow Megasthenes in

descniing the birth of Heracles in India, Dicdonis differs fiom Aman in having Heracles
die and being immortalized in India (as well as Dionysos), whereas in M a n , Heracles'

death is not discussed."' Thus, Sacks concludes that at "every place where the treatments
of Diodorus and Aman differ, Diodoms's version is more sympathetic to non-Greeks-""
The closest and most concentrated (and therefore most helpful) place of
agreement between the three is in the account of the Indian caste system and discussion

of elephants (see Figures 10 and 11 at the end of the chapter). Diodotus' parallel section
on the seven castes of india is generaiiy the longest of the three. In addition, Diodorus
concludes his discussion on India by adding a brief discussion of officiais appointed
specificaiiy to serve foreigners (2.423-4).Diodorus has k e n accused by some past
dassics scholars of king a less than accomplished historian (see next section below),
paaicularly as king an unonginal compiler of history." However, more recentIy
scholarship has revisited the question of Diodorus' abilities as a history writer,
recognizing the value of the question in the efforts to isolate fragments of source materiai

in the tex of Diodorus." For example, R. K. Sinclair has argued that the vast stylistic

Aman, Ind.7.4-5; cf. Straba 15.1.6.

"Diodom Siculus 238-29; Aman, I d . 8.1.
" Sacks,Diodonrr Sicdus and the

First Cennuy,68.

Sec J. Homblower's sumrnary of past scholarly opinions of Diodonis' historiogmphical
(i)abilit.ies in Hieronymus of Cotdia (Oxfotd: University Ress, t981). 19-20. For example, one scholar
cited refm ro Diodom as "naïve.unlcamed, toiaity spintless, without judgement. silly. incomptent even
as an epitomiser,"k i n g one of the "worst historians w b has corne down to us in either of the languages of
antiquity h m any period" (19).

'

"If.. .hi5 IDiodom'] work is the product of criticai cesearch into eariier historians,indepcndent
of those histocïans in attitudes and historical mterpretarion, Diiodoclls becomts a far more significant author
in his own nght than he has usually bcen supposed, but his value as a repositoryof Iost works is p a U y
diminished. Whereas the 'fragments' of a historkm rcprescnt the selection made by panicuIar authors for
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ciifferences between Books 15-17 of Diodorus cm be expIained as heavy reliance on a
variety of very different sources in these t h e books.14The title of Diodorus' work,

~ $ l t o iaropiqç
~ q ~ (iit. "library of history"), has led Homblower to conclude that
Diodorus' work was "intended as a handbook for a general reading public -a son of
manuai of what everyone needs to h o w about history."'* She further argues that
Diodorus' work should be classified, as the elder P h y argued, as a "compilation" of
history or a "compiler of handb~oks,"'~
In addiuon, Homblower States that Diodorus'
work eventuaüy drove his sources "off the market" - a cornmon phenornenon with later
epitomizers." Regardless, the inunediate question is as follows: What can be observed
about Diodorus' cornpositionai techniques in comparing his account of India with those

of Strabo and Aman?
It appears that unlike the two other paraiiel authors, Diodorus is utilizing only one

source in his description of life in India, Megasthenes!' This conclusion is virtuaiiy
assured when one sees the strong paraiiels between Diodorus' and Strabo's sections

their own purposes, and can be misleadmg as u, the character of the original, an epitome tends to pmerve
the generai assumptions and attitudes of the source: hence c h a r a c t ~ t i o n of
s Hecataeus. Ephonis,
r i a e u s , or Hieronymus are largeiy dependent on what arc taken to k abbrcviations of their works in
various parts of the Bibliotheke. Howevcr, even if these historians arc Diodorus' chid authorities for a
period, the charactcrizations attcmpted by modem scholars wiless it cari k s h o w that these sections are
genuine extra~ts,not pieces of original Mting by Diodonis. dependent on bis prcdaessors for the facu
alone" (Homblower, Hieronynills of Cwdia. 2û-21).

' R. K. Sinclair, "Diodonrs Sicdus and the Writingof History," PACA 6 (1963): 36-45.

"

Homblower. Hieronymus of Cmdia, 23. See Diodorus' comment about his desire to write an
account Iike other "universal histories" (raç iroivà~iatopia~,1-1-1).
l6

Homblower, Hieronyntur ofCardiu. 23.Sec Pliay, Namal Histury, Ref24ff.

"

Hornblower, Hiemrtym ofCmdia. 20. Homblower sutes that epitomizen would "[drawl on
one author at a t h e over long sections" (20).a potential technique in Diodom. For furtha discussion on
ancient epitomzing, see the p v i o u s chapter.

'%gain, if in fact Diodoms is an cpitomizer, this is to be expectcd. See note above.
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where their expiid source is Megasthenes (e.g., the description of Indian castes).
Diodorus appears to have preserved the order of Megasthenes in his account of the seven
castes and subsequent treatment of Indian fauna, primarily because Diodorus agrees with
Strabo and Aman in sequence in narning of the seven castes. Likewise, the order of the
common source (Megasthenes) is best preserved in Diodorus and Arrian (as opposed to
Strabo) when one notes Strabo's editorial comment at the conclusion of his description of
the elephant hunt and the fauna of India pnor to resuming his discussion of the Indian
caste system with caste nurnber four: "...Let me now return to Megasthenes and continue

his account from the point where 1 left off [i.e., at caste nurnber three]" (15.1 A5 [Jones,

LCL]).In addition, it appears that as the section on elephant hunting that is paralleled in
Strabo and Arrian and absent from Diodorus (at least at this point), it was likely part of
the common source, Megasthenes. Since Diodorus includes an account of an elephant
hunt much later in his narrati~e,'~
it appears that he decides to omit Megasthenes*account
immediately after the description of the seven indian castes.
It is worthwhile noting other differences between Diodorus and the Strabo/Anian
parallels in addition to the wordier descriptions of the castes. On the subject of inaccurate
prophecy on the part of the philosopher/sophist class, both Arrian and Süabo state that

the philosopher/sopbist is aiiowed three errors before a punishment of silence, whereas
Diodom does not speca the nurnber, implying that one e m r is suffiCient for
punishment. In addition, Diodorus disagrees with both Strabo and Arrian in describing
the caste of "artisans" ( ~ É p m o las) exempt fiom aii taxation. Finally, whiie al1 three
authors conclude their descriptions of the castdcIass system in India with a final

I9

Diodom repduccs Agatharchides' account of Ethopian elephant huating in 326-27.
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comment on the prohibition of intercaste marriages and movements between castes, only
Strabo and Aman state that the philosopher/sophist is partiaily exempt in some form,
aithough they disagree in the precise nature of tbis exemption. instead, Diodorus seems to
imply these intercaste prohibitions apply to ail castes.

In looking at Figure Twelve (at the end of the chapter), "Summary of Description
of Seven Castes/Classes of india," it is cIear that Diodorus does not omit elements that
are doubly attested by Strabo and Arrian. The clearest examples of authors adding
material to the description of the caste system appear to come h m Suabo and Anian.
For example, Arrian's description of the sophists' out-of-doors lifestyle is unique to him

( I d . 11.7-8) where Arrian turns away from Megasthenes to draw briefly on Nearchus. In
describing the farming class, Arrian apparently ornits Megasthenes' comment on the
royai ownership of property and the taxation of farmers at a rate of 25% that both
Diodorus and Strabo pre~erve.~
Fiaiiy, Atrian appears to have added the additional
description of the iilegaiities of making a false report to the "overseers" (Ind. 12.5). Still,
it appears that Aman tends to foilow his sources rather closely, both in ternis of order and
wording. Strabo, on the other hand, feels free to deviate from both the wording and order
of his sources. In his generai treatmeat of India (15 .I .l-73),Strabo deviates fiom the
order (and wording) of his sources, incIuding Megasthenes, in a number of respects. F i t ,
Strabo relocates much of his material on the geography and topography of india to Book
Two (2.1.7,19-20). In these sections, Süabo compares the geographic accounts of
Megasthenes, Hipparchus, Eratosthenes, Patmcles, and De'imarchus. Second, in the

''triple tradition" paralie1 sections of Book FIfteea, Strabo varies the sequence of
Diodorus Siculus 2.405; Saabo 15-1-40.
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discussion of hdia - the discussion of the elephant hunt and other Indian fauna (15.1 -42-

43) is moved to an earlier location in Strabo's narrative, just in tbe midst of his discussion
of the seven castes; the discussion of the diverse native popuiation of India (15.1.6-7) is
advanced to an earlier position in Strabo's narrative; the description of al1 Indian people

king free fiom siavery (15.1 53-55) is moved to a later position in Strabo's narrative
sequence. Within the discussion of the caste system itself, there appears to be some
reordering as weil as the intrusive description of elephant hunting. in his description of
the third class (shepherds and hunters), Strabo concludes this section by stating that
private individuals are prohibited from possessing a horse or elephant (15.1Al). This is
unparalleled in Diodonis and Arrian, having the feel of a Strabo-like insertion of
Sondergut material. Yet, Strabo later implicitly confirms that ' ~ prohibitive
s
statement

cornes h m Megasthenes when he States that Nearchus' comment on the giving of
elephants to women as gifts "is not in agreement with chat of the man Cie.,Megasthenes]
who said chat horse and eIephant were possessed by kings alone" (15.1.43).
That Megasthenes is Strabo's main source, ût least in his description of the Indian
caste system and the fauna of India, is confiied when one notices the numerous
references to him as a source. Strabo begins his discussion of the caste system by
"quoting" Megasthenes: "He megasthenes] says (cpqai),then, that the population of
India is divided into seven castes..."(15.1 39). Likewise, in his description of the
elephant hunt and the fauna of India, Strabo makes explicit mention of his sources,
inciuding Megasthenes, Onesicritus, Nearchus and ~ n s t o b u l ~ sStrabo
?
then returns
-

"

"Onesicrincssays tbat [the eiepbants] Iive as long as cime hundnd years..."(151.43);
"Neurch says thai in the hunt for them foot-aaps...* (15.1.43); "He [Nearchurj says that the slrins of
goid-mining..."(15.1.44); "But Meganhmcs speaks of these ants..,* (15.1.44); "But since, in my account
of the huniers and wiId beasts, I have mentioned what Megczrrirmes and Ohave said, I must go on to
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solely to Megasthenes in picking up where he left off in bis account of the caste system.
For Strabo concludes his digression with the following: "So much, then, is reported
(ÂÉYET~L)
about the wild animais. Let me now retum to Megasthenes and continue his
account (TOV M~yaaûivqÂÉyop) h m the point where 1left off" (15.1.45 [Jones,

LCL]).It is described by Bosworth as "a very extraordinary procedure," since the
"logical order of the original is violated and expiïcitly disrupted with no apparent motive
Still, this digression and teordering of
other than the sheer desire for narrative va~iet-y."~
Megasthenes is a characteristic of Strabo's narrative found elsewhere in his Geography?
There are severa.other interesting features in Strabo's digression, particularIy in
his introduction of other sources. Even in his digression, Megasthenes continues to be
Strabo's "main" source. Other sources are brought in only to supplement Megasthenes or

as a point of contrast. In fact, Megasthenes is often used to "rebut" the "assertions" of
Strabo's other sources: Nearchus' statement on the gifting (Le., private ownership) of
elephants (15.1.43); or, Nearchus' statement on the skins of gold-mining ants (15.1.44). It
is also worth noting how and where these sources are concentrated. It is in Strabo's
digression where he introduces other sources, not in the main narrative on the seven
castes. in addition, it appears that Strabo's appeai to the additional, non-principal sources
tends to be concentrated toward the end of each pericope. This is dso the case in the
-

add the following.Nearchur wonders at the numbcr of the reptiles...*(15.1.45); "But Aristobulus says that
he saw.. ."(15.1.45); "OnesicrinLF.however, says that his animai too is found in India. And Aristobiùus
says that on account of the crocodiles..."(15.1 -45) (Jones, LCL).

Bosworth, From Aman io Altumdcr, 41-42.

* So argues Bowonh (From Aman ro Alaandcr, 42) in stating the foiiowing: '"ïhis same
tendency has been noted elsewhere m Sttabo,particulariy in bis version of Poseidonius' famous description
of the Spanish mines [3291.His accotant cm again be coaiptmd wilh rhat of Diadonis [535-381,and it is
again demonsuable that fie deliberatcly rearraages the order of the narrative to suit his own literary
eurpo=-"
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same paralle1 account in Arrian. W e Aman does not paraliel Strabo in relocating the
description of the elephant hunt and indian fauna, he does have a paraiiel account of the
sarne events after his description of the seven castes. There, he does introduce
"secondary" sources toward the end of his account of the elephaat hunt and indian fauna.
Like Strabo, Arrian concentrates his appeal to non-principal sources at the end of the
pericope. In addition, like Strabo, Arrian uses these sources for supplementai or
contrasting purposes, which are often ultimately countered by Megasthenes: for example,
Nearchus on the skins of ants and Megasthenes' counter-point ( I d . 15.1-7). In addition,

Arrian clusters the material frorn Nearchus toward the end of the pericope. Thus, like
Strabo, Arrian follows his main source in terms of sequence, and introduces secondary

(Le., non-principal) sources toward the end of each episode.

As stated earlier, Arrian's lndica is divided into two haives. The fmt haif, which
deals with the geography, history and customs of india, has a threefold stmcture. Stadter
argues the foiiowing about this threefold structure:
[It] echoes Herodotus' division of his Egyptian account into the country, customs,
and history,aithough the immediate source of the pattern is Megasthenes,
Arrian's chief informant for this portion of the Indike
e can determine that
Aman followed for the most part Megasthenes' arrangement and that
Megasthenes himself must have ken influenced by Herodotus, although the exact
extent of this influence is impossible to determine?

...m

Note the figure below detailing both the threefold structure (as outlined by
Stadte?) and the conesponding sources rnentioned explicitly in the text:

Stadtcr, Arrian of Nicontedia, 119.

Stadter, Aman ofNicorndia, 1 18.
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'Man's Tbreefold Structure
Sources
Exclusion of the land wcst of the Indus (1)
"a few wnters" (29);Eratosthenes (3.1); "ththose
who have followcd common W (35); Ctesias
of Cnidus (3.6); Onesicnms (3.6); Nearchus
(3.6); Megasthencs (3.7)

The boundaries of India and ùieir
meamernent (2-3 A)

The rivers of M a (3.84.I6)
Megasthenes (5 2; 5.4; 62)

Digression on the credibility of the account
of india (5.1-63)

History by kings (7-9)

I

Dionysus (75-9)

I
Megasthenes (8.6;8.1 1)
"It is said" (LÉy~zat;
10.1); Megasthenes (10.6)

Burial. cities. slaves (10)

(

The scven caaa(1 1-12)

Other unusuaI animals: tigers, anis, parrots,
apes snakes (1 5)

I

(Megasthenes); Nearchus (1 1.7-8)

Megasthenes (155: 15.7) Nearchus (15.8; 15.10;
15.1 1)

Nearchus (16.1; 16.4)

The chief source for Arrian is Megasthenes, secondariiy Nearchus. Within episodes,
typicaiiy "secondary"source material is toward the end instead of king hsed and
interspersed with the main source(s).
Tuming specifically to the eIephaut hunt in both Aman and Strabo, several
interesting features are observable. The most detailed comparative study of the two can
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be found in Bosworth's work on Aman's ùistoriograpùical techniques26 Bosworth
summarizes the two accounts as follows:
Both Arrian and Strabo digest the passage at some length and substantially agree
on the facts. Arrian is more interested in the preparation of the holding enclosure
and the techniques of luring in the wild maies, and supplies more information. but
Strabo provides an excellent précis, disagreeing on no single point. When it
cornes to the breaking of the captured animals, Smbo becomes fuller and gives a
clearer, rnore comprehensibIe account of the procedure...Al1 this [on the breaking
of the elephants] appears clearly and succinctly in Strabo. Aman has most of the
detail but is less easy to make sense of the passage and the key detail that the wild
elephants are hmessed to the tame beasts is only mentioned as a tailpiece (Ind.
13-13),whereas in Strabo it is properly placed at an earlier stage?
On Srrabo's and Arrian's techniques in adapting source material, Bosworth
continues: The description of the size and dimensions of the enclosure in which the
elephants are captured betrays some interesting differences. Strabo simpIy States the
circumference as "four or five stadia" (Geogr. 15.1 A2 [Jones, LCL]), while Aman "more
picturesquely" d e s m i the enclosure as "large enough for a great anny to camp in,
about thirty feet broad and 24 deep" (Ind. 132 [Brunt, LCL])-Bosworth argues that this
"imagery is surely [Aman's] own, imposed on Megasthenes' more prosaic original."28
This penchant for "literary elaboration," argues Bosworth, can be misleading elsewhere
in the account, particularly in the elephant's taking up their killed rides in battle (Strabo,

Geogr. 15.1.42//Arrian, Ind. l42-4)? Bosworth summarizes the generd style and

adaptive techniques of both Strabo and Aman as follows:

* Bosworth, From Arrian to Aiexander, 43.
Boswonh,From Arrian ro Aiexander, 44.
a Bosworth, From Arnim tu AIPxander, 44.
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Strabo is stylisticdy sober, with few detectable mannensms. He gives the gist of
his original reasonably accurately but he is inclined to contract bis subject-matter
so drasticaiiy that unclarity cm result. He can also take great liberries with the
arrangement of the matenai, varying tbe order of presentation for no apparent
reason. Aman is far more sophisticated a styist, writing in a mannered and
artificial prose. He retains the substance of his original [source] but consciously
rewrites it, and the stylistic transformation inevitably produces changes in
meaning. The concentration on style dso causes lapses in factual accuracy - the
original may be misread or details capnciously excised. Both authors are
reasonably faithful to the substance of the text they follow, but are both prone to
enor, as we should expect?
However, what is more important, argues Bosworth, is the general accord

between Strabo and Arrian, particulariy when the citation of source material is at workJL
Bosworth states that "[wlhen adapting materid from an author, ancient writers rnay
repeat everything, including citations of sources [for that author]. Authorities may be
quoted at second hand, not by reference to their original text but through a citation in
their immediate e~emplar."~
To support this assertion, Bosworth cites a few examples:

1) Eratosthenes' cornparison of the river animais of India to Egypt and Ethiopia, in which
he states that the hippopotarnus is not found in india; both M a n and Strabo foiiow
htosthenes' account, as weIl as include Onesicritus' contradictory statement that the
hippopotamus is found in IndiaP 2) Eratosthenes' geopphical survey of India,
reproduced by Strabo and Aman, who ais0 both repduce in the sarne order the further
descriptions by Ctesias, Onesicritus, Nearchus, and Megasthenes at the end of the

"Bosworth, From Arrian ro Alexander, 46.
-" "Both narratives cover the same p u n d , present fhe same matcrial in the same order, and
suppkmcnt each other's descriptions.The divergences we have notcd are m and tnviai" (Bosworth, Fmm
Ammi ru AlLxOnder, 45).

Bosworth, From Arrian to AIexonder, 45.
Strabo, Geogr. 15.1.I3IlArrian, Ind. 68.
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Eratosthenes' survey? One wouId not expect two writers with no direct literary contact
to reproduce in the same sequence citations h m the same group of sources. Yet, as
Bosworth asserts, the likeIy expianation is that both Strabo and Arrian are drawing from a
common source (e.g., Megasthenes), wbich has aiready incorporated these other sources.
As Bosworth concludes: "However explicit the citation may seern, it need not be taken
from the original t e ~ t . " ~

m.Diodorus Siculus and P Oxy. 1610: An Example of Selective Extraction?
Writing in the second haif of rhe first century B e , the historian Diodorus Siculus
utilized a number of different sources in writing his 40 volume chronicle that covers

Egyptian history through the Hellenistic penod to the beginning of the Roman era. As we
saw above, Diodorus States that unlike his Iiterary predecessots, he is writing a

"universai" history ( ~ o t v iaropia~;
a~
1.1.1), a work that tmk 30 years to wnte, written
"after a pian which might yield to its readers the greatest benefit and at the same t h e
incommode them the ~east."~~
Diodorus' ambitious literary project makes use of a variety
of sources. His main source - Ephoms - is named by Diodoms as one of his sources.

This work is essentiaiIy non-extant, with the exception of an apparent fragment of
Ephonis' history in P Oxy. 1610. The sixty or so fragments that comprise P Oxy. 1610
parallel sections h m Diodorus 1 159.1- 11.6 1.7 and date to roughly the late second or

Bosworth, From Arrian to Aiexan&,

46.
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early third centuries

m."
Most scholars (beginning with Grenfeil and Hunt) have

argueci that this paraile1 can be best explained by seeing P Oxy. 1610 as a fragment of
Ephoms - one of Diodorus' written sources?
Diodorus' ability as a historian continues to be questioned by a few scholars:
some (as ailuded to above) argue that Diodorus was far h m a good historian, even by

ancient standards;39still others argue tbat the apparent problems of Diodorus' method for
writing history have Iess to do with Diodorus' Iack of expertise and more with his sources
them~elves.~
Regardiess, it does appear that P Oxy. 1610 is none other than an otherwise

Sec B. P. Grenfcll and A. S. Hunt. The Oxyrh>lmhrrsPapyi Part Xiil (London: Egypt
Exploration Fund. 1919), 98-128.Set also F.Jacoby, Die Fragmenre der griechLFchm Hisroriker (= FGrHj
(Vol. 2A; Berlin: Weidrnannsche Buchhandlung, 1926)96-91 (70 F 191).
Y For a view munter to the consensus. set T.W. Afnca, "Ephoms and the Oxyrhynchus Papyrus
1610." AJP 83 (1962): 86-89.Africa argues that the data suggest that P Oxy. 1610 is "a caricature of
Ephonts at best:' perhaps even "an cpitome of Diodonis or even the product of amtha Oxyrhynchus
historian" (18-89).Afnca states that the "papyrus is too late and too hgmcntary to w m t a calegorical
identification with any author, much Icss a lost historian like Ephorusn (89). For h e most tscnt and strong
defense of the Ephoron origin of P Oxy. 1610,set Catherine Reid Rubincam,"A Note an Oxyrhynchus
Papyrus 1610." PhenUc 30 (1976): 357-366.

"

For example, A. Andrcwes argues ihat Diodom' methods of cpitomivng wen "slipshod"
("Diodow and Ephoros: One Source of Misunderstanding," in îhe Cr@ of rhe h i e n t Historian [ed. J.
W . Eadie and 1. O k ,Lanham, MD: University Pressof Amuica, l985],l89): V. J. Gray ("The Value of
Diodorus Sicdus for the Years 41 1-386,"Hennes 115 [1987:72-89)argues that ''the hislorical mcthads
that lie behind [Diodonis] suffer h m three principal weakncsses: 1. carelcss and Uisensitive abbnviation
2. conventiondishg of the facts 3. amplification of the facts" (74). But s œ K. S. Sacks, Diadorus Siculus
and the Firsr C~nrwyfor a more positive description of Diodoms as a historian. For example. see Chapter
Four, "Aspects of History Writing:' pp. 83-116. in this chapter, Sacks argues that most previous scholacly
assumptioas regarding Diodonts as a "mm copyist" are flawed. Instead, Diodonis "was mort hvoived in
the composition of history than is gemaiiy acknowledged. ...The fact and the assumption that Diodoms is
'a mere copyist.' hoqever, frrqueniiy lead to exaggerated claims about his mtthods. And thut in nirn Ieads
to Quelienfbrschmgfrequentty based on unsound pinciples" (I 15).
For example, R. Drcws: "[Wjhy did [Diodom] conhrse himselfand his aitics by cornbing two.
thne and even four arrounts, the net result of which is often an unintelligible farrago? Perverse as he was,
Diodom did not htentioodly -mite bad history" ("Diodom and His Sources," AIP 83 119621: 383). Or. R.
K.Sinclair who argues thai Diodom' sources heavüy influence his styie and accuracy (or. lack themf)
("Diodorus Siculus and the WnMg of History").
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lost fragment of the writings of the historian Ephonis, and provides an opportunity for
analyzing Diodorus' use of this source macerial'

P Oxy. 1610 and its paralle1 text in Diodorus (see Figure 13 at the end of the
chapter) deal primarily with a euIogistic description of the exploits and accornplishrnents
of Themistocles (Diodom 1159//POxy. 1610, Frs. 2-6) and the Iand and sea battles of
the general Cimon (Didorus 11.a-61//P Oxy . 1610, Frs. 8-14,53). In addition,
Fragment 16 shares just a few hgmentary parallel words with Diodorus 11.69.1, which
deals with Artabanus' plot to assassinate King Xerxes. The most extensive agreements

occur in the parallel "eulogy" of Themistodees. Grenfell and Hunt summarïze the
correspondence between the two:
Where 1610 and Diodorus agree as COthe sense [of the wording], but express
themseives differently, sometimes one, sometimes the other is longer; but on the
whole Diodorus in the chapters covered by 1610 is distinctly the shorter of the
two, details and even whote episodes which occur in 1610 k i n g absent in his
work?
While P Oxy. 1610 is clearly "fkagmentary," both figuratively and literally, the
papyrus does share some telling correspondences to its literary successot, Diodorus.
Homblower makes the following general observations regarding the two paralle1
accounts:
Overail, Diodorus' text is rather shorter than that of the papyrus; but this comes
not so much h u g h abbreviation of the original, as through the omission of
whole episodes, e.g .Cimon's recovery of the bones of Theseus (figs. 47-51), the
capture of a Persian admiral (frgs. 7 5 4 , etc. He appears to be exrructing rather
than systematicaliy condensing his source.. ..In a few places Diodorus' manner of

' See the original argumentof G d e i i and Hunt in support of this rbcsis in 0xyrhynchu.s Papyri

P o r r r n , 106108.

GrenfeU and Hunt, Oxyrhnciius -P

XIIL 104.
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expression is slightly fuller than that of the papyrus, but bis additions contain
nothing substantid.. .?
While most of the changes that Diodorus makes to the papyrus rnay, in fact not be

very "substantiai," some of the changes are interesting. in the midst of euIogiPng
Themistocles (1159.1-4), Diodorus changes Ephorus' adjective 6ta~1o'tchqv
("justest
. t r \ v "most equitable", "most
[sic.];" frs. 4-5) to the simiIar term k ~ ~ t t c ~ a ~ a("fairest,"

gracious;" 11593) to d e s c n i Athens at the time of Themistocles' death. Here, Diodonis
substitutes an idea that is, argues Sacks, "a key concept of moderate behavior" and is "a

hallmark of Diodoran thought generally.'* Sacks describes this change as "minor," but
"in declaring Athens was most clement, Diodonis sets up his charge of a few chapters
later chat Athens ceased acting É n t ~ t ~
andi iresorted
~
to terrer.'* Thus, we see an author
folIowing a particular source in relative close fashion, but changes an adjective not onIy
to make, as Sacks argues, "his

own mord point," but to aiso anticipate a later

condemnation of Athens as no longer faîr or equitable.
Nonetheless, it does appear that Homblower is correct in her description of
Diodorus' use of Ephorus at this point that he is essentially a selective exûactor of
material, making minor changes to that material as he goes dong, at times omimng entire
episodes altogether? This method is distinct from one who condenses as he writes,
including most episodes in a source but in an abbreviated fashion. These two techniques

a Homblower, Hieronymus of Cardia, 28-29.

'Sacks,Diodonrr and the Firsr Cmnvy,43. Sacks argues Uiat the terms kf5irna ("fairness";
"equity")andqi7cavûportia ("benevolcnccw;"kindncss")
Diodorus' key concepts descnbing
"modcrate" behavior.
Sacb, Diodom Md rhe F u s Cmnuy, 53. Sacks summarizes Diodorus' redactional activity
hem: "Didorus follows the account and the general interpcetation of his source, in this case Qhonrs. but
makes his own moral point.''
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of abbreviation selective extraction and wholesale condensation essentially represent
the system used by epitomizers in antiquity.

W .Josephus and His Adaptation of Source Materiai

Introduction: An Andysis of F. Gerald Downing's Studies

As was rnentioned in the first chapter of this dissertation, F. Geraid Downing is
the sole scholar in the twentieth century who has attempted to seriously test the validity
of source-criticalhypotheses against the observable compositiona1 techniques of otber
authors contemporary with the Synoptics, Unfortunately, his three articlesJ7have been
IargeIy overlooked by Synoptic scholars, except for the occasionai passing reference in a
footnote. In the first series of articles, published in 1980, Downing anaiyzes Josephus'
use of the SeptuagintaI form of Joshua-Judges dong with the Deuteronomistic history
and its parallels in 1 and 2 Chronicles, as weil as his use of the Letter of Aristeas in
Jewish Antiquities (Ant.).Taking his cue fiom A. Pelletier's work on Josephus' use of

rist te as,^ Downing classifies Josephus' "redaction" of his Septuaginta1 sources under
five categories: "Omissions," "Additions," "Rearrangement:' "Assembly," and
"C~nflation.'~~
Under the technique of "Omissions," Downing d e m i six types of
omissions that Josephus rnakes in his adaptation of source materid: 1) Discrepancies
"Redaction Criticism: hsephus' Airriquiries and thc Synoptic Gospeis 0;"
"Redaction
Criticism: Josephus' ANigr&ies and the Synoptic Gospels 0;"
and, "Compositional Conventions and the
Synoptic Pmblem."
U

A. Pelletier, Flavius Josèphe. Adapteurde la Lemc dDArist&e(Paris:

C.Klincksieck, t%2).

* "Redaction Criticism 0,"50-63. Downing describes Iosephus as a "cedactor" in his editing af
source maieriaI: "be re-casts, omits, re-orders, adapts, in b e with the 'message' wbich he teils us hc
iniends to convey" ("Rcdaction Criticism Pl," 47).
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(material omitted in order to harmonize clBering accounts); 2) Duplkates (the avoidance
of repeating simiiar accounts); 3) Interruptions (materid that obsûucts the flow of
Josephus' narrative is excised); 4) Miracle and Magic (in keeping with Josephus'

"sceptical age," he ridapts material in a marner that is consistent with "God working
through 'nature,' rather than by-passing it"); 5) "Inappropriate" Theology (Josephus

excises the theologicaily "difficult" materid); and, 6) The Apologetically Awkward
(Josephus omits materia1in his sources tbat would be awkward to his readers)? On the
otfier hand, under the category of "Additions," Downing classifies this generai technique

as follows: 1) Harmony and Continuity (Josephus "tidies up" his sources for the sake of
his narrative); 2) Providence and Rophecy (Josephus adds materid to his sources in
order to "reasseaa trust in divine providence'+); 3) Piety and Moral Uplift (additions are
made to the Septuaginta1 accounts to foster a sense of piety and moral encouragement for
the reader); 4) ApoIogetics (Josephus enhances the biblical presentation of specifIc events

or individuals for apologetic reasons); and, 5) Interest and Clarity (Josephus "adds and
excises details" and gives "quite a new colour and import to 'the same' incident, so that it
conveys the impression he wants to mate [and avoids any he wishes to esche^]."^'). On
this technique, Downing notes thai sole "'fkequentmajor additions" by Josephus are

speech; apart h m these speeches,Josephus "does not create events or incidents, either
out of his head or by midrashic e~position."~

"Reciaction Criticisrn O,"50-5 1,

' "RedactionCnticisrn 0,'55.
' Square brackets by Downing.
"'RedactionCriticism 0,"
55-56.
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Regardhg "Rearrangement,"Downing describes this technique in Josephus as
one motivated by "hannony and continuity:"
Josephus seems ... to have felt quite free to m a t e a fresh order of events,
sometimes for the sake of coherence, sometimes simply to allow the narrative to
flow. In particuIar, ... if an incident, place or person is to re-appear briefly later,
that fact will be aoted in advance; if the second reference is brief enough,
Josephus will conflate the two accounts and have done with the topic?
Under the category of "Assembly," Downing argues that Josephus was motivated
by "thematic coherence and verbai coincidence," with Josephus taking the "trouble to
~
Downing
unify his material in t e m of topic, person, place or e ~ e n t . "Interestingly,
argues that while Josephus has the "freedom to select, arrange, paraphrase and preacb,"
there is "little if any room for his own interpretation, and probably none for invention.
The tradition remains in contr~l.'~~~
Finally, and perhaps rnost significant to the Synoptic Problem, Downing discusses
Josephus' technique of conflation, motivated, as with Reanangement, by "harmony and
continuity." Here, Downing moves beyond an analysis of Joshua-hdges in the LXX to
Josephus' use of Deuteronomistic History @H) and the Chrouicies cornplex. It is worth
noting Downing's detailed description of Josephus' technique of conflation, who
carefully eyes both 1 and 2 Chronicles and their sources. When Chronicler a g a s with
his source (i.e., Samuel-Kings narrative IDHI) Josephus rnakes little or no changes:
It is immediately cIear that where the Chronicler keeps closely to his source,
maybe changing only a word or a phrase or two, Josephus happiIy foliows. Where
it is at al1 possible he adds together minor divergent items. If the two strands
confiict in minor details, he chooses which to follow by the kinds of criteria we
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have already detected: over-al1 harmony ,piety ,moral uplift, apologetic impact,
and so on%
When the ChronicIes narrative differs from the Samuel-Kings narrative, Josephus tends
to include the material omined from either source:
Where the Chronicler omits a narrative h m his source, Josephus is still sure that
those events are m e and worth relating. ...Just occasionaiiy he [Josephus] seems
to glance across at Chronicles, to check a List of names; or to the WCX of both
texts for M e r variants. Wben, however, the ChronicIer has some additional (but
not directly conflicting) material, ...Josephus includes it [when he is rnainIy
foiiowing the Samuel-Kings narrative]?
Josephus exhibits much &dom when working with sayings material:
When it is a matter of speech, Josephus appears to ieel a Iot freer [to follow
cIosely his two sources, to harmonize, or to paraphrase one or both sources].58
Josephus tends to follow the "older and fulIer source" when his sources are in agreement:
if his two sources confiict in a Cairly straightforward fashion over some major
matter. Josephus foilows the older and huer source [Le., Samuel- king^].^

When there is disagreement in detail in his sources, Josephus will rework his sources
through harmonization and confiation:
It is only when his sources conflict in detail in what is still cIearly an attempt to
describe the same series of events, that Josephus abandons the attempt to conflate
and hannonise. In such cases, ...Josephus seerns to "give up" and decide to write
a completely fresh account on his own, taking some items, almost at random,
from both sources. But he refuses on the other hand to folIow just one of them;
and he certainly shows no sign of attempting fust to disentangle themeW

xi "RedactionCriticism 0.61.

"Redaction Cn'ticism 0
:'61-62.

'"RedactionCnticism a,"6259 "RedactionCriticism

0,"
62.

"uRedactionC r i t i h (Il."62 (tmpbasis origina[).
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In sum, Downing describes Josephus as a relatively conservative "redactor"or adapter of
his source materiai:
The keynote of Josephus' method is still "simplicity", and siniplicity seems to be
a major part of his aim. Where his sources are saaighdorward he is happy just to
paraphrase; where a single source seems iilogical, he tidies it up; and if he has two
sources that wiil not readily combine, he makes up a third account on his own,
blithely ignoring large parts of both. But it remains a "version", quite clearly.
There is no major invention, no major aliusiveness. And still it remains ûue that
his redaction conveys with cIarity the message he announced that his narrative
would disptay [Le., Anr. 1.14-17]P1

Fiaily, Downing remarks on the lack of verbatim ôgreements between Josephus and his
source material:

..Josephus' literary dependence very rarely leads to word-for-word resemblance;
(Pelletier, it WUbe recalled, found only one twelve- and one ten-word repetition
in Josephus' version of Anstem). Josephus cm produce a verbally and
scyiisticaliy very different version of a text, without help from "another source.'42
In turn,Downing takes his observations of Josephus' "redactional" techniques
and inuoduces them into a discussion of the Synoptic "redaction" of sources, specifically
with an eye on Luke's use of Mark and Q. Through a cornparison of prologues, Downing

'' "Rdction Criticism (1): 64. Cf. AM- 1-14-17: "But, sptaking generaliy,the main Iesson to be
learnt h m this histocy by any who care to peruse it is that men who conform to the will of God, and do not
vennue to aansgnss Iaws that have becn excellently laid dowu, prosper in al1 things beyond belief, and for
their reward are o€feted by God felicity; whereas,in proportion as they &pari h m the strict observance of
these laws, things (else) pacticabIe become impracticabIe, and whatcver imaginary good fhiag thcy saive
to do ends in imtnevable disastas. At the outset. then, 1e n m t those who will read ihcsc volumes to fix
their tùoughts on God, and to test whether our lawgiver has had a worthy conception of His nanve and has
aiways assigned to Him such actions as befit His power, kceping his words c o n c e k g Him pure of that
unseemly mythology current among others; aibeit that, in dealing with ages so long and so remotc. be
wouid have had ample liceuse to invent fictions. For he was bom two thouand ycars ago,to which ancient
date the p t s wver v e n m d to refer even the Firth of their gods, much less the acaons of laws of mortais.
The prccire deraik of o w S @ w e recordr will, then, be set forth. each in iuplace, cas my narrarive
procecdi. that being the procedwe i have promiscd to follow rhroughout this work, neitkr adding nor
omining anyrhing" (ernphasis added).
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maintains that Luke's methocl is much like that of Josephus, particularly in that both
Downing continues:
authors follow "dong the lines of accepted con~ention.'~
So, if we aiiow Josephus to guide us (for the sake of argument) we shaii expect to
find [in Luke] re-arrangement, paraphrase, the addition or omission of details, the
insertion of speeches, and an overail simplification,within the lirnits demanded
by message that is intended. We shall not expect to find the creation "out of bis
head" of any major incident, nor even its invention on the bais of hints from
scripture. We would expect o u .writer to feel the need for some antecedent
source, if oniy in oraI tradition. And this expectation would be made al1 the more
firm by our noting how very respectful of each other the synoptists ofien seem to
be (whichever is the direction of the dependen~e).~~
Downing does not just simply demonstrate that Loke's "redactionai" method (on
the 2DH) is consistent with Josephus' "conventional" metfiod of composition; he also
attempts to illustrate that the "midrash and lection" method of Luke as described by
Michael Goulder is "imaginary" and inconsistent with the observable practices in
Josephus; it is "complex and laborious," a "procedure very different from that of
J~sephus.'~
Downing states:
" Q has the admitted disadvantage of not k i n g avaifablefor inspection, and not
even being directly documented. It is an irnaginary entity, albeit an entirely
plausible one. A Luke who could produce his Gospel out of Mark and Matthew is
dso an imaginary entity, but quite implausible. Documents like the supposai " Q
have existed; some known to have existed have also disappeared; the genre is not
irnaginary. But there is no clear evidence available for there ever having existed
authors with the kind of redactional procedures adopted by this other imaginary
Luke [Le., Godder's Luke], there is nowhere independent evidence for the
production of a document at aii like the thkd gospel by the procedures
presupposed [by the FGW, no evidence to match the clear picture we may draw
hom Josephus (and the conternporaries on whom he relied). The Luke who made

"Redaction CriticiSm 0,"30a "RedactionCritickm O,*33.

""Redaction Criticism tm,"42.
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bis gospel out of Mark and Matthew is a fictional entity, the sole exemplar of an
equaUy fictional genre, and we do weU to dispense with both?
The advocates of the 2GH fare no better in Downing, a theory that is even "las
credible" than Goulder's Luke, and is "as far fiom the contemporary conventions for the
use of sources for which we have so~rces.'~'The 2GH, argues Downing, " f d s

...

significandy in its lack of internai coherence; it aiso entails the use of redactional
procedures among the evangelists quite other than those for which we have evidence, and
particulariy neglects the data that Iink Luke with these clearly evidenced redactiond
conventions [in Josephus.]'" Thus, Downing concludes his study by arguing that the
"example of Josephus' procedure reinforces the credibility of the four- [or two-j
document h p t h e s i s .'*
Later in 1988, Downing mounted a similar study, this tirne through an analysis of
the compositional conventions of Plutarch and his use (and, more specifically ,ocsasional
conflation) of Dionysius of Halicarnassus and Livy's histonesm in this article,
Downing's investigation is focused more precisely on the Synoptic Roblem, arguing that
"the h g debate on the sources of the Synoptic Gospels seems to have been conducted
without paying much or any attention to [the] issue of whether any indications of
'sensible* compositional procedures in the fust century C.E. are available." By focushg
on Plutarch's conflation of Livy and Dionysius, Downing concludes that Plutarch's

uRedacti~nCriticism 0,"
45 (emphasis original).
67

"RedactionCritickm 0," 46.

""RedactionCriticism 0,"45-46.
'"RaiactionCricicism 0,"47.
""CompositionaIConventions and the Synoptic Roblem."
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method of conflation is rather simple and arbitrary: "He ceaainly shows no sign of any
interest of 'unpicking* the changes Livy and Dionysius rnay have made to their common
(lost) source, and in fact no sign of having laid them side by side."" He summarizes
Plutarch's method of conflating Livy and Dionysius:

Where they agree, he follows (unless the story line is paaicularly weak); where
they can be taken as supplementing each other, he aiiows hem to; where they
entirely disagree, he simply foilows one; where they contradict in detail in an
otherwise sidar episade, he makes up his own version. Al1 of this matches
precisely ...what we are told about the exercises in writing Plutarch is likely to
have done as a ladn
Thus, Downing outlines a "very simple process of conflation"* that he observes
in his study of Plutarch's use of Livy and Dionysius, one where Plutarch does not
typically "unpick" and "reassemble" his two sources - a micro-conflationary procedm
that envisions a later author "unpicking" and "reassembling" his sources, one that is both
overly complicated and anachronistic.
Downing concludes fis study by suggesting that of the three main "solutions" to
the Synoptic Problem (Le., 2DH, 2GH, FGH),only the 2DH is consistent with the
observable compositionai procedures of Plutarch (and Josephus). The Iatest or "third"
evangeIist(s) in each of tbese theories is the confiator - Matthew and Luke on the 2DH;

Mark on the 2GH; and, Luke on the FGH. Again, the "simple"

method of conflation

described by Downing envisions the laterkontlating author to choase the "common

uCompositionalConventions,"81. Downing's term 'împicking" is his own, alIuding to his
eariier chafacterization of Made on the 2GH and Lukc on the FGH "unpicking" thtir sources pnor to their
conflating them.
"Compositional Conventions,"81.

" uCompositionaiConventions,"82.
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witness" in both his sources "both for ease and ~ecurity.'"~
in other words, the tendency
of the later author, when faced with the sarne event (action a d o r saying) described in

similar wording and syntax in two sources, is to essentially reproduce the b'common
witness" of the two earlier sources without drarnatically recasting or reworking the
material. In four Synoptic pencopes7s,Downing argues Luke on the FGH and Mark on
the 2GH d o not follow this common practice, with these four pericopes that are "readymade" for ~onflation.~~
Instead, the "Q hypothesis" (i.e., the 2DH) is the most plausible of
the three "salutions.""
As stated earlier, Downing's work is unique in Synoptic Problem scholarship:

Essentially, no one else anempted a similar detailed study of the source-critical
relationships of the Synoptics in light of observable compositional techniques from

""Composicional Conventions." 83.
7s

Baptism and Tempration (Mark 1:9-13 par.); Beelzebul Conmiversy (Mark3:20-39 par.);
Mission Charges (Mark 6:l3-l9 par.); and, Synoptic Apocalypse (Mark 135-37 par.).
" "Compositional Conventions," 84.

"Only with the 'Iost source' 'Q' hypothesis can we avoid supposing that an early Christian
author stepped inteliectually, mhnically ,and even trchnologically ri@ out of his contemporary culture,
without the siightcst precedent to guide him and with every indication îhat his mtendd end (a new
namative based on eariicr oncs) could be rradily produccd by conventionai nwansn ("Compositional
Conventions," 82). Downing vigomusly continues: "Ofcourse, it is possibie to assen that Mark [on fhe
2GH] or Luke [on he FGN 'simply did' invent a new and unprecedentcd compositionai iechnique. It is
possible to assen anything. Nat every a s d o n is equally plausible, and tbc case for snch unwarrantecl
novelty on the part of one lonely eariy Christian with far less original skiü as a p a r a p h .than had, say
ksephus. has very Iide plausibiiity at ail. ...Unless and untir some first-century parailel is found for, say, a
Mark or a Luke as third. unpicking and rrassemblingthe othds use of the firsi, cejccting dose pardcls,
prcferring the unique, paraphrashg mostly the simiiar. then 1 would suggcst chat there should be a
rnotatorium on the elaboncion of any such thecicies. The Griesbach and Famer [sic?Famr?] ùiearies (and
0 t h more elaboraie stiii) fly in the face of aU the spccinc evidence wt have, and in the face of al1 ouf
insights into language, culture, society, and iodividuals. So fat from the various theones king ali so
lacking in evidenœ as to lave the issue k l u b l e , none but the TwbDocument hypoinesis has any initia1
piausibiity at aû" ("Compositional Conventions," 85).
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antiquity. Thus, Downing can rightly conclude that "more work in this area would be
very welcome."" This is precisely the focus of the rest of tbis chapter.

Furrher Analysis of Josephlrs ' Use of Source Marerials
While Downing's cataioguing of Josephus' "redactional" techniques are helpfd
and unique in Synoptic h b l e m discussion, the comments are made generally with Little

detailed examples given in support of the assertions.79Thus, it would be valid to M e r
expbre Josephus as a user of ancient sources, particularly with an eye on his technique of

combining sources. On the surface, it would appear that Books 7-10 of Jewish Anriquiries
(Ant.) might provide the best literary andogy, since it is here that Josephus is recounting

Tompositional Conventions," 85 n 45. It should be notai that Downing followed up his 1980
and 1988 aniclcs on the Synoptic Problem in 1992with an review article very critical of Goulder's Lukc: A
New Pruodigm. In this article ("A Paradigm PerpIex: Luke, Mankw and Mark" MS 38 119921: 15-36),
Downing essentialIy assctts that Goulder is drawing a ratber ûnachronistic p i c m of Luke as a fmt century
author and redactor of his sources: "ïhe extraotdinary bthaviour of GouIder's Lukc [in Lukc: A New
Paradigml, who nhises every simple and conventional way to n-wnte hi Matthcw and Mark to suit his
given purposcs,is iotaily foreign to the first mmy..." (35). Goulder's Luke, agucs Downing,ernploys a
method of conflation that is not ody inconsistent with ùie techniques obscrved by Downing hirnsetf in
1980 and 1988 (dong with o k r cIassicai scbiars). but is WnidIy physicdy impossible to iI~cOaipii§h
given the physical limitations under wKch Fust cennuy authors worked fsce esp. pp. 18-23). Again, it is the
2DH. not the FGH, h t provides the best "solution" ta the Synoptic Roblem.
Gaulder mponded to Downing's critique nearIy a ycar I
m in his "Lukc's Compositional
Options," MS 39 (1993): 150-152. It is Downing's theory. not his own, argues GouIder, tfiat is
"anachronisiic"and compIimed. h is Downing that has drawn a picnire inconsistent with the techniques of
ancient confiators iike loscphus. Goulder pmvides an helptùi wanllng al the close of his rejoinder to
Downing:"[Glrcat c m needs io bt taken over cornparisons with other conttmparary [
fktccnnuy]
authors, and expectations therefrom. Luke is engaged in a different endeavour from Josephus and Tatian (as
Downing mgnizes), and his is an individual in an individual sintaion. Maybe hier Chiistians found they
could do wittiout Mark;but we do not know how Lukt was placed. Perhaps he was Paul's cornpanion, and
Marit was the cousin of Barnabas in Col 4-10. and a cIosc friend of Luke in COI4-L4. Maybe he thought
Paul was in he rigbt over the Law as against the Serusalan pilIars, and wantcd a counter-weightto
Mauhew, with his enthusiasm for Petcr and for the Law. Of course tfiese arc jua hypotheses, but they are ac
Ieast based on evidencc in our tex&,and not just g e n d e-ons.
So far as they go, the cornparisons
with Josephns and the orhcrs seem to support me raiher than Downing; but thty win only cake us part of the
waf (151-152).

"

Under the technique of "Conflafion," Downing briefly mentions a few examples of
DrrlChronicles paralie1 mu that arc evidcntIy codated by Iosephus (sec "Redaction Criticism m," 6164): 1 Sam 3 t :1-13/11 Chron 10:I-12 par. losephus,hr. 6368ff; 2 Sam 7:l-17/11Chron 1 7 1-15 par.
Josephus, Am. 7 m f 2 Sam 141-25/11 Chron 2I:i-30 par. lascphus.Anr, 7 3 1 8 e ad,1 King 2:10-I21/1
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part of Israelite history paralleled by the Deuteronomistic historian in 1 Samuel-2 Kings

@tr) and the Chrouider in 1 and 2 ChroniclesmYet, as most Josephus scholars argue,
Josephus was Likely drawing fiom a variety of sources including the LXX, dong with
Aramaic Targums and the Hebrew Bible as well!'

Whether Josephus is using the WM in

his account of the pre-exilic Israelite monarchiai period is not entirely clear. Thus, the
uncertainty sunounding the identification and character of Josephus' sources presents
some difficulty in a comparative anaiysis of the biblical accounts to Josephus' own in
terms of wordingbaYet, it is possible to more generally compare the biblical accounts
with Josephus' description of Israel's pre-exilic monarchy in terms of the order and
structure of the events.
The foiiowing question needs to be addressed preliminarily: How appropriate is
Josephus as a literary anaiogy to the Synoptic Gospels? Like the Synoptic authors,
Josephus is writing in Iater part of the b t century CE.^^ Like at least one Synoptic
author, Josephus was writing as a Jew in the Greco-Roman world. Like the Synoptic

Chron 29:2630 par. Josephus, Am. 7389ff.

"

This dissertation is utilking the most rcccnt critical cdition of the Gnck tcxt of Josephus, Books
7-10 of Jnvish Anfiquiries. namely Jewish Mquities. Books V-VllI (@ans. H. St. J. Thackeray and Ralph
Marcus; LCL;Ciunbridge, MA: Harvard University Ress, 1934),and Jewish Anriquiries, Books IX-Xi
(m.
RaIph Marcus; LCL;Cambridge. MA: Harvard University h,
1937). At the time of writing this
dissertation, Stcve Mason and his team of Josephus scholars had published only one volume Steve
Mason, cd., Flavius Josephrrs, Tramlotion and Commentary.Judean Anriquifies 1 4 (Leiden: E. I. BriI1,

-

ml" Set Hmld W . Amidge, The Inrerpretarion of Biblical Hisrory in Antiquitates Judicae of Flavius
Josephus (HDR 7: Missoula, W. SchoIars Ress, 1976) Ui-31 n 4 for a iisting of scholars who psit a
variety of sources for Josephus including the ihret mentioned above.

=This is a problem lhat Downing apparently faiis to mention, assuming that Josephus' prpexl1ic
bibIicai sources were the Septuaginta1versions of Dcr and ChronicIcs.

Louis Feldoian ("Josephus," ABD 3:982) argues that Josephus wrotc AN. no d e r than 85-90
CE.

Assurning. of course. that the vast consensus of Synoptic scholarship is correct in identifyllig the
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authors, Josephus wrote in Greek. And, like at least one Synoptic gospel in any of the
three main "soIutious" to the Synoptic Problem, Josephus is combiningkonfiating at least

two paraiiel written sources. Finally, like the Iater Synoptists on any source-critical
soiution, Josephus sees the need to make his sources more accessible to his imrnediate
audience. Hence, it appears that Josephus as a literary analogy to the Synoptists is
entirely appropriate, and is perhaps our best literary analogy in this chapter.
Some observations: First, it is readily apparent that usuaiIy Josephus includes an
event in Israel's pre-exiIic monarchy that is doubly attested by both Dtr and the
Chronicler. Yet, there are doubIy attested events that are not included by Josephus,
induding lists of David's warriors who aided in his capture of Jerusalem after his
ascension (2 Sam 238-35111 Chron 11:lO-47) and David's prayer of praise after hearing

the prophetic message through Nathan regardhg the everlasting dynasty of David (2 Sam
7: 18-29/11 Chron 17: 16-27)* Hence, while Josephus typically does reproduce doubly

attested materiai, the double attestation of a certain event does not g u m t e e its
adaptation by Josephus.
Second, it is possible to state the following in tems of order in Josephus: For the
most part, Dtr and the ChronicIer parailel each other quite closely in tenns of order,
which perhaps is to be expected given the fixed sequences of their monarchial histories.
-

- - ~

author of rtie fim gospel as Jewish.
ûther doubly anesmi events not adapted by Sosepbus inciude the foilowing: an account of
Solomon's caiiection of chariots and horses (1 Kings 10:2629/R Chron 1:l-13); the pmphet Shemaiah's
warning IO Rehoboam not to attack the norrhun kingdom (1 Kings 1221-24lRQuon t 1:l-4); the
concluding commenu regardkg the reign of Rcho'wam (1 Kings 14:29-31.15:6112 Chron 1215-16);a
dcscnption of Ahaz's idolauy (2 Kings 16:19-20/n Chron 2822-27); and, message of ihe prophetess
HuIdah after rhe finding of the book of the Iaw during the reign of Josiah (2 Kin@ 2214-20lRChron
3422-28). Cf.also 1 Khgs 15;13-151î2Cbron 15:16-19;1 Kings 22.48-50/h Chron 2035-37; and, 2
h g s 16:1-4/n Chmn 28:l-4.
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Yet in at least one narrative sequence where they do disagree in terms of order, one is
able to observe the reworking of the order of both Dtr and the Chronicler. Note Figure 6
below regarding the events surrounding the coronation of David and the bringing of the

ark to Jerusalem (bold type face indicates section out of order; heavy vertical lines
indicate probable literary relationships):
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Figure 6: An?, 753-89 and Paraiiels - David Anointed King and His Return of the Ark
Event

2 Samuel
51-3

David anointed king

/ David's ability to a

m

men of valor
David captures
Jerusaiem from the

1

1

NO -pafaUei
54-8

1

I

David
-

-

Josephus, h t .
7 53-54
:mentionof Samuel)
7 55
-

-

7.61-64
(mention of Joab)

(mention of Joab)

7 65-69
(mentionof Joab)

l

(mention of Joab)

1

23:835

List of David's waniors
David's family members

5:11-16
(mention of
concubines)
5: 17-25

David's defeat of the

1

(mention of
concubines)

7.71-77

Philistines
David prepares to bring
the ark to Jerusalem
~ a v i begins
d
the
joumey to Jenisalem

The ark nmains in the
house of Obed-edom for
thm months
The ark is bmught to
Jerusaiem as Isracl
rejoices and David
dances; Michd despises
David
Offenngs
commemorathg the
arrivai of the ark
Service of dedication
and furîher
arrangements
People and David retm
to their homes
Michal rebukes David
and David's mponse

1

No parailel

1

6:lO-11
6: 12-16

1

6:17-19a

NO padleI
6: 19b-20a
6:2Ob-23

First, losephus advances the ChronicIer's account of David's ability to attract men
of valor (1 Chron 12:I-40; no parallel in ûû)immeûiately after David's anointhg as king
and before David's capture of Jenisalem. Then beginning at 7.61,Josephus closely

foilows the narrative sequence of 2 Samuel: Josephus ornits the list of David's wmiors
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that the Chronicler has advanced from 2 Sam 23:8-35; Josephus omits the singly attested
account of David's preparation for bringing the ark to Jerusalem (1 Chron 15:l-24; no
pataIlel in Dtr);Josephus follows Dtr's sequence by including the account of David's
concern for bringing the ark to Jerusalemjust prior to the actual event itself (i.e., 2 Sam
6: 12-16), unlike the Chronicler wbo Locates the eventjust afer the capture of Jerusalem
and the Iist of David's warriors (1Chron I 1:4-47)' and the aforementioned singly attested
account of David's ability to attract warriors. Like 2 Samuel, Josephus does not include

an account of service of dedication for the ark (I Chron 16:4-42). Finally,and like 2
Samuel, Josephus includes the concluding account of Mictrd's rebuke of David and
David's response to her (2 Sam 6:20b23), a pericope not included by the Chronicler.
Hence, it is appropriate to conclude, at least in this narrative sequence, the order of 2
Samuel followed by Josephus is also connected to the wording and narratives included by
Josephus as weU. In other words, there seems to be a link between order and wording:
Josephus (at least in this instance) follows the wording of 2 Samuel when he follows its
order. One does not see the conflator following the order of Source A, but the wording of
Source B.
One sees a similar phenomenon in the story of Rehoboam. Note the order and

wording of events as recounted by Dtr, the Chronicier, and Josephus in Figure 7:
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Figure 7: Anr. 8.25 1-265 - Shishak's Attack on Jerusalem and the Death of Rehoboam
Event
Rehoboam gmws
smog; abandons (the)
law(s1
In the fifth year of

Rehoboam's reign,King
Shishak of Egypt anacks
Isracl
Shishak anacks with
1,200 chariots and

1

2 Chronicles
12:1

1 Kings
No paralle1

Josephus ,Ant.
8.251-253

1425

8.254

12:2

No pardel

8 î54-255

123-4

No parailel

8 255-257

125-8

14:26

838-262

12:9

14:27-28

8263

12: 10- 11

14:29-30

8263

12:15

14:21

8 264

12:13

14:3 1

8264-265

12:16

a o o o cavw,
kluding Libyans and
Ethiophm
Pcophecy of Shemaiah
(Samaias)
Shishak ransacks the
temple, taking with h i
many trrasurrs,
inciuding gold shields
made by Solomon
Rehoboam provides
bronze shields in their
place
Continual war bcoveen
Rehoboam and

Jefoboam
Rehoboam's age and
lcngth of nign
Rehoboam buncd in
J d e m ; suaecded by
his son AbijamlAbijah
(Abias)

Or see Figure 8 below: the underlined text indicates verbatim or near-verbatim
agreements between 1 Kings and 2 ChronicIes in the LXX; the bold type-face indicates
verbatim or near-verbatim agreements between Josephus and 2 Chronicles against 1

Kings:

-
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Figure 8: Ant. 8 Z f -265 - Shishak's Attack on lenisalem and the k a t h of Rehoboam
(Greek Texts compared)
Josephus, Ant. 8:Z 1-265
5.25 1-253
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In this exampie, it seems clear that Josephus is foiiowing the sequence and
episodes of the Chronicler rather than Dtr. Not only does Josephus foiiow the Chrouicler

in locating the age and Iength of Rehoboam's reign at the end of the story of the Israeiite
king, but Josephus includes the details of Shishak's military hardware that are found in 2
Chron 12:3. In addition, Josephus foUows 2 Chronicles by including the prophecy
Shemaiah (Samaias in Josephus), an episode lacking in Dtr. Josephus reorders 2
Chronicles siightiy by advancing the comment regxding the constant w-g

between

Rehoboam and Jeroboam. Like 2 Chronicles, Josephus concludes his story of Rehoboam
with a description of Rehoboam's age and the length of his reign, foUowed by the detaiis

of his burial and the narning of Rehoboam's son as successor. As before, it appears that
when Josephus foiiows the order of one particular source, he will also follow the wording
of hat same source (e.g., Josephus adapts the spelling of Abijah fkom 2 Chronicles).
Again, one does not observe in Josephus the following of the sequence of Source A while

at the same tirne following of the wording of Source B. This is a procedure that is rather
simple and uncompücated.
Downing's characterization of Josephus' rnetiiod of conflation as "simple" and
uncomplicated is supported elsewhere in Josephus' use of Dtr and the Chronicler. Take,
for example, the Large section covering the reigns of Rehoboam COAhab (1 Kings 11:43-

22:40//2Chron 9:3 1b-18:34;Figure 9):
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Figure 9:Ant. 8212420 and Pamliels - Rehoboam to Ahab

1

Event

Ïii3hoboam succeeds
Solomon as King
Rehoboam disregards
the advice of the elders;
Rehoboam's harsh
answer to the people
The norihem mbes
rtvolt from Rehoboam
Jeroboam builds a
sanctuary at Bethe1
A pruphet nbukes
Juoboam at Bethe1
The false prophet of
Bethe1 deceives an
unnamed prophet
1 (Josephus: "Jadon'7
The prophet (Jadon)
1 disobeys ûod and is
punished
1 The false prophet
reassures Jeroboam
Rehoboam forrifies his
kingdom
Rehoboam's wives
~ehoboam'sdegencracy
Shishak invada
Palestine
Shishak sacks Jerusalem
The end of Rehoboam
Jeroboarn sends his wife
to consult the prophet
Ahijah about their son's
illness
Ahijah foretells the
doom of Jemboam's I i e
Jeroboam prepares for
war with Abijah of
Iudah
Abijah's protest against
Jeroboam's invasion
Abijah's victory over
Jeroboam
Abijah's deadi
Asa. son of Maacha,
succecds Abijah
Jeroboam is succeeded
by Nadab
The king of Ethiapia

1

1 Kines
11~43-125
125-15

12: 16-24
12:25-33

,

8.230-235

No parallel

13:ll-19

1

1
1

1
1

13~20-34

8340-242

No parallel

No paralle1

8243-245

No parallel

14~1-6

8256-262
8263-265
8266-269

125-9
12:lO-16
No parailel

I4:7-20

8270-273

No uarallel
No 0araiIeI
14:21-24
14:25-28
14:25-28
14:2931

No parallel

l

No parallel

I

1

151-2

NO parauel

No parailel
15:3-6
15~7-10

152.5-32

N o paraiiei

aaacks Asa
sa's victory over h e

1
I

13: 10

No paraiiel

8 286

1
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Ethiopians
'RE admonition of the
prophet Azariah
The reign of Baasha of

f

1

No -paralle1

1

1533-16:7

1

No parallel

l

No parallel

I

No parailel

l

Israel
Baasha atiacks Ramah
Asa d l i s himseif with
the Synynaas
against
Baasha
Death of Baasha and
subscquent kings
The end of Zirnri of
israel
The reign of Omri of

1517
1918-24

The end of Asa of ludaii
Ahab of Isracl manies
Sezebel of Tyrc
Elijah cycle
Ahab and Naboth's
vineyard
Naboth is killed through
Jezebei's plot
Ben-hadad of Syria
besieges Ahab in
Samaria
Ahab is encouraged by a
prophtcy of victory over
the Syrians
Ahab's victory o v e
. Ben-hadad
Ben-hadad again
preparcs for war with

15:24//22:42
I 6:29-34

Ahab

16:8-10

16:11-20
16:21-28

17:l-19:21
21:l-7
21:8-29

20: 1-6

20:7-15
20: 16-22
20:23-25

I

Ben-hadad encounters [
Ahab's force at Aphek
A prophet rebukcs Ahab
for releasing Ben-hadad
nit nign of
Iehoshaphat
Sehoshaphat's
admullsnacion and m y
Jehoshaphat's alliance
with Ahab agaiast the
Synans
Aram and Israel wiihout
war for three years
~ h f&
t pmpbets
foreteil victory for Ahab
Mieaiah foretek Ahab's

20:26-34

20:3543
NOparalle1

No paralle1
22:2-5

22:1
226-14
22:15-28

death

Dcfeat and &th of
Ahab
The fulfillmentof

2229-36
I

22374

7
No parallel

I
l
No parallel

No parailel
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In sum, the above figures appear to support Downing's claim that Josephus'
method of confiation is rather simple. There is no evidence to suggest that Josephus
'iinpicks" his sources and then "reassembles" them in conflation. Instead, Josephus
alternates between his sources, but only ut large "chunks." Apparentiy, Josephus follows
a large section in one source, then moves to the other source and follows another large
section. The sequence he foiiows generally determines the wording.

Begg 's Source-Critical Analysis of Ant. 8212420:

To date, Chnstopher Begg has produced the most camprehensive analysis of
Josephus' "rewriting" of the above Biblicai account of the early divided monarchy (Le., 1

-

Kings 12: 1-22:40//2 Chron 10:1 t8:34) 86 In this important work,Begg utilizes sourceand redaction-critical rnethods in his andysis of Josephus' writing (or, as Begg puts it,
"rewriting") of the early divided monarchy .Begg argues that Josephus utilizes varieties
of different biblical sources in his (re)writing, including Masoretic, Septuagintal, and
Targurnic forms? On whether one source takes the lead over the other, Begg argues that

a6 ChriStophcr Begg, Josephus'

t k Bible

Account ofrhe Early Divided Monarchy (Al8312420): Rewrituig

(BETL 108; Leuven: Uitgcverij Pcetcrs. 1993).

a7 Begg begins his work by stating the following: "...I wish to lcave open the possibüity of
Josephus' utiiization ...of ail three of the 'Bibles' [Hebrew (prota-MT), Greek (LXX), an Aramaic
Targum] just cited. ...[A ]priori considerarionsdo favor the iiilihood that Josephus would both have been
in a position to and had w o n s to consult the Biblicai text in the above three linguistic forms. ...üitimately
speak, with due sualifidon.of a cornmon Bibiical storyiine availabte to Josephus in
then one
composing 8212-420" (Joseph' Account. 2 4 ) . Lam, he concludes chat "the evidcnce of 8212-420
suggests that for this segment of Al,Josephus has a hÏs p r i m q saurce a text of Kings and ChronicIes Iike
that of 'WM', but also utilized on a [sicl occasion a proto-MT Hebrcw mt.in addition, he had acccss to
traditions now incorporattd in the cxtant Tatg~is,
Talmuds and MidrasW (276).
For more extensive treamients on the identifidon of the biblicai sources utüued by Josephus,
see Amidge, Interpretarion of BibIical HHrJtory, 3-38; L. Feldman.3osephus. the Bible. and History
(Detroit Wayne State University Ress, 1989);and, A. Schafit, "Evidence of an Aramaic Source in
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the data clearIy suggests "that the historian did not opt to foliow one source to the
exclusion of the other. Rather, he aims to give both sources their due via a maximal
utilization of their peculiar matenals in his own account."" It is in this utilization of a
"common Biblical storyhe" where Josephus exhiiits a variety of editorial techniques.
These techniques fa11 into four general categories: 1) "~missions"~~
(e-g., the elimination

of "repetition" or duplicate materiai in a particular source that typicaiiy gets abndged); 2)
"Rearrangements"go(i.e., Josephus tends to follow the order of 1 Kings [as opposed to 2
Chronicles],but occasionaiiy wiU deviate from that order); 3) "Modifications"; and, 4)
"Additions". Begg further breaks down the bbModifications"category into three
techniques: a) "Terminological modification^"^^; b) "Stylistic modificationswg-(e.g.,

Josephus' '.4ntiquities of the Jews,"' A X ï I 4 (1965): 163-185.
a Begg, Josephur ' Account, 270.

T h e historian, e.g., tends to abridge the Voriuge when this evidences 'cepetition' of the same or
similar happenings and or excessive circumstantiality. Joxphus is likewise wont to dispense with elements
of the Biblical account(s) that appear self-evident or might rcadiiy be supplied mentalIy by the reader.
Again. he passes over, on various occasions. items not Iîkely to be of intemt to uninitiated Gentile readcrs,
e.g. lists of Hebrew names or matters of cultic detaiI. Especially noteworthy are funher Josephus'
omissions of 'problem passages' of his Biblical material. ...Fiaally to k recalled unda this heading is
Josephus' consistent omission of Biblical 'source notices' for the kings of Judah and Israel -a naturai
procedure considering that he is basing himseif dinctly on the 'Bible', not those earlier sources.
"Joxphus thus omits, on various grounds, quite a few elements which he (apparently) had bcfore
him in his sources. He is, however, by no means consistent in his omissions,..As we s h d see, such
'inconsistency' is characteristic for Josephus' application of ail the procedures under discussion hen"
(Begg, Josephus' Account. 276-278)
"For the most part. Josephus simply follows his sources in their arrangement of material. is..
both within individuai episodcs and for the sequence of episodcs. He does, however. allow himseif
occasionai libenies in bath respects. 1 noted above in discussion of Josephus' integration of the materiai of
his two Biblical sources that he basically adopts the order of Kings, inserthg matena1h m ChronicIes at

appropriate juac~ce~.
Occasionafly, however, one fmds Joscphus rcordering and re-combining the
sequcncc of happening proper to Kings itsclf ....
"Also within a given unit Josephus wiU sometïmes rearrange the B i b i i d disposition of the
materiai. He does so both in discourse and narrative contexîs" (278).
91 "..
Josephus ratha consistently substinites bis own equivalents for a whok scries of
c h ~ s t i Biblical
c
terms and fomulae" (Begg. Josephus' Accowtt, 279).

* "Josephus intduces a widc range of stylistic modifications in his reworking of the sources. He
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replacement of parataxis in bis sources);and, c) "Contentual m~difications".~
The
category of "Additions" is divided into eight subcategones: a) "Styti~tic'~;
b)

a am in^'^; c) "~lucidatory'~;
d) "Additions fiom Gentile authorsYm;e) "Conne~tive"~~;
f) "~valuative'~;
g) " P s y c h ~ l o ~ i z i n and,
~ " ~ h)
~ ; oral-theologica~'~'. Thus, Begg's

replaces the monotonou parataxis of MT and WM with multiple subordmate clauses in an effort IOgive
his account a more elegant and flowing chûractcr. He Iîkewise tends to substitute indirect for diict
discourse. He transposes the Bible's vivid metaphors into their prosaic equivalents. another tendency he
shares with the Targum. More generaily, he constantly elucidates and makes more specific Scriptural
fonndations whose import is not imrnediately clear" (Begg, Joseph' Accowtr. 279).
95 "Josephus also modifies items of content found in the sources. Generally, these modifications
would seem to be dictated by the historian's consciousnessof the problematic character of a given item
within its proxirnate or wider Biblical context" (Begg, Josephus' Accowu. 280).

""Josephus frequently imrts items which serve to impmve die style of the original. Under this
hcading mention may be made of his recurrent interpolation- both within and between units of closing
andlor m i t i o n a i fonnulae design4 to smooth over the Bible's often abrupt movement fmm one iopic to
anolhcf (Begg. Josephw ' Accom. 280).

-

" "In a wholc series of contexts. Josephus supplies names for figures the Bible (MT and LXX]
leave anonymous.,." (Begg, Joseph' Accourir, 281).

"

"A number of Joscphus' additions provide supplementary indications conccrning phenornena
citd in the Biblical record with which Gentile readers would S i l y tte unfamiliar" (Begg, Joseph'
Accourir. 281).

* "Josephus likewise endeavors to make hi telling of Biblical history more accessible (and
ctrdible) to his Gentile audience by incorporating exccrpts from non-Jewish authors wherc these
(purportedly) provide confitmation andlor supplementary information conceming events narrated in the
Bible" (Begg, Joseph' Accomt, 282).
9" "A large gmup of Josephus' additions in 8212-420 consist of items which. in some way or
other, make connections with other ponions of his work, thereby enhancing the cohesion of the whoIe.
Within this p u p , one may further distinguish between reminiscences of earlier episodes and
foreshadowings of subsequent ones" (Begg, Josephw' Accowit, 282).
99 "On severai occasions, Josephus innoduces expiicitIy evaluative comrnents conceming
characters whcrc the Bible leaves rcaders to fonn their own judgments" (Begg, Josephus' Accom, 283).
lm"In generai Josephus' BibIicai sources have IittIe to say about the psychic states underlying
diaracters' words and deeds. The historian, on the contrary, makes a reguiar point of filling this lacuna by
insnting refercnccs to the feehgs which prompt his personages to speak and act as thty do or to the uiner
affects of another chamcter's initiatives upon a @en figure. In most instances thest psychologizing
additions are made en passant, via a bnef phrasen (Begg, losephur' Accom. 283).

"'

-nie final category of Joscphan additions to be distinguished comprises the (politico-)moral
and thcological reflections which the historian works into his presentation over the course of 8,21240. As
with the p d n g caîegory, th& class involves both longer and s h o w passages. Josephus' shorter
reflettions typicaliy take tht fonn of parentheticai comments within the body of a given narrarive....
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description of Josephus' "rewriting" of his Scriptural sources is rnuch like Downing's
earlier treatment of the same subject. Leaving aside the difficuIt question of the precise
identification of the typeis) of Biblical sources utilized by Josephus, it is clear h m
Begg's study, dong with Downing's, that Josephus was an author who utilized written
source matenals in a variety of ways, both through their expansion and condensation. On
the matter of "condensation,' or "omission," it is woati noting that Josephus does not
typicaily eIiminate large portions of his sources. instead, he usually adapts them with
some modification or alteration.

In sum, the above studies including this present one appear to confirrn Josephus'
simple technique in bringing sources together. Most of the time, Josephus, in his
"rewriting" of the biblical texts, does not eiirninate whoIe episodes contained his biblicd
sources; he instead adapts them by modifyuig them or altering them for his narrative. One
technique he utilizes is the elimination of repetitive material (one COUIC! even deem these

as "doublets"). When Josephus foUows the episodic order of one particular source within

an individual pericope, he tends to foiiow the wording of that source as well, over and
against the wording of the ottier source 'before" him. in addition, Josephus tends to
paraphrase speech material found in his sources rather thaa eiimïnating it. Thn>ughthis
present study of Josephus and analysis of Downing's and Begg's treatment of Josephus'

literary techniques, one begins to get a particular pictue of a first century author b ~ g i n g
sources together in a new nanative, an Mage of an ancient author who tends to expand
rather than eliminate.

Longer reflections. on tbe other hand, gencrally appenr as prefaccs or appcndixcs to a narrative" (Begg,
JoscphuF' Accollltt. 284).

AN ANALYSIS OF SOME ANClENT TEXTS
V.Conclusion

The above analysis is not an exhaustive treatment of the methods of ancient
writers: only four different Greek authors were investigated. These investigations are not
thorough in and of themselves; they are preliminary treatments of a few ancient authors
and their sources. However, this general analysis has revealed a few important

characteristics of the above authors' adaptation of source material that can assist in the
subsequent chapters of this dissertation:
1 The above authors tend to follow one source at a rime. This we see most explicitiy in

Josephus' adaptation of Dtr and the Chronicler. In the case of the account of the caste
systems in India, al1 three authors chiefly foUow Megasthenes. It is only at the end of

the pericope where they briefly refer to other authors. What we do not see in the
above authors is a sort of "micro-conflation" where an author moves back and forth
between sources within episodes. Only when a pericopelepisode is concluded will the

author move to another paraIIel source if he chooses. This may precisely have to do

with the mechanics of conflating two or more sources. Given the non-use of wn'ting
tables and the difficulty of working with scrolls, both as sources and as writing
surfaces, the above authors avoid foilowing more than one source at a tirne.

2) if foilowing a particular order of a paralle1 source, the above authors will aIso adapt
the wording of that source. in other words, they never follow the wording of one

source yet foiiow the order of events as outlined by another source in a paraller
episode. This is consistent with the aforementioned simple rnethod of codation: one
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source at a t h e is followed; if working witti two or more sources, the foiiowed order
and wording corne from the same source.

3) We do not see a radical reordering of source material by any of the above authors.
The mechanics of working with a written exemplar in smll fom perbaps severely
limited what exactiy could be accomplished. It becomes hard to imagine extensive
reworking of source material through a restnicturing and reordering of sources given
the limitations of working with scrolls. These authors seem to reflect this

phenornenon, for the most part generaily following the order of the materials as
presented in their source(s).

GRECO-ROMAN REFERENCES TO SOURCES

Figure 10:
Diodonis 2-40.1-2.42.4 (Oldfather,
La)
"The whole multitude of the indians
is divided into seven castes
rhe first of which is fomed of the
order of the philosopbers
[cpdoa6pov), which in number is
smaller than the r e ~of
t the casm.
but in dignity ranks fmt. For bemg
exempt from any swvice to rhe state
the pbilosophers are neither the
masters nor the servants of the
others. But they are d e d upon by
the private citizcns both to offer the
sacrifices which are requircd in dieir
lifetime and to perform the rites for
the dead. as having proved
themselves to be most dear to tbe
gods and as king especidly
experienced in the matters rhat relate
to the underworld, and for this
service ihcy receive boih notable
gifts and honours. Moreover, they
fumish great services to the whole
body of the indians, since they are
invited at the beginning of the year
to the Great Synod and foretell io the
multitude droughts and rains, as wcll
as the favourable blowuig of winds.
and epidemics, and whatever e k
can k of aid ICI their auditors. For
both the cornmon folk and the king,
by leamhg in advance what is going
to take place, store up from time to
time that of which the= will be
shortage and prepare befonhand
h m time to time anything fhat wiil
be needcd. And the philosopha who
has e d in his predictions is
subjected to no othn punishrnent
than obloquy and kceps silence for
the d d e r of hi5 Me." (2.40.1-31

'

(m,

"The second caste is that of famers

(rGv yempytiv), who, it wouId
appear, arc far more numerom than
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odorus, Strabo, and Arriaa on 1 iian Castes
Strabo, Geography 15.1 39-51

(Joncs. LCL)
'[Megasthencs] says, then, that the
mpulation of bdia is divided into
ieven caste (Cifprù: the one first in
ionour, but the fewest in number,
:onsists of the philosphers (toi&
pdoabpoq); and these
~hilosophersare us&. each
Jidividuaiiy, by people making
iacrifice to the go& or making
3fferings to the dead, but jointly by
he kings at the Great Synod, as it is
:alled. at which, at the beginning of
he new year, the phiiosophers, one
uid aii. come together at the gates of
the king; and whatever each man has
irawn up in writing or observed as
useful with reference to the
piosperity of either fruits or living
jeings or conceming the
government, he brings forward in
public: and he who is thrice found
false is required by law to keep
siience for life, whereas he who has
proved c o m a is adjudged exempt
h m tribute and taxes." (15.139)

"The second caste, [Megasthenes]
says, is that of the farmers (r6v
y&mpy6v), who are not only the

Am-, h d k 11.1-15.12
~
(Bnint,

LCL)
'AU the Indians are divided into
generalIy sevcn classes (y h a ) .
h e consisfs of rhc sophists (oi
~oipwtai):
they arc Iess numemus
han the test, but grin
~putationand honour, for they are
3JIdiX no ncccssity to do any bodily
labour, nor to connibute h m the
rcsulis of theu work to the cornmon
S~OKC;
in fact. no son of consuaint
whatever rests on the sophists, save
[O offer the sacrifices to the gcds on
behaif of the common w d of the
indians. Whenever anyane sacrifices
privateIy, one of the sophists directs
him in the saaifice, on the ground
that otherwise it would not prove io
be acceptable to the gais. Alone of
the Indians they [the sophists] axe
expert in prophecy, and none Save a
sophist is dlowed to prophesy. They
pmphesy about the seasow of the
year and my pubtic cdiunity; it is
not their concern to prophesy on
p r i v a mten to individuals. eithn
because the art of pmphecy does not
condescend to peny flairs, or
because it is undignified for the
sophists to wuble about them.
Anyone who has made ihrre enors
in prophccy daes not suffer any
ham but must keep silence in future,
and not ont will ever force the man
to spealc on whom sentence of
siience has becn passcd. Thcse
sophists spend h e u time naked,
during the winter in the open air and
sunshine, but in summer, when the
sun is suong, in the mcadows and
marsh lands under g m t tnxs, whose
shade, accordiag ta Nearchus.
reachcs five plethra al1 round,and
when are as large rhat as many as ten
thousand men could take shade
under one tree. The sopiists eat
produce in season and the bark of
tries, a badc that is no less sweet and
numtious Ihan palm dates. (11.I-8)

"Second to them [the sophistsl come
the farmers (oi ycimpyoi), wbo are
the mast numerousof the Indians:
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the nst. These, beiig exempt h m
wac duties and every other service to
the state, &vote theu entire time to
labour in the fields, and no enemy,
comîng upon a famer in the
country, would think of doing him
injury, but they look upon the
farmers as common bentfacfors and
thenupon refrain h m evcry injury
to them. Consequentiy the land,
remaining as it does unravaged and
king laden with h i u , provides the
inhabitants with a great supply of
provisions. And the famers spend
their Iives upon the land with their
children and wives and refrain
entirely h m coming down into the
city. For the land they pay rent to the
king, since al1 india is royal land and
no man of private station is
permitted to posscss any ground; and
apart from the tenta1 they pay a
founh part into the royal treasury."
(2.40-4-5)

most numerous, but also the most
highly respected, because of their
exemption from d t a r y service and
right of &dom in theu farming;
and they do not approach a city,
e i h because of a public
disturbance or on any other business;
at any rate. he says, it ofien happens
that at the same tirne and place some
are in battle amy and arc in ped of
their lives against the enemy, while
the f m r s arc ploughing or digging
without peril, the latter having the
former as defenders. The whole of
the country is of myaI ownuship;
and the farmcrs cultivate it for a
rentai in addition to paying a fottrth
part of theu produce. (15.1.40)

hey have no weapons and no
:onCern for warfare, but they tiIl the
and and pay the taxes to the kings
ind the self-goveming cities; and if
hut is intemal war among the
indians. it is not lawful for thcm to
ouch these land workers, nor evenr
O devastate the land itsele but whik
m e arc making war and kiiiing
s
a
e
hother as opportunity may senit,
close by are peacefuny
~ l o u g h or
g picking fruits or
~nuiingor harvesting." (1 19-10)

"The third division is that of the
neatherds (r6v $ o u ~ o h vand
)
shepherds (notpkvav), and, in
general, of al1 the herdsmen (r6v
v o & w ) who do not dwell in a city
or village but spend theu livcs in
tents; and these men arc also hunters
(ayyoC\rceg) and rid the country
of both birds and wild beasts. And
siaM they are practised in this
calhg and follow it with zcst thcy
are bringing India under cultivation,
although it still abounds in many
wild beasu and birds of every kind.
which eat up the seeds sown by
fmers." (2.40.6)

"The ihird caste is that of the
shepherds ( t o v noipbov) and
h u n m (ûqpwt6v). who done an
perrnincd to hunt, to bceed cade,
and ro seIl or hùr out b a t s of
burdcn; and in ntum for frceing the
land h m the wiid beasu and scedpicking birds, they receive
pruportionate allowanccs of grain
h m the king, leading. as they do,
wandering and tcntdweliiig life. No
private pemn is penniacd ta keep a
hone or elephant The possession of
eithec is a royal privüege, and th=
are men to take c m of hem."
(15.1.41)

The third class of Indians are the
herdsmcn (oi v o p k a . who p a s m
sheep (oi not@eç) and cade. and
do not dwell in cities or in villages:
they arc nomads and get theu living
on the billsides. They to pay m e s
h m k i r animals. and they hunt
(ûqpnjoumv) birds and wild beasts
in the country." (11.1 1)

[cf. 2.42.1-21

The elephant hunt and description of
other wiid animals: 15.1.42-45;
sources named: Onesicntus,
Nearchus, Megasthenes, Aristobulus

"The founh caste is that of the
artisans ( t 6 v r q w r 6 v ) ; of these
some are armoums and some
fabncate for the f m a s or certain

"...Let me now r e m to
Megmhencs and continue his
account (Akycup) h m the pomt
where I left off." (15.1.45)
"Aftct the h u n m and the shepherds, T h e founh class is of artisans (76
~ shopkeepers
o v )
he says, foiiows the fourth cartosfie ~ ~ p t o u ~and
they too perfonn
artkaus ( r e kpyaCopbml),the (~azqA.t~ov);
public duties, and pay tax on tbe
tradesmen (tàq t&~t<). and the
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oihtrs the things useful for the
services they perform. And they are
no< ody exempt h m paying taxes
but they even receive rations h m
the royal treaniry.'' (2.41.1)

day-Iabomtrs (ruiy ~ a q h ~ O y ) ;eceipts h m their work cxcept for
hose who make weapons of war and
and of these, some pay uibute to the
m a l l y -ive
a wage h m the
statc and mida && prescribed by
:omrnunity. In this ciass arc the
the slatc, whereas the amourihipwghts and sailors. who ply an
makers and sfiipbuiiders receive
wages and provisions, at a published he rivers." (12.1)
d e , h m the king, for these work
for hm done; ami arms are
fumished the soldiers by the
conunander-in-chief, whereas the
ships are let out for hine to sailors
and merchants by the admiral."
(15.1.46)

'The Nth caste is that of the military
(atpaw.riKov), which is at hand
in case of ww: they are second in
point of number and indulge to the
fullest in rrlaxation and pastimes in
the pcriods of peace. And the
maintenance of the whole multitude
of the soldiers and of the horses and
elephants for use in war is met out of
the royal aas~ry."(2.4 12)

T h e fifth caste is that of the
warriors ( t 6 v ~roliepaarOv),who,
when they are not in service, spend
theu Iivcs idleness and at drinkingbouts, king maintajned at their
expeditions quickly when need
ariscs. since ihey bring nothing else
of theuown but heuùuiies."
(15.1 47)

The fifth class of Indians consists
jf the soldiers (oi xokpiarai),
~ e xto
t the farmers in numbcr: they
:ajoy the greatest freedom and most
bgrceable iife. They are devoted
rolely to military activities. Othcrs
make theu arms and provide heir
horses; othcrs to serve in the camps,
p r n i n g thek horses and polishing
their utru, driving the elephants, and
keeping the chariots in order and
driving them. They fight so long as
they have to fight, but in time of
peace they make merry; and they
receive so much pay h m the
comrnunity that they can easily
support others h m thcir pay."
(122-4)

'niesixrh caste is thai of inspectors

'The sixth is ihar of the inspeciors
@cpopoa),to whorn is given to
inspect what is king dont and
npon semtly to the king, using the
courtesans as coiieagues, the city
inspecter using the City caumans
and the camp inspectors the camp
courtesans; but the best and most
mistwonhy men are appointed to
this office." (15.1 AS)

'"Thesixth class of Indians an those

(~OV
~&Q)v). These men inquirc
into and hspcct everything that is
going on throughout India, and
report back to the kings or, in case
the state to which rhey are attacheci
has no king, to the magistrates."
(2.4 13)

The seventh caste is that of the
detiberaton (ro @ d . ~ C o vand
)
counalors (mw8p~tiov).whose
concern is with the decisions which
affect the common weifam. In point
of n u m k this group is the smaiiest,
but in nobüity of birth and wisdom
the must worthy of admiration; for
from their body are drawn the
advisas for the kings and the
* .
adminisÛators of the affairs of state
and the judges of disputes, and,

'The seventh is that of the advisers

(ati~auhr)
and counciiors
(aUvdpoi) of the king, who hold
the chief oficcs of state, the
judgeships, and the administrationof
everything. (25.1.49a)

called overscers (hia~uicot).They
supervise (kqophut)cverything and
report it to the king. where the
indians are govemed by kings,or to
the authorities, where they are seifgoverning. lt is not lawfd to make
any faise report to hem; and no
indians was ever accused of such
faisifkation." (125)

'The seventh class are those who
deiiberate about pubtic affairs (oi
Grkp zov irotvciv ~ o u ~ 0 ~ t )
with the king. or in self-goveming
citics with antborities. In numkr
this class is srnaii, but in wisdom
and justice it is the most
it is h m ihis
distinguished of a,
class chat they select their rulers,
nomarchs, hyparchs, acasmrs,
generais, adrnirals. comptroiiers, and
supervisors of agriculnuai works.*
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speakuig generally. they take thcir
leaders and magistrates h m among
these men." (2.41 -4)

"Such in general tcnns are the
gmups into which the body politic of
the Lndians is divided. Furthemore.
no one is allowed to matry a person
of anoîher caste or to follow another
calling or tradc. as. for instance, that
one who is a soldier should becorne
a farmer. or an artisan should
becorne a philosopher." (2.41 5)

'4t is not Iegal for a man e i k to
marry a wife h m anoiher caste or
io change one's pursuit or work
From one ro anorbec nor yet for the
same man ro engage in several.
except in case fit should be one of
the philosophers, for. Megastbenes
says, the philosopher is permined to
do so on account of his superiority."
(I5.1.49b)

"Ta marry out of any cIass is

uniawfui-as, for instance. into the
famer class h m the artisans,or the
other way; nor again is it evcn
Iawful for one man ta practise two
crafts or to change fmm one class to
anorber, as to tum fanner into
shepherd. or shepherd h m iutisan.
Only a sophist can be drawn from
any class; for this way of Iife is not
soft, but the hardest of all." (12.8-9)

Description of elephants: 2.42.1-2

The hum of clephants and
description of oihcr wild animals:
13.1-15.12; sources named:
Nearchus, Megasthenes.

[no parallel]

[no parailel]

There are among the Indians also
magismtes appoinred for foteigners
who take c m that no fo~ignershail
be wronged; moreover, should any
foreigner faIl sick they bring him a
physician and c m for him in evcry
other way, and if he dies they bury
hirn and even turn o v a such
pmperty as he has left to his
relatives. Again. k i r judges
examine accurafely m a m of
dispute and proceed rigomusly
against such as are guilty of
wrongdoing. As for india, then, and
its antiquities we shall be sarisficd
with what bas k e n said." (2.423-4)

[no parallell

[no paralle11
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trabo, and Aman on Elephants d other indian Fauna
Snabo,Geography 15.1.42-45
(Jones. LCL)
The ch= of the e l c o h t is
conducted as followsI they dig a
deep ditch round a treeless m t
about four or five sfadia in circuit
and bndge the entrance with a very
narraw bridge; and then, letting
loose into the enclosure three or four
of theu tamest femaies, they
themselves lie in wait under cover in
hidden huts. Now the wildest
elephants do not appmach by day.
but they make the enuance one by
one at night; and when they have
entered, the men close the entrance
secretly..."

h - a n ,fndica 13.1-15.12 grunt,

La)
The iudians hunt wild aaimals in
general Ihe same way as the Grreks,
,ut kir way of Lunting elephants is
mique. l
k ihe animais themselves.
b e y choose a level place, open to
5 e sun's k a t . and dig a ditch in a
f i l e . large enough for a great anny
to camp in, about thiuty feet broad
and 24 deep...W ithin the enclosure
hey put thnt or four of the riunest
f e d e s and Ieave oniy on entrance
in the ditch by making a bndge over
it.. .Now the wild elephants do not
approach inhabited places by
daylight, but at night they wander
everywhere and feed in herds.
following the largest and finest of
their number, as cows follow bulls.
When they gtt near the enclosure
and hear the voice of the femdes
and scent h e u prcsence, they charge
to the enchsed place and. working
round the outside edge of the ditch.
fmd the bridge and shove their way
over it into the enclosm..." (13.17)

"...the boldest of the riders...meps
unda the wild elephant and b i
his feet together, and when this is
done they command the tamed
elephants to k a t those whose feet
have teen bound until they fall to
the ground; and when they faii, then
men fasten their necks to those of
the m e d elephants with thongs of
raw ox-hide; and in ordu that the
wild elephants. when they shake
those who are attcrnpting to mount
hem, may not shake thcm off, the
men make incisions round thcir
necks and put the thongs round at
thcsc incisions.so lbat thmugh pain
they yicld to their bonds and kcep
quiet

"...the men dismount h m their
[tamtd] elephants. tie togerher the
fcet of the wiId eIephants, wfüch are
now uhausied, and then order the
rame elephants to punish the m t by
rrpcatcd blows. till in disuess they
faIl to the gmund; they then stand by
tbem, throw nooscs round their
necks and clirnb on thern as they lie
thcre. To prevent ttiem tossing their
cirivers or doing them an injury, they
malre an incision round dieir necks
with a sharp M e , and b i d the
noose round the cut, so that the s o m
mites thcm h e p theu hca4 and
nack stilI; if thcy were io nun mund
to do mischief. the wound beneath
the rope would chafe them. So they
kwp quiet..."(13.1 1-13)

"...they subdue thcm wiih hunger,

"...The captives are led off to the
villages and fm of al1 givcn green
staiks and grass to eac h m want of
spirit thty are nat wiiiùig to eat
anythin~;so the Mians range

..."

and then they restore them with
green cane and grm. After this the
elephants are taught to obey
cornman&, some throuah words of
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'"ïhe country of the indians aiso
possesses a vast number of
enormous elephants, which far
surpass ail others both in suength
and size. Nor does this animal covcr
the femaie in a particular rnanner, as
some Say. but in the same way as
harses and al1 a k r four-foutcd
bcasts; and theu p e n d of gestation
is in some cases eighteea months at
most. They bring forth, like horscs,
but one young for the most part, and
the femaIes sudde thcir young for
six years. The span of life for most
of thcm is about that of men who
anain the grrattst age, though some
which have reachcd the highest age
have lived two hundred years."
(2.42.1-2)

command and others through king
charmedbytllnesanddnun
M g . . .[Slome elephants have
even taken up their riders who had
falien from loss of blood in the fight
and camed them safely out of the
battie ..."(15.1.42)

themselves round about them and
lu11 them to sleep with smgs, d m
and cymbals, kating and
singing.. .borne elephants. when
their cirivers have died in banle. have
actuaily caught them up and canied
them to burial; others have protected
them where thcy lay or rishd their
own tives for the faIIen. .."(142-4)

''They copuiate and bear young like
horses, rnostly in the spring. It is
breeding-tirne for the maie when he
is seizcd with frenzy and k o m e s
ferocious; at the same time he
discharges a kind of fatty maner
lhrough the breathing-hoie which he
has beside his temples. And it is
bnediig-time for the funales when
this same passage is opcn. They are
pregnant eightcen months at the
most and sixteen at the least; and the
mother nurses hcr young six yean.
Most of them live as long as very
long-lived human bcings, and some
continue to live even to two hundrcd
ycars, aithough they are subject to
many dieases and arc hard to c m .
A nrnedy for eye discases is to
bathe h e u eyes with cow's m i k but
for most diseases they are given dark
wine to drink; and, in the case of
wounds, melted buncr is applicd to
them whiie ulcm are poulticed
with swine's flesh."

'The elephants mate in the spring,
like cade and horses, w k n the
breathing places by the temples of
the females open and exhale; she
gives K i after sixteen months at
the least, cighteen at most; she has
one foal, like a mare, which shc
sucfles till ifs eight year. The
longest-livcd elephants survive to
two hundrrd year, if they nach d d
age, though many die beforc that of
d i . A nmedy for affections of
theu eyes is pouring in cows' milk,
for their other sickncsses a draught
of dark wine, and for thcir wounds
swine's flesh roasted and plas&
on. These are remdia the indians
apply to them" (14.7-9)

...

"Onesicritus says U t they live as
long as t h e h u n d d y m and in
rare cases cven as long as five
hundred...*
"Ncarchus says that in the hunt for
hem hot-traps aisa are put at places
whcre wcks mcet...[He &O says]
bat a woman is highly h o n o d if
she receivcs an elephant as a gifi
h m a lover. But this sratement is
not in agreement wiîh that of the
man [is..Megasthenes (15.1.41)j
who said that hone and elephant
wcre possesstdby kings alonc."
"The Indians regard the tiger as
much s m n g a than the ckphan~
Neiuchus says chat he had miy seen
a tigcr's skin but not a tiger, but that
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by Indian accoaats the tiger is quai
in size to thc latgesr h m e..."(15.1)

"Nearciius says thai the skins of
gold-mining ants are i i i those of
Ieopards."

"As for the a m , Neuchus says that
he himseif saw a m of the sort
which some writers have descnâed
as native bdia but that he did sec
many of their skia brought inio the
Macedonian camp." (15.4)

"But Megasthencs spmks of these
ants as foilows: ihat among the
Dcrdae, ...k
is a plateau.. .,and
rhat bdow it are gold mines. of
which the miners am mu, animals
that are no srnalier than foxes.. .%y
dig holts in winter and heap up the
earth at the mouths of the holes, like
motes; and the golddust requires but
Iinle smelring...( lS.l.44)

"Megasthenes, however, rounds that
the story told of the an& is nue:
chese ants dig up gold, not indecd for
the gold irscIf, but they n a d l y
burrow in the earth to make hiding
holes,just as our small ana excava
a Iittle emh: but thcse a m , which
are bigger than foxes. also dig up
carth pmponionatt ro their size; the
eartfr is aurifernus, and the indians
get theu gold h m it. Megasthcncs,
howevcr, mercly recounts m a y
( a ~ M vand
) , as I have no mon
accurate information to record on the
subject 1 readily pas over the talc
about tbe am." (155-7)
"Nearchus ncounts as a kind of
marvcl that parrots are found in
India, and describes the son of bird a
parrot is and how it uttcrs a human
voice.. .For should only say what
everyone knows [about the apes],
that the= are beautiful apes." (15.89)

"But since, in my account of the
huntcrs and wild beasts, 1have
mentioncd whaf both Megasthenes
and orhers have said, 1 mut go on to
add the fol1owing. Nearchus
wonders at the n&r of the reptiles
and thcir viciousncss..JJf the
grratcr part of the multitude of
rcpciies wac not demoyed by the
waters,the country wodd be
dcpopulattd; and rhat the smaiincss
of some of ttvm is uoublesow as
well as the huge sùc of others. thc
smaii ones because it is difficult to
guard agaiost h m , and the huge
ones baause of kirsacngth,
inasmuch as vipers (wvaç)
cven
sixteta d i t s Ioag are 10be scen;
and ihat charmers go around who are
bekved to cure wounds, aad that

"Ncarchus also says tfiat snakes
were hunted there, dappted and
swift.. .Nearchus ad& that
Alexander had colIe~tedand kept by

him dl the hdians most skilled in
medicine, and had it announced in
camp that anyone bitten by a snake
was to go to the royal tcnt.Thcse
same men w m physicians for other
diseases and injuries as weI1.But
hem are not many illnesses in India
since the seasons are temperate
dmc. If anyone w m Scnousiy i11,
they would inform the sophists
(aoqxa~cnv),
who were h u g h t to
use divine help ro cure what mdd
be cured." (15.iû-12)
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this is aImost thc oniy art of
medicine. for the people do not have
many diseases on account of the
simpiicity of their diet and
abstinence h m wine; but that if
diseases arisc, thcy are cund by the
Wise Men (aocptazaQ."
"But Aristobulus says that he saw
none of the animal5 of the huge size
that an everywhere talked
about.. .He says that you have many
much smaller vipers, and asps
(aad6ag). and large scorpions, but
that none of these is so troublesome
as the slender little sndces
(6qaiGta)...He says funher that
crocodiies...an to be found in the
indus. and also that most of the other
animals are the samt as those which
are found in the Nie except the
hippopotamus. Onesicritus.
however, says that this animal tw is
found in india. And Aristobulus says
that on account of the crocodiles no
sca-fish mim up into the Nile
except the rhirsa, the cesneus. and
the dolphin, but hat there is a large
numbcr of different fish in the
indus..So much, then. is reporteci
about the wild animals. Let me now
r e m to Megasthenes and continue
his account h m die point where 1
Ieft off. .."(15.1.45)
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Figure 12: Sum ary of Description of Seven Ca!
DiDdom 2.40.1-2.42.4
Popduion of India is dividcd inro scvcn
- & ~ ~ ] :
1. 'phirosopbrn": d u t in numk. f#
in digaity
a m p t h m r r v i a to rhnatc
off= riaifices and perfomi ries fw
rhedd

p d c t the weu-kiag of die p p l e to
k G m Syaod at the kgiaDing of
-Y=
An erriug pmphet kccps silent for ibc
nnofhislifc
[no pada
2. "famicn": most numQOus

Saiba.Gcogm&

15.13MI

Popduka of india is dividcd mm sevcn

'~"uiipii]:

-ciusg-[*]:

1. 'philosopbasw:fim in banor. f w a t m

1. "sophim": lm aumaous than the m
graodest in repufation and howr
exempt h m bodily labor and
contributions to the smtc
offa~cestothegods
pmphay about the h c m of the ycar and
oifier public mancn

numba
[no @el1
offasiaifi~t~tothegods.mrlrt
affcrinp ta rhe dead
pndKt in writing the pmspaicy of rhe
people in pubtic
king f d Cala on t h awioas
fcquindrilcncc
rn0 d e i l
2. "fumaf": most numaous; mon bighiy

me philosophen' out-of-dmn Lifwlt
2. Yamas": m a t nummur

rrspcctcd

exempt h m war dutics and o k r sate
stniier devoit rheir c n k timc to
fuming
immune to injury from eacmy
farmas mt their laad fmm the h g
niifc ail land is "myai." paying a
"founh pan" inm the myd ncarury
3. "lltntherdr." Ihcphads," and
"herdsmM":

exempt h m d i m y service and hPvt
tkri~ttof~mimcly

live ouaidc of tfK city. dwelliag in
m5
hunt xcd-catiag b i and wild kuu
[noPuauel1
4.%nkans." some of whom arc
moanfo*uR amor and famiing w:
exempt fmm paying rues

rcccivc rations fmm the myai ucmmy

5.'milinry" case
second mast numaous

IdrdaxtdandpcnafiaiLifemost
of ifu ame
mnintriacd. aioag 4th homes pnd
ekphonis. out of the myal ocPrury

mf s i n a ZU III1<1u of "myai
owncnhip3. ~s&phads"and "huatas" who hunt.

bludcaaIe.Mdsclllmtkasoof
*

fmtbclandfromwildkYnadstdpicking bùdr
kPd a waadaing and tmtdwelliog Iifc
[sec abovel
privIa individuab arc prohibitcd fmm
p<rssuiing a home or eicphant
4. "anisaas." "tndcsmn."
and "day
Iîbonn":
~omcfromthir~~ncpytribuitmihe
~aiid~serviccsfordscs!ate
m
o
r mslicn ad shipbuildas rraivt
wagcs and provisjorn h m Ling

bcnaadm~~fmmwonhyutrppainocd
to thir office
7. 'advisd and "counciiors of the king*:

d u t in number. but most mbk in

magimPtcsucfromthÛCprp
intcrautc matriageû pmhibiad almg
srith foihwing nnoihaaadc
rw penU4

4. "art&&

and "shopkccpcrs":

al1 but armor mairus pay tan on thcir
meipts
ouic includts shipbuiidas d sahm

spnd time maiataining yrns aad o t h a
miiitaty items. including honer and
clcphanrs: paid well fmm the ammunity

[a0m
e
l

myai aivison. stuc adminimuom.

[no panllell

Iad idk life. but can qnickiy m o b i

scacllytothekiag

judger. and odur ladcrJ and

do not dwdl in the ciries or villagcl-. arc
nomads
hunt birds and wild kasn

tao @dl

mspcCrwhatiskingdwcPndtcpoR

biinhwsdom

[sec bdow]

S. thc "Wanion".

6.'inrpaDnW:

7. ~&tihuors"and 'coudon":

for watfare

caa farm wirhout pd during wu
a founb pan of their pmducc is peid in

burdra:

I=

possv no wenpons and have no tOllCCrn

hold chiefoffictsof the srra. the
judgdlips, and the -Pdminismtiou of
evay<hmf

intciçuamnrringeispmhiii.alaig
with foilowhgraothn tfodc
ody phirosopbcnmay cngngc in
maDLtndcr

6. "oupxas":
nipavW~~~pctcv~gradIcponrn
the king or ta othu autharitia
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Figure 13: P.Oxy. 1610 and Diodoms Compared
Chart One: P.0x-y. 1610, b.3-511
IL a

povra?]v axa[. . . . .
Fr. 3-5: "...Lbat while he was dishonoured bv
the city. the city o w h to his achievernem
was held by the Greeks to be worthy of the
highest honour, which (nty founded) ...a great
empire.. .(the city) which was the wisest and
j u s t a .k-ç.m.e.
the most.. .and severe to him.
Some suppose that, even if he wished to
sunender the hegemony ,..."

[Il5931 Consequently, when we survey the
magnitude of his deeds and, examining them
one by one, find
.
whereas it w a
at the
of -W.
-ce
bv his deeds that the city rose to greamess, we
have good reason to conclude that the city
which is reputed to rank highest arnong al1
cities in wisdom and fair-dealhg aç&d towards
with m e m .

.
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Chart Two: P.Oxy. 16 10 fr. 8//Diodonrs 11.60.4 (Oldfather,LCL)
r11.60.41 leMau< 6 v BETU x a v c o ~ro6
Ü r 6 h o ; ~ ~ri;6 ~ICapiav,roîv
~aoa9aAur.riwv x 8 k o v oaat uEv naav
k i11~'EUa60c a~tonaubai,.raG.ras
~raoa~riua
a u v i r n a ~ va~toa.rfivatrov
nepaôv, Ooat 6' 6xfip~ov6iy3cwror ai
cppoupù~Qouarrt I I ~ p a i ~ tflictv
i~,
xpooayov E?co~ropica.~poauyay6pcvo~
S'È .ràq KUTU rfjv Kctpiav .irokq, O p o i w ~

uai TUÇ EV rq A w i a XEEC~S

..

Fr. 8: "...of the so-called cwh~chhad been founded h m Greece fie at
gnce uersuaded (to revoltl."

K~OOEA~BETO.
[ I l .6û.4] So sailing with the entire f l e t to
faria hëat once succeeded in pmuading tbe
cities on the coast which had been settled fîom
Greece to revoit from the Persians, but as for
the cities whose inhabitants spoke two
languages and still had Persian garrisons,he
hadreciurse to force and laid si&e to hem;
then. aftcr he had brought over tihis ride the
cities of Caria, he Iikewise won over by
persuasion those of Lycia.
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%.9 +10+53:

:.. . . . . .Kwov xvvl
Bavouwoc ~ o l rv r ~ v
Tkpaov aioAolv moi,
i n v K u ~ p o vo u ] v 7 ~ ~ a
X8a~Gta~oatlatcx&v[
i n ~ o v 7 xlpiocll
a
TOICE[

rot

Frs. 9 + 10 + 53: "(Cimon attacked,

--

[l i .60.6]And when Cimon Iearned that-the
perceivirtp) that the Persian fleet was drawn
Persian fleet was l& gff CVD~US,
sailing
against the barbarians he engaged them in
off Cm=, with P o hundred and f& ships
w
t three hundred and f o a . After they had battle, pitting ~ w hundred
o
and u s h i p s
opposed each other for a considerable time, he avainst k e h u e d and fom. A sharp
destroyed many of the barbarians' ships which smggle took place and both fleets fought
ran into danger and captured a hundred of them brilliantiy,but in the end the Athenians were
victorious, having destroyed many of the
with the crews, taking alive..."
enemy ships and captured more than one
hundred together with their crews.
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Chart Four. P.Oxy. 1610 th.11+12+1: IDiodonis 11.6 I 3-5(Oldfather, LCL)
[11.61.3] z a p u f i ~ Fi pqakqç y~vofivqç
xapù TOIC
ïïipaay, o i pkv x ~ p zov
i

Frs. 12+13:
[. . . . . . . . . . . . .]&
[. .] St~reA[ouvojvtêç
mal^& V O C I I ~ ~I~ ~ E S
~cpotiova u ~ [ o y q ] o

vovrq a u t o y n[v]at
q d r a q ou Sq 1~[0]l.Aor
pev m o TOV Kasa
~ q 0 & v ? o &Ka
v
cpuAa~ovamBvq[tJl
[ a ~ o v l IX-rnK'tt
[no]ÂAoa 6~{OWES -q
h m c o n o x~prlcimov
TES rorç EAAqIaiv 1 Sta
rqv anopi[a]lv onou
~[p]a?r[o]r[vro]I Kat TOV
[ d S [ a ~ q v r l s au.toy
I~
E
[ z t z ~ a o n a(PO$?]OV
1. . . . . . . . . . . . . .]a'ra
Fr. 11:"...(they killed) -neral
Pherendates. who was the king's ne~hew.in
bis tent."

Fr. 12 + 13: "...Hence, aimg that W
d e s 'm
a
p the Iand. thev fled to
the shiq, expecting these to be
own
W.There many of hem were killed in the
night by the guards wbo had been left behind
on the spot, while many were taken alive,
falling into the hands of the Greeks through
their ignorance which way to tum and the fear
which had suddenly overtaken them."

on

[Il .6131 A great tumult amse among the
Persians, and the soldiers of Cimon cut down
ail who came in their way, and seizing in.hb
Pherendates, one of the two generals of the
barbariaris and ji nephew of the king, they slew
him; and as for the rest of the Persians, some
they cut down and others they wounded, and
all of them, because of the unexpectedness of
the attack, they forced to take flight. In a word,
such consternation as weU as bewilderment
prevailed among the Persians that most of them
did not even know who it was that was
aüacking them. [1161.41 For they had no idea
that the Greeks had corne against them in
force, king persuadeci that they had no Iand
army at all; and they assumed that it was the
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Pisidians, who dwelt in neighbouring territory
and were hostile to them, who had corne to
attack them. Consequently,. w gthat the
attack of fie enemv was comine from the
mainland. thev fled to their s& in the belief
they were in friendlv hands. El1.6 151And
~
a moon, their
since it was a dark i g b without
bewilderment was increased a i i the more and
not a man was able to discem the m e state of
affairs.
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Chart Five:P.Oxy. 1610 frs. 15+16 Diodorus 11.69.1 (Oldfather, LCL)
r11.69.11 ToG 8 &auaiou movou
S d i i ~ i e o ~ o s' A ~ @ ~ C&
J L-q p ~ ~
A ~ a t e ~ o a , p o p l CZUTOI
~
~ a û n a . r f i ~ & a aAE~KLOS
v
06aXÉpi.o~
iToxki.~oha~ai Tir% Aipihoç
M a p p ~ o a klri
. 6&T O ~ T O VK E T ~T$V
Aaiav 'Aprapavo~, p h y i v o ~
Yp~avloa,Suvapevo~SERAES~TOVzapa
r@@.xathïSipcr( ai 7Wv SO~Z)(PO~OV
acpqyoBpcvoa, Ë K ~ V E Va v e k î v rov
c ~ p t q v~àa
*v PuathEiav
kau~ov
~M
.rTiv~ o s
p&zaa~iiaat.. & ~ K o ~ @ o !6È
Elripouhip x p o ~Miûpt5amv tov
~ 6 v o G ôç
y ~{v ~ ~ ! A K O I C T ~ O &
~ a o i di
h q~ v rupuu~ciqvéyav
IC~QTIV, u p a Z~È ai ~ 1 ) v y &V
~ ~ 5
Ap~apavouKU^ &oq h f i ~ o u a zpoq
&
~
i
j
imSouLfiv.
v
1. . . . . . . . . . . . . .]v
Frs. 15+I6: "...the spearmen,of whom
[l 1.69.11 With the passing of this year, in
Artaxemes happened to be.. .,k i n g at the
Athens Lysitheus was archon, and in Rome the
same time anxious to obtain the kingdom
consuls eIected were Lucius Valerius Publicola
himself and afraid that ...k-ç~.mm~nj,çafcdhc and Titus Aernilius Mamercus. During this
(plot) to the eunuch Mithridates. the k i u
year, in Asia Arîabanus, an ~ ~ r c a nbyi binh,
i
who
enjoyed
the
greatest
influence
at
the
court
chamkrain.."
of King Xerxes and was captain of the royal
body-guard, decided COslay Xerxes and
transfer the kingship to himseif. He
~~m.un.içauxi
& plot 10 Mithridates the
eunuch,who was the b g k chi!mk-rl.ai~and
enjoyed his supreme confidence, and he, since
he was also a relative of Artabanus as well as
his friend, agreed to the plot.

Fr. 15:

I,

CHAPTER FOUR

THE TWO-GOSPEL (NEO-GRIESBACH) HYPOTHESIS

1. The Cment State of the 'IWo-GospeI (Neo-Gnesbach) Hypothesis

William R. Farmer's seminal book, The Synoptic Problem,' succeeded in
accomptishing at least two very important things: First, it revived the Owen-Griesbach
theory on synoptic relationships that postdated the pnority of Matthew, Luke's use of
Matthew, and Mark's subsequent confiation of Matthew and Luke. This theory originated
some two centuries earlier with Heary Owen and J. J. Griesbach, waning with the decline
of F. C. Baur and the Religionsgeschichre scbooI in the mid to late nineteenth century.
Second, it clearly and rightly demonsûated tbat the Synoptic b b l e m was still just that: a

problem. Farmer illustrated that many of the arguments for the Holtzmann-Streeter
support for Markan pnority were rooted less in results of source-critical analysis and

more in the political and ecclesial climates of Europe2 Perhaps, then, Farmer's greatest
conmbution to Synoptic sctiolarship at that point was reinvigorathg Synoptic sourcecritical discussion?

' New York: Macmillan, 1964, nprinttd Düisboro, NC: Western North Carolina Press. 1976.
See cspccially Farmer. The Synopiic Problm. 3647,118-198. See also John S. Kloppenborg
Verbin, The Jesus of History and the H i r y of Dagrna: TheoIogicai C ~ I in Sthe Synoptic Roblem:'
in Excuvating Q: The History mrd Sening ofrhe SayVtgs Gospel (Edinburgh: T & T Clark; hiinncapolis:
Forars~.~,000)),
271-328.

David L. Dungan has recentIy stpttd tbe fotiowing about Fanner's conmbution to Synoptic
Problem sdioIarship: "In whar was by far the most thorough acrount [of the history of the Synoptic
ProbIem] to date, Farmer not only ideniifid and accountcd for the main figures and iheories in that history
- mostiy German and Engfish -he &O documenteci the qxated occurrence of hypothetical conjectures
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As a result of Farmer's "revivai" of the Griesbach hypothesis (and consequently a

"revival" of source-critical debate) ,partially through profound critique of Markan
priority, the Two-Gospel (Neo-Griesbach) Hypothesis (2GH) has emerged as the most
formidable alternative to the HoltzmandStreeter legacy, i.e., the Two-Document
Hypothesis (2DH). Until his death in 2000, Fatmer led a significant gmup of scholars: the

Research Team of the International Institute for Gospel Studies (hereafter the "Research

Team"). This group continues to defend the validity of the 2GH through the publication
of their research: Beginning wiîh the assumption of Matthean priority, this group of
scholars continues to demonstrate in detail both aspects of the 2GH: 1) Luke's use of
Matthew (and other "non-Matthean tradition[s]"'); and,2) Mark's use (conflation) of
Matthew and Luke.

Advocates of the 2GH have descfibed the theory in a number of different ways:
Fanner, in "reviving" the Owen-Griesbach theory, argued that the data supported the
notion that Matthew was "copied by Luke,and that Mark was secondary to both Matthew
and Luke, and frequently combined their respective texts.16 This conclusion was, for

Farmer, a final "step" in a series of 16 "steps" or theses of aa argument in support of the
--

-

.

-

-

-

that began with no evidence whatsoever to support hem and later w a turneci into unquestioned axiams.

He discovexeci eclectic and nebulous hypothcscç that were k e d on emneous logic and rnaintained by
sloppy methodology. Most damning of aü, Fvmcr documenied fhc repeated use of inaniidation to suppnss
scholariy opposition when scientSc arguments faied" (A HLnory of tk Synoptic Probfem:The Canon. the
Tut.he Composition,and the Ituerprerorion qfrheGospek [New Yo*: Doubleday, 19991 372).
A. I. McNicol. cd., Beyond the Q impasse: Luke's I/Jc of Manhew. Theu second (and final?)
volume on Mark's use of Matthew and Luke is prrsendy beïng completed and should be published by 2000
- David B. Peabody, with Man J. MNicol and Lamar Cope, eds., Beyond the Impasse of Markan Priority.
Mark's Use ofhîanhew and Luke: A Demotunartion by the Research Team of t k International Institutefor
GspefSnrdies (Vaiiey Forge, PA: Trïnity Rcss IntemationaI,i?WO).

'See McNical, Luke's Use qfbionhnv,25-28.
Famer, The SynopticPrablem, 227.
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revived Owen-Griesbach theory? Continuing the ground breaking work of Farmer, David

Dungan argued in 1970 that it is best to understand Mark as an "abridgement" of
Matthew and Luke! In 1984,at the "Jerusalem Symposium on the Interrelations of the

Gospels," Farmer continueci to articulate the 'Two-Gospel" Hypothesis (a term coined
just pnor to the conference by Bernard Orchard). in his essay outlining the theory,

F m e r argued that the 2GH could be supported by the tradition of the earIy church, a
plausible understanding of Mark's purpose in its posterior position,and the Iiteriuy
'The "steps"of Fanner's argument arr as fotiows, and are taken h m pp. 202-227 of 77te
Synoptic P r o b h : Step One: 'The similarity betwecn Manhew. Mark, and Lukc is such as to jus* the

assertion chat they stand in sornt kind of lituary relationship to one anothei' (202); Stcp Two: 'mmare
eightecn aad only eighteen Fundamentai ways in which t h documents, among which the= a i s u some
kind of dircct literary dependence, may be related to one anorhef (208); Step Thm: "Whiieit is possible
to conceive of an infinite number of variations of these eighteen basic rtlationships by positing additional
hypothetical documents, tfiese eighteen should be given fmt consideration" (209); Step Four: "Only six out
of eighteen basic hypothetical arrangements arc viable" (208); Step Five: There arc isolable and
objectively defmabIe categorics of literary phenomena which have played a ptomhent mle in the history
of the Synoptic Roblem which whcn properly understood arc more readily explicabte whcn Mark is placed
third than when cither Matthew or Wce is placed thirdw(211); Step Six: The phenomcna of agreement
and disagreement in the respective ordu and content of material in each of the Synoptic Gospcls constitute
a category of literary phenornena which is more readily explicablc on a hypotbcsis which placcs Mark third
wirh Matthew and Lukc befm him than on any alternative hypothesis" (211-212); Step Seven: 'The Minor
Agreements of Matthcw and Luke against Mark constimte a second catcgory of litcrary phenomena which
is more readily explicable on a hypothcsis wherc Mark is regardai as rhitd with Manhew and Luke beforc
hirn fhan on any aIkmatÎve hypothesism(215); Stcp Eight: '"Thenexists a positive comlation between
agreement in otder and agreement in wordiig among the Synoptic Gospels which is most nadily explicable
on the hypothesis tha! Mark was written aftn Matthew and Luke and is the resuit of a rcdactional
procedure in which Mark made use both of Matthcw and Luke" (217); Siep N'me: "It is possibic to
understand the redactionai process through which Mark went, on the hypothesis that he c o m p d his
gospeI based primarily on Matthew and Luke" (219); Step Ten: 'The most probable explanation for the
extensive agreement krween Manhew and Luke is fhat the author of one made use of the work of the
other" (220); Step Eleven: 'The hypothesis that Luke made use of Mattbcw is in accord w i h Liike's
declaration in ibe p l o g u e to his Gospel concerning his purpose in writing" (221); Stcp Twclve:
"Assuming that ihcn is dircct tittrary dependencc betwœn Manhew and Luke,inttnial evidence indicatcs
that the M a n of dependence is that of Luke upon Maahew" (223); Sltp Thirtten: 'The weight of
extemal evidence is againsc the hypothesis that Matthew was written a€terLuke" (224); Stcp Founeen:
"The weight of externai evidcnce is agallist the hypothesis that Matthew was wtitten aftmMark" (225);
Step Fifteen: V a t Mark was written after both Matthew and Luke is in accord wiih the earliest and best
extemal evidence on the question" (225);and, Siep Su-:
"A historicO-CnticaI andysis of the Synoptic
tradition, uulizing both hterary-historicai and form-criticalcanons of criticism, supporu a hypothcsis which
ncognizes ihat Matihcw is in may respects secondary in the He situation of Jesas, and ihe primitive
Palestinian Christian community, but ihat this Gaspel was nonctheless copied by Luke, and ihat Mark was
seconâary to both Matthew and Lukc, and frequcntiy combined thcir respective tex&" (227).

'

-

David L. Dungan, "Mark The Abridgement of Matthew and Me," in Iem and Mun's Hope,
vol. 1 (ed. D. G. Buürick; Pittsburgh: Pittsburgh Theotogical Seminary, 1970), 51-97.
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evidence that "confirms that Mark used both Matthew and Luke.'" Advocates of the 2GH
argue for the validity of their theory not just based on its perceived power to best explain
the observable Synoptic data, but that the theory is the "solution" that makes the most

pastoral and theological sense!'

II. The Compositionai Techniques as Described by Advocates of the 2GH

The fundamentai assumption of the 2GH is the priority of Matthew. Hence, giveo
that the focus of this dissertation is on compositionai practices and techniques, the other
two assumptions of the 2GH will be described and analyzed, namely Luke's use of
Matthew and Mark's conflation of Matthew and Luke.

Luke's Use of Manhew (and "Non-MattheanTradirion[sJn)

In 1970 Dungan rightly conceded that at that time there existed no "careful
discussion of Luke-Acts dong Griesbachian Iines in the modern literature on Luke."" As
a partial attempt to fill this lacuna, Farmer offered a brief summary of Luke's
compositionai techniques on the 2GH at the 1984 Jenisalem Symposium:

In its generd construction, Luke's Gospel seems to follow Matthew's, ciifferhg
mainly in the way he handles the discourses of ksus. Matthew arranges most of
Jesus' teaching into several lengthy discourses. Luke takes over some opening
units from each of Matthew's discourses, keeping them in the same relative order
in his account except for the discourse on the parables and the discourse on the
W. R. Fiumer. The Twdiospel Hypothesis: The Staternent of the Hypothesis," in Dungan,
lntnrelurïons, 125-156, quote h m 132.
'O

Sec W.R. Farmcr, Tirr Gospel of Jarcs.
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apostolic mission, the order of which he reverses.Other sayings from these
several discourses which Luke takes over into bis account h m Manhew are
either given appropriate settings in his nanative or are woàred together
thematicaily with sayings material h m other sources in his great Central Section
( M 2 - 18:14). In reading Luke's account one can skip h m 9: 1 to l8:3 1. if one
skips over this section his narrative moves almg much more efficiently over
essentially the same ground covered by Matthew. There is Jesus with John in the
Jordan Vabey. Then there is the ministry in Galilee. Finaiiy there is the climatic
accouut of Jesus' passion in Jeru~alern.'~
Beginning in 1990, the Research Team met regularly, including pefiodic meetings
at the Society of Biblical Literature, primarily to discuss Luice's use of Matthe~!~
As a

result, in 1996 the Research Team published their comprehensive description of Luke's
use of Matthew.14Like Fanner's pioneering work in 1964, Luke's Use of Manhew was a
groundbreaking work in that it is, îo date, the oniy detailed and complete treatment of
Luke's compositionaI activity on the 2GH.

The Research Team approached their analysis of Luke's use of Matthew by
"[wlorking as an interdisciplinary team using impartial metfiods, taking Mark completely

Set the foIlowing articles h m the SBL SemincuPapers: David B. Peabody,"Repeated
Language in Matthew: Clues to the Orda and Composition of Luke and Mark." in Suciery of Biblical
Literwe 1991 Smiw Pupers (cd. Eugene H . Lovering; SBLSP 30. Adanta: SchoIars Press, 1991)647686;Lamar Cope,et al., "NBirafiveOutline of the Compasition of Lukc According IOthe T w o Gospel
Hypothesis,"in Society UfBiblicalL i t e r w e 1992 Seminar Pupers (cd,Eugene H . Lovering; SBLSP 31;
Atlantx Scholars Press, 1992) 98-120; Lamar Cope. et al., "Narrative Outline of the Composition of Lukc
According to the T w o Gospel Hypothcsis [2]," in Society of Bibiicui Lireraruc 1993 Senrimu Papers (cd.
Eugene H. Lovering; SBLSP 32;Atlanta: Scholars ntss, 1993) 303-333;Lamarcope,et al., "Namtive
Outline of the Composition of Luke Acconhg to .the Two Gospel Hypachesis [31," in Sociery of Biblical
Lirerame 1994 Senùnur Paprrs (ai.Eugene H.Lovering; SBLSP 33; Atlanta: Scholars h,
1994) 5 16573;and Lamar Cope, et ai., "Nanative Oume of the Compositionof M e According ta the Two Gospel
Hypothesk [4]," in Society ofBLbiical tireranuc 1995 Seminnt Paprs (ed. Eugene H.Lovering; SBLSP
34; Atlanta: Scholars Press. 1995) 636-W.

'

McNicoI. Luke's Use of Mmh. In I976,Bernard Orcharci affempied to explain Luke's use of
Manhew, but not in the same dctaii as undmaktn by the Rcsearch Team (see Bernard Orchard, Monhnv,
Lukr and Mark [MKoinonia Press, IWW. Whüe FarmercommendedOicbard's study in 1977
as "a satisfactory expianaiion of Luire'suse of Manhew (with ùieGnesbach hypothtsis as prrmise)." it did
w t "offera detailed tedacti0n-Cntica.Id y s i s ofLukc on the Gnesbach hypothesis. The tasic has yet to be
donc" (Wüliarn Famicr,"Modern Developmnits of Griesbach's Hypoihesis," K15 23 [lm283).
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and dispensing with Q. ...""As a result, the Research Team was able to

i d e n w Luke's "sequentiai" use of Matthew and the three distinct types of compositional
techniques employed by him:

In Lk [Lukef 1-2, Luke selected some elements of Mt watthew] 1-2 and
combined them with non-Matthean traditions to create his Birth and Infancy
Section. In Lk 3-9. Luke began foilowing closely both the order and the content of
Matthew ,f?om Mt 3, the preaching of John the Baptist, down to Mt 18, a speech
of Jeçus dealing with intra-community discipline. However, Luke did not
simplistically adopt the order of Matthew's pericopes h m Mt 3 to 18. Rather, he
created hîs narrative by moving forward through Matthew to a certain point and
then - still foilowing his own narrative agenda - wenr back to an earIier part of
Matthew and proceeded to work his way forward in Mattfiew again. He repeated
this procedure a number of rimes untiI he used most of the material il Matthew
down to Mt 18 (a speech of Jesus dealing with community discipline). Here Luke
stopped his rnethod of successive utilization of Matthew stories and sayings in
order to m a t e a Icngthy teaching section loosely set against the backdrop of Jesus
traveling toward Jerusalem (Lk 10: 1-19:27). Known as the Lukan Travel
Narrative, the method Luke followed here was to weave together sayings taken
fiom the major speeches of Jesus in Matthew, rnostly in the order in which the
sayings occur wirhin each speech in Matthew, around a number of themes
appropriate for Christians in the Heilenistic world.
FiaIly, toward the end of the Travel Nauative at Lk 18: 15, Luke retums
to the narrative order of Matthew's Gospel. At this point, Luke mostly keeps in
step with Matthew's narrative order until just before the end, when he branches
off to creace a smooth transition into the Acts narrative.
Thus we have described three distinctly different ways in which Luke has
Iargely followed Matthew's order.16
Thus, as Luke composes his gospel (which is divided into seven parts), he utilizes
three "distinctly different" compositionai techniques in a&pting Matthew:
1. Luke's "cyclic progression" through Matthew (Luke3: 1-9:5Q):Luke is "moving
forward and going back again, selecting Matthean units and combining them with
materials of his own to mate his chronoIogicaiiy orienteci na~ative."'~

"McNicoI,U

' s Use of Maxrhew, 12.

' McNia1, LLCkC's Use of Manhew, 14 (emphasis original).

"McNiaiI, iukc's Use ofM~lfhew,21.
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2. Luke's depiction of "Jesus giving a series of teachings loosely based on a 'Journey
toward Jerusalem' motif' (Luke 951-19:27): this section is comprised of the
foilowing: a) "some of the rernaining narrative units in Matthew - which he used in
Matthew's general order - plus sayings omitted from units used previousiy"; b)

-

"sayings from al1 of Matthew's sayings collections which Luke interspersed
throughout Lk 10-19 mostly in the sarne order these sayings occur within Matthew's
speeches (i.e.,but not necessarily in the general order of the speeches as they occur in
Matthew)"; and, c) "non-Matthean traditions worked into the scenes where he thought
it to be appropriate."'*

3. Luke's dose patteniing of Matthew's "basic narrative order" (Luke 19:28-24:53).19
While the Research Team isolates other very general "compositional techniques"
that do not directly relate to Matthew/Luke sequences? they more importantiy argue that

"Luke creates a smoothly flowing, weii-proportioned narrative" dong the lines of Lucian

of Samosata's own guidelines for history wnting in his How to Write ~isror=y?'For the
Research Team, Luke's Gospel "is a good example of a composition that can result h m

la

McNicol. Luke's Use of Manhew, 21.

McNicol, tuke's Use of Manheu, 21.

These include Luke's use of joumeys "to organite his material and smicture his narrative"; ihe
themes of 'promise and fuifiilment"; male and fernale pairing; and, "Lukan anticipations" (McNicol,
Lukr 's Use of Manhew. 33-35).

"

McNicoi, Lukc's Use of Manhew, 30-33. Sec Lucian, Hist. conscr. 6.6667. The Research
Team's translation of Lucian is as foiiows: "...Aftcr the prefacc, long or short in propartion to its subject
manu. kt the transition to the narrative be gentle and easy. For aii the body of the history is simply a long
,
smoothing,
narrative. So let it be adomtd with the v h e s propcr to (such a) narrative. i ~ .pmgressing
evenly and consistently, free fiom things jutting out and gaps. Thtn let the clarity (of the subjcct maita)
show plainly, achicved, as i have said, both by wans of the tut and by means of the interweaving of the
rtimgs (racountcd). For he will make everything distinct and completc, and whcn finished with the k t
topic he win inaoduce the second, fastenecl to it and linked with it liLe a chain, m avoid breaks aud a
muItiplicity of disjoiited narratives. No, the f
m and second topics m u t always wt mcrely be ncighbars
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fdlowing Lucian's standards of Heilenistic historiography, rhetorical skill, and
compositional gracef~lness.~'*M a t foilows this introductory matenal in the Research
Team's book is the bulk of the research, essentially a pericope by pericope analysis of

Luke's "redaction" of mat the^.^
Traditionaiiy, one of the objections to the Two-DocumentHypothesis (2DH)

maintaineci by advocates of the 2GH is based in the hypothetical nature of Q.Farmer
hiniself has stated that the 2GH enjoys an advantage over the 2DH in that "the Two-

Gospel Hypothesis makes it quite unnecessary to apped to hypothetical documents like Q
to explain close agreement among the G o ~ ~ e l shnically,
. " ~ ~ advocates of the 2GH now
are beginning to describe a hypothetical source (or sources) of îheir own, the so-caiied

"non-Matthean tradition(s)," utilized by Luke in addition COMatthew. These "nonMatthean" traditions faIl into four categories: F i t , places "where Luke has incorporated
non-Matthean tradition into his narrative that has no parallel in Matthew and, lacking any

substantial arnounts of Lukan linguistic characteristics, couid hardly by considered Lukan

but share and

the edges (of the uni&) i o g e W (32).

McNicoI, L . ' s Use of MatrIicw, 33. On Lucian's "standards" in Luke (and Mark) an du 2GH.
set discussion below.

"

A number of scholars have nvicwed and critiqued the wark of the Researrh Team in this
volume,including Robert A. Dcrrcnbacker,Jr., The ReIatiomhip among IheGospeIs Recoasidered," TJT
14 (1998): 83-88; ChnstophcrTuckett, "Rwiew of M a n J. MENicol, Beyond tk Q Impasse: M ' s Use of
Mmhew," JBL 117 (1998): 363-365; John S. Kloppcnborg,"Review ofAlIan S. McNicol, Beyond die Q
Impasse: U c ' s Use ofManhew," CBQ 61 (1999):370-372;and, Mark Goodacrr, "Beyand !k Q Inpuse
or Down a Biind Aiieyt lSlYT76 (1999): 33-52. Winiam R. Famiet respondeddirectIy io DemnbaclEds
rcview and aitique in "A Response to R o k n A. Derrrnbaskcr,Ir.," n.p. [adOctokr 21,2QOO].oriiine:
httpIIwwwco~y~ulreV2gh/derrrnb~~kerhm.

"

Farmer, The Guspet of Jesui, L8.Smiirariy, the Research T e .m
e
s the foilowing: "...it is
cIear that the T w o Gospel Hypathcsis in cornparison to rhe Two Source Hypothesii enjoys h e advaatage of
not having to hypothccatc the existence of a major unknown source called 'Q'" (McNicol. U ' s Use of
M M ~ 28;
. emphasis mine).
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co~nposition."~~
Second, "instances where Luke, although he has a paralle1 tradition ia
Matthew ,chooses to foiiow the non-Matthean tradition."16 Third, places "where Luke has
both a Matthean and a non-Matthean tradition and decides to conflate them."n Fourth,
instances (parijcularly in the Passion Narrative) "where Luke may have used both written
and oral non-Matthean tradition alongside of Matthean tradition."" In the text of the
Research Team's cornrnentary on Luke, tittle attempt is made to define the shape, nature
and extent of the "non-Matthean" tradition(s) since the immediate interest of their
research is preciseiy Luke's use of Matthew 29 The Research Team is quick to note tbat
their hyphetical source(s) is (are) not their "Q." Q is, they argue, a hypothetical source
not required of the data; the "non-Matthean" tradition(s), on the other hand, is (are)
required of the data.m

Use of Manhcw, 26. included in this cakgory are the Magnificat W e 1:46LS McNicof,
55); the walk ro Emmaus (Luke 2413.35); and, several parables (Luke 15: 11-32; 16:l-8.19-31).

McNicoI, Luke's Use of Matthew, 26. lncluded in this categary an 'The Catch of FE^ and the
Cal1 of Three Disciples" (iuke 51-1 1; cf. Man 418-22); and. Jesus' anointing (Lukt 7:36-50: cf. Matt
265-13).

McNicol. &'s Use of Matthcw, 26.The Resuirch T m lis&one *possibIc"iastance: parable
of the vineyard and tenants (Luke 20:9-18; cf. Matt 2 1 3 3 4 .
n McNiml, Luke's Use of Matthew, 26. For the Rcsearch Team this possibly took place in M e ' s

Last Suppcr (Luke 2214-23) or within the Trial Narrative (Luke 23:1-25).
29 "Wewodd emphasite again that the major focus of this book is on Luite's ase of Manhcw. The
whok matter of Luke's use of non-Manhemtradition, in order to be addresseci adcqualy, wouId naed to
be the subject of another volume" (McNico1,Lukc's Use qfMmhew, 27).

On the origin of the parable of the Lost Son (Luke 151 1-32): The simplest explanntion for
tbese non-Lukm characteristics[in this parable] is to hypothesize the existcnœ of a s o m wriüen in G r d
h m which Luke carefdiy copied rhis parabIe. To date thut ha.? b œ n no other known way to explain tht
data. This source, then, is iadecd a hypothctical one, because it does wt m fact a.
Howcvcr it is a
hypothetid sourcc required of the data [unliLe QI (McNicol, Luke's Use of Molthrw, 28).
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Mark's Use (Conflutiun) of Matthew and Luke

In bis f 964 revival of Griesbach's solution to the Synoptic Problem, Farmer
concludes The Sjnoptic Problem with a chapter on the "redaction" of the "Synoptic
Tradition" (Le., Matthew and Luke) in Mark." Breaking Mark 1-13 and 16 up Uito twelve
sections7F m e r discusses (generally) Mark's methods for conflating Matthew and
Luke on the ~ G H ?Farmer describes a variety of redactional characteristics for Mark in

his conflation of Matthew and Luke. In discussing how Mark decided where to begin his
gospel, Farmer States that it is possible "that Mark was influenced in his decision by the
fact that this is the place where Matthew and Luke begin to agree in theù acco~nts."~
On

Mark making iiterary transitions between the sequence of his sources, F m e r argues that

(Mark]began following Matthew up to his Sermon on the Mount, and thereafter
proceeded to follow the order of Luke up to his sermon on the plain. In this way
Mark deviated from his sources as little as possible, following their common
order whenever possible, adherhg f i t to the order of Matfhew up to a
distinguishable point of literary transition and thereafter the order of Luke up to
the comsponding point in Luke's narrative. This is a perfectly intelligible
redactional procedure for any writer to foiiow if he were faced with the task of

''

Famer, "Notes for a History of the Rcdaccion of Synoptic Tradition in Mark,"nie S y ~ p t i c
Problem. 233-283.
Famier purposefidiy avoids deaiing with Mnrk 14-15 since the "ndactional problems in the fmal
chapiers of Mark arc not particularly complicated, and can be explained on any hypothuis which
recognUes sorne kuid of direct litcrary reIatïonship among the thrct Evangclists, and acknowIedges Luke to
have editcd with considerable &dom one or both the 0 t h Gospels" (TheSynopric Problem. 234).

" Fatmer concedes that his neamient is by no means thorough: 'The notes in this chaptcr are by
no means complete. Only a commentary on Marlr would afford au adequatc scope for a fuU scde trcatmat
of dl the questions of criticai intmst. The intention ofthcse notes is to deal generaiiy with the more
serious redactionai question which a critic f= m working with the t u t of Mark on the Griesbach
hypothesis. A secondary purpose of these notes is to dernonstrate that in a variety of passages it is possible
to e x p h the history of the Synoptic nadition more adeguatcly on the Griesbach hypothesis ihan on any
hyporiusis which posits the pnonty of Mark" (TheSynoptk Problem, 233).
Famer's desire for a commentary-lengîhaeatment of Mark on the 2GH was reaiizcd in C. S.
Mann, M a r k A New Translationwith infr&un
and Commenrary (AB 27; Garden City, NJ: DoubIeday,
1986)- However, this commentary was gencraIly rcceived wgatively, including m a t wtio advocated the
2GH.
Y

Farmu, The Synoptic Probiem, 236.
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cornbing Matthew and Luke, without doing unnecessary violence to the interests
and proprietary concem of the adherents of eitber of his sources?
Farmer sumarizes Mark's redactional program:
Mark's redactional procedure refiects no sense of slavish dependence on either
Matîhew or Luke. Mark is a new form of the Gospel, characterized by a distinct
measure of literary k d o m , but distinguished above all for its representation of
tradition that for the most part would have been familiar to its readers or hearers
through their acquaintance with either Matthew or Luke. M a t would have been
new tradition in Mark for those acquainted only with Matthew would have corne
primarily fiom Luke, and what would have been new for those acquainted only
with Luke wodd have corne primarily h m Matthew .That the Evangelist, Mark,
added two new miracle stories and one new parable to his Gospel only underlines
the fact that he was not slavishly dependent upon Matthew and Luke and that his
work is a new fonn of the GO@%

On the connection between order and wording in foUowing his sources, Farmer argues
the following:
Whenever Mark cornes to a series of passages in Matthew and Luke where they
botb have the same literary unics in the same order, his text does not tend to be
unifody closer to that of one of his predecessors than it is to that of the other. In
other words, Mark's text tends to be closer to that of the Gospel whose order he is
foliowing, only when the other Gospel has the same marerial in quite another
order."
On Mark's redactional procedure in Mark 3:20-443, Fanner observes that
where Mark does not simply or consistently foilow the order of either Matthew or
Luke, though he is c o v e ~ gmaterial which as a whole is found in one particular
section of Matthew ,the degree of verbal kinship between the text of Mark and
Matthew on the one hand and the text of Mark and Luke on the other is
correspondingly ambiguous as compared to those sections of his Gospel where he
unarnbiguously foilows the order of either Matthew or Luke?

F m ,The Sywpnc P r o b h . 236-237.

"Fannef, The Synoptic Probiem, 238 (emphasis addtd).
* Farmcr, The Synoptic Problem. 240.
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In 6:l-6(Jesus' rejection at Nazareth),Mark moves fiom closely foilowing Luke in the
previous section (4:35-543) to a close foilowing of Matthew. Farmer States that this
phenomenon
is strikingly in keeping with a pattern of altemation in agreement in wording,
where Mark agrees closely now with one of his sources and then suddenly just as
closely with the other; an altemation which corresponds positively with an
altemation in agreement in order occurring at exactIy the sarne place where the
agreement in wording ~hifts?~
On matenal that is only attested in one of his sources, not both, Farmer argues that "Mark
was not averse to incorporating [this] material.'4 Likewise Mark was not "averse to

taking a parable or gnomic saying from Matthew and confIating or combing it in some
way with its parallel in Luke, or vice versa.'*' Yet, "whenever Mark undertook to
conflate or combine matenal from one of his sources with parailel matenal from another,
he tended to confine himself to the literary units between which there aiready existed a
close relationship of literary dependence.'**
On Mark 10: 13-12:37 and parallels (Matt 19: 13-22:46//Luke 18:l5-20:44),
Farmer argues that since
Matthew and Luke foilowed the same generaI order, and since Mark almost never
departed h m theucornmon order, the redactional problems for Mark were
relatively sirnpIe. Whatever Matthew and Luke had in common Mark included,
sometimes following Matthew's accowt more cIosely that that of Luke, and
sometimes Luke's account more closely than chat of Maühew, but always
showing the influence of both?

"Fanner, nK Synopric Probiem, 241.
Fanner, The Synoptic Problem, 248.

' Fannu. The SynopticProblem, 248.
Fanncr. The Synoptic Probiem, 248.

258.
Fanner. The SynopticMh.
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finaIly, on the Apocalyptic Discourse in Mark 13:1-37 (par. Matt 24: 1-36//Luke
21536). Farmer illustrates Mark's tendency to follow the "general shape" of one gospel

but includes some of the wording of the other, He descnis this phenomenon as follows:
Wherever the text of Luke followed that of Matthew, Mark copied the common
text so cIosely that the agreements between Matthew and Luke against Mark were
reduced to insignificance. Likewise, whenever the text of Luke deviated h m that
of Matthew, Mark followed the text of Matthew so closely that the agreements
benveen Mark and Luke against Mattbew were reduced to insignificance. This is
why it is possible to describe Mark's version of the apocaiyptic discourse as a
revision of Luke's, in which the general sbape of Luke's version of the discourse
was preserved, but in which tûe text was revised to bring it into accord with the
text of Matthew, h m which Luke's text was originally derived, and which
Matthean text was significantly supported elsewhere in Luke's Gospel, even
supported in some cases in such a way as to testiS, again the authenticity of the
text of Luke's version of the di~course.~
Thus, Farmer describes Mark's redactional (i.e., conflationary) activity. Mark is
depicted by Farmer as an author who frequentIy and habitually moves back and forth
between his two sources, both within and between pericopes. This is the phenomenon of
the pattern of "altemathg agreement," which Longstaff m e r investigates (see below).
in addition, one is able to observe that on occasion, Mark follows the order of one source
while at the same time adapting the wording of the other. Fariner does not describe in Tiie

Synuptic Problem the two essentiai features of Mark's redaction on the 2GH: 1) Mark's
omission of most of the saying material in Matthew and Luke (the "Q materiai" on the

2DH); and, 2) Mark's "creation" of "Minor Agreements" in his redaction of Mark.In
other words, Mark chooses to create a verbai "contradiction" with his two sources where
they agree?

'S niis i
s an inreresüng phenomenon ptïcuIariy m light of what Dungan has identihi as a
"tendency" in at least the compositional d v i t y of Taiian and Marcion (as Famm summ-)
ïo
pmduce gospel tutîs h m which al1 i n c o ~ n c i e as d coneradicrionshave b e n rcmovcd" (Wïiiiam R.
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in bis defense of the Griesbach theory at the 1970 confmnce at Pittsburgh
Theologicai Seniinary on the state of Gospel scholarship, David L. Dungan read a paper

-

entitied "Mark The Abridgement of Matthew and Luke.'* in Ins paper (aad
subsequently published article), Dungan defended of the vaiidity of the Griesbach theory
on three fronts: First, Dungan cxitiqued the main Streeterian arguments for Markan
prionty that continued to bc used by most Synoptic source critics up to that point.
Second, Dungan briefly explored other alternatives to the 2DH, particularly the Farrer
theory.Third, Dungan argued that the Griesbach hypothesis is the most valid alternative

to the methodologicaüy flawed 2DH. In this third section? Dungan defends the
Griesbach theory by answering several standard objections to the "solution":
1) How did Luke derive his Gospel out of Matthew?
2) How could Mark possibly have done the editing job Griesbach proposed he

did?

3) Who would have composed a Mark from Matthew and Luke?
Of immediate interest is the second questionlobjection that Dungan atternpts to

answer: An author of ihe second gospel who confiates or "intenveaves" two sources (as

Mark does to Matthew and Luke on the 2GH) is not very difficult to imagine in light of
other appropriate literary analogies. Both Tatian's Diatessuron and the Gospel of Peter
are examples, argued Dungan, of texts involving the comphcated "interweaving" of

Farmer, "Modern Developmcnts of Gricsbach's Hypothesis," 282; cf. David L. Dungan,"Reactionary
T m & in Gospel Roducing Activity of the EarIy Church? Marcion, Tatian, Mark."in L'htungik de Marc.
Tradifion et redaaion
Sabbe, cd; BETL 34; Lewen: University fressnr~tgcverij
Pectcrs, 19751 188-

m.

194).

"Subscquentlypublishcd in Butüick, Jesus and Man's Hop, 51-97.
"Dungan,"Mark -The Abridgement," 88-97.
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multiple sources. Thus, "the clairn that such confiatiag would have been irnpossiMe or
improbable for the author of Mark is sirnply nonsense; it was a cornmon literary practice
of the
The appeal to Tatian as an appropriate iiterary analogy to Mark's conflation of
Matthew and Luke on the 2GH did not end with Dungan, Thomas R. W. Longstaff's
pubiished doctord dissertation (EvidenceofConflation in Mark? A Study of the Synoptic

Problem) appealed, in part, to the observable techniques of conffation in Tatian.
Longstaff argues that Tatian's conflation represents an "inclusive" (vs. uexcIusive'~
technique - Wnially every detail of the four gospels is inciuded in the Diatessaron.
Hence, one observes "considerable redundancy and repehtion thr~ughout.'~~
Longstaff recognizes the problem of i d e n t m g Diatessuron's original language

- tfie eaciiest extant manuscripts of Diatessaron are in S yriac and date from the fouah
century. However, Longstaff analyzes the Dura-Europos fragment, which Longstaff takes
to be an early [Greek) text of ~iaressaron.~
This fourteen-lined fragment gives the

hannonized account of the femde discipIes after the cntcifwon of Jesus, as weU as an
account of Joseph of Arimathea. The verbatim and near-vehatim agreements between the
Dura-Europos fragment and its Gospel paraiiels may be iiiustrated in the foUowing chart:

* Longstaff, Evidence ofConflorion in Mark? 10.
The Dura-Europos fragment was ntst published and identifid as an &y (ic., pre-Sycïac) picce
of the Dimrssaronby Car1 H.Kraeiing, A Greek Fmgment of Tatim's Diatessuronjiom Dura (London:
Christophcrs, 1935). Tht fragment is aIso reproduced by William L. Petasen, T ' . a ' sDiatrssaron: IU
Creution, DisFernuiarion, Signifiwtce. and Hkzory m Schohship (VCSop 25; Leiden: E. J. Brill. 1994)
197.
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Figure 14:

SL

"

Longstaff reproduces and discusses the fragwnt on pp. 18-22. Evidence of Conflari4nin Mark?

Kraeling argues TON ZTA may k an abbreviation for ont of the follownig: araupov,
aw.nlpa, or araupcuûÉvca.I t may also be a comiption of L W s rafha. Sec Kxae1ing.A Greek
Fragment, 8-9.27. Petersen opts foraraupoleha Vmimt's Diatrssaron. 197).
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Based upon this study of the Dura-Europos fragment, Longstaff is able to conclude the
following about Tatian's method of conflation (at lest at the story of Jesus' female

discipIes and Joseph of Arimathea):
[Sleveral characteristics of Tatian's editonai method become clear. In the
first place while Tatian by and large confines hirnself to the language of the
Gospels - in the fiagrnent well over 90% of his words are drawn fmm them - he
does not slavishly copy or mechanicdy conflate. hdeed it would appear that he
has omitted a s m d number of words and bas rearranged the material somewhat in
his harmonization.. ..
Furthemore, even when copying rather carefully and exactiy from one of
his sources, Tatian apparently either consults or recalis the others....It should be
noted that each of these instances occurs at a place where Tatian is making the
transition fiom the copying of one Gospel to the copying of another.. ..
An anaiysis of the hgment thus enables us to see the skillful way in
which Tatian draws material from the several Gospels into a new, composite
whole, often taking only a word or two ... or a brief phrase at a t h e ?
Unfortunately, the above text is the only place in Longstaff's study where he
observes apparent conflation in a Greek text, Le., in a piece of literature that has some
linguistic and chronologicai affinity with Mark's Gospel. In addition, Longstaff
concludes that "the original language of the Diatessaron was probably Greek.'Ts Whiie
Longstaff is clearly not aione in such a conclusion( the best and most curent
Diatessaron scholarship would disagree. For example, Wüliam L. Petersen, whose work

on Tatian rernains the most exhaustive and most recent, argues that Diatessaron was
Iikely originally composed in Syriac, and that the Dura-Europos fragment is no more than
"a very early Greek translation of a Syriac ~ o r l a ~ eThus,
. " ~ ~it appears that Longstaffs

13 longstaff, Evidence of ConjùuïOn at M

d ? 21-22

* Longstaff, Evidencc of Cojlririon aI Mark? 40.
* Sae, for exampie, A. JIilichcr,*DerEchte Tatiantut," JBL 48 (1924):

132-171.

56 Petersen, TOnM's Dhressaron. 203. For his conclusions regarding the original language for
DiatesSaron (Syriac), sec p. 428.
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(sole) anaiysis of a Greek text contemporary with the NT Gospels is problematic, given
the Iikelihood that the Dura-Europos fragment is not a portion of the Diatessaron at ali,
but perhaps, as Petersen has argued, an early Greek translation of a Syriac Vorlage.

The rest of Longstaff's analysis of Tatian is done working with portions of the
Diatessuron in EnglishSnFrom that study, Longstaff is able to argue that Tatian's
confiation is characterized by a "skillful piecing together of the Gospel matenal - often
working with very small pie ce^."'^ In the healing account of the man with the withered
hand (Diut. 7:47-8: 1; Mark 3:l-6 par.), Longstaff identifies another characteristic. In ihis
pericope, "Tatian seems to copy first h m one Gospel and then another, using one source
at a tirne rather than blending the Gospels together in minute bits and pieces in the
manner observed" elsewhere in his book.9 Longstaff cautions his reader not to be misled
by Henry J. Cadbuy's "characteristic" of "one source at a

This characteristic

shouId not be universaiiy applied to conflation, says Longstaff. For even in the withered
hand pericope (Mark 3: 1-6 par.), Cadbury's "analysis of Tatian's methcd of conflation
indicates that even here he is aware of the parallels and is not merely copying one source
at a tirne.'*' Longstaff continues:

17 Dicu.

6:47-54 (heahg of Peteis mother-in-law);Diat. 28:42-29:ll (story of the "rich young

der")
Diar.
; 30:4û-45 (third passion prediction); D i a . 7:47-8:l (hding of the alan with the withered
hand); and,Diai. 11331-37 (stilling of tht stotm). Sec Longstaff, Ewrüeme of Coriflarionin Mark? 23-42.

'Longstaff, Evidence of Conjlankn in Mark?26.
"Longstan, Evideme of Conflanon in Mark?39.
Sce H,J. Cadbtuy, The Making of --Am
(2& ed.; London: SPCK, 1958) 159: "It is casier
[for a wrïter using several sources in composition]to foiiow a single writer consecutiveIy and, if it becomes
necessary to abandon him, to fotIow anothcr writcr in the same way. 'One source at a cime' is a pcinciplc
that cIassicai saidenrs have corne to count the usuai course of procedure"

''hngstaff, Evidence o f C o ~ o inn Mark? 40.
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As we have seen, the original language of the Diatessaton was probably Greek,

and it foiiows fiom this that the principle 'one source at a time' cannot be applied
in any inclusive way to the Iiterature of those churches that spoke -and wrote Greek, and cannot be used as evidence in deciding the questions of the iiterary
relationships among the Gospels.
el one commonly held theory about conflation - the idea that the principle
"one source at a time" is a general mle - may be misleading?

...m

in addition to Tatian, Longstaff includes in his analysis a study of the methods of
conflation by two medieval chroniclers of the life of Thomas Becket - Benedict of
Peterborough and Roger of Hovedon - both of whom are dependent on the earlier
(extant) works of John of Salisbury and Passio Smcii ~homae?Longstaff illustrates
their iiterary relationship as follows:

Figure 15: Two Medieval Chroniclers (Longstaff)

r

z

7
Passio Sancti Thomae

John of Salisbury

1

- ~ o ~ofeHovedon
r

I

From this study of Tatian and the two medieval chroniclers, Longstaff concludes
that there are seven "Iiterary characteristics which result h m ~onflation:'~

"

Longstaff, Evùlence of Conjhtion in Ma&
Diaressaron. s a the above discussion.

4042.Again, on the original language of

'Langstaff, Ewidence of Conflnrionin Mark? 106-113.
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-

1 "Siuce confiation may be defined as the process of bringing together and combining
the content and vocabuIary h m two or more sources in order to produce a single,

composite account, it follows that at least a part of the content and vocabulary of each
source will appear in the confiated dament.'*

2. 'When an author is conflating two or more sources which are very dissimilar,
indications of his cornparison of those sources will appear in this arrangement of the
material.'*
"When an author is confiating two or more sources which thernselves exhibit a
considerable number of verbal similarities as weii as ciifferences, however, his
cornparison of those sources is often much more detailed and can be seen, not only in
the arrangement of the material, but in smali agreements with one source against the
other(s)?'

3. "[Tlhe cordation of two or more sources which thernselves exhiiit a considerable
degree of verbal similanty will frequently (although not always) result in small
agreements (of a singIe word or a biief phrase) with one source against the otimfs).
These agreements may interrupt the use of a single source or may occur altematively

in a single s e c t i ~ n . ' ~

Longstaff, Edence of C o m n in M

d 107.

" LongsiafLE v k e of Confiarion in Mmk? 108.
fl Longstaff, EvÎdmce of Coqbthn ùr Mark? 108-109.

"Longstaff, Evidence ofConflmio in Mure I lû-11 f .
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4. "mhe tendency of an a u t h to make tris transition h m one source to another at a

place where the two sources are in verbal agreement."@'

5. "@]edundancy and duplication, caused by the copying of similar words or phrases

h m two (or more) sources, may be present in a conflated account. The presence of
this phenornenon, however, is more probable when an author is copying everything
(or nearly everything) found in his sources than when he is using his sources with
greater fieedom.""

6. "[C]onfiation is not a mechanical process. -.

1971

"[Ajn author who confiates dws not always treat a given source in the same ~ a y . " ~
7. "[Njeither the expansion nor the condensation of an account can be considered a
definite characteristic of c~nflation."~

In turn, Longstaff analyzes six Markan pericopes" where he tests the validity of
the 2GH given his obsewed characteristics of conflation, seeking - through a method of
test cases

- to ascertain "whether the Griesbach hypothesis is consistent with the

evidence [Le., the characteristics of conflati~n]."~~
In this analysis, Longstaff observes a

-

consistent feature in Mark's editorial activity "the pattern of altemating agreement

Longstaff, Evidence of ConjLuion in Mark? 1 1 1.

" Longstaff, E v k e of CoirfE4tionin Mark? 112.
Longstaff, Evtüence ofConj7alîon m Mark? I 12.
Longstaff, Evkknce of Conf2on'on m Mark? 112.

* bngstaff, Evidence of ConfIotion m Mark? 1 13.
''Mark 1:29-31;Mark 132-34; Mark 3:I-6;Mark 9:3&4l; Mark 1l:lS-lg; and, Mark I4:12-21.

"Longstaff, Euidence ofConfIatton m Mark? 128.
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between Mark and the other two Gospe~s."'~That is, in an individual pericope, Mark
often wilI alternate back and forth between his sources, Matthew and Luke,sometimes

midstream, in the midst of a sentence or phrase of one source and move to the other.
Longstaff argues that this feahue
occurs too frequently to be only the coincidental result of the different ways in
which Matthew and Luke have independently used the Marcan material and
therefore constitutes a serious anomaly for the two document hypothesis.
However...this phenomenon and most of the other similarities and differences
among the Gospels - may be explained by the hypothesis that Mark bas conflated
Matthew and Luke,a proposal which is strengthened by the observation that
Mark's Gospel (when compared with the parallel passages in Matthew and Luke)
exhibits many of the titerary characteristics ...of known and representative
examples of conflation.. ."

-

This phenomenon is first described by Griesbach. Using a synoptic table to
iIIustrate this phenornenon, Griesbach states that the reader can easily observe

Mark iiaving the volumes of Matthew and Luke at hand, continually consulting
each, extracthg from each whatever he thought would benefit his readers, now
laying aside Matthew, now Luke for a iittle, but always returrting to the very same
place of either one where he had begun to diverge h m h.l'
Gnesbach continues:
When Mark has closely adhered to either Matthew or Luke for a long stretch, he
often passes with a sudden leap h m one to the other, but soon returns to his
former guide; and this could not have been done unless he had simultaneously
seen and cornpared the works of each?

One example of the pattern of altemahg agreement phenomenon can be seen in
one of Longstaff's six Markan pericopes, the Sick Healed at Evening (Mark 1:32-34 par.;

TI

"

Longstaff, Evidence ofConflanon ai Mark? 201.

L S. Gncsbach, "A Dcmonstration That Mark Was Written Aftcr Manhew and L&," in J . J.
Griesbuch. Symptic and Text Critical Snrdies, In6-Ig76 m. Orchard and T.Longstaff, eds; SNTSMS 34;
Cambridge: University Press, 1978) 108.
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see F'igure 16 below). la this @ope,

Mads's codation is at the micro Ievel where he

will foiiow one gospel,return to the other fora bnef phrase, somctirnes l e s , and then
move back to the h

t .

Figure 16: Altemathg Patterns of Agreement:
The Sick HeaIed at Eveningm

Cf.Longstaff, Evidenee of Comjbrionbx Mark? 140-152.
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Longstaff concludes his analysis of the above pericope by arguing that the 2GH
best explains the pattern of "complex aiteration of agreement and disagreement" than
does the m ~ ? l
Longstaff's work was an important step in the development of the 2GH, as it
attempts to find appropriate literary anaiogies in order to understand Mark's
compositional efforts in conflating Matthew and Luke. However, it is a study that is

fraught with some major difficulties, as we will discuss below.

in 1977,Farmer offered a brief but further explanation of Mark's redactional
activity on the 2GH. In summarizing Mark's procedures, Farmer argued the foliowing:

On the Griesbach hypothesis Luke omits much of Matthew, and ad& a great deal
from his special source material. Mark omits most of this same material h m
Matthew which Luke has ornitted while taking very Iittle of what Luke has added.
The result of this is that Mark is shorter than either Matthew or Luke, but not
because he has "abbreviated" either one of them. The fact that his text of
individual episodes is generaiiy fulier than that of Matthew and Luke suggests
that Mark may not have cherished brevity for its own sake.=

Farmer argues that Mark's gospel is iikely "Petrine" in that it depicts Jesus similady to
Peter's speeches in Acts. It is a gospel that may have been "written under the influence of

Petrine authority.* This connection between Mark's gospel and Peter, argues Farmer,

" Longstaff, Evidmcefor Conjlimon UI Mark? 152.
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"helps explain the shape of Mark if.. .Mark cm be viewed as comlag after Matthew and

In the same vein, Farmer argues that Mark's omission of sayings material found
in his sources, Matthew and Luke, is also consistent with "the lack of emphasis on the
teaching of Jesus" in Peter's speeches in Acts: "Mark knows that Jesus was a teacher
because he refers to it often. Jesus' teaching does not seem to be empharized in Mark's
gospel, however, since there are no long discourses or catechetical sections as there are in
Mathew and Luire."=
Farmer also descn'bes Mark's conflation of Matthew and Luke as a procedure that
"made it possibie, and at the same time necessary, to keep both Matthew and Luice,"
unlike Tatian's procedure of combing the four gospeb that ''for a period was eventually
read in place of the other gospels."" Thus, Farmer summarizes both the conflationary
technique of Mark and its related purposes as follows:
Mark is basicaiiy a self-consistent version of Matthew and Luke. The evangelist
was aided in his purpose by foilowing Luke where Luke foiiowed Matthew,
adding nothing h m Matthew that conflicteci with Luke, and nothing from Luke
that conflicted with Matthew, thus produçing a gospel Gee h m contradictions
with either. Mark is the oniy one of the three that has the advantage of king both
self consistent and relatively free tkom contradictions with either one of the two."

Mark's editorial procedure on the 2GH has also been articulated by Farmer in the
1984 Jenisalem Symposium volume (= Dungan, The Interrelations of the Gospels).

Farmer summarizes Mark's treatment of the "Jesus tradition" as foilows:

"Farmcf,"Developments of Griesbach's Hypathesi~,"285.
* Fanner. "Devclopments of Griesbach's
'6

Hypothcsis," 285 (emphasis original).

Fannu, "Dtvelopmena of Gtiesbach's Hypdhesis," 290 (emphasis original).

Farrner, "Dcvelopmcntsof Gncsbach's Hypoibcsist 291.
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Mark tends to add words and phrases to the Jesus tradition he takes over from
Matthew and Luke. Frequently, these are words and phrases that are characteristic
of Mark. Seldom, if ever, does Mark preserve a form of the Jesus tradition which
...can be show to be original in cornparison to Matthew and Luke. There may be
one class of exceptions. Mark may sometimes appear to be more Jewish and more
original than Luke. In these cases the text of Mark is always close to the text of
Matîhew. Thus, one can always explain the text of Mark on the assumption of
Mark king third, and very often there is confinnatory evidence of this fiom the
hand of the Evangeiist himself?
Farmer continues, describing Mark's generai treatment of Matthew and Luke in
terrns of sequence:
Mark had before him two works concerning Jesus. Often they agreed in sequence
they gave to particular episodes in Jesus' miaistry .Often they disagreed. In
accordance with his authorial intent to produce a version of the Gospel that was
free from open contradictions with the oiher great t e a c b g instruments of the
Christian cornmunity of which he was a member, Mark, in general, foliowed the
cornmon order of his sources. Where they depart from one another in order, he
even-handedly foUows now the order of one and now the order of the other. Mark
always supports the order of the pericopes of one of his predecessors, and
wherever possible, the order of both. The one major exception to this, the order of
the episode of the Cleansing of the Temple, is the exception that proves the rule.
Mark places this episode after the first day Jesus was in Jenisalem, whereas both
Luke and Matthew place it during the fmt day?
Fially, Farmer expIains the so-cded "Minor Agreements" between Matthew and
Luke against Mark as foilows:
The rninor agreements of Matthew and Luke against Mark are to be explained as
follows: (a) in composing his Gospel, Luke frequently copied the text of Matthew
verbatirn. (b) in composing his Gospel, Mark frequently copied the text of
Matthew or Luke where Luke had copied Matthew closely. In these instances
Mark could be said to have followed the text to which Matthew and Luke bore
concurrent testimony. in any case, whether by copying Matîhew or Luke, Mark
oiten copied into his text a text wbich was nearly identical in both his sources.
Even if Mark compared the texts of bath his sources at a i i times, he could hardly
have succeeded in incorporaMg every instant of verbatirn agreement between
Matthew and Luke without becoming quite pedantic. It is clear that Mark was not
that kind of author. Thus where a small stylistic change can be made without

" Farmer, "The Two-GospelHypoksis," m Dungan, The Ituerreloiio~ofthe Gospeis, 141.

" Farmer, 'The Twd'Jospl Hypothcsis," 142443.
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affecting the sense of the text, Mark wiii Wuently introduce it into bis version of
the Gospel. It is not ükely that this was done consciousiy. In a l i probability, for
example, Mark simply preferred the use of the historic present and since its use
did not alter the sense of the scrïpme,he was quite prepared to use the historic
present even when both of bis sources use the aorist tense. In this way the socalled "minor-agreement between Matthew and Luke against Mark" would
materialize. A "so-caIIed"minor agreement in omission would occur wheaever
Mark has added a word or phrase to a text lrom Matthew andfor Luke where Luke
had copied Matthew closely ?

Sirnilarly, the MASare descriid as tsevience of Mark's conflation of Matthew
and Luke.The Research Team stated in 1990 ihat Mark's adding the M d 3: 1 quotation to

tbe Isa 4û:3 text in Mark 1:2-3 "reveal Mark] to be a conflator. In the process, he creates
an important [negative] 'minor agreen~ent."'~'
Fially, it should be noted that advocates of the 2GH have consistentiy argued
that Mark's motivation for confiating Matthew and Luke in the ways that he evidently did
on their theory was to produce a gospel that mediated or bridged the Jewish perspective

of Macthew with the Gentile perspective of Luke. As Farmer has recentiy articulateci,
Mark is a Pehine gospel of Roman origin that "blended" the "apostolic tradition of the
Jenisalem apostles" in Matthew with "the vital interests of Gentile-oriented chuches
founded by Paul" found in ~ u k e ?This "blending" by Mark "made it possible for local

churches to retain and cherish both Matthew and Luke and to ch so within the context of

a theoiogical tradition which united the rnartyrological wiaiess of both Peter and Paul.""

Farmer, ''The Two-GospeI Hypothesis." 143-144.
9' William R, Farmer. et al., "'NarrativeOutline of the Markan Composition According to the Two
c;oseCi HypothcsW:' in SBL 1990 Senturar Popers,(David I. Ld. cd.;Atlanta: Scholars Ress, 1990) 214.

"Farmer, Tlu Gospel ofJesu, 23.

"

Farmcr, The Gospel O f J m , 23. Sec also David L. Dungan, T h e Rnpose and Provenanceof
the Gospel of Mark accordhg to the TwdjospcI (Owen-Cirieski) Hypotbtsis," m New S y ~ p t i cSrvdies:
nie C ' r i d g e Gospri Confcence mrd Bcyond (W. R.Fanwr, ed; hbmn, GA. Mcrcer University Rcss,
1983) 411 4 û . Dungan states that "John Mark sought to produœ the kind of vivid narrative mcssagc that
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As a close to this section on Mark's compositionai activity on the 2GH. it is
worthwhile noting Farmer's ment remarks that conclude his discussion of the cunent
state of Synoptic Problem research: "if and when advocates of the Neo-Griesbach (Two
Gospel) Hypothesis are able to provide readers with a literary, historicai and theological
explanation of Mark's compositionai activity, the Iast major task in solving the Synoptic
Problem wiil have been ~ompleted.''~~
We now tum to test Mark's (and Luke's)
compositional activity on the 2GH as described above in light of the compositional
practices of writers in antiquity.

iII. The 2GH and Compositionai Conventions

At this point, it becomes necessary to analyze Luke's and Mark's compositionaI
techniques on the 2GH in light of the observed techniques of ancient writers. It is
possible to isolate a section in the Synoptic tradition that rnight lend itself weil to such an
anaiysis. Clearly, a series of pericopes that is a candidate for examination should have a
preponderance of the triple tradition if both Luke's use of Matthew and Mark's conflahon
of Matthew and Luke are to be the focus. in addition, to test fully the pericope sequence

against compositionai conventions, it is desirable that such a section have other Synoptic
phenornena including Matthean or Lukan Sondergut material (allowing for potentiai non-

-

the Apastle Peta had consistcntly pmiaimed a pure profile of the power of Christ the Savior, in such r
way that rransccnded the partisan struggle betwecn Mosaic Torah-rigarists [characterized by Maahew's
gospel] a d ami-Jewish, anti-Torah libertariam [characterued by Luke's gospel]" (434); in orhcr words,
Mark's gospcl is -a kerygmatic suture bindbg rogetbcr the Judaizing and Paulinizing divagency in the
cariy churchw(435).

Fumer, T h e Resent State of the Synoptic Ptoblem," an unpubhhcd papa deiivtred to îhe
Synoptic Pmblcm Serninar,Annuai Meeting of the Studiomm Novi Testamenti Societas,Copmhagcli,
Denmark. August 5-8.1998, (the quo&is h m p. 20 of the unpublishcdman-pt).
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Synoptic sources), double tradition material ("Q material" on the SDH), sections tbat

might be deemed "Mark-QoverIap" texts on the 2DH, and the occurrence of agreements

in wording between Matthew and Luke against Mark ( i ~ .the
, "Minor Agreements"). One
such senes of pencopes that seems to fit tbese criteria is Mark 1:l-15 and parallels (Man

3:1 4 : 17fiLuke 3: l4 16a): John the Baptists' preaching ,Jesus' baptism, (Luke's
genealogy), the Temptation, and Jesus' Eirst preaching in Gaiilee. This pericopd series
contains triple tradition, Sondergut material (Luke 3: 10-14; 3:23-28). double tradition

materid (Man 3:7-10tiLuke 3:7-9; Matt 4:3-IO//Luke 4:3-121, "Mark-Q overiap"
material (e.g., Mark 1:7-8 par.), and occurrences of MAS(e .g., in the Baptism pericope,

Mark 1:9-11par.).

Luke's Use of Matthew: Luke 3:I-4:16a
The Research Team divides Luke 3:I-4:13 into eight pericopal divisions. The
following figure illusuates these divisions and Luke's source for each pericope:"

Figure 17: The Sources of Luke 3:l-413 on the 2GK

I

Episode

Luke

Source(s)

John the Baptist announces
that salvation is at hand
John rebukes the Judeans
The crowds ask John what
they must do
John insists that he is not
the Messiah
Herod Antipas thmws John
in prison

3A-6

Man 3:14

3:7-9
3:lû-14

Matt 3:740
&ukan composition]

3:15-17

Matt 3~11-12

3: 18-20

[Lukan compositiongd]

PS

l

1

Adaptd h m McNicoi. Luke '
s Use of Ma#htw,71-78.

% ïhe Rcsemh Team indicm that Luke 3:18-20 is "a Lnkan compositionn [McNicol, Bcyond
the Q Impasse, 73,surprisingIy with no apparent influenœ h m the parailel account in M m 143-4.

1
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Jesus is baptizedby the
Holy Spirit
Jesus' Lineage

Satan tempts the Son of

1

3:21-22
3:23-38

4:l-13

1
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Matt 3:15-17
Non-Matthean traditions
[3:23 is Lukan composition]
Matt 4:l-11

God

Jesus r e m s to Galilee

4:14-16a

Matt 4:12-13,23-24
(Matt 9:26,3 1,35-36)

-

-

(possible Non-Matthean
tradition1

in descniing Luke's compositional method in this section of his gospel, the
Research Team relates Luke's redaction of his sources Matthew and the "non-Matthean
traditions," along with adding bis own materid. This narrative squence occurs in Luke's
b t cyclic progression through his main source, Matthew. Hence,Luke is essentially
following Matthew's order in 3:14.13. An analysis of Luke's fiequent "successive,
cyclic progressions" througti Matihew will occur below ,
Luke redacts Manhew in a variety of different ways in this section. First, Luke
aims for chronohgical precision in the appearance of John by changing Matthew's "in
those days" (3:l)to the explicit dating of John's appearance within the specific
governorship of Hate, the reigns of the Herodians, and the priesthoods of Caiaphas and
Annas (Luke 3: 1-2). Luke supplements Matthew's quotaaon of Isa 40:3 by adding two
subsequent verses from the prophet (Luke 35-6). On the other hand, Luke omits
Matthew's Elijah-like description of John's clothing and diet (Man 3:4) since it "could

have seerned to Luke's non-Jewish audience as detracthg from bis authontative

portrayai'' and since "for Luke John is mt Elijah r e d i v i v ~ : ~

McNicoi, W ' s Use ofMmhew, 72.It lould be noced that Loke on the 2DH could k
d e s c n i similarty, omittmg the deails of an Elijah-likt John the Baptist f o d in Ma& 1:6.

1
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In the next pericope, John's preaching of repentance (Luke 3:7-9), Luke foiiows
Matthew very closely, opting ouiy for a few minor changes - substituthg Q

~ E Vfor

plus the infinitive for Matthew's
Matthew's &mv (v 7) and Luke's use of Üp~opai

SO@~TEA&w(V 8)P8 Luke then adds his own special materiai in 3: 10-14 (John's
preacbg to speciai groups). Luke is motivated by stnicniral reasons to add this material,
anticipating Jesus' later meeting of "the cmwds" (Luke 4:40-41), the tax collecter Levi
(Luke 5:27-32)' and the centurion (Luke 7:2-10). in this threefold arrangement, Luke
may have "structureci John's activity as a parallel to Jesus' rnini~try."~

In the section that foilows, John's preaching about the coming one (Luke 3: 1518), Luke resumes foliowing Matthew, pariicularly his arrangement of the episode,

adding prefatory remarks in v 15.lmLuke's alteration of Matthew's "1 am not worthy to
carry his sandals" (Matt 3: 11b) to ''1 am not worthy to untie the rhung ofhis sandals"

(Luke 3:16b) goes unexplained in the Research Team's voIume.
Luke then follows with an account of the imprisonment of John (3: 18-20)that is

again "Lukmcomposition" (ie., not drawn from the "non-Matthean traditions"). Because
of Matthew's presentation of John the Baptist, "Luke had to make a number of drastic
and closely cwrdinated modifications to Matthew's narrati~e."'~'
This episode was

9"

McNicoI,&de's Use ofManhew, 72-73.

"McNicol,Luke's Use of Maniiew. 73.
lmMost Gospel synopses concIude ihis pc3icope at v 18. Instead, the WesearchTeam opteci to
begin the folIowing pericop (3:18-îû) at v 18 s i n a "the p%.& construction begins thae and a& with
Lk 32û" (McNicol,Luke's Use of Murrhnu. 75).

'O'

McNicol, Luke's Use ofNattheu, 75.
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created by Luke in order to "suppress Mt's account of John's baptism of Jesus,

...creating the impression that John was not even present when Jesus was baptizedl'lm
The baptism of Jesus immediately foUows (Luke 3:21-22). Luke reorients
Matthew's emphasis on the relationship beiween John and Jesus in this episode to a focus
"on the divine signs accompanying Jesus' baptism, signs that indicate that he is king
anointed for a special mission as the Son of God."Im Luke also alters Matthew's
declarative voice fiom heaven to a direct one, changing Matthew's "This is my Son, the
Beloved, with whom I am well pleaseà" (Matt 3:17b) to "You are my Son, the Beloved,
today I have begonen you" (Luke H î c ) ." This revision takes place in Luke in order to

continue to emphasize the role of the Holy Spirit in the Iife of Jesus, with 'the Holy Spirit
[confirming] Jesus' divine sonship."lm

The genealogy that follows (Luke 323-28) is unparalleled in Matthew and is, on
the whole, drawn from Luke's "non-Matthean traditions."

Luke includes this episode to

c o n h not only Jesus' divine Iineage, but to also establish Jesus' David ancestry. What
follows and conciudes this narrative sequence is Jesus' temptation (Luke 4: 1- 13). In this
pericope, Luke resumes foiiowhg Matthew, but alters Matthew's order of the three
temptations, switching the second (pimacle of the temple in Matthew) with the ihird
(kingdom of the world in Matthew) in order to focus "the story on the iast temptation

'"

McNicol, Luk's Use of Monircw, 75.It should be noted that Luke on the 2DH muld be
describeci simüarly,omining the Markan referenccs to Jesus king baptized by John.
McNicol,L&'s Use of Maihcw, 75.
lm lnstead of foUowing the decision of the UBS cornmittee, the Rcseatch Team op&for the
Western variant in Luke 322("roday1have kgoiten you")ce
they "think that Luke's original reading
was uidetd mant to be a quotation h m Ps 27, since Luke later explicitly quoted Ps 2:7 again in Acts
I3:33, cleariy lookingback at this passage"(McNicol, Luke's Use ofMmhcw, 76 [emphasis originalD.
las

McNicoI,Luke's Use of Matthm. 76.
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where Jesus is tempted to presewe his life in Jerusalem," which has the effect of
foreshadowing"Jesus' final confrontation with evil in ~enisaiem.'"~
The Research Team
notes that Luke also shortens Matthew's quotation from Deut 8:3b ("'One does not tive

by bread alone, but by every word that cornes from the mouth of God"' in Matt 4:4
becomes in Luke 4:4 "'One does not live by bread aione"'). However, they provide no
redactional explanation for the change.

Finaily,Luke concludes this narrative unit with an "interweaving transitionai
unit," Jesus' return to Gaiilee (4: lJ- l6a). Uniike the previous material in this sequence,
Luke draws from a number of different places in Matthew (and potentially "Non-

Matthean tradition" as well). Summarizing Luke's use of sources in this pericope, the
Research Team states the foilowing:
Possibly based on nonMatthean tradition, Luke meticuiously revised Mt's
narrative, inserting a carefuily conceived tableau of the young Savior visiting his
home town where his graceful words were at first greeted by his friends with
admiration and praise, only to tum into envy and rage. In the process, Luke
replaced Mt's prophecy-fulfi'iment quote of Isa 9:l-2 watt 414-161, which was
unsuitable for his compositionai needs of the prophets' announcement of a new
era, by another prophecy-fulfillment sermon based on the passages from Isa 61:12; 5 8 6 Luke portrays Jesus using Isaiah to announce in unrnistaIratiIe tenns iiis
own self-understanding as the anointed messenger who sets forth the major
emphases of his entire public mission. By Hellenistic literary standards, the
purposes for this important opening scene were accomplished; instead of Mt's
abrupt shifts COGalileeMazarethlCapernaumwatt 4~12-131, Luke provided the
reader with a smoother narrative flow into the Nazareth scene where the chief
themes of lesusymission were set f~rth.''~

McNicoi, Luke's Use of Munhv, 77-78 (emphasis original).

lm

'07

McNicol, M e ' s Use of M m h , 81 (emphasîs original).
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Note below the Research Team's synopsis "[i]Uustrating Luke's utilization of redactional
matenal fiom a number of different Matîheaa contexts to create this summary

Figure 18: A Synopsis of Luke 4:14-16a
Matt 9:26 (cf.9:3 1)
Matt 4:23a, 24a
23
-

-

Luke 4:14- 16a
14

What is curious about the above synopsis is the Research Team's presentation of
Luke's composition of Luke 4:I4b-15.The Research Team argues that this text

is based upon a collage of phrases taken fiom a aumber of Matthean sumrnary
passages. This is extrernely sipifIcant source-aiticai evidence. These are not

'" McNicoI, Luke's Use of Mmthew, 82-
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actual sayings or anecdotes of Jesus that Luke could have received by tradition:
this is Matthean summary material, Le., words and phrases that have the highest
Iikelihood of corning from the hand of the 6nai redactor of the Gospel of
Matthew, not any of Mt's sources. For words and phrases fiom these Matthean
summaries to appear in a paraiiel text in Lk's order is important evidence
indicating Luke's direct literary dependence upon mat the^!'^

Thm,the Research Team describes Luke drawing from tbree different contexts in
Matthew (and possibly from the "Non-Mathean Traditions" as weli) in the composition

of the two and a haif verses of Luke 4: l4l6a.
The compositionaVi.edactiona1procedw described by the Research Team in this

nmtive sequence is relatively straightforward,at lest up through Luke 4:13. Luke
follows his main source, Matthew, and interweaves material from other traditions dong
with material composed by Luke hirnself. One may quibble with the motivation for
Luke's changing and supplementing of Matthew as a means of rebutting the 2GH in this
narrative sequence. This, however, is beyond the purview of the present study.

Where the described compositional procedure begins to become convoluted and

diKicult to imagine is in Luke's composition of Luke 4: 14-l6a. Here, the Research Team
asks the reader to imagine Luke moving fiom Matt 4:23a (icai)""
to Matt 4:12b (&~ j v

îahduiav)to Matt 9:26 back to 4:23b-24then back to 4:13a, all in order to compose
some two and a half verses (35 words)!"

Such a compiicated procedure does not seem to

'09 McNico1,iuke's Use ofMmhew, 81-82 {cmphasis addeà). It should be noted that Ihe Research
Team frequently misusPs the term "evidencenhere and thmughout their volume on Lukc. For them. the
cerm "cvidence" appears to indicaic wha! is aiready pmpposcd, namely. Luke's use of Manhcw.
Comrnon vocabulary betwan Maiihew and Lulce no more constitutes "evidenu" for Lukc's use of
Manhcw than it does for Matthew's usc of Luke,or the existence of Q for that matter.
"O The Research Tcam seems to be CIWaIIg at lcast one unnecessary "movement"of Luke within
his source, Maahew. One h d y nads Matt 423a to supply Wre's uai at 4141.

"'

This does not even takt into acconnt ifte pssibility that Luke may have been also using "NonMatthean" aadition at this point. This possibility Eemains unetaborated by the Research Team.
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be supported by what we do know about the compositional conventions of antiquiry,

particularly the physical conditions under which ancient writers worked. If Luke were
imagined using Matthew in a scroil medium, such a procedure is physically very difficult,
given the quick movement between Matthean contexts (and possbly sources) required of
Luke by the Research Team in the composition of Luke 4: 14-16a.'I2

Similady, our testing the validity of Luke's use of Matthew cm be broadened to
include ail of Luke, particularly in the Research Tearn's description of Luke's cyciic and
successive projjressions through Matthew. Kloppenborg has noted that in order to
constmct the Lukan travel narrative (Luke 951-18:4I), the Research Tearn "must assume

more than twenty-five passes through the Matthean discomes" with Luke repeatedly
scanning "the five Matthean discourses, extracting (...in Matthean order) sayings
material which he assembled into the Travel ~arrative.""' Such a procedure becomes
more complicated when one begins to imagine the physicd procedure undertaken by
Luke in order to accomplish such a task. if Luke were working with Matthew in a codexlike medium, such a procedure would have been less difficrrlt, with codices lending
themselves to boch random and sequentid access. Yet Luke is said to be working with
Matthew in a in scroil fom. if this is the case, such a procedure imagined by the
Research Team would be WtuaiIy impossible, given the limitations pIaced on the reader
by the scroii medium,a format that is designed for sequentiai reading.

''' At I c ~ s one
~ Research Team membcr sees the medium of LPkt'sand Mark's 50arcts on the
2GH to be the scroIl. David B. Peaùody States that he believes %at ihe Synoptic Evangciists utilized
scrols rather than codices in thtir original compositions" ("Repeated Language in Matthew,"647).
'.'

John S. Moppenborg, "Review of McNicol, Beyond rhe Q Impasse: L&'s

CBQ 6 t (1999): 370-372.

Use of Manhcw,"
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Similarly, Tuckea States in bis critique of the Research Team's volume, that "the
more sweeps one has to postula&...the less convincing the argument bec orne^.""^ He
continues:
Some of the "reasons" given for Luke's jumping around Matthew in the Travel
Narrative are little more than statements of what he must have done; and they aiso
at times presuppose an almost incredibly detailed knowledge of Matthew's text
and the context (sometimes quite broadly conceived) of aiiegedly linked verses in
Matthew...Il5
Thus, while some of the Research Team's description of Luke' composition of his Gospel
can be seen as consistent with compositional practices in the Greco-Roman world (e.g.,
Luke 3:l-4: 13), at times the description seems amficial, anachronistic and physicaily
very difficult (e.g., Luke 4: 14-16a; Luke's "cyclic progressions" through Matthew's text).

Mark's Conjlation of Matthew and Luke: Mark 1:l-15
The groundwork for a similar volume on Mark (soon to be published) by the
Research Team was laid a decade ago in their summary of the narrative outiiine of Mark's
composition according to the 2GH (see a summary chart of this outline - Figure 21 at the
end of the ~hapter)."~
In this forthcoming volume on Mark's use of Matthew and Luke,
the Research Team outlines their commentary on Mark's conflation of his two sources on
the 2GH."' The Research Tearn divides Mark 1:l-15 into the foilowing six units: 1)

"'Christopher Tuckett, "Review of McNicol, Beyond the Q Impasse: Luke's Use of Maniuw."
365.

'*Tuckctt, "Review of McNicol," 365.
"6

Famer, et al.. "NarrativeOutiine of the Markan Composition," 212-239.

ln Peabody,Beyond the Impasse of Markan Priori+ Mark's Use of Manhew and Lukc. 1thank
David B. Peabody. a m w i b a of the Research Team, for supplying me with a section of the unpubkhed
Illanuscript.
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Mark 1: 1: The Beginning of the Gospel of Jesus Christ; 2) Mark 1:2-3: A Confiated
Prophecy About John the Baptizer; 3) Mark 1:4-8: John Preaches and Baptizes; 4) Mark
l:9- 11: Jesus is Baptized "The Beloved Son"; 5) Mark 1: 12-13: Jesus' Temptation With
Wild Beasts; and, 6) Mark I:14-15: John is ArrestedJesus Begins to Preach the Gospel
of God. Mark's "alternating pattern of agreement" is readily seen in this narrative

sequence, and is most eady observed in the Research Team's synoptic presentation of

Mark 1:1- 15 and paraiiels. For example, see Figure 19 below adapted Erom the Research
Team's presentation of Mark 1:4-8, John's preacbhg and baptism, with the shaded areas
indicating places where, according the Research Team, Mark is relying either on
Matthew or Luke:

Fimire 19: Mark's Confiation of Matthew and Luke: Mark 14-8
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Above, it is relatively easy to see Mark's pattern of alternating agreement
between Matthew and Luke, similar to what Longstaff describecl two decades eariier. in

the whole nanative sequence of Mark 1: 1-15 and parallels, the figure beIow illustrates

Mark's sources and his alternation between thern:
Figure 20: Mark's Alternathg Pattern of Agreement in Mark 1:l-15
Matthew
Mark
Luke

2. ConflaredProoheni
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6.John is ArresteïüJesus

On Sections 1 and 2 (Mark 1:l-3), the Research Team states the following about
Mark's composition:

Mk [Mark] adds the Mai. 3: 1 quote about John in Mt 1l:lO//Lk 7:27 to the quote
from Isa. 40:3 here at the beginning in his sources on the principle that these are
both prophecies about John. Thus the very opening words of Mark reveai him to
be a conflator. In the pmcess, he creates an important "minor agreement."
Stmcturally,Mk 1: 1 is an inclusio which end at 1:14-15: "And after John had
been imprisoned Jesus went to Galilee preaching the Kingdom of God.. .saying
repent and beiieve 'The Gospel."' In general, Mark's structure at the beginning of
his narrative is identicai to Luke, who also ends the opening section of his
narrative with the story of John's imprisonment, after which corne the stories of
Jesus' Gaiiiee ministry!I8

The Research Team briefly "outlines" what Mark is doing with his sources,
Matthew and Luke, in the individual pericopes of Mark 1:1- 15:
1. On John's ministry (Section 3, Mark 1:4-a), the Research Team states that "[i]n
generaI, Mk is closer to Mt but he confiates from both Mt and Lk to create one
coherent narrative off [ohIn's minist~y.""~
2. On ksus' baptism (Section 4, Mark I:9- 1l), clearly Mark alternates between
Matthew and Luke, with Mark "foiiowing Lk's lead" and "avoids Mt's potentially

misleadhg didogue; he ais0 uses Lk's Voice from Hea~en."'~~

"'Farmer, et ai., "NarrativeOuKine of the Madcan Composition."
IL9

214.

Famer, et al.. "Narrative Outline of the Markan Composition." 214.

Famer, et aI., "Narrative Outline of the Markan Composition," 214.
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3. On the temptation (Section 5, Mark 1:12- 13), Mark also alternates between his two

sources and "severely curtails tbe story" by recasting it "as a martyrdom scenario that
could be well familiar to Mark's] Roman Christians: facing the 'wiid beasts' in the
Coliseum while king strengthened by angels," with the "reference to 'wild beasts'"
king "a [negative] minor agreement."'21
4. Finally ,on Jesus' early ministry in GaIilee (Section 6, Mark 1:14-1 5), Mark

cornpletes his incltuio with the "opening theme.. .repeated as a conclusion to Part
One" of Mark's Go~pel!~
Here, Mark "follows Lk's abbreviation of the Manfiean

original, adding his own very Pauline phraseoIogy and causing some important minor
agreements [Eiq ~ f i vraAthxiav (Man4: IUILuke 4: 14); ~ui..Na(apti(Matt

4: 13//Luke 4: 16a)I
There are several observations worthy of mention on Mark's use of Matthew and
Luke, particularIy in Mark 1:l-15. First, whiie conflict between Matthew and Luke is
often mentioned as a reason for Mark deciding not to include material paralleled in both
of his sources (e.g., the geneaiogies or infaucy narrative^"^), Mark often does include
parailel sections in Matthew and Luke that are othenvise in conflict. In Mark 1:l- 15 and
paralIels, confiict between Matthew and Luke within the pencopal level does not cause
--

-

--

-

--

-

-

Famer, et ai., "Narraàve Outliae of the Markan Composition."214.

"Farmcr, et ai., "Narrative Outünt of the MarkanComposition."214.
Eumer, et ai., "Narrative Outhe of the Markan Composition,"214.

'%"Jesus' üne of telarives diffas considerabiy when the gencalogies in Mt and Lk art comparcd.
The two genealogies would &edifficdt. if n a impibIe, to confiate" ("Outhe of the Gospel of Mark,"
Beyond r
k Inparse ofMurkan Priori@. p. 3 of unpubhhed manUSCnpt).'On the Two-ÇiospcI
Hypothesis. Mark omitted nmtally a11 the material h m the opening two chaptcrof Mt and Lk about the
conception, birth, infmcy,youth and genealogy of lesus....The dinerences, not only in content. but also in
location of these two differing gendogies,.. couid have even given Mark the occasion to skip from the
beginning of iht earlier genealogy in Mt to tbe end of the lafer gencalogy in Ur" @. 5).
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Mark to elimate material. For example, Matthew's "unwoahy to carry his sandals" (Matt

3: 11) versus Luke's "unworthy to untie the thong of bis sandals" (Luke 3: 16) does not
cause Mark to eliminate this section. He instead chwses to adopt Luke's wording.
Outside of Mark 1:1-15, see the similar phenomenon in the Great Commandment
pencope (Matt 22:34-40//Mark 12:28-34//Luke 10:25-28): The Research Team argues
that whenb'[c]o&onted by two drasticaiiy different versions of the same story, Mk has
chosen to simply repeat them in turn, Mt's first and then L ~ ' S . " ' ~
Second, more often than not there are places where Matthew and Luke agree
where Mark decides to omit this agreement. In Mark 1:1- 15, Mark chooses to omit very
"harmonious" texts üke John's preaching of repentance (Matt 3:7- 1O//Luke 3:7-9), John's
threshing floor image (Matt 3: 1UILuke 3:17), and much of the temptation story (Matt
4:3-10//Luke 4:3-12). Aiso, it is worth noting that the description of Mark as
"harmonizing" Matthew and Luke (in part) seems to be probiematic in light of the
phenomenon of the MAS, which are places where Mark has clearly chosen to not be
harmonious.
Third and perhaps most importantly, Mark's method of confiation is clearly one

of altemating between bis two sources, not just simply on Ievel of episode or pericope,

.

but intemally within episodes or pericopes This technique is paramount in Mark 1: 1- 15
on the 2GH. Yet this technique is not the sort of confiation undertaken by Josephus in his
use of Dtr and Chronicles. Josephus conflates episodes found in each, sometimes

"

Farma, et ai., "Narrative Outline of thc Markaa Composition,"23 1. See the following
comments by Kloppenborg: "Famer's expIanation of Mark's avoidance of confIicting stories is not
especiailyconvincing, for Mark hcu on various occasions chosen betwcen conflichg versions of stories forexample, between Matl3.13-17 and3J9-2021-22,between Matt 4.18-22 and Luke 5.1-11 and
between Mm 1333-58 and Luke 4,1630" (John S. Kloppenborg, "The Theological Stakes in the Synoptic
Probiem," in The Four Cospek 1992 (cd. F.Van Segbmcdr et al., eds; BETL100; Leiiven: University
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eliminating episodes found in his sources altogethex wbiIe at the same time
supplementing his narrative with materiai found outside of his two biblical sources. The
sort of conflation suggested by the Research Team is not supported by other ancient
authors evidently undertaking the sort of conflationary program Mark does on the 2GH.

While Tatian perhaps is the closest ancienr literary analogy to Mark's sort of confiation
described by the Research Team, Tatiau's method and program is considerably different
than Mark's on the ~ G H .AS
' ~Longstaff himself has noted, one may heuristically

imagine two types of conflation: inclusive and e~clusive.'~
Clearly, Tatian is striving to
be inclusive, harmonizing al1 four Gospel accounts, induding ali but a very few of the
Gospel stories of Jesus, resulting in, as Longstaff puts it, "considerable redundancy and
repetition."'* The Research Team's Mark,on the other hand, is ciearly and admittedly
exclusive, excluding Wnially al1 of the sayings material found in Matthew and Luke,

dong with their respective infancy and pst-resurrection narratives. Neither is Mark
characterized by "considerable redundancy and repetition."Thus, Mark's conflationary
program is fundamentally different tban Tatian's, in whose program one would expect to
see the carehil "unpicking" and reassembly of his four sources!29 Even Farmer has

Tatian's "method of conflation was inclusive ratber than exclusive,"Longstaff, Evidence of
Conflaiion in Mark3 10.
in Evidmce of

ConfIation in Mark? 10,

This has also k e n discussed briefly by Tudrett in his critique of Longstaffs work:
"In the case of Tatian. it is pmbably a justifiable conclusion to say bat his work is charatcrised in
this way [Le., the carcful cornparison of sources &ar Ieads to 'a numbcr d rather ailnute verbal agreements
-often consiAg of only a single wod or a brief phrase -hcween the anthor and a source other than that
which he h d been principaiiy following']; but, on the otber band, Tafian's mctùod is different h m that of
otha confiators such as Benedict [of Petrrbaaough] or Roger [of Hovedan] (or even Mark on thc
G[riesbach]H[ypothesis]), in ihat in any one givm pericopc. Tatian's specific aim was (pmbably) to
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arguai that "Tatian's work reflects a later situation in which four Gospels needed to be

worked together on the principle of 'incIusiveness' - that is, not oaly does Tatian include
what al1 have in comon, but he aiso includes most of what is common to three or two,
and even most of what is unique to each."* Mark, on the other hand, operated in an

''earlier penod, after the first Gospels had k e n written, but before ali four of the
canonicd Gospets were in existence," workiag with "the possibility of creating a new

Gospel out of existing Gospels on an 'exciusive' p ~ c i p i e . " ' ~ ~

in addition, Tatian's motivations appear to be very differeot tiian Mark's on the
2GH. Tatian scholars argue that there were a number of factors Muencing him to
produce his Gospels harmony, one of the most important of which was Tatian's desire for

unity. In his Oratio, Tatian States that
...everything has a common ongin.. .For the smcture of the body results from a
single pian.. .although one part differs fiorn another, in the overail plan there is
harmonious agreement. ...It is possible to apprehend the details if one does not
conceitedly reject the most divinely inspired interpretations. which from tirne to
time have been expressed in wricing and have made those who snidy them real
lovers of God.In

Similady, Tatian's own overarching historiographical concems makes his literary
work radicaliy different than Mark's conflation and abbreviation of Matthew and Luke on

include every detaii of his saurces...
"Howevcr. in the case ofTatian,such a cornparison of s o m [by Tarim] is uot surprising, It is in
fact demanded by bis o v d aim, lf hc was trying to inch& every detail of his sounxs, then he m u t have
carefully corn@ his sources and b e n eclcctic in his choice of words within any one senkace" fluckea,
The Revivd 4tk Gn'esbach Hypothesis, 42-43).

"Farmcr, The Synopnc Problem, 2û0.
' Fiumer, T k Synoptic Problem. 280.
Or. 12, as iranslatcd by M.Whjaaker, ï o l i ~Omrio
.
ad Gruecos and Fragments (OECT,
Oxford: University Rcss. 1982) 25.
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the 2GH. Petersen, in summariziag and agreeing with T.Baarda, States the following

about Tatian's historiographicai concerus:
When conhnted with contradictory or inconsistent uiformation, the historian's
task was to reconstruct '?he m e events." This was done (and still is done) by
carefully evaluating the reliability of each account. The one judged most reliable
fonns the framework of the narrative; where possible and probable, what appears
Iess reliabIe is fitted into that framework. M a point of corruption can be detected,
it is corrected. This,said Baarda'", is precisely what Tatian attempted to do in the
Diatessaron. When scnrtinized by the trained eye of an historian, the historical
confusion of the individual gospel accounts (boih canonicai and perhaps extracanonicai), would yield up the tmth; the conflicts among the accounts wouid be
resolved, and the single, the m e account of what actually happened would be
discernable. Consequently,Tatian saw himself principaliy as an hisrorian, and his
Diatessaron as a "scientific" work, the definitive account of Jesus' Me.'"
Utilike Tatian, Mark on the 2GH does not "correct" points of conflict betwen
Matthew and Luke, eliminating much of the contradictory rnaterial between the two.
Instead, Mark eIiminates much of the common rnaterial Matthew and Luke share
together. It is not difficult, then, to conclude that Mark's historiographical concems in his
conflation of Matthew and Luke were quite different than those of Tatian. Hence, his
confiationary methods likely reflected these different cancem. Besides, it is quite
possible that Diatessuron was originally written in Syriac. Thus, the value of Tatian as an
appropriate iiterary analogy ro Mark's conflation of Matthew and Luke (begun and
developed by Longstaff) ne& to be reassessed.

A case should be made, too, for a reassessment of Longstaffs other examples of
conflation: the Medievai chronicIers Benedict of Peterborough and Roger of Hovedon,
two confiators who clearly f d outside the boundaries of the Greco-Roman world. Even

T.Baarda, Vier = Edn: Enkcle blorlùjden uit de geschiedenir van de hannonLrriek der
Ewngeliën (Kampen: Kok Phanis Publishmg House, 1%9) 12.
Ektersen, Tiatian's Diormaron. 75-76 (emphasis original).
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Dungan had to admit the foliowing in his review of Longstaffs Evidence of Conflanonof
Mark?:"mt may be doubted that two case studies [Le., Tatian and Benedict/Roger] are

suffident to develop 'characteristics' for anything as complex as copying habits in
ancient Mediterranean culture, particularIy when the main new examples [Benedict and
Roger] falls outside that milieu entirely.'lLUSimilarly, Burton H. Throckmorton has
offered the foiiowing in critique. Uniike Mark on the Griesbach theory,
[i]t is quite clear that Roger of Hovedon's method of conflation is to quote a
substantiai block of material h m one source, and then h m the other, making
very few verbal alterations as he goes dong, He transcni rather than rewrites;
he copies rather than ~reates.'~~
Throckmorton continues:
It seems evident that the parallels in the gospeIs are quite different in kind
Eiom those we find in the narratives about Thomas Becket, and that therefore one
ought not make conclusions with regard to the gospel parallels based on what one
knows about the use Roger of Hovedon made of his two sources.. ..
in the case of the Becket narrative, Roger of Hovedon has conflated two
documents, one which, it is known. is itself based partly on the other; hence the
threefold relationship that exists. But the argument that Mark confiated Matt and
Luke assumes what is nor known and whac must be demonstrated namely, a
previous literary relationship between Man and Luke. to account for rheir verbal
similarities against Mark!"

-

Mark, on the 2GH, often wiil follow the order of one source, yet adapt the
wording of the other."' This is a difficult process to imagine for a number of Rasons.
CBQ 41 (1979): 164. Sec also Tuckeu's critique in ï'he Revivd of the Griesbach Hypothesis.
41-51.

'"

Burton H.Throckmorton. "Mark and Roger of Hovedon," 104. Throckmorton is writing in
rrsponse to Longstaff's eariier article. The Minar Agreements: An Examination of the Basic Argument."

"Thrackmorton, "Mark and Roger of Hovedon," 106 (emphasis original).
For example, the Research Tcam argues lhat whiIe Mark chiefly foiiows Luke in the narrative
sequence describingJesus' eady minisay (Mark I5!1-39I/Luke 4:3 1-44), Mark will adapt wording h m
Maahew: "Although M[a]rfk] is foiiowing Ws o&r [inihis section], he may have gonen 'throughout ail
CaIüee' &fiulc 1:39] h m M[a]t[t] 4 : 2 L n (Famer. et al, " N d v e Outline of the Markan
Composition," 215).
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First, the physical limitations placed on what could be accompiished by a writer in te=
of media and writing surfaces were dramatic. Mark (iiterally) moving between written
sources, pictured by advocates of the 2GH, is difficuIt given this reality. Second and on a
related issue, such a description appears to be anaciuonistic. in our analysis of Josephus'
confiation, for example, he wiii consistently foiiow bath the order and wording of one

source ara time. This "simple" method of conflation likely had much to do with the
pmblem created with working with more than one scroii, and working without
something that functioned like a modem d à n g desk.
in addition, it becomes hard to imagine the sort of "micro-conflation" on Mark's
part of M O sources given the physical limitations of writing and working with written
sources in antiquity. Josephus' pattern of L'dternatingagreement" is, of course,
fundamentally at the pericopal/episodic levei, where he may have occasion to alternate
between sources between episodes. This sort of procedure seems difficult enough, given
the physical limitations imposed on ancient writers in their non-use of writing desks to
the difficulties in handling the scroll medium. This procedure has been described by the
How, then, does
Research Team as Mark's ability to "'zig zag' wirhin a single ~tory."'~~
the Research Team imagine Mark physically working with his two written sources, often

alternathg behveen the two fiequently wirhin individual pericopes? Evidently, this
question has yet to be addressed by any advocate of the Griesbach theory since and

incIuding Griesbach himself.
It is hard to imagine the author of Mark,working without a writing desk either

squatting or seated on a stool, physicaliy king abIe to accompiish this combination of

Ug

Fumer, et al., "Narrative Outiule of the Composition of Mark," 222 (emphasis mine).
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two written saurces into one new narrative. Cleariy, on the 2GH Mark is working with
the written texts of Matthew and Luke, not some repository (or repositories) of Matthean
or Lukan oral tradition. if Mark was ahernating between bis two sources on the pericopal
level, then such a picture is not difficult to imagine, despite any given difficulties an
author might have working with at least one written source. But on the ~ G Hthe
,
phenornenon of the alternating pattern of agreements within individual pericopes requires

an image of Mark, often in the midst of a îhought or sentence, literally laying down one
source and picking up the other in his conflation of Matthew and Luke. Such a practice
sounds virtualiy physically impossible, given the physicd conditions under which ancient
writers worked.

In addition, there is the very puzziing phenomenon found in Markan conflation
occurring in triple tradition pericopes, Obviously ,the vast majority of pericopes in Mark
are uiple tradition, offering the general suggestion that Mark conflated Matthew and
Luke on the 2GH.However, this confiationary procedure as described by the Research

Team does not allow Mark to exclusively follow either Matthew or Luke within triple
tradition pericopes. While Mark will choose to folIow the pericopal order of one or the
other, Mark is always alternating between the two interndy within the triple tradition
(see the Figure 21 below). Tbis description appears te be both artificial and anachmistic;
it is hard to imagine that Mark does not once exciusively foiiow one source as opposed to

both in the triple tradition.
Finally, it should be noted that the Research Team never compares Luke to
Lucian's "standards" for writing history in any detail in their volume on Luke's use of
Matthew. This is unfortunate, given the general clirnate within Synoptic source critical
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discussions across the board to ignore the cornpositional conventions of wrîters in
antiquity. The Research Team would have been better served to make conscious and
regular reference to Lucian in their detaiIed commentary on what Luke is doing with
Matthew on the 2GH. particularly since Luke has s i d a r compositionai "standards" in
his creation of "a smootfily flowing, well-proportioned narrative."'""

Does the model of the ancient epitome aid adwcates of the 2GH?
As is commonly known, epitomin'nglcondensing/abridging longer written works

was a regular practice in antiquity, occunhg frequently in both the Greek and Latin
literary worIds (see discussion in Chapter Three, "Greco-RomanReferences to Sources
and Methods of Adaptati~n").'~'
Clearly, on the 2GH, Mark is a type of "abbreviation" or
"abridgement" of Matthew and Luke. This assertion has its roots in Augustine, who
argued in De c o n s e m evangelistarum that "Mark follows watthew] closely and looks
like his attendant and epitomizer Marcus eum subsecutus, tanquam pedissequus et
breviator ejus videtur] ."L42 An anonymous article appearing in 1781 argued that Mark,on
the Griesbach hypothesis, "had Matthew in front of him and epitomized him with a
drawing on Luke."'" However, deeming Mark an "epitorne" of Matthew and Luke in the
-

-

-

--

'aMcNicol, Lukc's Use of Manhew. 30.

"'Set M. S. Siik, "epitome (Gmk)," and R. A. Kaster, "cpitome (Luin)," OCD.549.
Ia 11.4, as quoted and translated by David B.Peabody,"Augustine and the Auguscinian
Hypothesis: A Rwxaminarion of Augustine's Thought m De consensu evangelisranun." in Farmer, New
Synoptic Shrdies, 39-40'O (Translateci into English by David B. -y.)
Anonymous, "Von interpolation im
Evangeliurn Manhaci," Repenorumjùr biblische urid nwrgenlmdische Lïteraw 9 (ed. J. G. Eichhom;
Leipzig: Weidmann. 1781) 144. ïhis author is later idenciücd as Friedrich Andrws Süoth by J. G.
Eichhorn. P Einleinuig in dizr New Tesfament,MI. 1 (2* cd.; Leipzig: Weidmm. 1820) 465 n 1. The bil
quote by Anonymous (Smth)reads as foiiows: "1. Der Evangelist Markus h m in seinem Exemplar des
Manhacus die o h angeRihrren verdkhtigen Stiickc nicht. Ich se= hiebei voraus, was wohl k W
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classic sense quickiy feu out of fashion among early source critics with 3. B. Koppe's
1792 book, Marcus non epirumror Matthai!" However, recently Sanders and Davies
made the Markan epitome connection on the 2GH, siating the following:
Why an ancient would do what Mark is said to have done [on the 2GHl is
unrecoverable. Perhaps he wrote to synthesize competing gospels and thus
achieve hannony. Perhaps he enjoyed the puzzle [sic]aspects of his task. In the
Graeco-Roman world epitomes and abbreviated documents did exist,and possibly
Mark should be seen as an epitome which achieves a dramatic impact, based on
the miracle stones and the emphasis on 'immediacy' .Yet the epitome theory
Ieaves rnost people unsatisfied...lu
Even David L. Dungan used similar terminology, calling Mark on the 2GH "the
abndgment of Matthew and L ~ k e . " ' ~ ~
However, the question remains: 1s it appropriate to describe Mark as an
"abndgment," "abbreviation," "condensation)' or "epitome" of Matthew and Luke? 1s the

description of Mark by advocates of the 2GH consistent with epitomes/abridgmentsh m
antiquity? It appears the answer to both of these questions is "No." Like epitomes h m

antiquity, Mark on the 2GH ornits fui1 sections frorn his sources. Yec unlike the srpical
epitomizer, Mark does not adapt the conventional practice of foilowing one source at a

tinte, as, for exampie, Diodorus evidentiy does. in addition, epitomizers (like the author

lailgnen kann, dass Marirus den ManhW vor sich bue, und ihn mit Ziuiehung des Lukas epimniitnt." 1
thank David B. Peabody for bringing ihis quocation to my attention. Set Peabody's mer discussion of this
quote in "Chaptcrs in the History of the Linguistic Argument for Soiving the Synoptic Robtem. The
Nineteenth Ccnniry in Context," in Jesus, rhe Gospek and the Church. ~ o y insHonor of Wilitimt R,
F m r (ed, E.P. Sanden; Macon, GA: Mercer University Rcss, 1987) 54-56.

"

I. B. Koppt, Marcus non epiiomafor M m b i (Pmgramme Uuiv. Goüiztgen; Hehrafiii: C G.
Fleckeisen, 1792). Koppe arped for a "Fragment Hypothesis," in which ht assuwd the existence of a
numberoflost G m k and Hebrew fragments nscd by the Evangeiisîs, a theary r e m by Griesùach (sec
Griesbach, "A Demonstration."in Ordiard and Longstaff, Griesbach Stu[ies 17761976.104).

"

Sirrdying fhe Synoptic Goqwis, 92. Tbe "unsadsficd"pexception left by the 2GH causes Sanders
and Davies to adapt, at I c a in
~ part, the F~~~ief-Gouider
Ifieory (ir, "Mark without Q").
"Set above and Dungan,

" M d-ïbe

Abrïdgment of Matthew and Luke?
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of 2 Maccabees) strove (in theory at least) for concision and precision in their Ianguage.
This is typicdy not the case in Mark, As is weU known, Mark is clearly shorter than
Matthew and Luke in total length but consistently longer than Matthew andor Luke on
the pericopal Ievel. One would not expect an epitomizerlabridger to exhibit tbs

phenornenon. Thus, it appears that (early and current) the attempt to suggest the ancient
epitome or abridgement as the appropriate literary analogy to Mark on the 2GH is, at
best, unhelpful and, at worst, flawed and anachrouistic. Yet, as some eariy and current
advocates of the 2GH have demonstrated, it is very difficult to fmd another way to

describe Mark on the 2GH if one is going to assume the postenority of Mark in the
Synoptic Problern.

IV.Condusion

The assertion by E. P. Sanders and Margaret Davies that Mark's confiation of

Manhew and Luke is "mechanically feasible" appears to be pr~blematic.'~'Ln the current
(pst-)modern Iiterary culhue of the contemporary West, it is certainly possible to

imagine an author undertaking the literary project as presented by advocates of the 2GH

in their description of Mark's use of Matthew and Luke. Yet it appears chat for the most
part, Mark as described by advocates of the 2GH is inconsistent with what can be

observed in the works of ancient writers and their conventions. All would likeIy agree

'"

"It [the Griesbach Hpthesis] secms to us mechanidiy feasible,"Sanders and Davies,
Strrdying the S'pnë Cospcis, 92.Sanders a d Davies aiso latustatc tbar the 2GH is "tcchniEally
possi%lew
(117). Again. despite the "medianid feasibilhy"of the 2GH, in the end Sandcn and Davics
adopt (at least in patt) the Fantf-Gouldertbwry (iz.,%a& without Q")as the bcst solution to the

Synaptic Problem.
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that most (if not aii) redactionaI arguments in favor of particular solutions to the Synoptic
Problem are reversïble. in addition, the so-called "one-way indicators" in the stylistic
argument may also suffer fiom the same problem, with the description of these indicators

as unidirectiond king, in the end, incorrect. However, it seems that advocates of a i i
solutions, including the 2GH, could make a better case if compositional methods, ancient
book production, and the use of wntten texts as sources were included in the discussion.
So far, advocates of the 2GH have yet to explore tbis in any detailed fashion. Moreover,
the portrayais by advocates of the 2GH appear to be somewhat anachronistic in its
description of Luke's and Mark's compositional procedures, at least in terms of what
limited materials have been analyzed in the first part of this dissertation.
When Farmer's book, The Synoptic Problem, was pub [ished in 1964, it was
largely received negatively. Most reviewers did not appreciate Fanner's contribution to
Synoptic Roblem scholarship, particulady his important discussion of the historicai,
cultural and ecclesiatical forces at work shaping source-critical analysis since the
eighteenth century. Instead, criticism has (and c o n ~ u e to
s be) focused on the last two
chapters of the book where Farmer revives Griesbach's theory: "A New Introduction to
the Roblem" (Chapter Six)and "Notes for a History of the Redaction of Synoptic
Tradition in Mark" (Chapter Seven). This rather lopsided critique of Farmer's book !ed to
comrnents like the foiIowing polemicd remarks by F. W.Beare in his review of The

Synoptic Problem:
The attempt Dy Farmer] to show how Mark codd have k e n composed by an
editor bent on conflating Matthew and Luke must be regarded as a totaI failure.
We are asked to suppose that Mark wiggled back and forth h m Matthew to Luke
in a fashioo that is quite i n d b k ; in fact, 1was incluckd to Say that anyone who
could imagine any editor at any time or in any place going about his job as Farmer

THE TWO-GOSPm (NEO-GRIESBACH) HYPOTHESIS
describes Mark as doing would have to make a habit of believing sixteen
impossible things before breakfast!"
Beare's sarcastic remarks clearly ovezstate Farmer's picture of Mark and miss the
valuable contribution that his analysis made to Synoptic Problem scholarship, which, at
the t h e , was clearly not interested in vigorous debate over the merits of the widely
accepted 2DH.Yet as acerbic as Beare's comment5 may be, what Mark and Luke are said
to do on the 2GH continues to appear to be difficult to imagine, particularly in light of
what we now know about the ways in which writers worked with source materials in

aniiquity.
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THE FARRER-GOULDER HYPOTHESIS

1. Introduction

Along with the previously discussed 2GH. the Faner-GouIder Hypothesis (FGH)

offers a significant alternative to the standard Two-Document theory of Synoptic
rdationships. However, acceptance of the FGH is essentially a British phenomenon, with
the theory Iargely king dismissed, or even ignored, in North America and continental
Europe.' In addition, occasionally when the theory is engaged by North American and

European source critics, it is often rnisrepresented and too briefiy discussed? Still, the
theory first introduced by Austin Faner and more fidly explored by his protégé, Michael

D. Goulder, has been received and advocated (with some reservation) by several Gospels
scholars including E. P. Sanders and Mark S. Goadacre?

One notable exception to this mnd is E.P.Sandcts, and his conrinucd advocacy and dense of
the FGH. For his most -nt justification of the theory. sce Sanders and Davies. Sndying thc Synoptic
Gospet, especiaily Chqrer 6, "Furtùcr Hypotheses: Simple and Complur," 93-1 11.

For otampk, sa the foiiowing comments by David Dungan unda the headifig "The
Continuation of B. C. Butkr's Ropascd Solution." Dungan deais with Goulda's Lheory in his "histoq" of
the Synoptic Roblcm: "Aftcr B. C. Butla attackcd Stmter's deiense of the Two Source Hypothesis, a
s d ntunbu of EngüshschoIars sought to develop his [!] arguments funher. Foremost amang tnem has
been Austin Famr and his student Michael Goulder,w h m iuke: A New Puradigm, 2 vols, (1989) is the
most extensive rrdactionai analysis of the Gospel of Lukc h m tbis [Butierian] perspfftivein thc
Iiteranue,"(A Hrstory of die Synoptic Probkm, 384385). Dungan's commcnk both wrongiy associate
Butin with Famr and Goulcier and dtai with FamrlGoulder fat too briefiy.

'Sec Gotnhm, Go* w d tkGospeIs: An Ewmiruition of o New Pmadigm (JSNTSup 133;
Sheffield SheffieId Academïc h,
1996).

THE FARRER-GOULDER HYPOTHESIS
The influence on Michael Goulder by bis academic mentor, Austin Faner, is
significant. Like Faner, Goulder has published extensively bis theories on the lectionary
origins of the GospeIsP And Iike Farrer, Goulder has maintained a solution to the
Synoptic Problem that posits Markan prionty, Matthew's use of Mark, and Luke's use of
Mark plus Matthew, a theory labeled by some as "Mark without Q."' However, Farrer's
published development of his "Mark without Q theory on Synoptic iiterary relationships
is quite limiteci, most expiicitly discussed in his St. Matthew and St. Mark,and in his
essay entitled "On Dispensing with Q.'" It was left to Michael Goulder to guide the
theory into maturity and wider acceptance among scholars. While Goulder has referred IO
Farrer as "a genius as well as a saint,"' Goulder's continuhg influence is clearly more
profound and signif~cantthan that of his academic mentor? Still, the methodologicai and
conceptuai groundwork was laid for Goulder in his academic work with Faner.
Thus, this chapter will analyze Goulder's theory on Synoptic relationships in light
of ancient compositional practices on two fronts, that is, the two "phases" of Goulder's

'See Goulder, Midrarh and Lecrion in Manhew (London: SPCK, 1974); The Evungelists'
Calendar: A Lecn'onary Erplmrion of the Development ofscriprure (London: SPCK.1978). Sec aiso
Goulder. ide: A New Paradigm. 147-177. For Fafrer's work on lectionary theories and the Gospcls, sce Sr
Marthew and Sc Mark (tondon: A. and C. Black, 1954).

'

See, for example, Mark Goodacrr's internet site: "Mark without Q: A Synoptic Problem Web
Site," op. [cited 2 Novtmber 20001. Online hnp.Jlwww.bharn~.uk/thcology~.
ûrigindy published in D. E. Nineham, cd., Studies in the GospcIs: fisqs in Memory of R. H.
Lightfwt(Oxford:Blackwell, 1955) 55-88. Rcprinrcd in Arthur I. BeUinzoni, ai.,The Two-Source
Hypathrsis: A Criticai Apprrrid (Macon. GA: Merccr University Rcs, 1985) 321-356.

'Michael Goulder, with John Hick. Why Beüeue in Cod? (Loodo~:SMC P m ,1983) 16.
Demis N i i h m argues that it "wouid be quite wrong to ovedo the debt to Famr: Micbael
[Gauldu] is a pmfessional, linguistically M y quaiifid, and widely recognutd biblical scholar indced a
major bïblical scholar - in a way that Famr neva was" ["Michael GouIder An Appreciation," in
Cros9ng the Bowrdaries: Essays in B i b l i d Interpretation in Honour of Michael D. Goulder [S.E.P o m ,
et ai., eds; Bib1ica.i Interpntation Series 8; Leiden: E. S. Brin, 19941 mi.

-

-
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theory of Markan priority wirbout Q - 1) Matthew's (Micirashic) use of Mark;2) Luke's
use of Mark and Matthew.

II. Matthew's Exclusive Use of Mark:
The Fit Phrase of Gouider's "Mark Without Q" Hypothesis

Introduction: The origin and purpose of Mark's Gospel according to Goulder

Goulder's conclusions, as described genedy (and uaderstatedy) by Ninebarn,
"have tended to be against the c~rrent."~
However. an exampk of where Goulder's
conclusions are conventional has to do with the identity of the author of the second

Gospel. GouIder argues that Mark's Gospel iikely originated in Rome "where Peter and
Paul gave their lives for the faith."'@In addition, it "carries (if Papias' account is either
crue or current) the preaching message of Peter," for its "simple and detailed narrative is

self-authenticating."" As such, Mark's Gospel, argues Gouider. "containai the full
wealth" of the Peter-James-John [PJJI tradition at

wus sa lem."'^

A fundamentai teaet of Goulder's on-going work on the origin of the Synoptic

Gospels is the Iecaonary purpose and design of Matthew, Mark and Luke. Goulder's socaiied "lectionary theory" posits that each of the Synoptic Gospels was designed to be
used Iiturgicaiiy in the early chuch, with the constniction of each following a specific

'O

Gaddcr, Midrush and &crion in Munhew. 453.

"

Gouidcr. Midmsh mrd Lcction in M W . 453. On tht "PU aadition," see Gouldcr, "A Pauhe
in a lacobite Cbmch," Tho Fora GarpeLF 1992 (F. Van Segbrwck et al., eds; BEm. 100; Leuvcn:
Uitgmxij Pam,1992) 2:S9-875.

* Goalder, Midmsh und Lecrion in Matthew, 151

*
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religious calendar (or a portion thereof). While Goulder has written extensively on the
liturgicaYlectionary nature of Matthew and Luke, Mark has been viewed similarly: Mark
is a "lectionary book" that (uniquely) spans six and a haif months of an early church's
religious calendar - h m New Years to Easter. However, given Mark's only partial
coverage of the liturgical year, Goulder explains that
[s]ix and a half months' readings are not satisfactory: weii, Mark only promised to
give us 'the beginning of the Gospel,' and very likely (he may have felt) someone
else might like to write a second volume about Pentecost, and the continuance of
the Gospel in the Chwch. Mark's unsatisfactoriness is Matthew's invitation."
Thus, Goulder develops this "invitation" by exploring Matthew's use of Mark on the
FGH. Matthew's main motivation for reordering and reworking Mark, argues Goulder,
was to create a "satisfactory" lectioaary book for the liturgical life of his community.

Essentiaily, what Matthew does to Mark "is to add a first haif...: Matt. 12-28 follows
Mark 3-16 with occasional insertions, Matt. 1-1I bonows forward and elab~rates."'~
For Goulder, the main evidence in support of his Iectionary theory and the
liturgicai nature of the Gospels cornes fiom the Passion narrative in ail three Synoptics:
"It cannot escape the simplest hearer of the Passion story that it is divided into threehourly units: they are marked alrnost continuously in the text, and where there are
differences between the Gospels ...the events are timed to faU on the watches."" In other
words, the Passion Narrative is arranged and timed to conespond to a 24 hour vigil

period that the earliest Christians would observe annuaIIy on 1 4 ~ 1 1Nisan.I6
5~

* Goulder, MÙkrasA anà Lccnon in Mathw, 201.
" Midrash and Loctwn. 201.

'E v a n g e l ~ 'Catendar,297.
' EvangelUts' Colendar,297-3435
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The rest of Matthew's Gospel corresponds to the remainder of the Iiturgicai year.

Goulder observes that the 69 divisions in the text of Maübew in Codex Alexandrinus

-

betrays a liturgicai use for the Gospel these 69 divisions correspond to Iectionary
readuigs îhroughout the liturgical year!' It is a liturgical arrangement of Matthew that
Goulder illustrates as foll~ws:'~

Figu e 22: Matthew's Liturgical Arrangement (Goulder)
Text in Matthew 1
Contents
Calendar
Matthew 23-28
1 Pharisees, Ready for Parousia. Nisan (Passover)
1 Passion and Resurrection
Mau 1:1-416
1 bYar
Birth, John the Baptist,
Baptism, Temptations
Matt 4: l7-7:29
Cd1 of the Four,Sermon on the Sivan 1-15 (Pentecost)
Mount
Matt 8:1-11:l
Healings, Mission Charge
Rest of Sivan; Tammuz; Ab;
Elul 1-17
Matt 11:2-30
Those sent by John; Upbraiding 1 Eh124 (New Year)
of cities; Cornfield
Forgiveness;
Matthew 12
Jonah
Tisbri 1-14 @ay of Atonement
= Tishri 10)
Tishri 15-30 (Feast of
Man 13:l-14:21
Harvest Parables; John and
Tabernacles = Tishri 15-22)
He&, Loaves and Fishes
Waiking on water;
Cheshvan
Matt l4:22-15:3 1
Transgression of God's
cornmanciment; Canaanite
woman; Crowds healed
Kislev
Matt lS:32- l9:2
Jesus' final Gaülean ministry
Tebeth; Shebat; Adar
Matt 19:3-22:46
Jesus' pre-Passion Judean
Thus, in Midrash and Lection in Mutrhew (1974) and The Evangelists' Calendar
(1978), Goulder developed and defended the notion that the Synoptic Gospels were

designed around specific annuai lectioaary cycles. For, in the case of Luke (and

presumabiy Matthew and perhaps Mark),it is a Gospel "too long and too rich" to be read

" Adaptcd h

m "Appendix A: The A Divisions of MaKhcw and a Jewish-Christian Year,"

1
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in one sitting!'

Instead, the Synoptics are best understood as organized around some sort

of Iectionaxy cycle that corresponds to the Jewish-Christianyear.

The buk of criticism directed at Godder between the publication of The
Evangelists' Calendar (1978) and Luke: A New Paradigm (1989) was directed against his

lectionary theory. Mark Goodacre has summarized succinctly this criticism, and divides it
into five specific objections to the theory. Fust, while some have accepted GoüIder's

"midrashic" understanding of Matthew's (or Luke's) use of Mark, they have not k e n
convinced of the vdidity of the lectionary side of the theory? In other words, a

"midrashic" understanding of Matthew does not aiso require a lectionary theory. Second,
some have argued that Goulder places too much significance on the Alexandrinus
divisions as the key to uniocking the supposed lectionary structure and purpose of
~ a t t h e w .Third,
~'
some have questioned the extent to which the readings in Luke (and
Matthew) correspond to the OT readings connected to the various seasons and festivals

withiu a (Jewish) liturgical year? Fourth, some have questioned the type of Iectionary

-

Gouider has imaged one that begins with Passover (Le., at the Passion in Matthew and

~ u k e ) ?or, one that spans only part of a liturgical year (six and a haif months for

Midrash and Lecrion. 195-198; and, Evangelirrs' Calcndar,214.

"Godder, Evangclists' Calen&,

3.

E.g., Henry Wansbmugh, "Reviewof Michad Goulder, Midrush and iection in Manhew." ScrB
5 (1974-1975): 49; and, J. Dniry, "Review of Michel GouIder, Evangelists' Calendar,'' JSEIT7 (1980):

72-73.

"

Eg., 3. A. Sherlock, "Reviewof Miche1 Gcwldcr, MidrPh andiecrion in Manhewl TS 36
(1975): 340; and, C. L. Mitton. "Review of Michatl Gauidcr, Midrush and kction in Monhew. ExpTi
86 (1976): 98.
tL E.g., Morna Hooker, "Review of Michaei Gouldtr, Evangelists' C&ndar/ Epwcirth Revfew 7
(1980): 91-93; and, Mitton, "Review of MUlrash und Lcdon," 98.

Eg.. Hooker, "Review of Evungciins' CaIendm," 92.
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Mark).?Fifth, Goulder has k e n criticized for not treating Luke's second volume (Acts)
in the same lectionary fashion as he treats the k t ?
This criticism caused Godder to restate part of the theory and ternporarily
"shelve" another. In 1989,Goulder wrote the foliowing:

Of the two books which 1 have written on the GospeIs, one was partiy aven to
calendrical clairns (Midrmh and Ledm in Manhew), and the other wholly (The
Evangelisrs' Calendur).These proposais were generally greeted with scepticism,
and this scepticism has forced me to re-examine them, and to rnake a distinction
which was unclear to me at the hme. For I was in fact making two suggestions:
one that the Synoptic Gospels were desigaed to be read in sections round the year,
with suitablefestal lessons at proper intervals; and the other that it was possible to
reconstruct week-by-week sabbath readings in the kt-century synagogue, and to
see hem echoed seriaiiy in Mark and Luke. The most serious criticisms ... were
of the second hypothesis; and it is now clear to me that is was unwise to bind the
two theories togeîher as 1did. la the present state of knowledge the sabbath
readings in the synagogue are speculative, and the correspondences with the
Gospels are in any case patchy: so the sabbath hypothesis needs to be shelved,
though it does not need to be abandoned. But ihe evidence of correspondence
between the Gospels and the main feasts and fats of a (Jewish-) Christian Year is
much stronger?
Recently, Goulder took his "sabbaih" hypothesis "off the stielf" in his 1999 article
"Sections and Lections in Matthew."* As before, Mattbew is divided up into 64 sections,
each "marked" with at least one citation from the OT. This allows Goulder (again) to see

E.g., C. F. Evans, "Goulder and ihe Gospels," Tkofogy82 (1979): 430.

"

Sec Guodacte's own discussion of the problem with Goutder's thtory at this point (Gouldcr
anâ the Gospek, 3 13-3 14.

"

JSNT76 (1999): 79-96. This "an-shclving"of the thcary has occurrcd despite the significant
aiticism by Mark Goodane, who othcrwise adapts the FGH as the best "solution"to the Synoptic
hbiem." Goodaae states tbat "ûoulder's rrcon!nruaionof an mual cycle begmning in N i i is rather
too hopeful, aIthough th= is probably enough m Goulc&r's case to warrant shelving it, as he recommends
[in 19891, rathcr than abandonhg it. Partinilady imprrssive arc the comspondenceshe adduces behveen
sidrôr from Gewsis and p a g e s in Uatthew, NevathtIess,wist of Gouldcr's evidence for the ~ a d i n gof
the Penuueuch in an muai cyck beginning in Nisan is indirrct and at bcst suggestive rather than
probative" (Guider and the GospeLF, 339;sa aIso pp, 294-362).
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Matthew correspond to weekly 1ection;uy readings throughout a liturgical year

-

beginning with Easter (Passover). Goulder's "lectionary cycle" in Matthew "bas exactly
the ri@ number of lections for a Jewish-Christian year: 64, Iess eight Passover and one
pre-Paschal reading (since these days are normally week-days), makes 55, the number
required for a 13-moon year."28For Goulder, this "lectionary cycle" becomes the impetus
for Matthew's reworking of Mark,as we will see below.

The origin, purpose and techniques of Matthew's Gospel according to Goulder
Goulder's understanding of the First Gospel (Matthew) can be summarized in
three interrelated points:

1) Matthew exclusively uses Mark (Matthew's only written source is Mark);
2) Matthew generdy and consistently refiects the Rabbinic literary technique of
midrarh; and,

3) the purpose of Mattbew's Gospel (iike Mark's) was liturgical, stnrctured to
provide Iectionary readings throughout the religious year of Matthew's
community.
These points are discussed below, beginning with a brief description of Matthew and

Midrasti in Goulder's theory .

"CiouIda, "Sections and Lections,"95.
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MidraFh as defined by Goulder
Matthew, argues Goulder, is "neither a free paraphrase of Mark, nor a mere
commentary, but a re-writing, a second editi~n."~~
But in this "re-writing" of Mark,
argues Goulder, Matthew utilizes Mark as his sole written source. The non-Markan
material in Matthew, says GouIder, is simply "an ampfication of Mark, because it was
Matthew's midrash."MIn other words, aii of the non-Markan materiai (i.e., the so-cailed
"M'and "Q" material on the Two-Document Hypothesis) originated with and was
"created" by Matthew himself as a trained scribe or sophêr. Like other scribes d u d g the
k t century Rabbinic period, Matthew "made

his living by teaching and copying

scripfure." Interestingly, Goulder argues that Matthew was also familiar with Paul's
letters, "the stock of rabbinic wisdom," and, of course, the OT (see below)'

Like other scribes, Manhew regularly practiced the Rabbinic technique of
rnidrash, the broad purpose of which is two-fold, described by GouIder as follows: fmt,
the scribe has "the duty to edify, to proclaim God's word in the community, to

interp~et;"~
and second, the scribe has "the duty to reconcile," since with "time corne
developments in theology, and midrash is necessary in order to square the old wiih the
new .*'*Thus, in Matthew's literary work "...we see exemplified the three generai traits
of micirash.. .:creativity, inspiration, and wiliingness to expand by a few words, a few

a W d e r , Midrah and Lection m Manhew, 34 (emphasis added).

"Goutder, Midrmh 4ndLcction Ui Manhew, 151.
" Gouider, Midrash mi k t i o in~ Mankew, 151.
G o u i k , Midrmh anà Lecrion m Manheu. 29.

"Godder. Midmh and Lection in Mîzahw. 29.

vetses, or a few chapters. Mauhew makes stories up: [for example:] the Infancy stories,
the Temptations, the details of Juda~."~
Matthew's reasons for "amplifying" Mark are perhaps two-fold and related. First,
while "Matthew had ...an authoritative account of the Lord's e t r y [i.e., Mark's
Gospel]," as "a scrii, he had the midrashist's double motive for expanding it. The
people need teaching, and Mark is short of tea~hing."~
Second, as a scribe, the "made
of authority" would have fallen on Matthew (the author) for liturgical leadership%Thus,
Matthew would be required to "amplify" through the technique of rnidrash, graduaIIy

transforming an "unsatisfactory"and incomplete "lectionary book" (Mark)into a
complete and usefui Iiturgicai work. Goulder describes Matthew's liturgicai Sitz im Leben

In the 70s worship would be revolutionized by the arriva1 of Mark['s Gospel]. The
full wealth of PJJ [the Peter-James-John tradition at Jenisalem] was now at
Matthew's disposd. The skilful saph& found hirnself able, week after week, to
expound OT texts in ternis of the new tradition, and vice versa: drawing
sornetimes on the Pauline letters, and sometimes on the stock of rabbinic wisdom,
especially in the matter of parables. The narrative was the Marcan narrative, for it
supplanted a thin thing, a Formdtics' PJJ, worn down to its bones: the fuIl body
of Mark's story, backed by the authority of Peter, left nothing of the older
tradition worth preserving. The additional rnatter [i.e., the "non-Marcan
traditions'l was an ampiifkation of Mark,because it was Matthew's midrash. As
year followed year, a more and more perfect amplification could be provided: and
when its author felt it could not be bettered, it could be written down and passed
out to other churches.. ..n
Thus, the IiturgicaI needs of Matthew's community dictated his aeatment of his singIe
literary (and lectionary) predecessor.

Y

Goulder,Midrash and Leaion in Manhew,33.
Goulder.Midrash and Lcaion in Manhew.32.

36

Goulder,Midmh and LeCrton inManhcw. II.
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W e Matthew's midrashic traits can generally be d e s c n i d as creativity,
inspiration, and a willingness to expand (see above), Goulder suggests a more detailed
catalogue of Matthew's miclrashic techniques, drawing as an analogue the Chronicler's
use (midrash) of the Deuteronornistic History @tr) in the OT.MThese techniques are
twelve in number:

1 ) trculscription (Le., places where Matthew borrows unaltered fkom Mark);

2) omission (occurs more infrequently in Matthew than in other examples of
midrash);
3) abbreviation;
4 ) inconsisrencies (Le., minor contradictions are a cornmon but i n ~ i ~ c a n t

occurrences in Matthew's introduction of his own material with that of Mark);

5 ) fatigue (Le., Matthew is more willing to Freely create at the beginning of a

Markan pericope than at the end, where "the magnet of the text he is
foiiowing puils him into more docile reproduction"^;
6) doublets (Le., "the giossing of one concext with another later in the story, so

that the author is involved in bomwing forward from his own material'?;

7) explanatory changes (places " w k any phrase likely to cause difficulty or
offence is liable to be glossed, paraphrased, or otherwise explai~ed'~');
.

-

-

Gouldcr,Midrash and Lcction ot Manhew, 151.

"See Gouldcr. Midrosh ond kction in Manhew, 34-46.
" Goulder,Midrash and Lcction in Monhnv, 335. Sec Mark Goodacrc's development of the
"fatigue" idea in "Fatigue in the Synoptics," MS 44 (1998): 45-58.

"Gouider,Midrash and Ledon Ur Mutrim. 36.
" Goulder,Midrash

and fecn'on in Mmtttew. 38.
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8 ) modflcation;

9) deliberate change of meaning;
10)added anrithesis (Le., "Matthew often adonis Marcan prose with antitheses of
his own making'?;

I 1) expansion; and,
12) composition miracles (i.e., places where ''Matthew combines elernents h m

different Marcan miracle^'*^).
Goulder's definition of Midrash is quite general, and therefore does not agree
with more technical approaches. Gary G. Porton argues that more generalfless technical

understandings of Midrash have to do with two problems in the definitions offered by
most Midrash scholars. First, many "have ignored the possibility of micirash's k i n g a
scholarly, holy game.'& Second, Midrash could be "anything" if one does not require "a
clear connection between the comment and the verse.'* Given this problem, Porton's
Doktumater Jacob Neusner argues that Midrash is usually understood in one of three
ways: 1) "the types of scriptml exegesis carried on by diverse groups of Jews from the

tirne of ancient Israel to nearly the present &y"; 2) "a compilation of scripturai
exegeses"; and, 3) "the written composition (cg., a paragraph with a beginning, rniddle,
and end, in which a completed thought is laid foah).'* Consequently,Neusner adapts the

definition of his student Porton as the best definition of Midrash: "Midrash is a type of
Goulder. Midrash and Laetion U1 Monhnu. 41.
a Gouldcr, Midrah and tccrion Ur Mmhew, 45.

Gary G.Porton, "Midrash." ABD 4: 818.

hmn, "Midrash," 8 18.

* Jacob Ncusner, Whar 3 Midrush? (Philadelphia: FocUess, 1987) 8.
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literature, oral or written, which has its starting point in a fixed canonical text, considered
the revealed word of God by the rnidrashist, and his audience, and in which the original

verse is explicitly cited or clearly aliuded to.'&
Neusner argues that Midrash can be either "paraphrase,*' "prophecy,*' or
"parable":

[InMidrash os paraphrase, t]he exegete would paraphtase Scripture,
imposing fresh meanings by the word choices or even by adding additional
phrases or sentences and so revising the meaning of the received text.. ..
In Midrush as prophecy the exegete would ask Scripture to explain
meanings of events near at hand, and Scripture would serve as a means of
prophetic reading of the contemporary world. Midrash as prophecy produces the
identification of a biblical statement or event with a contemporary happening.. ..
in Midrush as parable, the exegete reads Scripture in tems other than
those in which the scnpture writer speaks.. ..The basic principle is that things are
never what they seem to be. Israel's reality is not conveyed either by the simple
sense of Scripture or by the obvious reaiities of the perceived world. A deeper
meaning in Scripture preserves the profound meaning of the everyday world of
Israel even now ?
Porton presents the varieties of micirashic activities as various sub-genres within
the general category of Midrash, including midrash in the Hebrew Bible, the Torgumim,
the "rewriting" of Biblical narratives, and ~ e s h e rWhat
.
is most relevant to this chapter
is his discussion of both of the foilowing sub-genres: the "Micirashic activity within the
Hebrew Bible;" and, the "Rewriting of the Bible." While one may disagree with

Gary G. Porton. "Defining Midrash." in T h Study of Ancient Jicdaim (ed.Jacob Neusner; New
York: Ktav, 1981) 1:62. Ncusner quotcs Porton on pp. 9-10, Whar is Midritzh?

Neusner, What Ls Midrmh? 7-8. Neusner unlizes this same threefold approach in A Midrash
Readcr (Minneapolis: Famess, 1990). Neusner also offus a similar thnefoid definition in ~nvi~màn
ta
hiidrush (Sm Francisco: Hiupa & Row, 1989): "Midrash wotks m tiuce dimensions: fmt. as uplanation
of meanhg imputed to particuiar v e m s of Scripmrc; second. as a mode of stating important propositions,
syUogisms of thought, in conversafion with vnscs or sustained passages of Scripture; and, third. as a way
of reîelling scriptural stories thaî imparts new immediacy to those storits"(3-4).

"

Gary G. Porton. " M i h h : Palestinian Jcws and the Hebrew Bible in the GrccckRoman Penod,"
ANRW 2.192 (1979): 118-127-
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Chronicles-Dtr anaiogy for Matthew's Midrash of Mark (see below), Goulder's point that
what the Chronicler is doing with Dtr as a source can be seen as Midrash is potentialiy
sound. Whde unmentioned in Goulder's Midrask undkction in Maiîhew, several
scholars have argued that 1 and 2 Chronicles is, in fact, "midrash," including L. Zunzy

E. ~chürer?'J. Weingreen? and T. W i i ? However, Porton cautions the reader to
refrain from anachronisticaily descn'bing what Chronicler is doing in the technicai sense
of "midrash"since Porton's research "indicates that only in the first centuries of the
cornmon era did the t e m dri [düràsh = 'to seek' or 'to mort to'] and miri attain the

technical rneaning of searching Scnpm and prcducing comments upon the Holy
~ e x.T'tsa
Porton argues that one can also see the sub-genre of "rewriting" Biblical texts
witfiin a pst-biblicai context, seen most readily in the Liber Antiquitatwn Biblicanun

(LAB) and the Genesis ~ p o c r y ~ h o nThis
~ - 'type of midrash "retells the bibiical story by
adding details, explainhg difficult passages, rearranging matend, and the like.yT56
Porton
states that, for example, LAB

"rewrites biblical history" by adding "details which are

missing and edits the material it reproduces by omitting, shortening, lengthening, or

Die gottesdimtlichen Vorrrüge& M e n (Hildesheim. Oh-Hildesheim,
"A

1892)38.

H&ory of the Jewish People in the lïme ofJesus Chrin (tram. J. Macpherson; New York

Schocken Books, 1891)1, div. 2,340.
'The Rabbinic Appmacb ta the Snidy of the Old Testament," B/RL 24 (1951-1952): 186487.
a Die Chronik a& Auslegung (Gottingcn: Vandenhoeck & Rupmht, 1972).

* Porton, "DcfiningMidrash." 58.

"Porton, "Midrash,"819.
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paraphrashg the original te~t.''~
Thus, LAB is consistent with Porton's description of

miclrash, and is likely to be "one of the oldest midrashic works in our possession" (I
or II

c. CE)J8

Is Goulder's Maiihew engaging in a Midrash of Mark?
Connecting Matthew and the Rabbinic technique of midrash is nothing new.

Robert H. Gundry broadly descnid Matthew's technique, in part, as a midrashic
expansion and embeiiishment of his main source ~ a r kEven
. ~ Neusner argues that
Matthew's Gospel exhibits characteristics of "Micirash as prophecy)' particularly where
Matthew follows a brief episode with "a citation of a verse of the Hebrew Scriptures that

has been fulfilled in the preceding saying or ~ t o r y .For
' ~ Matthew, "Midrash involves the
reudhg of the verses of ancient Israel's Scriptures in light of rheir meaning in the life and
reachings of Jesus.'"' Neusner continues:

What we have in al1 of the New Testament Gospels, as in the Essene library of

Qumran,is an entirely distinctive sort of exegesis: a reading of the verses of
ancient Scripture in light of an available scheme of concrete events. The exegete
relates Scripture h m the past to things that have happened in his own day.
...[Thus, the] compiler or evangelist wished to present amplification of the
meaning of a verse of Scripture, no word-for-word or phrase-for-phrase
interpretati~ns.~
Pocton, "Midrash: Palesthian Jews and the Hebrrw Bible," 123.

Porton,'Midrash: Paiesanian Jews and rhc Hebrew BibIe," 122.

"

E.g., Matthcw's rtdacaonal "feanires ahibit such a high degree of cditorial liberty hat the
adjectives 'midrashic' and 'haggadic' btcome appropriate" (R.H.Gundry, Mmhm,:A Comme?!tmyon his
Lirerary und Theobgical An. 628).

"

Neusner, Whrrt is Midrush? 37. Neusner gives four examples h m Manhew: Man 1:1û-23; 2 16; 2:16I%; and 3:1-3.
6'

Ncusner, Whrit is Midrah? 39 (emphasis original).
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But both Gundry and Neusner differ drarnaticdy h m Goulder in their use of the tenn
"Midrash." Whereas Gundry and Neusner both argue that Matthew exhibits the
techniques of Midrash, they do not state or imply that Matthew's Gospel should be
characterized by the literary genre of Midrash, as Goulder does. This is where Goulder is
on his own: Matthew not ody exhibits the techniques of Midrash, but should be classifed

Neusner and Porton have worked to provide a clear and specific definition of
Midrash, the foundation of this definition k i n g Iewish exegesis of biblical texts. In other

words, whatever Midrash is or whatever sub-genres of Midrash there may be, Midrash is

a technique always connected to a "canonicai" or biblical text. As Porton argues:
"Midrash is based on a canonid textmd Technicaily speaking, Goulder's Mark was not
L'canonicai"or "biblical" for Matthew and his community, at least in the modem
understanding of the terms. However, Goulder does argue that Mark was a Iongtime-

known "authoritative" text for the Matthean community, and as such, could be considered
a "canonicai" text that in twn could be used rnidrashically. As Porton continues:
For our purposes, canon designates those texts which are accepted as authoritative
by the community....If the original passage is canonical or proto-canonical, its
later use is properly designated as midrash. However, if the prior text had not
achieved canonical status, the later comment is not rnidrash?
On this issue, the foiiowing question remains: Cm a text deemed "unsatisfactory" and

"imperfect,"thus obsoIete and inferïor, still be seen as "canonicai" or authoritative?
Besides, Godder's case that the Matthean comrnunity was farniliar with Mark as an
-

"Ponon, *hiidrash: Paiestinian Itws and the Hebrew Bible," t 11.
bL

Poflon, "Wdrask PaIcStiDian k w s and ibe Hebrew BibIe." 111.
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authoritative text for a decade or so prior tu the composition of Matthew's Gospel is

entirely speculative and an unsubstantiated claim. SimiIarly,Gundry is criticized for
using the term "midrash"in connection with Matthew's literary technique. P. B. Payne,

in his crïticism of Gundry, argues tbat
Midrash clearly indicates the ûT text which is being interprered.The pwpose of
the midrash is to comment an, embellish, and appIy the OT text. In contrast,
Matthew and the 0 t h evangelists were[, as X. Léon Dufour has stated,]
"concerned not with interpreting the OT,but with interpreting an event in ternis of
the ûT.'*

Thus, it is probably safe to conclude that Goulder's use of the term "rnidrash" ta describe
the literary genre of Matthew is troublesome, given the consistent connection between

Midrashim and the OT.
This Ieads us to the next point: Nowhere is midrashic literature described as a
literature that arises because of the supposed inferiority or obsolescence of a particular
biblical text. Neither is midrashic literature ever characterized, h t h by the Midrasists
thernselves and their contemporary anatysts, as a "replacement" for the Biblical text upon
which it is commenting and exegeting. Thus, Goulder's description of Matthew as a
"second edition" of Mark is probiematic if Matthew is, in fact, practicing Midrash in his
use of the Markan source. Subsequent editions, whether ancient or modern, are, by
definition, replacements for their pdecessors. The publication of an updated, revised or
subsequent edition always, either impliçitly or explicitiy stated by the author, renders the

eariïer edition obsolete and therefore unusable. Thus to speak of Matthew as both Mark's
midrash and "second edition" is anachronistic.One cannot deem a work of midrash as a

* P.B. Payne, "Midrash and History in the Garpels with Sptcial Refetencc to R-H.Gundry's
Manhew," Gospel Perspectives: Srdies in Midrash and Hisroriogropky, Voliunc UI (cd. R. T.Fmce and
D.Wenham. Sheffietd: JSOT Ress, 1983) 2ûI (tmpbasis originai). Payne quotes frwi Dufour. Thc
Go.rpcLr Md the Jesus afHLriory (London: Cab, t%8) 215.

subsequent edition of the work upon which it is commenting. in other words, the realities

of publication in the Greco-Romanliterary world mean that Gouider can have micirash
without Matthew as the second edition, or vice versa, but not both.

Third, deeming Matthew's Gospel within the boundaries of Midrash may. in fact,
be somewhat anachronistic. For Goulder, the problem is the lack of written Midrash
contemporary with Matthew. This is simikir to the criticisrn leveled against Gundry's

arguments for the "micirashic" character of some of Matthew's exegetical techniques.
Payne argues that Gundry's %e of the terrn midrmh as a literary genre in Matthew's day

would appear to be ana~hronistic'~
for thé folIowing reasons: first, H.L. Strack's
assertion that îhe "writing down of the Midrash, Le. of Hdachoth and Hagadoth,
commenced with the second century of our era, and ended with the eleventh ~entury;'~
and, second, Gundry's own admission of the "paucity of rabbinic rnaterials.. .before AD.

70.'~
in addition, the volume in which one finds Payne's essay contains two other
articles in which each author argues that "midrash was nota fiterary genre famiIiar to
first-centuxy Jews.'*

in tenns of the cornpositional techniques of writers in antiquity,there are few
items worth noting as this section concludes on Matthew's exclusive (midrashic) use of

"Payne, "Midrash and History m the Gospels," 196.
a Snadr,"Micirash," Scl@Hcnog
Funk & Wagnalls, 1883) 2:1504.

Enqciopuedia of ReZigioup Knowledgc (3 vols.: New York:

* Payne, "R. H.Gundry's Mmhew," 197. in the samc volume, sce R. T.France, ' M i s h
Historiography, Midrash, and the Gospels"@p. 99-127); and. Bruce Chiiton, "Varieties and Tendencies of
Midmsb: Rabbinic Interpretations of Isaii 2423" @p. 9-32): "'Midrash' is not... a genre within the New
Testament: it is defmable only within Rabbinia, and may k applicd m the New Tesrament ody w k n a
pronouncdsimilarity to Rabbinica is evide11t.AU of the uttaat M i d r a s h sttm h m tbe pcriodof
Rabbinic Judaism; rtiat is, they were compased w eariier rhaa dtning tbe second cenniry" (91.
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Mark First, clearly, Goulder's midrasMectionary thmq has not escaped the criticism of
many scholarsm- on Matthew, Gouider is at his non-conformistk t . On the positive
side, despite the nearly wholesale rejection of this theory, Goulder is to be commended
for suggesting a literary Sirz im Leben for Matthew and his community that cornes from
the breadth of possible fmt century scenarios. Negatively, Goulder's description of
Matthew as essentiaily a "second editioa" of Mark is a ahnomer and potentially
misleading (see above). Surely, on any of the main solutions to the Synoptic Problem, the
secondary Gospel(s) is (are) clearly not a sirnpleb're-writing"of their literary
predecessor(s), let alone a "second edition."Goulder could strengthen his own cause by
avoiding such historicai incongniity, a problem that he exhibits more blatantly in his
ueatment of Luke (see below). Perhaps Goulder's own "paradigm" of Midrash is partly
responsible for this problematic description of Matthew: If Matthew 's Gospel is
essentiaiiy his midrashic matment of Mark and the OT, then Matthew could not be seen

as a unique and independent written work. But Goulder's problem, it seems, is that on the
one hand, he describes the need for a new GospeI (Le., Mark is liturgically
"unsatisfactory"; it lacks the teaching matend required by Matthew's community), yet he
posits a technique and genre (Midrash) that by its nature and definition does not
conhibute to the rendering obdete of older literary works. Yet this is precisely what
Godder's Manhew has to do because of Mark's apparent manifold deficiencies.

ID For a hclpful iïst of those scholars who have itspondcd directiy ta Goulder's ideas. sec
Goodaae, Go&
mrd the GarpcLF. 374-37 S.

THE FARRER-GOULDER HYPOTHESIS
Matthew's Techniques of Adapting Mark
Like advocates of the 2DH, Goulder advocates Markan priority. In generai, then,
what Matthew is assumed to be doing with Mark on the 2DH is similar to what Goulder
assumes on the FGH, while the reason for such changes would likely differ ktweeu most
advocates of the two theories. Again, essentially what Matthew does to Mark "is to add a
first haif.. .:Mau. 12-28 follows Mark 3-16 witb occasional insertions. Matt. 1-11
borrows forward and elaborates."" in other words, Matthew's most significant reworkirig
of Mark occurs in the first halfof his Gospel. For the FGH (and the 2DH for that matter),
the more significant instances of Matthew "borrowing forward" of Mark would be the
foiIowing three episodes, al1 from Mark 4-6:
1) the calming of the stodGerasene demoniac (Mark 435-5:20//Matt 823-34);

2) the heaiing of Jairus' daughter and the hemorrhaging woman (Mark 52143ffMatt 9: 1 8-26); and,

3) Jesus' instructions to the Twelve (Mark 6:8- 13//Maa 10:s- 16).
Cleariy, Goulder's Matthew is motivated soiely for liturgicai reasons in his
reworking of his source, Mark. AU t h e of these stones that have been "borrowed
forward" fiom Mark occur in the section in Matthew that would be read during the

months of Tammuz, Ab, and Elul leading up to and including the New Year that begins
the Tishri €estai season. Thus, Goulder d e s m i s Matthew's Iiturgical motivation as

Matthew believed that the New Age bad begun with Jesus, and that Roshhashshanah [that begias Tishi] was the season for proclaiming, and for pointhg
to the signs of, the inbreakhg of the Kingdom of Heaven. Jesus had indeed
wrought the signs of the kingdom: he had healed the b h d and deaf and lame, and
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the Gospel of Mark had been largeIy Nled with such wonders. ...But as the years
went by, an improvement upon the Marcan order of healings would suggest itself.
...What Matthew has done, therefore, is to borrow the remaining heaiing stories
forward, and to teave the controversial incidents [Le., Mark 2:23-3:6; 3:22-301 in
their traditiond Tihri setting. He will then be able to proclaim the healing of the
blind, deafldurnb, and lame at New Year. .,n
Goulder summarizes the reasons for Matthew's reworking of Mark in this section:
It is not to be supposed that ail this was planned by the evangelist in his study. It
was the result of years of triai and error, arrangement and rearrangement, in actual
liturgical practice. Some such theory as 1 have just suggested seems to be required
by changes from Mark which Matthew has made, and it does not demand a
sophistication in advance of the age of the Gospel. We cannot suppose it to be
accidental chat the fasting lecuon and the two discourses ljections] 10-11 watt
8: 18-27 = Tammuz 13 and 201 sr> exactly fit the calendar, and these must be
primary considerations: for the r a t we have either to account for the Matthean
healing order, or suppose that he changed Mark at random, an unlikely and
unprofitable hypothesis?
On the calming of the stodûemene demoniac episodes (Mark4:35-5:20//Matt
823-34)

- lectioas 11-12 in Matthew - Goulder gives the foliowing reasons regarding

Matthew's reworking of Mark. The caiming of the storm "is abbreviated fiom Mark by
about a quarter, partly in view of the details used in" the previous reading (Le, Matt 8:1922)J4Matthew's other changes are clearly motivated for liturgical reasons: " 6 p x
aoaov introduces a liturgical note suggesting ihe Lord's divinity: Mark's
&ET&

O ~ K

ziunv becomes 6lcqmaroi to lessen the reproach of the dis~iples."'~
The

Garasene demoniac in Mark becomes two Gudtzrene demoniacs as Mathew joins to it
Mark's other demoniac account fiom 1:ZN8 .76

Midrash andkction in Matthew. 313.

"Muirash and Lection in MUtthcw. 318.
'* GUuIder, Mirlrah and Lecrion in Manhew. 323.
Ciouider. Midrash und Lecrion m Matthew. 323-324.
Goulder, Midrash mid M o n m Mmihov. 324.
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On the healing of lainis' daughm and the hemorrhaging woman (Mark 52143//Matt 9:18-26)

- lections 15 and 16in Matthew - Goulder states the following:

The second series of healings opens with the Leviticaiiy unclean woman and
Jairus' daughter, together as in Mark S. There is a tendency in a i l division in
lecriones continuae for the division to be adjusted to the place where the new
charackr is named for the fmt the, cutting across the logic of the story: this is
m e for OT divisions, such as the Noah story, which begins logicaily at [Genesis]
6.1, and not 69....As 9-13-19 is an unsatisfactory unit, it seems likely that
Matthew intended the story to go on to 922 with the healing of the haemorrhage,
giving one healing to each sabbath.. ..The very m a t abbreviation, by two thirds,
emphasizes the healing ministry seen as a whole, at the expense of individual
details: Matthew was not concerneci with history as such?
Fmally, Jesus' instructions to the Twelve (Mark6:8-13IMatt 10516) is a lection
that marks the beginning of the liturgical New Year. Goulder states the following
regarding Matthew's reworking of Mark at this point:

In Mark the Twelve are cailed and named in Mark 3, sent on mission in Mark 6:
Matthew's rehandling of the Marcan healings [see above] has taken him to Mark
5 and beyond, but Mark 3 is still ahead, so it is convenient to him to take the
caliing and sending together. New Year sees both the forming of a new Israel
under its new patriarchs, and theu commissioning to proclairn the presence of the
kingdom?
Again, Matthew 's motivation for reworking Mark are iiturgicai - the New Y ear is
appropriate time for reading about the "commissioning" of "new patriarchs."
CIearly,Matthew's technique of adapting and reworking Mark is aIrnost
exclusively for Iiturgical reasons - Matthew "bomws forward" certain Markan episodes
in order to create a more Iiturgicaily useabie lectiooary. While most would probably
quibble with Goulderls.understandingof Matthew's motivation for making these changes
to Mark, it should be said chat the sorts of changes that Goulder imagines Matthew
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making to Ma& are technicdy feasible. Clearly Matthew's tendency is to move through

Markan episodes in the order in which he fin& them. However on occasion, in the first

-

haif of the Gospel, Goulder's Matthew will rework Mark or "borrow fonvard" a
Markan pericope - for redactional (Le., liturgical) reasons. This is consistent with the
known practices of Greco-Roman writers as we have seen in the early chapters of this
disseration.
However, Goulder's biggest problem is not Matthew's "borrowing forward" of
Markan episodes, but Matthew's "micirashic" technique of adaptation. What Matthew is
said to do with Mark (and the 07')
is Midrash. What Luke is said to do with Mark and
Matthew, on the other hand, is sornewhat different. It is where we turn next.

ITi. Luke's Use of Mark and Matthew:
The Second Phase of Goulder's "Mark Without Q Hypothesis

The description of the Gospel writers' literary and life settings in stark and
seeniingly simple t e m continues wiîh Goulder's portrayal of Luke's compositional

procedure. Goulder makes three assumptions about Luke, the author of the third Gospel
and Acts, that are important presumptions to his overall theory and are ones that largely

remain unsupported: 1) Luke is the "cornpanion of Paul"; 2) Luke wrote his Gospel
sometime after 85 CE, and, 3) Luke was "an hcimmo~
of the church at Philippi, or
Working with these assumptions about Luke the
another of the major Greek chur~hes."~~
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author, Goulder first introduced in some detail Luke's compositional procedure in the

final chapter of Midrash and Lection in Matthew? Here, Goulder introduced his theory
on Luke in largely general terms, describing Luke's technique in light of Matthew's

miclrashic amplification of Mark through the following series of assumptions:
If we make these [above] assumptions [about Luke's identityj, then how should
we expect Luke to have reacted to the Gospels of Mark and Matthew? Mark he
has known and used in church for a dozen years. It is a document of the very
highest authority. It cornes (so we may believe) from Rome where Peter and Paul
gave their lives for the faith. It carries (if Papias' account is either m e or cwrent)
the preaching message of Peter. Its simple and detailed narrative is selfauthenticating. On any question of cornparison in Luke's eyes, Mark is bond to
hold pnority. On the other hand Matthew had attempted to rewrite Mark because
liturgically Mark was unsatisfactory. The readings he provided were for only the
half-year from New Year to Passover: and of what use is a six and a haIf month
lectionary book? Luke's church needed what Matthew professed to supply, serial
readings for the entire year. Furthemore, Matthew is a highiy attractive work of
art, It contains many epigrammtic sayings which are immediately mernorable,
and invduable preaching material. If Mark has priority, it is plain that Matthew,
once known, cannot be neglected?'

Similarly,Goulder stated the foliowing in 1984:

Let US suppose that Luke was a "ministerof the word" writing in about 90; he has
had a copy of Mark since the early 70s, and has used it regularly as the bais of
his preaching; he has had a copy of Matthew since the early 80s. and has made
much use of this too for instructing his congregation. He wishes now to write a
Gospel of his own, and for this purpose will need to combine his two primary
sourcesF
Goulder gives two reasons why Luke modifies Matthew: First, "Matthew provides a

Festal cycle which the Greek church [of Luke] does not observe, and broadly negIects the

"Lirkc's Use of Mark and Matthew,"452473.
" Midrash and Lection in Manluw, 453.

Godder,The Order of a Crank," in SyrwpticStudies: ïhe AmpIeforth Conferences of 1982 and
1983 (C. M. Tucken, ed.; JSNTSup 7; Sheffield: JSOT Ress, 1984). 111-1 12.
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sabbath cycle which they do;" and second, "Matthew is doctrinally a highly
unsatisfactory book for a Philippian Christian.'a

In addition to the closing chapter in Midrash and kction in Manhew, Goulder
revisits Luke's compositiond procedure and motivation for aitering Matthew a decade
later, in his 1984 essay entitled 'The Order of a Crank."" in this essay, Goulder leaves
the lectionary argument to the side for a moment and devotes his argument to a
description of Luke's compostional procedure in working through Matthew and Mark.

Goulder's Picrure of Luke's Compositioncl1 Procedure
Goulder describes Luke as a "hannonist" who was "concemed to get his order
right."8S But unlike "modem harmonists," Luke's technique is distinct in at least four
areas: First, "[ilt is not so important [for Luice] for teaching materid to be in order as for

the incidents [i.e., narrative matenal]."m Second, Luke ofkn will "break up long units of
teaching material [from Matthew] into more manageable sections."" Third, since "Luke's

policy" is "to take Mark in large sections.. .without intrusions from Matthew, then of
necessity he will have to have the non-Marcan material out of the Marcan c ~ n t e x t . 'And
~

fourth, Luke's procedure is not at all like Streeter's picture of Luke "conflating" Mark
Midrash Md Lection in Manhew. 454.

"The ride is Gouider's sanionic nuse of B. H. Strwter's tem "d:
who,'
in arguing against
Luke's knowledge of Manhew. posits lhat such a suggestion "would only bc tenable if. on othu punds.
wc had m o n to bclieve he &ukeJ was a ctank" ( 2 7 ~Four GospeLr @.ondon: Macmillan, 19241 183).
*'The &der of a Cmnk," 112. Cf.LPLe t:14

"

The Order of a Crank," 112. The utampIe givcn by GouIda is Luke's abbnviation of Mark
4:l-34 into Ntten verses in Luke 8:4-18.
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and Q,where he takes "a phrase h m here, a word from there."@ Iastead, Luke adopts
the policy of foflowing one source at a t h e , seen in Goulder's imaginary picture of Luke

My Luke has probably a cramped writing table with space for his own smU and
the one he is ushg as his baseiif-the-moment. Mark and Matthew iake turns to go
on the floor. Where there are overlaps and minor agreements and such things, it is
fiom reminiscence of a familiar paralle1 text?
Thus, from this description it is important to note four important details regarding Luke's
compositionalprocedure: Fit, Goulder imagines Luke working with one source at a
tirne. Second, the medium of Luke's sources, as weii as his text, is the scroll. Tbird, Luke
is utilizing a writing table that is able to accommodate both his text and the particular
exemplar he is using at the tirne. And fourth, Luke will often rely on his memory while
having visual contact with his exemplar in the production of his Gospel.
Goulder outlines Luke's procedure as a "harrnonist" of sorts who works with one
source at a time: for Jesus' infancy through to the Temptation (1:1-4: 13), Luke is relyhg
on Matthew; for Jesus' early Galilean ministry (4:14-6: 19), Luke is using Mark;for the
Sermon on the PIain through to the description of Jesus' female disciples (6:20-8:3),
Luke tums again to Matthew; then, from the Parable of the Sower through to just pior to
Luke's Travel Narrative (8:4-9501, Luke retums to Mark; for the Travel Narrative (95118:8), Luke utilizes Matthew, chapters 13-23of which are used in reverse in Luke 1322-

18:8 (see discussion below); and, for the Passion Narrative (18:9-24531, Luke foilows

Mark closely, Save for at least two instances where he tums quickly to Matthew (Parable
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of the Pounds buke 19:ll-271; the Judging of the Twelve Tribes of Israel [Luke 22:29301). Otherwise, when Luke is foilowing Mark and occasionally incorporates Matthean

wording (or vice versa), he is simply recalling bis "source on the floor"through
reminiscence?'
In light of this summaxy of Goulder's description of Luke's compositional

practices, a number of items become apparent. First, GouIder's Luke generally follows
either Matthew or Mark for extended periods of tirne: Manhew's GospeI takes its place
on Luke's table on at least three occasions, as does Mark. Second, it is also clear that
when Mark takes its place on Luke's table, Luke generally foUows the Markan order
closely, especially from Mark 4 onward. However, when Luke is following Matthew ,

Luke is quite prone to reorder the Manhean pericopes, especially in Luke 9 51-1 8:s.
Again, Goulder's explanation for this phenomenon is that it "is not so important for

teaching material to be in order as for the incidents;" thus, Luke will "break up long uni&
of watthew's] teaching materiai into more manageaHe sections.'"l

Luke 's Compositbricrl Procedure at 13.22-18:8

Goulder's description of Luke's compositional procedure at Luke 13:22-18:s is
both particularly unique and quite interesting. He=, Goulder imagines Luke working

'

Again, "Where there are ovtriaps and minor agreements and such things, it is h m reminiscence
of a famiIiar p d e l e
t"(Gouider, T h e Order of a Crank," 113). An example of this phenomenon woald
be the infamous "minor agreement" betwtcn Manhew and Luke in the episode of Peter's denial: irai
&M&v4a,
ÈnÂavaw xtirp66 (Man 26:75IIWre a62). Here, Gadda argues that Luke is foilowing
Mark,yet opts for Matthew's wording even h u g h Manhew's scroll is presently on the flaor of Luke's
study (sec Luke: A New Parcrdigm, 749-750). Set aisa the Parable of the Mustard Seed and Leaven (Luice
13:18-21). Gouldcr states that here Luke "op&for ihe Manheanversion," yet "an echo of Mark's parabie
tmgs in his [Lulre'sj mind, wifh its double question m g , 'How are we to liken the kingdom of Gd,
and in what parable shaiI we set id' (43); (LrRt:A Nm Purdigm, 566).

THE FARRER-GûULDER HYPûTHESIS
backwurds through the scroIl of his Matthean exemplar. It is a scenario that Goulder

describes as follows, first in 1984:

...

[AJccordingto our hypothesis, Luke has [up to 13;21] run through the nonMarcan sections of Manhew [LI2 and 23-25]. Sometimes he has copied the
material word for word (especially in the early sections, the Baptist's Sermon and
Temptations); sometimes he bas emended freely, so much so that we need our
Ariadne's thread to find our way through the labyrinth after him. But he has gone
through Matt. 1-12 and 23-25, we may feel, carefully and in order, even if he has
made a number of smprising omissions. And now, dear reader, you are St Luke,
and there is the scroii of Matthew on the table before you, and the rolled up
p m o n is Matt. 1-25, and the next words in Matt. 26 open the Passion narrative.
You are aware that you have not even been through Man. 13-22 for non-Marcan
gems: what would be your policy? Well, 1 hope you WU not think me a crank for
suggesting it; but the obvious move seems to me to go bock through the rolled up
scroll, a d to take the rnissing pieces as they corne, buchardr [in Luke 13221831. It is true that ihis will involve sacrificing the principle of order; but then
Luke has only teaching, no incidents, to concern himseif with in the gleaning
pracess - and in fact his leap fkom Matt. 12 to Matt. 23 necessarily involved
gleaning in some form, and therefore the sacrifice of the Matthean order in roto?
Goulder argues that this is a "psychologically believable" process," one chat he illustrates

in 1989 in the table contained in the outline (see Figure 23 below)? The table does not
include "al1 the references," states Goulder, "but they are the most obvious ones, and
aimost ail of thern are MtR. (Matthean redaction]. Their combined impact makes a
Lucan policy of reverse gleaning *hou& Matthew 25-16 very probable.'*

Goulda, 'meOrdcr of a Crank." 121 (cmphasis origind).
Godder, "nie Ordtr of a Crank." 129.
91 Goulder. Luke: A New P

d g r n . 582.

"GouIdet,Lake: A Neu Pmadigm. 582.
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Figure 23:
Luke's "Systc iatic Procedure" of Working through Matthew 16
Luke
13:22-33
Closed door, Two days to Passion
Jerusalem, Jenisalem
Pharisees, chief seats, proudmumble
Great Dinner
Tower-builder
Father and Two Sons
Steward remitting Debts
Offences, Forgiveness, Faith
The coming of the Son of Man

Matthew
25:10R 26:2

The Use of "Memory" in Literary Productions
While much of Luke's source in 13:22-18:s is a sort of "reverse
contextudization" of Matthew 16-25, Goulder's Luke often draws fmm elsewhere in
Matthew "by rernini~cence.'~
98 fact, the use of rnemory is a consistent practice of
Goulder's Luke elsewhere in his Gospel. For example, the so-called "Minor Agreements"
between Matthew and Luke against Mark in the Triple Tradition are created when Luke
"stick[s] to what Mark says on the scroll in front of him, whiie allowing the parallel
Matthean account to influence him from memory. ..'* Aiso, on at least one occasion, the
rnemory of the "textsn-the-floof' "draws Luke's mind away h m " the text in front of

him!O0
The study of the role that memory plays in Literary compositions of ancient
authors has been seldom explored, despite the frequent reference to the procedure by
-

Michaei D.Gouldcr, krke: A New Paradignt, 582. See also Goulder, The Order of a Crank,"
129-130.

'Cf.cg., Goulder, Ltk:A New Poradigm. 581.
Ciouider,Luke: A N m Paradigm, 521.

lm
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Greco-Roman writers. Jocelyn Penny Small, in her important book Wax Tablets of the
~ind,"'offers one of the few studies on the role that memory plays in the composition of
texts in the ancient world. S u d , an archeologist with an interest in cognitive
psychology, argues that in antiquity, memory functioned as a repository or "store house"
of information, much in the sarne way we use memory in conkrnporary culture.
However, the ancients differed from us in one very important way: WhiIe writers in the
contemporary literary world of the West tend to organize their thoughts visually and
tangibly through the use of 3 x 5 cards and the Iike, the ancients instead often used their
mernories for the organization of the data stored therein. For example, Cicero States that
one's memory is "the treasure-house of aii things;"la2it is "the guardian of al1 parts of
rhetonc" and "the treasure-house of ideas supplied by In~ention."'~
As well, Cicero
describes his searching the repository of his memory as rnuch like flower picking:
M h e n the inclination arose in my mind to write a text-book of rhetonc, 1 did not
set beforie myseif one mode1 which 1 thought necessary to reproduce in a i i detaiis,
of whatever sort they might be, but after coilechng aU the works on the subject 1
excerpted what seemed the most suitable precepts fiom each, and so culled the
flower of rnany
Thus, Srnall draws the foilowing picture h m ber study of memory by classical writers:
"One extracts sorne thought, idea, or fact from a larger [written] work and deposits it in
-

'O'

--

-

JoceIyn Penny Small, Wair Tablets of the M i d CognitiveSrudies of Mcmary and Literacy ih
York Routfedge, 1997).

Ciassical Ant@ily @ndon/New

'ozCicero. De or. 1.18 (Sunon and Rackbarn, LCL).
lm

Mer. Her. 3.L62û (Caplan, LCL).

Cimo,lnv. 2.4 (HubbeU, L U ) . Set Sencca for a similar image: "WCshouid foUow, men Say,
the utampie of the bees, w b Bit about and cul1 the fiowcrs ihat arc suitaùk for pmducinghoney, and thcn
amange and assort in iheucclls ali that they have bmught in....W e also, 1Say, ought to copy these bas,and
sift whatever ue have gauiered h m a van'ed course of &g.
for such ibmgs are kmprtxrved if thcy
are kcpt separiue: then, by appiying the suparising care with which our namn has endowed us...we should
so blcnd those several fiavours into one deiicious mmpound thar, evm dKHlgh it bcûays its &gin, yet it
nevenheless is cleariy a diffmnt thing h m that whencc it came" (Ep. 843.5 [Gummae.LCLI).
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one's own storehouse, that is, memory, h m which it can be recalled whenever needed,
like withdrawing money h m a treasuryl'lo5

Srnail concludes that ancient writers, before beginning their Wting, would "go
over alI the relevant sources," foiiowed by a combhation of those sources into a "new
whole," keeping "items ~eparate."'~~
This was necessary "for retrievai, since according to
the art of memory each item is stored in its own place."lo7Again, while both ancient and
modern writers utilize their memories for rerrieval of data, ancient writers evidently differ
from modem in tenns of utilizing memory for the organization of this data.'"
Goulder's picture of Luke's use of his memory in the production of his Gospel is
generally supporteci as well by the work of C. B. R. Pelling on Plutarch's use of memory.
Based on his careful study of Plutarch, P e h g argued that an ancient author
would generally choose just one work to have before his eyes when he composed,
and this work would provide the bais of his narrative. ...Items from the earlier
reading would more widely be combined with the principal source, but a writer
wauid not normally refer back to that reading to verify individual references, and
would instead rely on his memory ,or on the briefest of notes. Alternatively,it
may be that an author, immediately before narrating an episode would reread one
account, and compose with that version ûesh in mhd. ... Stray facts and
additions would be recaiied h m the preliminary reading, but it would be a very
different maner to recail the detaiI of an episode's presentation, and combine
versions independently and e ~ e n l y ! ~ ~
M a t we have just

described seems, at least initidy, consistent with Goulder's

picture of Luke. However, there are a few problems that aise upon a closer analysis of

'OS

S d . Wax Tabku. 179.

'Sd,

WrnTubku, 181.

"S d , wax

ab leu, 181.

Sman, wat Tableu, l8û-l8I.

'*C. B. R. Pelling, "Plutarch's Method of Work in the Roman Lives," JHS 99 (1979): 92.
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the passages where Luke is evidentiy relying both on the text of Matthew visiily
accessiile and other portions of Matthew h m memory. In Luke 13:22-18:8, there are
several occasions where Luke's connection wiih Matthew is strongest in the texts that are
evidently king recalled from memory. Take for example Luke 13:22-35 ("The
Condemnation of Israel;" Figure 24): Here, Goulder imagines Luke beginning to work
tiirough his scroli of Matthew in reverse, havhg visual contact with Matthew 23-26.
CIearly at Luke 13:34-35 ("The Lament Over Jerusalem"), on Goulder's theory Luke has

a clear visuai contact with Matthew 23:37-39 given the extensive verbatim agreement
between the two. However, the contact seems almost as strong at Luke 13:28-30, where

-

Luke evidently is working fiorn memory with Matt 8: 11 12 and 20: 16. Here, the verbal
similarities are quite strong, considerabiy stronger than where Luke is relying on the text
visualiy "in front of him" (Le., Matt 2510-12).
A similar phenomenon exists at Luke 17:20-18:8 (see Figure 25). Here, Goulder

states that his theory provides an explanation for the presence of two verses that are not in
Matthew 24, specifically the introductory staternent in Luke 17:20 and the saying on
losing one's life (Luke 17:33). At l7:2Q, Luke visudy "borrows" from Man 16:1-2 the

motif of the Pharisees questioning of Jesus and Jesus' subsequent an~wer."~
At 17:25,
Goulder argues that the presence of the phrase '@est suffering" and the preposition &ao
is "a sure sign of the presence of Matthew 16[:21] on Luke's table as he writes."'" At
1753, Luke "borrows" h m the text in h n t of him - Matt 1625 -the saying on savhg

"O

"'

Goulder, Luke: A New P d g m , 649.

Goulder, Luke: A New P d p . 652-Goulder continues. "'This generation' is an abbceviation
for the elders, etc., who feanire in other forms of the saying; it is lürely to stem h m the 'wicked and
adultemusgenerafion' which we have alrcady nomi h m M t 16.4" (652).
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and losing one's Me!" For it is the visual presence of Matthew 16 on Luke's "table" ttiat
causes Luke to track its sequence and "not follow exactly the (excellent) order of
Matthew 24 because Luke is drawing on Matthew 24 o d y secondarily."'"Yet when one
observes the parallels between Luke 17:20-1823 with Matthew 16 and 24, the data seems
to suggest chat of the two choices, it is Matthew 24 that Luke bas "in

front of hm,"not

Manhew 16, given the rather strong paralleis between Luke 17 and Matthew 24
throughout Luke 17, both in tenns of generd order and wording. If memory is at work
here with Luke,it appears that Matthew 16, not chapter 24, is drawn upon secondarily.

Goulder tiimself, perhaps unconsciously, seems to b'iapse" into thinking that Matthew 24

is open in front of Luke when be describes Luke's copying of "the Matthean version [of
Matt 24:37-391 alrnost verbatim" at Luke 17:26-27, a place where Goulder otherwise

describes Luke's use of Matthew from memory."' Thus, in tems of the use of memory,
Goulder's Luke, when "remembering" the Matthean text. that is not "in front of him," is
often closer to the wording of that text h m memory then the Matthean text open on his
"table."
As an alternative to both Goulder's theory and the Two-Documenthypothesis, the

Neo-Griesbach or '"i'wo-Gospel"hypothesis becomes implausible when one observes the
self-descriid "pattern of dtemating agreements" in Mark's gospel, where Mark
repeatedy "zigzags" between his two sources, Matthew and Luke!"

Again, tbis habitua1

IlzGoulda, Lrcke: A New Puradigm, 654. IntneStingly, Goulder maices no mention of Man 1039
wbich provides an equaüy strong verbai @CI
to M e 1733.

Gouider. Luke: A New Parodigm. 649.
Ilb

Gouldcr, Lukc:A New Pmadigm, 652.

W-R. Farmerdescnùesthis as "a pattern of dMnation in wording, whcre Mark agnts dosely
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pattern of moviag h m one source to another regularly within individual pericopes is
clifficuit to imagine in iight of the tendency of ancient authors to prefer to foiiow one
source at a time, perhaps for mechanical reasons of working with scroils and without the
benefit of a writing table. While Goulder is clearly not ixnaging a scenario for Luke and
his two sources exactly like that of Mark on the Two-Gospel hypothesis, Goulder does
describe for Luke an "altemating pattern of agreement" of sorts: Luke regularly and
habitudy wiI1 move h m one source to another, Le., h m his text with which he has
visual contact to texts "stored" in his memory. W

e Goulder is technically correct in

arguing that his Luke ''foliows one source at a the," fimctionally, Luke repeatedly jumps
between two "sources"

- the "base-of-the-moment" (Le., the text physically and visuaiiy

"in fiont of him") and the treasury of texts in his mern~ry."~
Thus, while Gouider's
simple description of "one source at a tirne" does, in fact, sound "simple" and is
consistent with the general practice of ancient writers, it is in reality a more complicated
procedure of reguiarly moving back and forth between the physically present visual text
to text "stored" in memory within individual pericopes, often just for bnef phrases or
words.
What about Luke's movement thtough Matthew 16-25? 1s Luke's use of Matthew
in this section backwards in movement? Gouider's table of selected paraliels does seem
to support this assertion (see outline). However, when one lwks at aLi of the episodes in
Luke 13:22-18:8, dong wiîh their Matthean (and Markan) parallels, the sequence is not
-

--

-

now with one of his sources and then suddedyjust as cIasefy with the othcr" (TheSynoptic Problem. 241).
'16 Ciouider, uThe Oder of the Crank." 113. In response to Downing,Godder h
iLuke's
rechnique as fonows: "one Gospel at a t h , Rminiscencw h m the oihcr, no attcmpt at word-for-word
reproduction w k the sources m,the importaiion of the author's own mtapretationsor those familiar
to him" ("Lukt's Compositional Options," 151).
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as unidirectionai as GUulder would like to imagine. Figure 26 illustrates Luke moving
both backwards and forwards, often within individual episodes. In addition, on at Ieast
two occasions, Luke appears to foliow the Markan wording in particular pencopes:
Parable of the SaltIt7and possibly the Divorce

tat te ment."' Even if Goulder's Luke is

recalling these sections "by rerniniscence" it makes a scenario that originally seemed to

be rather simple quite complicated.
It is also worth noting places where Luke is not consistently moving backwards

through Matthew 25-16, despite Goulder's general description to the contrary. For
exampie, take Luke's account of the parables of the Unjust Steward (Luke16: L-13) and
the Rich Man and Lazarus (Luke 16: 14-31). Goulder argues that the main inspiration for
b t h of these parables comes fiom Matt 18:23-25, The Parable of the Unmemful

Servant, the text open to Luke at that point as he works in reverse through Matthew's
scroii. However, Goulder also states that Luke, in his writing of the Rich Man and
Lazarus parable, is dso inspired by his "eye

...fall[ig]

on" Matt 19:24, Jesus' statement

regarding the easier tirne a came1 wauld have going tbrough an eye of a needle than a
"rich man" would have entering the Kingdom of Heaven. Thus there appears to be same
fornard turning in Matthew's scroii as Luke is working through the s c d in re~erse."~

'"Luke 1434-35//Mat&5:13; KaAov [&VITO 6laç comes h m Mark 950.
IL'
Luke 16: l8//Matt 19:9; the Iack of an unchastity exception clause and the staicmtnt regarding
womtn and divorce may comc h m h4ark 1O:ll-12.

'"

C.M, Tuckett has noticeci Ibis as weii, Tucken States that "tùis stems bath difficult c envisage
in icseif and also connadictory of Luice's aüeged generai policy. Luke is mcant to be wotlring backwards,
not forwards. t[irough Maahcw, and also ignoring Maahew's treatment of Mubn matcrial. Yet Goulder's
thcory saggm that Luke's eye was caught by a saying 24 verses ahead of the point in Manhew he has
rcachcd (and 24 verses û not just one Iine!)..-" ("The Existence of Q,"in R. A. Piper. Th Gospel Behùrd
the GospcLr: C w e m Sncdies on Q Fiden: E. 1. Ba,
19951.44).
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In addition, it is worth mentionhg that by the time Luke gets to writing 13:2218:8 where he is working through Matt 16-25 in reverse, he has already had some visuai
contact with that section h m Matthew. For example, the Lukan "Woes" (Luke 11:3754) were written by Luke having visual contact with Matthew's "Woes" found in chapter

23.'" Likewise, at Luke's statements on watchfulness and faithfulness (Luke 12:35-48).
Luke has "advance" visuai contact with Matthew 24. For the first part of this pericope,
Luke has Matthew 16 open in front of him; Luke utilizes Man 24:43-44 from memory as
he writes l2:39-40. However, at l2:42, Luke tums to Matthew 24, and through direct

.'" Thus, perhaps Goulder's picture

visual contact utilizes w 45-5 1 as he writes 12:42-5 1

of Luke should be modified to account for Luke's visual contact with sections of
Matthew 16-25 prior to iw reverse contextualization at Luke 13:22-18:8, as well as
accounting for Luke's occasional deviation from the unidirectionai movement in reverse
through Matthew 16-25.
Goulder is imagining Luke working backwards through the sequence of the scroll
of Matthew at this point, but forwards through each individuai pericope. This may in fact

be psychologically believable, as Goulder argues. However, is it technicalty feasible? In
attempting to answer this question, allow me to utilize an anaIogy tiom modem audio
media: Goulder's description of Luke at l3:22- 183 is comparable to recording the Song
sequence from an another cassette tape in reverse ont0 a blank audio cassette tape, but
recording each individual songforwmds. This is a scenario îhat one couid easily
'20 For exampie. Goulder s t a w that at Luke 1I:G. Luke has "the Matihean version in front of him
at [Mart] U ,6f"(fi:
A New Pwadigm. 521.).

Goulder, LI&: A New Pmadigm, 549-551. "Luke (the text asus) has a this poht [ic.,
Luke 12:4û] àad emgh of retelling Manhew 24-25h m memory. he rab the scroil on to the parable of
the Servant (Mt. 24-45-51). and 83 out of 102words m the two versions are identical"(549).
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accomplish with a compact disk as the audio source, since a compact disk player can be
programmeci in this fashion and offers the listerter random access to the Song selection. It

is an unnecessarily difficult task, however, to attempt this scenario with two audiocassette
tapes - one as the source tape and the other as the recording tape. AU in aü,it is a
tremendousiy difficult scenario to imagine. As far as 1c m teiI, Goulder provides no
convincing explanaiion as to why Luke is worhg backwards rather than forwards. If the
sequence of the Matthew's teaching materiai for Luke is not as important as Mark's

narrative materid, why not just roil the scroll back to Matthew 16, and work from there

following the scroll' s sequence? Luke, instead, opts for the more technically difficult
procedure of working through Matthew in reverse, a procedure that would appear to be
quite peculiar in the ancient literary world. In fact, it is a technique that is very different
from Luke's other movement "through Man. 1-12 and 23-25.. .carefully and in order,"'"

as well as Luke's rather consistent use of Mark in ~equence.'~~
The pencope that precedes
this section in Luke (13:22- 18:s) is the Parable of the Mustard Seed and Leaven (Luke
13:18-2 1).Goulder argues chat here Luke "opts for the Matthean version" (Man 13:3 133).'24 Instead of moving on to the next pericopes in the Matthean sequence (the

Kingdom Parables of Manhew 13), Luke advances his Matthew scroll to Matthew 25,

'= "The Order of a Crank," 121.

"

Pace C.M.Tuckett: '[Gouidtr's] discussion of Lrrkt's order stiI1 provides no very convincing
expianation for why Luke shauld have s e W and diidcd up the maieriai in Manhcw in the way he m u t
have done if he knew it in its Matthean fom and order. When one coupla this with Luke's very
consenrativematment of ihe otda of Mark. tht problem becomes cven more mte. Why shouid Luke have
had so much rrspcct for ihc O& of Marir, scarcdy changing it u dl,and yet change the otdef of Matthew
at almost cvtry point? Strcetcr's comment ihar sach a proCCdure seem likc tfiot of a 'd
althoagh
,'
expresscd sooiewhat polemicalIy, sciü has force Not even Gouider's def~nceof the 'order of a crank'
secms sufficicnt to meet this problem" (The Existeaceof Q,"4445; cf. also Tuckea. Q and the Hisrory of
Eariy Chtistianity,3@3 1).
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and b r n that point works backwards through Matthew's scroU to Matthew 16.'25Given

the above discussion, it seems that this sort of procedure is somewbat implausible,
particularly given the limitations of scroU design. In addition, this backwards reading of
Matthew by Luke wouId be rendered even more problematic if one is to imagine that
Matthew was written scripta continua, making Luke's ability to easily locate the
beginnings and endings of individual pericops difficult (though not impossible).

Does the Medium of Codex Aid Goulder's Case?
Most codicologists argue that the codex did not corne into regular use untii the
late second cenniry at the earliest. However, we do fmd primitive literary ancestors in the
fonn of wax tablets and notebooks in the fîrst century. Goulder does imagine that
Matthew's Gospel was cornposed and originally circulated as a scroll. What about
Matthew in (early) codex form? Does this medium help Goutder's case at au? Again, the
modem analogy of the compact disk d o w s one COimagine Goulder's procedure
differently. Goulder's picture of Luke wouId become more believable if he imagined
Luke's copy of Matthew (and Mark, but less so) was in some sort of early codex format.
This would allow Luke random access to Matthew, which is the implicit procedure that
Luke ofien follows with Matthew on Goulder's iheory. However, the scroll had the

-

advantage over its literary counterpart - the codex in allowing the reader to conml to a
certain degree how much of the text could be di~played!~
"With a codex," Jocetyn

"

It shouId be notcd ttiat Grnider hagines, at Luke 1322-30,Lukc movhg not just simply
backwardo h m Manhew 25 onwards, but mving beomcn Mort 935.25:IO-12.7:13-14-7-22-23.25341,
8: II-12,19:30.Sec Lukc: A New P d i g m , 570-575.

'sSee T.C.Skcat, "Rollversus Codex - A New Approach?" ZPE 84 (1940): 263-268.
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Penny Srnall states, "you are Iocked into what is on the obverse and reverse of each
page."ln if the Matthean pericopes in Luke's exempIars were overly long, then the scroil
theory could have more currency than the codex. But Matt 22: 1-10 appears to be the
longest section of text that Luke is adaptiag (Luke 14:15-24) in Luke 13:22-18:8. Thus, a
codex prototype couid be imagined the medium for Luke's Matthew. But, of course,

Gouider does not imagine codices but scroils.la

Goulder's Picture of Luke: Conclusion

By way of conclusion, the foiiowing can be said about Goulder's picture of Luke,
particulariy at Luke 13:22- 18:8: First, the conception of Luke's utilization of a writing
table needs to be reevaluated. Assuming that the literary and artistic evidence is both

accurate and representative, we should conclude that likely none of the EvangeIists had
access to a writing tabIe. This is a relatively minor point of contention, since most
Synoptic source cntics are equaiiy guilty of presupposing writing tables for the Synoptic
evangelists. Whatever source criticai solution one assumes, one is not exempt h m
having to explain realishcaily how a Iater autbor brings together two sources without the

aid of a writing table, be it Maitfiew and Luke on the 2GH. Mark and Q on the 2DH, or
Matthew and Mark on Goulder's theory, Second, the notion that Luke is "systematic~"

and consistently working through Matthew 16-25 in reverse needs to be rethought. There

are places where Luke appears to have visual contact with other sections from Matthew,
as opposed to contact through mernory. Besides, this 'backwards" movement is not

* Smaii, Wax T&u ofthe M M 155.
* Coma Downing ("A Paradigm Pupiex," 18) w k e he states the foiiowuig: W

e ihe codex is
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consistently followed, since Luke will on occasion movefonvard in his exemplar, then
back again. Third, the use of scmh (particuldy without the aid of a writing desk) placed

severe restrictions on what exactly Luke could accomplish. Operating a scroii in reverse
strikes me as both pecuiiar, irregular, and unuecessarily difficult in a technical sense. If
Luke were free to "resequence" the sayings materid in Matthew, why would he choose
such an odd method, that is, the "systernatic" reverse contextudization of Matthew 1625? 1think Goulder would be better served describing a non-systematic, non-sequential

use of Matthew at Luke 13:22-18:8, one where Luke is free to move in his scroll where
and when he pleases in order to incorporate Matthew's materiai prior to the Passion
narrative. However, if tbis is the case, then Luke does, in fact, look a bit like a "crank,"
no matter how polemical and dated Streeter's description is,

IV. Conclusion

As we have seen, Goulder's theory of "Mark without Q is problematic given
what can be known about compositional practices in antiquity. While Matthew's general
mechanical technique of adapting Mark is both feasible and consistent with the practices

of Greco-Roman writers, the exegetical technique of Midrash in composition needs to be
reevaluated. Again, Midrash as an exegeticd "genre" does not begin to appear in
Rabbinic iiterature until at les&a century after Matîhew is composed. What Godder says
Matthew is doing to Mark is something other than Midrash in a technical sense,

especiaiIy if Matthew is said to be a "second edition" of Mark.

the "casier parhWfor Goulda's Lukt, he is LYnmIy confineci to scniüs.''
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Goulder's Luke has more problems han Matthew in a mechanical sense.

A "reverse
Goulder's picture of Luke behind a writing desk is ana~hronistic!~~

contextualization" of Matthew is not a technically feasible option. Nor is Luke's method
of appropriating texts apparently from memory where Luke f d o w s the order of Mark yet
the wording of Matthew, or vice versa. if the FGH is to remah a credible theory on

Synoptic relationships, its advocates need COtake these observations into question, and
senously reevaluate some of the assumptions of the theory in light of the compositional
conventions of the Greco-Roman world.

It should be noted that GoPlder has coactdtd this pomt to me in am discussion at the Michael
Gouldcr Symposium at Johns Hopkins University (Baltimm), Febniary 5-6,2UM, He has, howeva, yet to
rraact this d o n in writing, which he may da in his wn'atn rcsponse to the Symposiumpapers, duc to
be pubiished at some point in the near future.
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"Goulder, "nit Ordcr of a Crank," 125.
"LukP: A New Parodigm, 629.
Luk: A New Paradigm, 634.
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m SIX

THE TWO-DOCUMENT HYPOTHESIS

Introduction

Since the demise of Griesbach's theory on Synoptic interrelationships in the
rniddle part of the nineteenth century, in sorne form or another, the theory that posits

Markan pnority and the independent use of a Sayings tradition by Matthew and Luke has
been the dominant "solution" to the Synoptic Problem. While there has k e n considerable
variation between two-source theonsts on the particularities of the theoiies,' its advocates
have remained commined to the pnority of Mark and the independence of Matthew and
Luke2
While the literature on the Synoptic Problem from the perspective of the TwoSource (or Document) Hypothesis has been plentiful, if not sporadically cyclical over the
past 150 years, descriptions of the interrelationships of the Synoptic Gospels fiorn the
perspective of compositional practices has virnially been absent (see Chapter One). Twosource theonsts have largely been occupied with the foilowing: 1) a general description

' As Neirynck has nghtIy argued: "...within this fundiunentai solution, adopted by so many
scholars, a considerable amount of variety u n be observed. The assumption that Mark is the first Gospel
does not close the debate on iû composition and its sources (the prc-Markan passion narrative, pre-MPrkan
collections or individuai pericopes and sayings). about the unity of its style and ils theology. Mutatis
mutandis, such questions are raised also concerning the Q source. The Q hypothesis is in sorne sense a
subsidiary hypothesis - subsidiary ta Markan pnority - and the= is a great diversity with regard to the
unity of the source, its nature and ifs cxtent" (The TwoSource Hypothesis," in Dungan, Inferrelarionsof
the Gospels,4).
It should be noted that then are a few twesource theorists who have argued that in addition to
his knowledge of Mark and Q, Luke also had knowledge of Matthew. Thcse include Gundry and
Morgenthaier.
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of the theory with a simultaneous attempt to discredit other (previous) solutions to the
Synoptic Problem (e.g., Streeter); 2) a source-cntical approacb that relies heavily on the
redaction-critical method as a way of explainhg what Matthew and Luke are "doing"
with Mark (and Q)(e.g., Fitzmyer on Luke or Gundry on Matthew); and, 3) the
development and propagation of "Qstudies" - a subsidiary schoiarly endeavor that
investigates the composition of the Q document, its theology, the social history of the Q
comrnunity, etc. Despite the production of numerous books, monographs, essays, and
articles on the Two-source theory, little attention has k e n paid by tïvo-source theonsts to
the compositional methods of Matthew and Luke in light of what can be known of how
books were produced in antiquity. Thus, this chapter is an attempt to begin to work

through Matthew's and Luke's use of Mark and Q (Le., the Two-Document Hypothesis

[=2DHl) in light of the earlier chapters of this dissertation on the compositional methods
of writers in the Greco-Romau world.

Luke 's Use of Mark and Q

On the SDH, Luke's methoci of adapting his two sources is relatively simple and
rather uncomplicated, particularly when compared to Matthew's method of adaptation
(see below). As seen in Figure 36 at the end of the chapter, Luke regularly adapts the
sequence of both his sources as he fmds them? He tends to work in blocks, following one

'WhiIe the pericopal sequence is clearly laid out in Uarlc's Gospei, the orderof the Q matcrial has
been contestai. While rhere have b a n some notable arguments in favor of Mauhew best nfiecting the
otder of the Q aiatmal (e.g., Adoif von Harnack, The Saymgs of Jem [tram. J. R. W i o n ; New York:
G . P. Puaiam's Sons; tondon: WiiiIiams & Norgatc. 1908],172- 182; P. Ewald, Dus Huuppfoblemrlrr
Evangelienfrae wid der Weg ~ e i n r t ~ s m[Leipzig:
g
J. C. B. Mohr (Paul Siebeck), 18901.27-33; and.
James Moffatt, An Introduaion to tk Lirerature of the New T e ~ ~ n e&v.
n t ed; Edinburgh: T & T CIark,
1918],195), 1wül be assuming the opinio cornnumis,nameiy tfiat the order of the Q material is bcst
refiected in Lulre. 1 d,
however,not rehash the arguments in favorof rhis position. &y have been
cleariy and ably laid out by a number of recent Q scholars. hcluding John S. Kloppenborg (The Foniarron
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source at a time, creating an order that refiects a five-fold movement between sources

-

beginning with Mark,moving to Q, back to Mark,then back to Q, and finaüy, retuniing
to Mark:
in 4: 1-6:19, Luke adapts the perîcopal sequence of Mark 1:14-3:19.

In 6:20-750,Luke turns to Q and adapts the Sayings material in the order in
which he finds it, adding to it some Sondergut ("L") matenal.

In 8: 1-956, Luke turns once again to Mark,adapting most of Mark 4:l-9:41 in
order, Save for the so-called "Great Omission" of Mark 6:45-8:26.
For the Lukan travel narrative (Luke 951-18:14), Luke utiiizes much of the rest
of Q, following the order of the Sayings Gospel quite closely, interspersing his
Sondergut CL") material along the way.

Finally, in 18: 15 to the end of the Gospel, Luke follows Mark 10-16 quite closely,
turning briefiy to Q to insert two sayings (Q 19:12-13, 15-24,26, ?27?;22:28,
30). Luke makes a change to Mark's order, moving Mark 10:4245 (dispute about
greamess) to a later position in Luke's Last Supper episode (Luke 2225-26).
Neirynck aptly summarizes Luke's technique of adapting Mark and Q:
Luke follows the order of Mark throughout the Gospel. The blocks of Marcan
material are intempted by the interpolation of non-Marcan material. ...The Q
passages in Luke are found almost exclusively, together with materiai peculiar to
Luke (L passages), in two blocks of non-Marcan materid Luke 6:20-8:3and
9:51-18: 14- which are inserted in the Marcan order at Mark 314 and 9/10:

-

of Q: Trajectories in Ancienr Wisdom Cof1ectioni(PhiladeIphia: Fomess, 1987l.64-80) and C.M. Tucken.
(Q mid the Hutory of M y Christiuniry m b u r g h : T 8 T CIark, 199q.34-37). It is this opinion that W
adapted by the Intemationai Q Roject (IQP);their reconsmcted text of Q generally follows the order of
Luke. See James M. Robinson. Paul Hoffmann.and John S. Kloppenborg, eds.. The Crirical Edition of Q:
A Synopsis, Incfuding the Gospeis of Manhew and Luke. Mark and T h o m . wirh English. Germpn and
Frmch TransMoonr of Q and Thomas(Lcuven: Peeters; Philadelphia: Fomess,2000).

'Neirynck, "SynopticPmblem," NJBC, 589.592.
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A few items are worthy of mention regarding Lule's redactional program in light

of what has already been observed about Greco-Roman compositional practices, Fit,
Luke foiiows a procedure much like that of Josephus: following one source at a time;
ailowing the source's sequence to generally determine the sequence of his material; not
adopting the wording of one source white foiiowing the sequence of the other?
Cadbury's "principle" of "one source at a time" is seen in Luke's use of Mark and Q on
the 2DH.Cadbury States
[Tlhe method of Luke [foUowing one source at a time] seems to be suggested by
the evidence in his use of Mark. hstead of interweaving his sources as Matthew
did, and as even the more mechanicd editors of the Pentateuch appear to have
done sometimes, Luke takes over the main sections of Mark in unbroken blocks.
It is also possible that the altemating blocks are derived similariy from a
continuous writing:
Similarly, Cadbury argues that Luke took over Q "in Iong aiternahg bIocks."'
Second, one does not find a sort of dominant technique of micro-conflation,
similar to the one described by advocates of the 2GH (and Goulder, but to a lesser
extent). The only places where there is potentially micro-confiation going on is at the
"Mark-Q Overlap" texts! This phenomenon will be treated in more detail below.

Again, see Downing's work, pYticularIy comparing Luke's technique to that of Josephus (e.g.,
"Redaction Criticism: Josephus' Antiquitics and the Synoptic Problem, If and. "Redaction Criucism:
Josephus' Antiquitits and the Synoptic Roblem.

m."

Cadbury, The Mokng of ide-Am, lm. Cadbury states the followuig as well: "...Luke's use of

Mark shows that for the period of which ic dtals he depended extensively and confidcntIy upon it. For
convenience, if for no otherreason, he left its order ofscenes largely i n w . He copied Mark in blacks and
intersperseci other material in blocks aho. His phcipal omissions h m Mark form aIsa a continuous block
[i.e., Mark 6:47-7261. It is possible thac his copy of Mark bad aIrrady lost or had not yet receivcd this
passage, and thete are other shoner passages or phrases in Mark in which we are not sure that our text is
identical with the document rhat was in Me's hands" (The Making ofiuke-Ac& 94-95).

'Cadbury, The Moking ofL u k - A ~ t s109.
.
Cadbury &O staies that where Q "cicalt with subjects
found in Mark he [Lukej may have comb-mcd. suppressed or substituied its versionw(The M&g of LukeA m . 109).

Ir., Jesus' Temptation (Mark 1:12-13/14 4: 1- 13). the J3celzcbul Conmversy (Mark322-30114
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There are a few potential "Lukan transpositions" places where Luke has
deviated h m the order of his sources, However,Lukan scholars d i s a p e as to the
precise number. For example, some would argue that at 10:25-28 (The Great
Commandment),Luke utilizes and transposes Mark 12:28-34, moving the Markan text to

an earlier location in the Gospel? Others argue that Luke 1025-28 is not a transposition

Stiil others have
of a Markan text, but one that Luke borrows h m his "L"so~rce!~
argued that Luke's source for his Great Cornmandment pericope is neither Mark nor "L"
but Q."
Kloppenborg has noted that of G. B. Caird's count of 17 Lukan transpositions,
only two qualie as "genuine transpositions" - Luke 12:l (Mark 8:15) and Luke 22:25-27
(Mark 10:42-45) - since 11 (or 12) of the instances come from Q, and in "four cases

-

(4: 16-30; 5: 1 1 1; 10:25-28; 7:36-50) the Lucan version diifers so radically from Mark

that the presence of a non-Marcan tradition must be suspected [Le., 'L']."12NevertheIess,
clearly Luke has transposed a smaii amouat Markan (and Q) materiai, but still, for the

11:14-23). the Parable of the Mustard Seed (Mark 4:30-32/14 I3:18-19), the Mission Charge (Mark 6:713/14 10: 1-16), the Request for a Sign (Mark 8:Il-12/14 1 k29-30).parts of the Eschatological Discourse
(Mark 13IlQ 17:22-37). See aIso the Baptism of Jesus (Mark k9-11 par.); IQP sces this pericope in Q, but
at a grade of "C."
9

E.g., G.Schneider, Dm Evangeüum nach LuRar (2 vols; @SICNT3; Giitersloh: Gütersloher
Verlaghaus Mohn; Würrburg: Echter-Vedag, 1977-1978),247.
'O E.g., Joseph A. Fnmyer, The Gospel Acmrding IO Luke (2 vols.; AB 28R8A; Garden City. NY:
Doubleday, 198 1-1985). 877-878.

" See. for example. R. H. FulIer, "Das Doppelgeùot der Liebe. Ein Testfall für die
Echtheitskriterien der Wom Jesu," in Jesus Chrtjtrrr in Historie wtd Zkologie (ed. G. Smker. Ff Hans
Conzelrnann. Tübingen: J. C.B. Mohr [Paul Siebeckj, 1975). 317-329; and, Robert A. Demnbacker.Jr.,
"Q 10:25-28: Database and Evaluation,"forthcomhg in Dortullcnta Q: Recomtm~ioniof Q Through Two
Centunisof Gospel Rcsemh ficerpred, S a n r d d E~cJtuucd(4.Milton Mo~land;Leuven: Pœtcrs.
focthcoming).

12

Kloppenùorg, The FormPri4n of Q,69 n 12û.

most part, following the order of both of his sources, Mark and Q." Thus, on the 2DH,
Luke's method of working with Mark and Q is relatively simple and straight-forward,
consistent with the known practices of m-ters in the Greco-Roman world.

Matrhew 's Use of Mark and Q

While Luke's method of composition on the 2DH is relatively "problem-free,"
Matthew's compositional practices provide a different set of challenges. Matthean
scholarship is generally interested in providiig a description of what the evangelist is

doing with his sources. However, more often than not, littie or nothing said on how
Matthew composes his Gospel. "RedactionaI" treaments of Matthew on a micm level
abound;'' however, a detailed description of Matthew's macro-redactional treatments of

Mark and Q are few and far between. More often han not, when commentators describe
what Matthew is doing with Mark and Q, most state what is already implicit - Matthew is

This does not preclude the possibiiity of M a k m influence when Luke is evidentiy following a
Q-bIock. See. for example, F. Neirynck, "Recent Developments in the Study of Q,"in LOGIA: fesporoles
de J&SILTThe Sayings of Jesui (ed. Joël DeIobel; BETL 5% Leuven: University Pnss/Uitgevenj Peeters,
1982)47-48. Neirynck States: "It should be observed ... tha~in the so-cded non-Markan block [in the
central section of Luke] a grcat deal of the narrative framework is Mark. The journey to JenisaIem (and the
main division of the cenaal section at 951; 1322 17.11) is an adaptation of the Markan motif: Mk
10.1.(l7)32.(46); 11.1. Lk 10.1 cm be compareci with Mk 6,7: OtvQ 640 660, cf. 640 660 in Mk 6.7
h
c
q in Mk 6.1 1 (diff. Lk 95). n i e return of the disciples ai
(omitted in Lk 93); noltv ira1 f h o v , cf. t
Ur 10,f7 echoes Mk 6 3 0 (par. Lk 9.10). A new section at Lk IO.25ff. opens with Lk 103-28 = Mk 122834 (Ur 1 o m . cf. Mk 10.17). Cornpare also:
Lk 11-16
Mk 8,Il
3622-30)3 1-35
11,(14-26)27-28
1137-38
7.1-5
1153-54
8,11.(12-t3)
8.15
12.1
14.14
3.14
2.15-16
15.1-2
L7,ll-19
1.40-45."

-

" Far example, see Gundry. Manhew: A Cmnmentary on his Litermy anà TheologicalAn (Grand
Rapids: k â m a n s , 1982). and W. D. Dants and D.C.Allison, The Gospel according tu Sur% Mmrliew (3
vols; ICC; Edinburgh: T & T Clark, 1988-1997)-
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more willing than Luke to rework the Markan and Q material, creating his distinct o v e d
alternathg pattern of narrative and disco~rse.'~
For example, Neirynck puts it thusIy:

'The different arrangement of the Q material in Matt can be explained by Matt's editorial
compilation of F a t discourses and the insertion of the Q passages in Marcan context~."'~

The few narrative sections in Q are cornbined with Mark's narrative (e.g., The Healing of
the Centurion's Servant [Q7: 1-3,6-9, ?IO?] is combined with other Markan narratives to
form Matthew's second major narrative section, i.e., Matt 8: 1-9:36).Likewise, Markan
teaching material is combined with Q material to form some of the great discourse
sections in Matthew's Gospel (e.g., Matthew 13).
Of the handfuI of scholars who have delved more deeply into the compositional

question of what Matthew is doing with his sources on the ZDH, most fail into two
camps: 1) those who argue that Matthew utilizes different recensions of his sources,

Mark andlor Q (e.g., Luz, Sato, Kosch [Le., Qu]; Koester and Schmithais [Proto-Mark];
Fuchs [Deutero-Mark]); and, 2) chose who argue that Matthew's cornpositional procedure
can be explained wihout appealing to the recensional arguments (cg., Kümmel, Taylor,
Neiry nck) .

In thinking about various "recensions" or "editions" of Q, C. M. Tucken offers
helpful clarification of the complicated issue. He admits (rightly) that "it is surely

"

For exampIe, see Daniel Harrhgton, The Gospel of Manhcw (SP 1; ColIcgeviiIe,MN: Litqkd
Ress, 199t). 7: 4t is generally admittcd that Matthew was freer rhan m deahg with the wording and the
ordcr of Q. Manhew uscd Q especially in constructing the speeches of Jesus. Since Q consisted rnainiy of
discourse material prrsented with Linle or no context, Matthew had ta consmct a se#ing for Q sayings if he
was to used them in bis n a d v e about Jesus. And he did so by wcaving the sayings hto diourses like the
Sennon on the Mount (ch. 5-7). ihe mission discourse (ch. 1O),ctcn
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difficultto conceive of two identical versions of Q being available to Matthew and Luke
respectively .""Tuckett continues:
The very nature of the writing of texts in the first century, before the days of
printing presses and the availability of any sort of technology for producing
multiple, identicai copies of texts, simply precludes the possibility as nonsense.
Further, it strains credulity COconceive of a single manuscript copy of Q, whether
in the form of scroU or a codex, being used by Matthew and Luke successively
(unless we are to think of Matthew and Luke working in far closer geographic
proxirnity to each other than is usuaily assumed). Any kind of consideration of the
physicai reaüties of the situation seems to indicate that there must have been more
than one copy of Q. Matthew's copy would not have been the same as Luke's
copy, and hence, given the nature of text production at the time, it is highly likely
that Matthew's version of Q was not identical to Luke's."
As well, Kloppenborg has recently noted the folIowing:

At a minimum, is should be conceded that the copies of Q used by Matthew and
Luke differed in at least some minor respects. After ail, among the thousands of
manuscripts of the New Testament there are hardly two that a p e in al1 respects,
despite the fact that those who copied these works held them to be sacred
Scripture and that rnany of the manuscripts were copied by professional scribes.
That Q, which was neither "scriptural" nor copied by professionais, could have
been preserved in identical forms in two or more copies simply strains credulity.
Not ody slight differences in wording but even the occasional variation in the
placement of sayings might be explained through scribal adaptation.
...Examination of other literature indicates that authors themelves were
sometimes responsible for multiple recensions of their works. ...Hence, the
suggestion of two (or more!) recensions of Q has good historical analogie^.'^
While Tuckett concludes thac different versions of Q were available to Matthew
and Luke, these two versions were likeIy nearly identical in terms of content, wording
and order of the pericopes. For example, places where there is vimially complete

"~uckett,Q and the History of Eizrij~Chrrstidry,
lg

96.

Tuckett, Q and the Hisrory of Earty Christiaiiiry, 97.

l9 Kioppenborg Verbin, Ercavun'ng Q, 109 (emphasis original). While Kioppenborg's general
point is cenainly sound and logicai, one coold argue tbat his unqualified comments on the non-"scripturai"
nanue of Q and its non-"professionai"duplication are in a d of same qualification Q probably was not
viewed as "sccipture" by Manhew's and Liikt's communities. and probably was not copied profcssionany.
Nevenheltss. thc "production"("publication" [?J) ofQ did not cease und at least after two copies ofQ

-
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verbatim agreement in the double tradition (e.g., Q 3:7-9)suggests "that, at least at some
points in Q, the versions of Q avaiiable to Matthew and Luke mut have been a i i but
identi~al."~
Places where the agreements in wording are not as extensive (e.g., The Great
Supper, Q 14:16-24) possibIy point to greater differences in wording between Matthew's
and Luke's versions of Q: "the theoretical possibility that some kind of copying or
transmission process may well be the reason behind some of the verbal disagreements
between Matthew and Luke in Q material, whilst bearing in mind too the striking
phenornenon of close verbai agreement in some passages.'"' Thus, it appears that
implicitly for Tuckett, different versions of Q may only be different in terrns of the
wording of the documents, not in terms of the extent and order of the pencopes within

-

the documents here, Tuckett is thinking of recensions (or "editions").
Tuckett nuances the issue a bit more: In terrns of distinct recensions of Q, Tuckett
argues that a very different problem is raised. For Tuckett, this "concerns the possibility
that some Sondergut passages may not have k e n present in the Q matenal available to
both evangelists (and hence omitted by one of them...)...."= Thus, one is faced with the
possibility of "expansions of the Q tradition which tmk piace in the 'trajectories' of the
tradition history leading to our present texts of Matthew and Luke."" As a result, some
scholars (eg., U. Luz and M. Sato; see below) speak of a recension of Q used by
Matthew (i.e., Qu?and a recension of Q used by Luke (Le., Qy.For Tuckett, "such a
--

--

-

-

-

-

cirçuiated into the possession of Matthew and Luke.

Tuckett, Q and the History of &ly

Clvistimiify, 97.

Tuckett, Q and the Hutory of Early Christimiity.97-98.
Tuckett, Q and the Hirrory of &fy

Chnm'anity,98.
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theory about a developing Q is rather different from ,.. the possibility that in the process
of copying, different versions of the same material were produ~ed."~~
ü k c h Luz is one such scholar who has atternpted to solve the problem of
Matthew's use of Q (in part) by positing two different recensions (to use Tuckett's
terminology) for Q, Le., a QM'and a Qu.Luz outlines his conciusions about Q in his
commentary on ~atthew?Like virtuaily al1 current Q scholars, Luz assumes Q to be a
written document. However, it was a written document that "circulated in different
recensions, whereby QMt is closer to the 'common' f o m than the version of the Sayings
Luz continues:
Source used by Luke, which was rnost likely enlarged sub~tantiaily."~~

In my opinion, we observe with the Sayings Source a process of expansion which
began with smaiier colIections, as, e.g., the Sermon on the Plain, and proceeded
by way of different steps of redaction as far as the version of the Source which
can be reconstmcted from Matthew and Luke, and from there led on to the very
much enlarged version, QLk. QMt is a version of Q which is aitered and enlarged
oniy minimaily. The so-called "final redaction" oCQ has to be distinguished
fundamentally from the redaction of the Synoptics. In intensity and dignity it was
not different from earlier redactions of the source. It did not make a literary
document from the collection of Q rnatenaLn

In terms of the medium for QM' (and Qu),LUZagrees with his student, Migaku
Sato (see below):
Paleographicaily one might assume [the foliowing, like Sato]: the collection of Q
material was a rather large notebook, bound together with strings on the margin. It
permitted an insertion of new leaves at any t h e . The Gospel of Mark, however,

Tuckett, Q and the Hiswry of Eorb Chrisrianity,98.

Motthov 1-7: A Commentary (Minneapolis: Augsburg, 1989). 4 6 4 .This volume was
orîginaiIy publihed originally in Gcrman under the title L h Evangeliwn mch Matth&us. 1. Teilband
(EKK;Zfirich: Benziger Verlag; Neukirchtn-Viuyn: Neunkirchena Valag, 1985).

tuz,Matthew 1-7.46.
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was a solidly bound codex and thereforea literary work wbicb for this reason
coutinued to be hmded down even after its expansion by Matthewm

In terms of various recensions of Mark,it should be noted as weil that Luz is
inched to support the notion a Deutero-Mark(like Fuchs), particularly as a solution to
the problem of the Minor Agreements (MAS)? In addition, Andreas Emulat, in his own

work on the MAS, has argued for a k u t e r o - ~ a r kEnnulat
.~
divides the MAS into four

critegories that correspond to the significance of each MA. Category One MAS are those
that point to the existence of Deutero-Mark; Category Two MAS are those that provide
less signiftcant support for the Deutero-Mark theory; Category Three MASare chose that
are neutral for the theory of Deutero-Mark; Category Four MAS are those that can be

explained easily as Matthew's and Luke's independent redaction of Mark,as the

influence fiorn Q, as the influence from orat tradition, and as evidence of textual
corruption. (See furcher discussion of the MASbeIow.)
Further detaii on the various recensions of Q and Matthew's technique of

incorporating Q were oniy very generally treated in Luz's work untii his tecent article

"

Luz, M a k 1-7.47-48: "In my opinion, there is oniy one probIern that poses serious
dificuIties for the twi~sounrbypoihesis. It consists of minor agreements between Manhew and Luke.
They an numemus and ui many places not even '&or.' But it is my vicw that the aiinor agreements do
not necessitaie a basic revision of the NO-source hypoihesis. Since thcy do not show a clear common
linguistic andor theological pmfüe, it is not aeccssary to limit their expIanation to one single hypothesis.
Often one may assume corrections of cht Markan text by Manhcw and Luke which were dane
indepdeatiy .But we should also seriousIy consider that the= codd have k a stightiy difiering versions
of M d . #y should that which is taken for granteci for o k semi-Iiterary documenrs h m a reiïgious
marginai cu1ture or suhlture, c.g., for i
k horfatory speeches of 1 Enoch, tbe Testaments of the Tweive
Patnarchs. the Life of Adam and Eve, the Testamat of Job, the Sayings Source, thc Episatla Apostolonim,
the Didascalia, the Apocryphon of John, the book of Acts, etc., not qply to ihe Gospel of Mark? It secms
to me that Manhew and Luke made use of a recension of Mark wbkh in a number of points is secondary to
our Mark."
a A n h Ennulat. Die " M h rAgreements".
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written for the Paul Hoffmann Festschrift?' Here, Luz discusses the extent of Q, the
contents and nature of QM', Matthew's technique for incorporating Q, and the
"theoiogicai significance" of Q for Matthew. Most significant to this present smdy are

Luz's comments on Matthew's technique for incorporating Q (see "Summary Outline"
below). Here is a summary and paraphrase of Luz's five points regarding Matthew's
incorporation of Q, illustrated in the table that follow~:~
1. Matthew "basically has two dHerent techniques for the incorporation of Q : either

Matthew could take over whole Q paragraphs "block-by-bIock" (= B, the "block
technique"), or, Matthew could "excerpt" Q paragraphs <=E, the "excerpt
technique"). ie., "an individuai saying [Einzellogien] incorporated into its own
context."

2. When Matthew incorporates the "block technique" (Le., "B"), he usuaily did not

preserve the bIocks as they are found in Q, "changing over" the order of the Q-blocks
(= *). 'Thus, Matthew had no independent interest in the order of the Jesus material

in Q.'""
3. if the sequence of large blocks of material in Q is preserved by Matthew, this

phenornenon often "corresponds to related blocks of material in Mark's GospeI."
4. in addition, Matthew on occasion wiii depart £rom his "excerpt technique,"

preserving completely, or to a large extent, the sequence of his Q-materiai" (= +).

" U.Lu,"MaftbUs und Q," VonJ R F U w
~ Chrisru (R.Hoppe and U.Bm,eds.; BZNW 93;
Berlin: Walter de Gruytcr, 1998). îûf-215.

TJ "Manhaus hatte also an da Reihenfolge der Jesusiiberiiefemgen in Q kein sclbstandiges

Intcresse."

Lu.'-

und Q,"m.
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5.

ALI of the above techniques can be most readily observed if one imagines Matthew
using Q in the medium of single sheets "that he could put and use individually next to
each other." Thus, Q was probably "a note collection or a thread-bound notebook
[einer Zettelsarnmiung d e r eines fadengebundenen Notizheftes]," not a "tightly
bound codex [festgebundenenCodex]."
As a result, Luz offers the foliowing three conclusions:
First, the procedure of incorporating Q is "remarkably homogeneous" -in aimost

al1 larger paragraphs shaped by Q, "the Evangelist proceeds similady."" Second, these
observable techniques iliustrate that Matthew has an "exceilent grasp and howledge" of
Q. Not only has Matthew excerpted Q sequentially and "integrated new connections into
larger Q-compIexes," but also "directed individual sayings h m completely different Qcontexts into their own compositions, sometimes in key places." As a result, Matthew had

an "excellent overview" of Q, probabiy much bener than Luke who incorporates his
sources in a "mechanicaiiy consecutive" mamer.%Third and finaliy, Q obviously did not
have the sarne "character" as Mark's Gospel, Q was not a "closed book" or a
"Jesusgeschichte" like Mark. Matthew, in his incorporation of Q, in many cases retained
the wording of Q more faithfully than Luke, excerpting the text with "great
thoroughness." However, the "composition and arrangement" of the wording in Q was
not important to Matthew. He, instead, foilowed Mark's narrative structure,
supplernenting it with sayings matenal. Matîhew wodd usuaiiy f d o w the arrangement
of the wording found in Q only if it corresponded to Mark's sequence and only if it

Y

Lw. "Marthaus und Q,"211.

" Luz, "MatthBus und Q,"211-212.
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resulted in a "naturai" flow as in the case of "sequentiai" excerption. Thus,Matthew read
Q as a "mernoir," a document that "kept dive the words of the ~6ptoç."Yet it was

important that the d p t q not be heard without the '"basis' of his history" - this Matthew
found in Mark's ~ospell6

und Q," 212.

16 Luz.UMaahaus

Adapted and mslated h m U.Luz,"Marthaus und Q,"208, It is in this chart where L u
attempts IO illustrate how Manhew is reworking and adapting Q.However. the chart daes not iilustrate
adequately the disiacated Q materiai m Maahew, sine the Mathean texts are presented out of order. is.,in
the order in which they are found in Q. Thus, the shaded areas with arrows are a modification of Lu's
chart, indicating places whcre there is some significant dislocation. See Figure 37: Matthew's Use of Mark
and Q for a depictionof dislocated tex= of Q (and Mark).
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Sigla:

Undertining:

B

The sequencc of Q-blœks and Marican parallels or "hangertutsn ("Aunihgtrtutcn")
same
Block technique: Manhcw takes over a closcd Qblock, psibly with easy intunal tcxt

the

conversions
nit block is changed over in dation to the Q sequencc
Exccrpt technique: MatIew cxcerpts Qblocks and places its individual sayings at diffcnnt
places in ihe gospl
The squencc of thc Q-sayings is 10a large extent prcservcd lhcreby wiih Matthew

L.

E
c

In addition to positing a "notebook" medium for Q, dong with describing in some
detail Matthew's technique for incorporating Q, Luz argues that two different recensions
of Q were available to Matthew and Luke. Al1 of these arguments, it seems, are Luz's

interrelated attempts at solving the problem of the order of the Q material in Matthew.

Luz's student, Migaku Sato, broke similar ground in his own work on Q in 1988.
While Sato's published dissertation3' is for the most part concerned with defending a
prophetic (as opposed to sapiential) Gattung for Q , Sato does comment on the stages of

composition and medium for the Sayings Gospel. For Sato, there are "three recognizable
redactionai blocks" or compositional stages in the formation of QJ9:

1. Redaction "A" "shaped the first cornplex (Q 3:2-7:28)and did so with a[n] interest in
the significance and place of Jesus especially in relation to the Bapti~t.'~

a Q unà Prophetie.

"

Sec Sa!o,'"'i%e Shape of the Q-Source." in The Shape 4Q:
Signal Essays on the Sayings Gospel
(ed. and tram. John S. Klappenborg; Minneapolis: Foraess. 1994). 175.

" Sato, The Shape of the Q-Sourcc." 175.
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2. Redaction "B" is restncted to the formulation of the large corpus in Q, namely the
commissiouing compiex (Q 957-10:24). It is quite possible that Redactions "A" and

"B" derived from the activities of the same redactor (or from the same circle). ...But
in other respects the two complexes are independent of each other. Since they surely
had different Sirze im Leben, one may with justification assume two different
redactions.41
3. Redaction "C""has brought together the two existing large blocks [Le., 'A' and 'B '1,

by revising a sayings cluster (Q 7:3 1-35) and interpolating it between them...'MZ
Sato notes that "[fJoUowing(or even before) Redaction 'C' there were probably
additional unsystematic accretions and additionai strings" added to che text of QP He
concludes the following:
[Thel document Q was not fixed redactionaily al1 at once but came into king
through a long process of collection, addition, redaction, and editing. Q is
characterized by successive refonnulation.We have been able to detect a few
steps in this process; a more detaiied description of Q's process of growth is
hardly possible?
Sato's theory on the three distinct stages of composition for Q is made possible in

his potential medium for Q, bnefly discussed in his book. Like his doctoral mentor, Sato
believes that Q originaily was in the fom of a notebook or "Ringbuch." Sato imagines

the foliowing:
[A Q-Iredactor may have carefully laid the pages of existing notebooks on top of
each other, and like wax tablets, bound them together with a cord or a ring. The
notebook pages t i ~ m
parcfiment (second century). ..[as weil as] schoolbooks
-

" Sato

"ïhe Shape of the Q-Sourcc,''

"Sato Tbe Shape of the Q-Somce,"

175-176-

176,

Sato "Tbc Shape of the Q-Sourct," 176.
Sato "The Shape of the QSotm," ln.
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made of papyrus (fourth cennuy) sewe as examples of such a procedure. Q then
would have been a kind of "looseleaf book." It is aiso possible, however, that
what was assembleci were partly individual pages and partly (newly written)
sheets folded in the middlePS
For Sato, there are essentially hvo consequences for the "Ringbuch form of Q:

Fust, sirnply put, such a format provides the reader quick and easy access to the written
text of Q, much quicker than with a scroll:
Man braucht nicht wie bei einer Rolle bis zur betreffenden S t d e aufzurollen, ni
Wtieren bzw. vorzulesen und dam wieder ninirollen. Bereits dies erleichtert bzw.
ermoglicht den vielfdtigen Gebrauch der ~uelle?
Second, in this "booklet" (HeHorm)or "Ringbuch" format, the pages are not
permanently bound together. Rather, they are loosely (and temporarily) bound by small
leather straps, allowing the reader to remove and replace individual sheets as needed.
This points, as well, to varied and multiple Sitze im Leben behind Q, seeing the final
compiler of Q as one who collects various Jesus-traditions from different geographic

James M. Robinson has offered one of a ver-few detailed interactions with Sato's
"Ringbuch" theory? While the bulk of Robinson's critique is concerned with rebutting
Sato's prophetic Gattung, Robinson argues the following regarding the "Ringbuch":
First, whiIe the notebook or "iüngbuch" medium is congruous with the literary world of
the latter part of the first century, it appears that above all the "Ringbuch" theory serves

Sam The Shape of the Q-Source," 178-179.

"Sato, Q wrd Prophetie. 390.
"Sato Q und Propften'e,390.
Most schotars who mention Sato's "Ruigbuch" format do so in passing. avoiding any analysis
and aitique of the theory.
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to bolster Sato's overail source theory? Second, Robinson wonders how the Iater
redactor of Q would have uiserted the later accretions (e.g., the Temptation Story [Q 41131; Q 7:27; Q 10: 12-15.22). Robinson has a hard time believing that single verses,

particularly those that join earlier compositionai blocks, would have occupied an entire
page.%Third, Robinson argues that the "Ringbuch" theory is problematic in iight of

-

Sato's two recensions of Q i.e.,

QM'

and Qu:"Kann man bei den vielen kleinen

Erghzungen zu Q hier und da wirklich noch an Einzelblatter mit ein paar Wortern oder
Sprüchen glauben, die durch Glücksumstande am richtigen Ort zwischen dem Ende des
einen und dem Anfang des nachsen Blattes hatten eingelegt werden konnen?"'
Robinson's criticisrns, aithough brief, are valid and heIpfui. However, one
wonders if Robinson's disagreement with Sato has less to do with Sato's understanding
of the potentiai medium of Q and more to do with Sato's description of the composirional
history (and genre) of Q. While Sato may be rnistaken on the redactional (compositional)
history of Q, his description of Q as a "Ringbuch" is not invalidated by Robinson's

"lm Verlaufe seiner licetarischen Quellenanaiyze gewinnt man den Eidnick, die Ringbuchthese
diene vor aiiem dem Zweck. seine QueUenscheidungstheoriezu em6glichenW(J. M. Robinson, "Die
Logienqueiie: Weisheit oder Prophetie?" 378-379).
JO "Sata weiteren rrdaktiomgeschichtlichenBefunden scheint allcrdings die ganze 'Ringbuch'Theorie dam eher in Wege ni stehen. Innechaib von Redaktion A beispielsweisc sei die
VersuchungsgeschichteQ 4,l-13,spater entstanden'. Wie hat man sich das aber vorzusteiien? Wenn die
Taufe Jesu am Ende der Riickseitc eines Btattes mit 3.22 endete und die propmmatische Re& am Anfang
der Vorderseite eines Blanes mit 6 . 3 anfil~g,konnte eventueii e h loses Blatt mit der
Versuchungsgeschichteeinfach eingelegt woden sein. Danach miiBte schon Rcdaktion A selba aus e k
Reihe von Flugblattcm bestanden haben: pro Perikope ein Blatt. Wte aber swht es mit einem Einzelvers,
der kein ganzes, aber immcrfiui terups Blatt beidseitig ausfüiien konnte? Sato zufolge k t namlich Q 727
ebenfaüs .ein spifiter Einschub'; Den SchiuB der Redaktion A aber badete der EinzeIvers 728,der doch
wohi kaurn auf einem leeren Blatt gcstanden hane, sa daB 727.ebenfalls auf eincm vàllig leeren Blau,
bcquem eingelegt wcrdcn komte. Auch in Redaktion B seinen Q 10.12-15 und 1022 ,spater cingefügt'
worden - aber wie?" (Robinson, "DieLogienqueiie," 379).

'' Robinson, "Die Logieaqueiie," 379.
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concems. Even Robinson's own theories on the compositional history of Q couId
potentially aliow for the "Ringbuch" format.
Whatever compositional history one describes, the "Ringbuch" or notebook
medium for Q in its Iatter stages is a potential solution to the problem of understanding
Matthew's use of Q. It is possible to see the fmt evangelist literaily "unbinding" the
notebook sheets and reworking them into an order closer to the Q matenal in Matthew.
Even further, as will be proposed below, imagining Matthew's copy of Q in the form of a
codex allows Matthew random access to the sayings material, rendering Sato's
"Ringbuch" medium unnecessary.

In light of the above discussion of recensional theories on Q, a few conclusions
are in order. Kloppenborg notes that "[r]ecensional models have specia.1heuristic value
insofar as they imply a highly differentiated view of the redaction of the canonicai
~ o s ~ e i sCertainly,
."~
the proposais of Luz and Sato have significant probative value and
are consistent with the known compositionaUpublication techniques of other writers in

the Greco-Roman world. However, they obviate the implicit need to provide a single
"text" for Q - a reconstmcted text of Q is a logicai consequence of the 2DH that
envisions Q as a written (Greek) document. In addition, the recensiond theories of Luz
and Sato make the study of the "theology" of Q and the "Q-community" very difficult, if

not impossible, if Q is at least two different

document^?^ Thus, while a reconstnicted

(single) Greek text of Q may, in fact, be an "abstraction" as KIoppenborg has argued, it

Wbile not having Sato and Luz in rnind. Kloppenborg notes that"[slome-[
critics
Uivoke h e p ï b i l i t y of multiple recensions in a rathcr fnvolous way,to s i b p t
k reconstruction of Q
and co minimize Q's importance," Kloppenborg Verbin, Ercavating Q, 110 n 117.

still "is a usefui abstraction, functioning precisely in the same way that the idea of the
'text' of the New Testament has functioned for modern e~egesis."~
In other words and
germane to this dissertation, Luz's and Sato's models would restrict one's ability to test
the validity of the 2DH in Light of ancient compositional practices if a reconstructed text

for Q is not possible. This is precisely what I will attempt to do at the concIusion of this
chapter.

Matthew's use of Mark does not present the same problems as for Matthew's use
of Q. Of the two evangeIists, Matthew deviates more frequently from Markan order than
does Luke. But Matthew's deviation h m the order of Q is much more significant than
his deviation from Mark's order (see Figure 36 at the end of the chapter). For exampie,
Matthew deviates from Mark's order in terms of placing the Sermon on the Mount (i.e.,
Q 5-7). After the Baptisdemptation episodes (Mark 1:9-13Man 3: 13-4:1 I), Matthew

continues to track Mark closely una just after the call of the fmt disciples (Mark 1:16-

20/Matt 4:18-22). At that point, Matthew skips over Mark 1:21-34 fie picks this up later,
after the Sermon),omits Mark's account of Jesus' departure from Capemaurn (Mark
1:35-38), and adapts Mark 1:39 to introduce the Sermon (Matt 423-25). Matthew tracks

Q exclusively in chapters 5-7, interspersing "M" material with Q-sayings to create a

single sermon. Matthew doses the Sermon by leaving Q and returning to Mark,but this

time he picks up in Mark in an earlier text - Mark 1:21-28 (Matt 728-29) - a portion of

Mark that he skipped over previously.
It is in the next section in Matthew where one sees the greatest reworking of the

order of the Markan pericopes by Matthew in the grouping of Markan miraclelhealing
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stories - Matthew's second narrative block (Matthew 8-9). After the Sermon on the
Mount, Matthew resumes with Mark where he left off, at the story of the healing of the
leper (Matt 8: 1-4/Mark 1:a-45). He then turns to Q (7: 1-3,6-9, ?IO?) for the healing of
the (Gentile) centurion's servant (Matt 8: 1-13), which incorporates Jesus' sayings on
Gentiles in the Kingdom (Q 13:28-29). Matthew then r e m s to Mark for a series of
healing/miracles stories. He moves back to Mark 1:29-34 for the heaiings of Peter's
mother-in-Iaw and the sick at evening, foilowed by the incorporation of another Q text (Q
957-60, the "would-be" followers of Jesus). Returning to Mark,Matthew moves aheod

in his source to the calrning of the stodGaderene demoniacs accounts (Mark 4:35-5:20).
Matthew then moves bock to the remaining Markan material yet to be incorporated (Mark
2: 1-22, Le., the heaiing of the paralytic/caii of Levilquestion about fasting), picking up in

Mark where he fmt Ieft Markan order. Matthew then jumps ahead to the hedings of
Jainis' daughter and the hemorrhaging woman (Mark 521-43),sumrnarizes two healing
stories (two blind men/demoniac) fiom Mark and Q that are picked up again later in the
Gospel (Matt 9:27-34):5 continues with Mark's generai satements on Jesus' healing and
teaching activities in GaIilee (Matt9:35-36)' his sending out of the Twelve (Man 10:1),
and moves h m Mark 65-7back to Mark 3:13-19a for the names of the disciples (Matt
!0:2-4). This is followed by a conflation of Mark 6:8-13 and Q lO:3- 12 (Matt lO:5- 16),

and then the second major block of discourse materiai (i.e., Matt 10:17-11:28-30). In the

-

section tbat folIows Matthew's third nanative block (Matthew 12) - Matthew returns to
where he originally deviated b m Mark's absolute order (Le.,Mark 2:23ff), and foUows

"

Mark's story of the heahg of b h d Banimaeus (Mark 1046-52) shows up again in Maü 202934, as does Q's account of the exorcism of the mute demoniac (QI l:lClS),showing up again in the
Bceizebd accusation (Man 12-22-24).
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Mark's content and order for the rest of the Gospel, Save for the few Markan accounts
(Le., Mark 3: 13-19a;434343; 66-13,34b) already incorporated by Matthew. Thus, in
the majority of pencopes (as numbered in Figwe 37) where Matthew is using Mark (49
out of 61, or 80%), Matthew follows the absolute order of Mark, i.e., he does not deviate
fiom Mark's order. This figure (80%) stiodd be compared to Matthew's use of Q: in 28
of the 73 Q-pericopes incorporated by Matthew, he follows Q's absolute order (i.e.,

While not the focus of this chapter or dissertation, the arguments around the
original order of Q are ciearly relevant when thinking about the ways in which Matthew
and Luke independently incorporated Mark and Q. In discussing the original order of Q,
Kloppenborg noticed that
[rJeconstnictingthe original order of Q is in effect the obverse of understanding
the redactional arrangement of Q by one or both of the evangelists. if the
reconstruction is to be convincing, the solution must entail expianations which are
both editorially plausibie and in keeping with the redactionai procedures
evidenced elsewhere in the author's work.%
This ties into those scholars who are content with the "simpler" mode1 that
Matthew rnerely reworked Mark and Q (as we have h m )without appealiig to
recensiond models for Q (or for Mark for that matter, Le., Proto- or Deutero-Mark), or to
a "pre-publication" medium the two soruces (Le., a bound proto-codex, notebook, etc.).
Kürnmel descriies Matîhew's general treatment of Mark and Q as foliows: "Mt presents
large sayings sections: 5-7; 10; 11; 18:lMf; 23; 24:37R 25; wben this material is set
aside, what remains is on the whoie the Markan material.'J7Kümmel's observations a .

%

Kioppenborg, FonirarrOn qfQ,69.
W. G.Kümmel. Zmodunion to the New Tesiamem(Rev. cd; Nashville: Abmgdon, 1975). 65.
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made while discussing the original order of Q and the general agreement in order that
Matthew aad Luke share in their placement of the Q material.Picking up on Taylor's
findings, Kümmel developed the figure below (underlined numbers indicate places where

Matthew and Luke agree in the placement of Q material)?

4

32-36
6:27f,41-49

Sermon on the Plain II

42,4548
7:I-5,16-21, 1

41

23

19:ll-28

Parable on the Talents

Kummel concludes the following:

25: 14-30

23
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By observing the different ways in which Mt and Lk have introduced the Q
materiai into the Markan hmework, we find that Mt has srning the Q material
throughout the whole of bis Gospel, while Lk bas it largely in two great blocks
(6:20-7:35; 957-13:34), so that Lk presmes the sequence of Q better than Mt.
And Taylor's investigation of the sequence of Q material in the speeches in Mt
c o n f i i the conjecture that Lk has followed the Q order on the whole, while Mt
has many times departed from the Q order, in keeping with the systematic
recasting of his sources?
In two very important articles, Vincent Taylor offered what are perhaps the most
sophisticated arguments to date regardkg the original order of Q? in his first article
(1953). Taylor attempts to demonstrate a common order shared by Matthew and Luke in
the Q materiai. In the second article (1959)' Taylor details Matthew's Iiterary techniques

in each of the six sections of Q material in Matthew .Taylor concluded that "Luke has
preserved the order of Q and has followed it with great fidelity.'*' Now this conclusion is
by no means "new" to T a y I ~ rYet
. ~ his arguments in support of the position already held
by a majority of Q schoiars are quite unique. Taylor had to contend both with the (then
ment) argument of Luke's use of Matthew put forward by B. C. Butlep and with the
typicai way of presenting the Q materid visuaily in a double column chart, which

" Kümrnei, Introduction, 69.
Vincent Taylor, "The Order of Q,"JTS 4 (1953): 27-31; T h e Originai Order of Q," New
Testament &sqs: Snrdies in Memory of 7:W. Manson (ed. A. J. B. Higgins; Manchester: Manchester
University Ress, 1959). 246-269.

'' Taylor, "Original Chder," 266.
B ~ h i position
s
is found as earfy as H. I. Hoimann (see Die synoprrSche Evangelïen. ihr
Ursprwrg und gcschichlicher Charakcr [Leipzig:Engelmann. 18631, i41). See also B. H.Streeter. "On îhe
Original Order of Q:' Oxford Studies m the Synoptic Probiem (ed. W . Sanday;Oxford: Clarendon Ress,
191 1). 141-164.
The Origimiity of Sc. Manluw (Cambndgt: University Rcss. 1951). Butler advocatal the m
called "Augustinian"solution to the Synoptic PmbIem Manhan priority. Mark's use of Matthew,
followed by Luke's use of Matthew and Mark.
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typicaiiy coaceals "the signs of a common order.'* Instead, Taylor offered a seven
coIumn list of the Q material, taking into consideration "Matthew 's editorial methods."6.'

Figure 29: Parailel Passages in Matîhew and Luke
Suggestive of the Use of the Doçurnent Q (V. ~ a y l o r ) ~ ~
Luke

Matt 5-7
"Samoa on rhc

Mourir

Matt IO
"Mission

Man 13

Man 18

M a 23-25

"Discome on

"Discoune on

"Escbatologicai

Chargf

Teaching in

Dipleship"

Dicouix"

Rest of Man

Rrabtaw

3:7-9,16f
3:21f
4:l-13
620-23
6:27-30
6:31
6:32-36
6137-38

639
6:4û
6:4 1f
6:43-54
6:46

6:47-49
7~1-10
7~18-23
7~24-28
7:3 1-35
9:57-60
LO:2
10:3-12
I0:13-15
10:16
10:21f
1023-24
11:1-3
1l:9-l3

37-12
3:16f
4:l-11
5:3-6.11-12
539-44
(7: 12)
545-48
7: 1-2
7:3-5
7: 16-20
7:21
7:24-27

"Taylor, The Order of Q," 28.
"Taylor. 'The Order of Q,"28-29.
66

Taylor, "The Order of Q,"29-30. Tayior ornits h m this iist passages possible Q texts "in which
the linguistic agreement is relatively srnail"(p. 28). These include The Great Cotnmandment (Luke IO:=28fIMatt 234-39). Signs of the Times Saying (Wre 1254-56//Matt 16-3,Narmw Gate Saying (Luke
1323ffiMatt 7:13f), Shut Door Saying (Luke I3:25-27//Maiî 7322f,2510-12); Great Supper Parable (Luke
14:15-24IlMatt 22-1-10). Lost Shecp Parable (Luice 15:4-7lIMalt 18:12-14). and the Pounds Parable (Lukc
19:12-27fMatt 25-14-30). Here, Manhew may be "dependent on a second source othcr than Q" (p. 28). "If,
in these passages, Q and another source overiapped, it Ïs reasonable to expect that the order of Q, as
reflected in Matthew and Luke, may be obscured" (p. 28).TayIor also omits from his list some "short
isolated sayings wùich, for editorial reasm.either Evangelist, but presumably Matthcw, might be disposcd
to insert in another context" (p. 28). These mclude Lukt 14:ll. 1 8 : t W a l t 23:12.18:4.
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() denotes passages which break continuous sequence

* denotes passages in which conflation is possible

In addition to a fmal "catch-ail" column ("the rest of Matthew"), Taylor's chart
Listed the Q sayings in each of Matthew's five extensive teaching sections, i.e., chapters
5-7,10,13,18,23-25. Taylor found that when one lwks at each column individually
(i-e., Iooks at a particular section of teaching matenal in Matthew's Gospel), Matthew
regularly does reproduce the Q matenal in the same order as Luke. Taylor notes that there
is "an astonishing range of agreement [in order], not continuous throughout, but visiile in
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groups or series of passages in the same order in both Gospel~.'~
Taylor can then
conclude that "Matthew knew the same order [as Luke in QJ and was aware of it when he
made editorial adjustments and confiated Q with Mark and M.la ültimately, then, Taylor
is able to presume that the generally common order of the sayings material shared by
Matthew and Luke raises the Q hypothesis "to a remarkable degree of cogency, short
oniy of demonstration."@

The transposition of Q material, Taylor argued, couid be accounted for by
Matthew's own editorial technique. For example, regarding the "Mission Charge"
(Matthew 10)' Taylor concludes the foliowing:

[In the Mission Charge, there are a] number of Q sayings (approxirnately fourfifths) [thatl are in the same order in Man.and Luke. Where there is a difference
of order, the arrangement in Matt. (and possibly occasionaiiy in Luke) is due to
editorial reasons or the use of other sources. .."
In addition, Taylor will posit a "Q-M"overiap to account for Matthew's redaction - for
example, the 'Treasure" saying (Matt 6:20-2 11iLuke 12:33b-M);" and, the Parable of the
Lost Sheep (Matt 18: 12-131/Luke 154-7, IO)? Here, Tuckett argues, Taylor is

67 Taylor, "Original Order,"

248.

61

Taylor, "Original Order," 267.

69

Taylor, 'The Order of Q," 31.

"Taylor. "Original Order,"256-257.
'' "Apart from the closing words (Mau. 6:21 and Luke 1234) the linguistic differences are
considerable. These differences and the variation of thc rhythm in the two forms suggest that Manhew is
drawing upon M and Lrike on Q. In this case the difference in position is not surprising," (Taylor. "Original
252).

"This parable is widely assigncd to Q, but the opinion...W Manhew's version belongs to M

and Luke's to L, is highly probable- ...An inordinate amount of editoriai modification has ta be assigned a
Luke if both venions are drawn h m a common source, whereas the diifferences are iatelligiile if they

corne from different cycies of uadition," (Taylor. "Original Oder:' 259).
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essentially denying "to Q a saying which does not quite fit his pattern but which seems to
be common to both g~spels."~
A few curent Q scholm have sought to deal with Taylor's arguments,

recognizing their important contribution not only to understanding the original order of
Q, but also understanding Matthew's technique in incorporating the Q materid into his
Gospel. Kloppenborg has described Taylor's solution of laying the Q material in six
parallel columns alongside of Luke as 'bbrilIiant,"74while O. E. Evans argues that the

2DH "provides a completely reasonable explanation of [the] facts reveded by Taylor's
investigation; indeed it is the only reasonable explanation

While TayIor's solution

has been said to be both "brilliant" and "the only reasonable explanation," it has not

escaped criticism. While complimentary of the soIution itseif, Kloppenborg notes the

Despite the ingenuity of [Taylor's] solution, one caution must be observed. Given
a sufficient number of scannings, ony nvo lists of common eIements cm be
reconciled in order. Put differently, the more scannings that are required, the more
cumbersorne and the less convincing is this kind of solution. Taylor, in effect,
permits 15 scans [see table above]. Given the initial common order, it is hardly
surprising that 15 scannings can reconde the other disagreements?
Similarly, Tuckett has criticized Taylor's solution. He States:
Taylor's arguments are not fool-pmof, and not all the evidence quite fits the facts.
At times.. .he hasto postulate.. .Matthew going through the Q material more than
once to pick up in order the material he will use h his Iarge disco~rses.~

Tucken, Q and the Hbtory of &ij C:hritianïfy, 37.
75

Kioppenborg, Formation of Q, 68.

"Owen E. Evans,"Synoptic Criticism since Streetcr," wT72 (1961): 298.
"Kioppenborg, Formation of Q,69 (emphasis original).
Tuckctî. Q and the Hrtrory of Erirb Christuuiuy, 37.
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The question that arises is the extent COwhich Matthew's repeated "scannings" of Q (and

Mark for that matter) is consistent with the known practices of writers in antiquity.
Kloppenborg is indeed correct when he States any two lists of "cornnion materiais" can be
"reconciled in order" when there are no limitations on the number of "scannings"
involved. innumerable "scannùigs" do dso have the potential of rendering a particular
source-criticai theory "more cumbersorne" and "less convincing" - this is precisely one
of the fundamental problems with the 2GH and FGH.However, Taylor's solution still

may hold up under scnitiny if one takes into consideration certain features of book
production in antiquity, particularly ancient media and the d e that rnemory rnay have
played in the production of Manhew. Indeed, if one were to imagine Q in some "codexlike" format (e.g., Luz, Sato, and Birger Gehardsson below), multiple scannings pose

less of a problem, particuiarly in light of the feanire of random access that a codex
provided.
When memory and the mnemonic techniques of ancient writers is entertained,
then the number of "multiple scannings" c m diminish significantly. For the most part, it
appears that most Synoptic source cntics have imagined Matthew's contact with Mark
and Q to be a visual one, that is, any and ail use of Mark and Q by Matthew in the
production of his Gospel has been accomplished with Mark and Q "open" in front of him.
As a result, there bas been no non-visud investigation of Matthew's use of Mark and Q,

an inquiry that would explore the role that memory and mnernonics couId play in book
production. In theory, Matthew's use of Mark and Q both visually and mnemonically
could aiiow his p a t e r freedom to deviate from the order of his written sources,and thus
help to begin the solve the problem of Matthew's reworking of the order of Mark and Q.

THE Two-DOCUMENTHYPOTHESIS
Reacting against what he perceived to be the historical minirnalism of form
critics, Birger Gerhardsson described in 1961 the compositional techniques of the
Evangeiists in iight of Rabbinic techniques of the preservation of the Torah?
Gerhardsson, who agrees with the traditiond authorial designations for the Gospel
writers, descnis the transmission of the traditions about Iesus leading up to the
composition of the Gospels as follows:
[Tjhe actuai transmission of ... collections of traditions about Jesus was a distinct
activity...The traditionistlteacherpassed on the tractate, passage or saying to his
pupil or pupils by means of continual repetition; he taught the pupil to repeat it,
after which he gave the required interpretation. We catch glimpses in the synoptic
materiai - particularly in Man., "the rabbinic Gospel" [puce Stendahl] - of certain
teaching situations which are worthy of our attention in this context, since they
certainly reflect teaching pracrice in the Church in which the tradition in question
was formed. But there is little point in stopping at such a statement. It was
precisely the teacher 's pedagogicd rneasures which were the object of special
observation and imitation. It ought therefore to be possible, on the basis of the
practice of these disciples, to draw certain conclusions as to the rnethods appiied
by their Master?
Gerhardsson describes the actuai process of writing the GospeIs thusly:
When the Evangelists edited their Gospels ...they did not take theu traditions
from [the orady msrnitted sayings and teachings of Jesus]. They worked on the
basis of a fixed, distinct tradition fmm, and about, Jesus - a tradition which was
partly memorized and pady wri~endown in notebooks and private scrolls", but
invariably isolated h m the teacbings of other doctrinal authorities?'
Whiie Gerhardsson's work was both controversial and groundbreaking in its
description of the preservation of "Christian tradition" in light of the Rabbinic techniques

"

Memory & Manusm'pt: Oral Tradition anà WnÏten Transmission in Rabbinic judaism anà
Eariy ClViStiOni~( L dGIecnrp, 1961); republishtd with Tradùion & Transmission in ëariy Ciuîmanity
(1964) (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans; Livonia, MI: Dove Bwksellcrs, 1998).

"Gerhardsson, Memry & M m o i p t , 334.
"1s.. unpublished texrs.
" Gerhardsson. Memry & M&t,

335.
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of (orally) preserving sacred tradition, bis comments on the actual composition of the
Gospels are minimal. His study, however, is helpful for two reasons. First, Gerhardsson
provides detailed descriptions of the visuaYwritten pimervation of (Jewish) sacred
tradition through note taking (e.g., "unoffical written h o p ~ p u ~ a written
" ) , materials
that aided in the "transmission" of the "oral"

ora ah* Second, Gerhardsson surveys

mnemonic techniques contemporary with the production of the Gospeis, as a way to
counter the overly "visuai" outlook of tum-of-the-centurysource critics and their unduly
minimalist successors - the form critics of the middie part of the twentieth century.
Some 23 years Iater, Gerhardsson picked up where his Memory & Munufcript left
off, in part discussing the composition of the written Gospels. Gerhardsson poses a senes
of (ritetoncal) questions in his article, originally given as a paper at the 1984 Jerusalem
Symposium on the Synoptic Problem:
At the stage of the creation of the large written Gospels we have to ask how the
Gospels were produced, technidy speaking. How do we imagine that Mark,
Matthew, Luke, John - let me cal1 hem so - actuaily proceeded, when they
produced their famous books? ...How much did they have in the form of
documents? How did they collect their material? Did they travel, search for
collections, consult informants? And how did they actually proceed when
compiling their books? Did they have the scrolls and codices before themselves?
Did they know them more or less by heart? Did they feel a duîy to copy visually
£rom the columns in the Vorlagen or could they follow some Geer mode1 and
adapt their texts in a more targumic way? Did they have in their memory oral
versions of the pericopes present in theu wrîtten sources,and, in such cases, did
these versions have the same authority for them as the written versions? Did they
use loose notes for the fmt phase of their attempts to combine their sources? Did
they rewrite theû drafts many times?
Gerbardsson does not attempt to aaswer these questions, but concludes that
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[sluch questions are not unrealistic; 1think we should try to fmd answers, and any
case for our own silent use. if we cannot form a concrete conception of the
process of compiling the Gospels we have reasons to surmise that something is
wrong with our solution of the synoptic question and of many other related
topics."
Gerhardsson proceeds to begin to provide such a "concrete conception." He argues that
the departwe of Jesus did not cause "the adherents of Jesus [to] immediateIy change the
[oral] medium of communication."" The followers of Jesus "do what we may expect
disciples in this milieu to do: they continue in the footsteps of their master, they follow
his aims, his behavior and teaching and perhaps even direct instructions given; they cary
on his work along his characteristic

Despite the non-textually focused followers

of Jesus, Gerhardsson states that "it can hardly be doubted that notebooks began to be
used when the [oral] collections became more extensive than in the earliest peri~d."'~

"Human prociivity," "interest and necessity forced" the followers of Jesus to eventually
Lbcollect"primitive texts about Jesus." Gerhardsson states:
Even the wili to remember leads us COa conscious gathering and grouping of
memory material. It is a precaution against forgetfulness. Other factors
contributed as well, not least, the needs of the communiaes. It is easy to imagine
that notebooks were more and more taken into use in this work with the texts.
Great syntheticai coIIections of the same type as the Q-collection or the Gospel of
Mark are thus "in the nature of the case." And proper books had to corne, sooner
or later?

--

'Gerhardsson, The Gospel Tradiaon." 534.
* Gehardsson, T h e GospeI Tradiaon," 538.
fi

Gerfiardsson,The Gospel Tradition." 538.

"Gertiatdnron, The Gospel Ttadiaion,"539.
* Gerhardsson, The Gospel Tradition," 540.
Gerhardsson, "The Gospel Tradition,"540.
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The "Q-coiiection," argues Gerbardsson, "hardly had as weii a stmctured disposition as
did the Gospel of Mark...";it was "merely an extensive notebook (6xopvr)pa)'"O(again,
cf. Sato and Luz). However, the author of Q "shows a desire to write for others, and his
desire has taken hirn a step fuaher than to the collection of material in a big notebook; he
has arranged his texts in accordance with an overail view of Jesus and his work.'*'
While Gerhardsson is certainly correct regarding the need for "concrete
conceptions" for "the process of compiling the Gospeis," he only just begins to provide
such a pichue. He rightly argues that the üterary culture of the Evangelists is one that saw
the interplay between textuality and orality - one's memory could be greatly assisted in
the preservation of tradition with the use of notebooks and other "private" media. It is
also m e that a variety of different social, political and geographic influences likely
contributed to the eventuai production of the written texts of the Gospels. However,
Gerhardsson is rather short on the details of such an event.
Finally ,it is worth n o h g the correlation between Matthew's deviation from the
order of Q and the verbal agreement that he shares with Luke in the double tradition (Le.,
"Minimal Q pericopes). Robert Morgenthaier is responsibIe for cataloging the
percentage of verbal agreement between Manhew and Luke in the double tradition?
Kloppenborg has recentIy sumrnarized Mergenthaler's statistics in the figure beIow:

"Gehardsson, "The Gospel Tradition," 540.

'' Gerhardsson,"nie Gospel Tradition,"540.
Robert Morgenthaler, Statîsn'sche Synopse (Ziirich and Stuttgart Gotthelf, 1971), 260-261.
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Range
98-808

60-79%
10-59%
20-3996
0-1995

Figure 30: Variations in Agreement in the Double Traditionm
Average Agreement
No. of
% of total
pericopae
words
Luke
Matthew
86.7%
82.8%
11
132%
68.9%
663%
15
27.8%
46.4%
44.4%
15
24.8%
285%
26.9%
14
25 9%
12.4%
10.9%
8
8.2%
50.6%
47
9%
63
100%

When one looks at Morgenthaler's stahstics (= MStat) in even more detail, and
includes Q pericopes not analyzed by him, an interesthg trend emerges. In the chart
illustrating Matthew's use of Mark and Q (Figure 37 below), one counts some 73
pericopes that Matthew Ends in Q and incorporates in lis Gospel. A factor that accounts

for Matthew's deviation from the absolute order of Q (as reconstructed by the IQP) is
assigned to each pericope (0-15, lest to the geatest deviation; = DvFtr). When these
factors are compared to Morgenthaler's statistics, the following generd trend ernerges:
As one increases the DvFtr, the MStat decreuses, moving generally and on average from
about 5 8 8 agreement to 38% agreement in the double tradition (see Figures 38 and 39 at
the end of the chapter). This trend seerns to suggest that as Matthew deviates from Q's
order, he is less inclined to follow the wording of Q. A logical conclusion wouid be that a
lower MStat would indicate that Matthew does not have visual contact with that
particular Q pericope. Instead, he is relying on his memory to supply the wording for the
Q text- It is aiso clear frorn the graph that there are exceptions to this general trend. For

example, at Matt 6:24 (Q 16:13; Jesus' saying on serving two rnasters), the MStat is 98%,
yet a DvFü of 15. Convenely, where the DvFtr is O, there are examples of low MStats

93 Kloppenborg Verbin. Ercuvazhg Q,63.Kloppcnborg notes (63a 14) that MorgenthaIer
incldes Luke 14:Sb that very k l y does not be1ong ia Q.
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(e.g., Q 4: 16 = 4%; Q 174 = 6%). However, it shouid be noted that several of the Q texts
that are given a DvFtr of O are dubiousiy attributed to Q ancüor the original wording of Q

nearly impossible to ascertain (e.g., Q 4:16; 7:?10?).

In sum, the Morgenthaler numbers suggest the following:The higher
Morgenthaler numbérs seem to indicate Matthew's visual contact with Q. For example,

John's preaching of the coming one w a t t 3: I 1-WQ3:16- 17 = MStat 88%), woes to
unrepentant cities (Matt 11:20-2414 10:13-15 = MStat W%),and the return of the

undean spint (Man 12:43-45/QI1:24-26= MStat 93%),are places where Matthew
likely has visual contact with Q.On the other hand, the lower Morgenthaler numkrs
suggest Matthew's use of Q from memory. Thus, the parable of salt (Man 5: 13-14/Q
14:34-35 = MStat 9%) and the saying on coming persecutions (Matt 10:17-23/Q12:1112 = MStat 31%) are places where Matthew may no? have visual contact with Q. In
addition, the Morgenthaler numbers suggest that as Manhew deviates from the order of

Q, his Q-texts have a lower MStat. suggesting that there is a comection between the use

of memory and deviation h m the order of Q.

Marrhew 's Confurion of Mark and Q

Within the 2DH, there is a phenornenon where Mark and Q overlap, that is, places
where Mark and Q contain the same episode or saying in the Life of esu us.* Within tbis

Synoptic scholars d i s a p as to the precisc number of ovcrfap m.
H.T.Fiedderma~
numben d e Mark-Qovedap texts a& 28 (Mark ami Q: A SNdy of tho Overlap T m .Wuh an Asseumcnt by
F. Neirynck [BETL 122; Leuven: University Reditgemij Peeter. 19951, ix-xi,possim). In shouid k
noted, however, ihat Reddermann argues that Mark knew Q as wcII as Maühew and Lrikt, Much of rhe
debate over thc nmber overiap texts has to do with reconmcied kxts dQ (inthe end, a reconsauctcd
text of Q rnay not indude the potential ovalsp), and whai uactly constiaites an overlap is it acommon
word, sïmiiar idea, or m m ?For example, tfme "MiuurAgreements" (MAs)
between Manhew and Luke
may indicate a Mark-Q ovedap. The Great Commandment pericope contains a nirmbcr of signifnnt MAs

-
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group of overIap texts, there are about ten or so where it appears that Matthew is actually
confiating his two overlapping sources. These include the foUowing and may be seen in

Figure 37 (purpIe sections):

The Comùig of John the Baptist (Mark1 :1-6/14 3:2-3)
John's Preaching of the Coming One (Mark 1: 7 W Q 3: 16- 17)
The Baptism of Jesus (Mark1% 1l//[Q 3:2 1-22]?
The Temptation (Mark 1:12-13/14 4:l-49-12,s-8. 13)

The First Reaching in Gali1eel"Nazara" (Mark 1 :14- 15//Q 4:16)
Jesus' Instructions to the Twelve (Mark6:s-13/14 IO:% 12)
Accusations against Jesus (Mark 3: 19b-2UIQ 1 1: 14- 15,17-20)
A House Divided (Mark 3:23-30l/[Q 1 1:21-221)

The Parable of the Mustard Seed (Mark430-32/14 13:18- 19)
10.

Woe: The Best Seats ([Mark 1239-40%]//Q1 1 :43)

The overlapping of episodes fiom two sources utilized by a later author should

not be a surprise.* In fact, both the 2GH and the FGH have a similar phenomenon. On
the 2GH, Mark's two sources - Matthew and Luke - consistently and regularIy overlap.

On the FGH,Luke's

-

two sources - Mark and Matthew frequently overlap as well. It

that may point to this pericope S i g in Q. in November of 1995,Roberr Derrenbacker argued for its
inclusion in Q (albeit at the rating of "D") the meeting of the IQP in Philadelphia. In the end, the IQP
votai to exclude it h m Q ("D'). Also,pcuallel texts could, at tirna, be confwd with overlap tex&.

*The iQP has inchdeci this pricope in Q. However, the refemnce is enclosed in square bnckers,
indicating that the vote to indude it was no greater than "C."
% There is some question as to whether the agreements between Mark and Q at this point are
smng enough to constiaite an "ovulap"text.

At least one cnember of the Rcscarch Team for [the RenewaI ofl Gospel SNdies (iç., advocates
of the Twdjospel [Neo-Griesbach] Hypothesis) has communicated to me that the existence of Mark-Q
overlaps is a phenomenon, rike the "Minor Agreements,"that poses a large probiem for the 2DH.
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should be noted that in both the 2GH and the FGH,the overlapping is far more extensive

than on the 2DH.For the 2GH, it is aii the material shared in cornmon by Matthew and
Luke. For the FGH,it is virtually a l l of Mark - the Markan passages adopted by Matthew
(these would be Luke's overlap texts on the FGH). However on the 2DH, it is just a small
portion of both Mark and Q that actuaiiy overlap - some dozen or so episodes.
Still, the phenornenon of Mark-Q overlaps could potentiaiiy present a problem
for understanding the 2DH from the perspective of Greco-Roman compositionai
practices. It migfit appear, at least on the surface, that the relatively few Mark-Q overlap
texts constitue an infrequent "micro-conflation," a phenornenon that consistently
characterizes both the 2GH and the FGH,providing problems for both theories. Thus,
two questions aise: Fust. do we see the sort of (micro-) confiation in the overIap texts
that we see in the 2GH (or FGH)? Second, what are some aiternative ways of
understanding the overlap texts in iight of the compositional conventions of antiquity?

The answer to the fmt question appears to be a clear "No." On the 2DH, we do
not observe the sort of "zig-zagging" between sources, both on inter- and intra-pericopai

levels, that we see in the 2GH and FGH. Taking John's Preaching about the Coming One
(Mark 1:7-8/143:16-17) as an example (see figure below), deariy Matthew continues to
track Q excIusiveIy in the pericope, as he did in 3:7-1 -John's Preaching of Repentance.
The Markan pericope apparently does not influence Matthew's wording, which
exclusively cornes h m Q.

THE TWO-DOCUMENT'HYPOTHESIS
Figure 31: John's Preaching of the Coming On
Matt 3:ll-12
1

Mark 1:7-8

aino6 fo SÈ aruoov
~ata~a7jaei
xupi
aa0Éarw.

Luke, on the other hand, does, at least on the surface, seem to "zig-zag" between Mark
and Q in the composition of his account of John's preaching of the one who is to corne
(see figure below).

Underiincd t u t = agreements betwecn Maithew and Q;itaiicized text = agreements between
Mark, Matthew and Q.

* Robinson et al., Criricd W

o n of Q,14-17.
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John's Preacbing of the Cominp;

Mark 1 :7-8

I

Kai WPZ~OOEV
@UV

i, iappOr~poq
pou 6lriao BOU, 06 OZ~K

airov E ~ Cr9v a l r 0 0 ~ q v
a6oo.û. TO Si aruoov

The double underlined text indicates verbai agreements between Mark and Luke against
Q. Neither AÉyov nor E~XETUIconstitute a strong enough verbal agreement that would

indicate Luke's use of Mark,since both forms are quite cornmon.'" However, Afaat
70v ipama TÔV ("OoSqp6rw) a k o q ("[O untie the thong of his [sandals]") is a

strong verbatim agreement between Mark and Luke against Q.if a "zig-zagging"
tm Underiincd text = agreements betwcen Luke and Q; italicized text = agreements between Mark,

Matthew and Q; doubk underlined text = agreements belween Mark and Luke.
'O'

'"

Robinson et al., Crikal Edition ofQ, 14-17.

Wav appears m e 18 tims in Mark and 73 thes m LukclActs. m a l appears 16 times in
Mark and 13 cimes in LukdActs.
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between sources within pericopes is not typical of writers in the Greco-Roman world,
how does one explain the presence of this Markan phrase in Luke on the 2DH without
resorting to proto-lukm (Streeter) or protol deutero-Markan theones (Koester, Fuchs) or
Mark's knowledge of Q (Fleddenann)? One obvious explanation would be that Luke is
simply a literary maverick of sorts here, in fact employing the atypical "zig-zagging"
technique of confiation. But this option is not satisfactory. What rnay be more likely is
that Luke is foiiowing Q closely - he does so in the account of John's preaching (3:7-9),
appeds to his own material in 3:lO-14 (John's Preaching to Special Groups), and then
returns to Q for John's preaching of the one who is COcorne (315-18). in fact, Luke
follows Q rather closely in this pericope, save for the phrase "to untie the thong of his
(sandals)."'" Here, we may see the "memory" of Mark influencing Luke - Luke is quite

familiar with Mark's account and opts for his more graphic description of John's
unworthiness, less Mark's phrase "to stoop down" (mjiyol~mark 1:7])." Thus, the
account of John's Preaching of the Coming One may constitute a Mark-Q overlap in
which both Matthew and Luke are foiiowing Q closeiy while the "memory" of Mark
influences some of the piuaseology of at Ieast Luke.

'@

WhiIe the IQP has adopted Matthew's wordùig (90cany his sandals"), it is possible that the
wording of Q 3:Id originally read ruitie the thong of" (e.g.,Athanasiw Polag. F r a g m t a Q: Tath@ zur
Logienquelle [Neukirçhen-Vluyn: Neukirchener Verlag, 19791.28). Of course. this wodd simply s b f t the
"problem" o v a to Manhew's coIumn.
A. Plummer argues that Luke's and Mark's wording is "more graphie" than that of Manhew.
He states that to "unfastenshoes or sanciais, when a man retumed home,or to bring them to him when he
went out, was the office of a slave...-John is nat worthy to be the bond-semant of the Christ" (ThGoqei
kcording ro Sr. Li&, 5th ed. PCC; Edinbutgh: T.& T.Clark,19221,94).

Ancient Compositiona.Practices and the Synoptic Problem

in the Parable of the Mustard Seed and Leaven, we are faced with a similar
problem, although this rime it is in Macthew - not LukelM- where we (apparently) see a
confiation of Mark and Q on the pericopd level.
ble of the Mustard Seed and 1

Man 13:31-33
3 1 "AUqv x a p a ~ o k i p
napéûqicev u6roiç
aSyov b o i a Eariv il

flad~iar@y06parvOv

'mi
Undedineci text = agreements betwecn Luke and Q;italicized text = agnements beovecn Mark,
Matthew and Q; double widerlined text = agreements ktween Mark and Luke.
lm

Robinson et ai., Critical Edition of Q,400-405.
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For Streeter, the Parable of the Mustard Seed provides the classic example of Matthew's
çonflationary method. While "Luke commonly accepts the Q version md ignores Mark's
[where Mark and Q overlap]," Matthew, on the other hand, "usually conflates Mark and
Q, though with a tendency to abbre~iate."'~Streeterargues that Matthew "not only

pieces together the substance of sayings that occur in diierent sources, but he combines

minute points of difference in their expression of the same th~ught."'~
Thus, Streeter cm
conclude that "practically every word in Matthew is drawn h m one or other of his
sources" at the Mustard Seed pericope."" Zeba Crook, in his helpful and ment "test
case" of the 2DH, 2GH, and FGH at the Parable of the Mustard Seed and Leaven,"'
describes in some detail what both Matîhew and Luke are doing with their two sources at
this point. The data, argues Crook, seem to suggest "Lukan independence from Mark
here."'I2 Matthew, on the other hand, "conflates Mark and Q here as he is said to do
~onsistently.""~Thus, Crook is able to conclude that this conflation of Mark and Q is

loa Streeter. ThP Four GospeLr. 246. Sec pp. 186-19 1 for Süeeter's deraileci description of what
Luke does with his sources when Mark and Q ovedap.

'" Sneeter, The Four Gospek, 246.
Saeter, The Four GospcLF. 247.

'"Zeba Antonin Cmk, "The Synoptic Parables of the Musiard Seed and the Leaven: ATest-Case
for the Two-Document, Two-Gospel, and Fm-Goulder Hypothe~e~,"
JSNT78 (2000): 23-48.
Il2

Crook. 'The Synoptic Parables," 24.

IU

Crook. "The Synoptic Parables:' 26.
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"problem ffee."Ii4C m k , however, may be overly optimistic, as we have in the Parables
of the Mustard Seed and Leaven Matthew's apparent (micro-)conflation of Mark and Q.
Yet Matthew's rnovement between his two sources is apparentiy not frequent. Matthew
follows Q through the entirety of v 31. Whiie he may have opted for Mark's an~ipo
against Q's f3aUoin v 31c, Matthew does, as Crook argues, "consistently [use] the
correct terminology"'lS (Le., o&pw) when dealing with plants and agriculture. At v 32,
Matthew clearly begins to follow Mark,for at least half of the verse, borrowing
~IKPOTEPOVand

.sdv o x a p p a ~ o vas
, weii as Mark's historie presents. However, when

faced with Mark's "large branches" ( ~ A a 8 o u çpq6Aovç; Mark 4:32b), Matthew
retums to Q for "tree." and remains with Q through the rest of the two parables. Thus,on

the 2DH, if one is to imagine Matthew's visuai contact with Mark and Q,Matthew rnakes
two "movements" between his written sources: once from Q to Mark, then from Mark
back to Q."~
As well, it is worth n o h g the significant Markan vocabulary that Matthew

includes: "srnaIIest.. .of the seeds" (~IKPOTEPOV... TWV o m p p a ~ ~and
v ) "greatest.. .of
.
is cleariy a memorable contrast, a paralleIism
the shmbs" ( w i c o v TGVk a ~ u v o v ) This

that emphasizes the irony of the "smaüest*' seeds producing the "largest" s h b s . This
ironic parallelism wodd be easily memorable, and as such, it is quite possible that
Matthew has no visual contact with Mark at this pencope. Instead, he may have visuai
contact with Q only, and recall the ironic parallelism from Mark when faced with the

lu

Cmk, The Synoptic Pmbieses:'28.

"6 ûne wuid make tht case thar at Matî 9:32-34. Manhew coiulates Mark with Q.Howevcr, the
only vocabulary Matthew and Mark s h m against Mark are o i and "&yov. hardly signiHcant enough ta
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images of sowhg and trees in Q. Thus, while the Parable(s) of the Mustard Seed (and
Leaven) clearly constitute a "Mark-Q overlap," Matthew, like Luke, may only have
visual contact witb Q at this point. However, a potential problem for this conclusion is
that Matthew has visual contact with Q in a Markan context - the parable of the mustard
seed appears in Matthew as it does in Mark, ofer Mark 4:11-20 and before Mark 4:3334. Yet, this is precisely what Matthew does (or Luke for that matter) with the
Temptation - the bulk of the wording of the Temptation narrative cornes from Q, yet it is
introduced in a Markan context. Thus, we have to imagine Matthew having visual contact
with Mark up to the point of the rnustard seed parable. At that point, he verbaily and
visuaily leaves Mark and uses Q for the mustard seed parable and its counterpart, the
parable of the leaven. At that point, Matthew resumes with Mark's Gospel - the text that
is providing his overall narrative structure.
Another Mark-Q overlap worthy of investigation is the Beelzebul accusation (Q
11: l4-lS,l7-2O/Mark 3: 1%-26). As a Mark-Q overlap, these texts and their parallels
couId illustrate a confiation of Mark and Q by Matthew and Luke. However, upon closer
anaiysis, it appears that both Matthew and Luke foIIow exclusively the wording of Q.
Matthew has used a portion of the Q pericope already st Matt 9:32-34. The Beelzebul
accusation at Matt 12:22-28 is preceded by an extensive section of discourse materiai
(Matt 9:37-11:30), comprised predominately with Q matend. Matthew then retums to
where he Ieft off in the absolute sequence of Mark, and adapts the Markan accounts of
plucking heads of grain on the Sabbath, the healing of the man with withered hand, and
the healing of the multitudes (Mark 2%-3: 1uMatt I2:I-21). Matthew then cornes to
suggest Markan infiuencc at ihis point. Again, here Matthew shares much mare in common with Q than he

does with Mark.
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Mark's Beelzebul accusation (Mark 3: Igb-Z), and rems to where he left off in Q,
exclusively following Q's wording, at least through Matt 12:28 (see figure below).
However, at Matt 12:29, it is not entirdy clear if Matthew is following Mark or Q. Q
11:21-22 does show up in the IQP's text of Q.However, a reconstmcted text for Q 11:2122 is not provided since it is in Q at a rating of T
t'Thus, Matthew could be following Q
at this point, but a reconstnicted text of Q is lacking. Cn addition, the verbal sirnilarities
with Mark 3:27 are quite strong at Matt 12:29, suggesting, without a reconswcted Q-

text, that Matthew moves (briefly) to Mark at this point. Clearly, by Matt 12:30, Matthew
has retwned to Q (11:23), and stays with Q t h u g h Man 12:45. If Matthew is, in fact,

moving back (briefly) to Mark at Matt 12:29, he may be doing so through memory as
opposed to visually. ft is hard to imagine Matthew tracking Q cIoseIy and extensiveiy for
seven verses (Le., Matt 1222-28) and then r e m visually to Mark for the wording of one
verse, only to r e m back to Q in the next verse (Le., Matt 12:30). For the time being, a
lack of a reconstructed Q text for Q 11:21-22 requùes us COsee Matthew's comection
with Mark, likely through his memory of Mark 3:27. Even if Matthew is said to r e m

-

visually to Mark at Matt 12:29, this is clearly more the exception than the mle Matthew
nonnally and regularly does not "zig-zag" between sources (like Mark normally and

regularly does on the 2 0 .
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Figure 34: ?he Bwlzebul Accusation: Matt 12:22-30 and

1

Mark 3:19b27

1

Mm 1222-30

Mait 9:32-34

-
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'"WnderiUKd t u t =agmments between Luke and Q;idicizcd iexr =agreements betwecn Mark,
Matthew and Q; double nnderüned text =agreements between Mark and M a W .
"'Robinson et al., Critical Edition of Q.222-237.
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"minimal Q:" ... TOC
iqvpoc

...icai riiv

... aixoù ...

Luke, on the other hand, adapts the BeeIzebul accusation in the rnidst of tracking
a large block of Q (i.e., Q 957-17:35), which is interspersed with "L" material. Luke's
account of the BeeIzebul accusation (Luke 11:14-23) shows Wntaily no influence fiom

Mark (the verbal paraiiels between Mark 3:27 and Luke 11:21-22 also comprise minimal

Q for Q 1 1 :21-22), with Luke tracking Q throughout (see figure below).

&QY
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Figure 35: The Bec zebd Accusation: Luke 11:14 20 and ~arallels"~
L ~ k e11:14-23

Mark 3:19b-27

Q 11:14-15.17-20, [21-22],23
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Underlined text = agreements beovcen Luke and Q;itdicized ttxt = agreements between Mark,
Manhew and Q; double underlincd text = apeemenis b e m n Mark and Luke.

Robinson et al.. Criricd Edition crfQ, 222-237.
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While this survey of some Mark-Qoverlap texts is not exhaustive, it does begin to
demonstrate that Mark-Qoverlaps may not, aber dl, present such a problem for the 2DH
in light of the compositional conventions of the ancients. When one takes into account
the role memory would have played in assisMg the &ter by supplementing the written
exernpIar, apparent problerns with the overlap texts begin to diminish. As well, it is clear
that advocates of the Neo-Gnesbach theory (2GH) are imagining a conflationary
technique for Mark where he consistently andfrequently moves back and forth between
his sources. This is a technique that characterizes the majonty of Markan pericopes on

the 2GH. As we have seen, this is a difficult technique to imagine, particuIarIy given the
physical limitations that writing media and envimnments placed on the author. However,

on the 2DH, the true conflation of Mark and Q appears oniy to be practiced by Matthew.
He does so rather infrequently (i.e, the 10 to 20 places where Mark and Q overiap) and,
as we have seen in the Parables of the Mustard Seed and Leaven, may actualiy have
visuaI contact oniy with one of his sources, while ailowing his memory of the other text

to supplement his exemplar.

A Word on the "MinorAgreements" and Greco-Roman Compositional Conventions

Siiice the rise in popularity of Markan pnonty, the so-cailed "Minor Agreements"
(MAS)between Matthew and Luke against Mark have been the greatest difficdty for

two-source theorists. Whiie E. P. Sand-

and Margaret Davies are surely overstating
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their case when they argue that the MASare the "Achilles' Heei" of the ~ D H , 'the
~ ' MAS
appear to be the biggest difficulty for the 2DH." Advocates of the 2DH have a number
of different explanations for the phenomenon of the MAS.The following solutions to the
problem of the MAS have k e n suggesied, in various combinations, by advocates of the

2DH:
independent (therefore coincidentai) redaction of Mark by Matthew and LukeLZ
The influence of Proto-Mark (or Urmarkus)(cf. Schmithals, Koester)""
The influence of Deutero-Mark (cf. ~ u c h s ) ' ~
The influence of Q (i .e., a Mark-Q overlap is suggested in some triple tradition texts
that have a number of MAS- e.g., the Baptism of Jesus; the Great Cornmandrnent)
The influence of oral tradition

"' Sanders and Davies. Studying the Synoptic GospeLr,79.
For a helpful cataloguing and treatmcnt of ihe MAS,sec Frans Neirynck, The Minor
Agreements ofManhm and Lukc agaim Mark Wirh a Cmuiurive f i s r (BETL 37; ieuven: University
RtssNitgeverij Peeters, 1974).This snrdy was updatcd by Timothy Ftiedrichsen. 'The Matthew-Luke
Agretmenu against M a k A Survey of Recent Sudies: 19741989,''in ~ ' ~ v u n de
~ iLuc
l e - The Gospel of
Luke (cd. F. Neirynck; BETL 32; Leuven: Univmity Rditgeverij Peeters, 1989).335-392. Set also
Frans Neirynck, 'The Minor Agreements and the Two-Source Thcory:' Evangelica 11: 1982-1991.
Collecred Essays (BETL 99: Leuven: University RedUitgeverij Peeters, 1991). 3-42; Ennulat, Die
"MinorAgreemenu." See also the collecteci papes pnsented at the 1991 symposium on the MASin
Gottingen: Georg Srsecker, ed.. Minor Agreements. Symposium Gottingen 1991 (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck
and Rupncht, 1993).
in "A priori it is not unlikely tfiat two independent redactions on the basis of Mark show some

coincidences," (Neirynck, "Synoptic Pmbiem," NJBC,593).
"Matt and Luke used the same earlier version of Mark. shorter than our Mark (hence the
negative agreements or common 'omissions') and different in wording (hence coincidences in content,
vocabulary, style, and grammar)," (New&, "Synoptic Roblcm," NJBC, 593). Set W. Schmithais (Dus
Evmgelium nach Mmkur [m.
1/14; 2* ed.; GiiterslobCWürrbutg: (3rd MohrEchter. 198q; D a
Evangelium m h Luka [ZBKNT 3; Ziirich: Theologischer Verlag, 19801) and Helmut Koester (Ancim
C ' M m Gospeh: TheuHistory rmd Deveiopmenr Iphiladelphk Trinity Press international. 19901,273303).

T h e Marcan text used by Matt ami Lukc is slightly different h m our M A ,because of texmal
corruption. revision, or edition. ïùat Mark was al&y combinat with in a Deutero-Marcan rrdaction bas
been suggested by Fuchs," (Neirynck, "Synoptic RobIcm," N E ,593).
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6. Textual corruption by scribes (Le.,Iater copyists are responsible for htroducing some
of the MAS- their knowledge of MatthelLuke influences their copying of
LukeMatthew)

7. Luke's dependence on ~atthew."~
Of these seven "solutions" to the problem of the MASmost have secondary
bearing on the study of the composition of the Gospels in light of Greco-Roman
cornpositional practices (e.g., coincidental redaction, Mark-Qoverlap texts, etc.) or are
concerned with post-"publication" scribal activities (Le., textual corruption). However,
three solutions seem to have direct devance for the study of the cornpositionai practices

of Matthew and Luke on the 2DH - the two recensionai models (Proto-MarWDeutero-

Mark),and the influence of "oral tradition." The latter already has been discussed in part:
the use of memory - memoq of an oral "text"

- is an important source in literary

composition in antiquity. Howevet valid this solution is in the problem of the MAS,a
concrete dernonstration of it in particular MA tex& remains elusive. Similady, iike the
various recensional theories on Q, Markan recensional theories remain vaiid, historicaüy
viable, and are quite IikeIy in a general sense. Yet the Markan recensional theories remain
no more satisfactory than the sunilar suggestions around Q.
There is clearly overlap between the study of the problern of the MASand this
present study on the compositional conventions of Greco-Roman writers. Like generai
source criticaI discussion, the "so~utions"advocated for the problem of the MAS need to
be consistent with what is known about the compositionalpractices in the classical

Ub UL~ke,
who follows Mark as his basic source in the Tnplc Tradition, is also acquaintedwith
and influenced by Matt.," (Neiryack, "Synaptic Roblem," NJBC. 593). See R. H. Gundry, M a t t h , 4 and
passin.
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period. AU the "solutions" generally appear to be logicaliy consistent with what can be
determined about the wriiing practices in the Roman world. However, it appears that a
better understandhg of the ways in which ancient writers worked with source materials
and the production of books in antiquity will not further assist in "solving" the problem
of the MAS. Instead, what can be concluded is that several of the "solutions" themselves
have historical analogies in the Iiterary world of ancient Rome. Testing the validity of
each of these "solutions" will continue to take place beyond the purview of this
dissertation, on the pencopal level and within the generai postulates of the 2DH.

Ancient Compositional Practices and the Synoptic Roblem
Conclusion: Matthew's Use of Mark and Q -A Proposa1
As stated earlier, Luke's use of Mark and Q provides few problems in iight of the

compositional practices of writers in antiquity. Luke normally follows one source at a
time, taking over Mark and Q in aiternating blocks in the order in which he fmds the
material in both sources. Matthew, on the other hand, provides a unique set of problems
for the source cntic, particularly one who is cognizant of the compositionai methods of
Greco-Roman writers. Instead of taking over Q and Mark (in part) in blocks like Luke,
Matthew reamges his sources (particularly Q)and rebuilds them into alternaring blocks
of narrative and disco~rse.'~
AS a result, Matthew frequently deviates from the order of
Q, and on a severai occasions early in his Gospel, deviates from his Markan source as
well. Given this phenornenon, one should begin to draw the foilowing conclusions based
on the features and limitations provided by the variety of ancient media. If Matthew's use
of Q whose order is best reflected by Luke is to be taken seriously, one is compelled to
imagine Matthew's Q in the form of a codex. Again, a codex would provide Matthew
with random access to Q, a featwe not found in the scroll. On average, eariy (papyrus)

codices contained about 2 0 words per page. Given the length of Q (IQP)at just under
4000 word~,'~'
this would yield a 20 page codex. in its typical opisthographic format, a

20 page codex would be made of 5 folio sheets of papyrus or parchment. As described in
Chapter One of this dissertation, early forms of the codex are found in the f k t century

ln Most Matthean scholars recognize five gaû discourses in Manhew's Gospel,ir.,Matt5:l7:7:29 (Sermon on the Mount), M m 10-5-11:30 (Jesus' discipleship sayings). M m 13:I-52 (Parables
section). Man Iï:2Ob20: 16 (Jesus' pze-Passion sayings). and Mau UA-25:46(Apocalypticdiscourse). In
betwcen these sections, one fin& six units of narrative mamiai, beginning with the infancy Narrative
(Maahew 1-2) and concluding with the Passion Narrative (Matthew 26-28). Thus, one can minimally Say
that Manhew's smcnue revolves around an aitemothg panan of nanative and discourse.

See John S. KIoppenborg in the concordana section in Robinson et ai, Critical Edirion of Q:
"Q...has a size of 3519 words, excluding at Ieast 400 occumnccs of the &finite article." 563.
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Roman warld (e.g., Martial's artat breviblrs mmbrana tubellis [Epig. 121). It certainly is
possible thac a Q-codex could have k e n avahble to Matthew in Sato's Ringbuch format;
this medium would have provided Matthew the same feature of random access. However,
it is not necessary to posit such a format in this dissertation since Sato is interested in the
composition of Q as opposed to the composition of Marthew, when Matthew uses an
already composed Sayings Gospel.

Irnagining Matthew's Mark in the form of a codex is dso a possbility, although

demanded less by the data. A Markan codex might be 56 pages in length as an
opisthograhic booklet, Le., 14 folio s h e e t ~ .This
' ~ is a possibility with numerous
histoncal analogies, However, in the places where Matthew does deviate from the order
of Mark (see above), his deviation is less drarnatic than in his use of Q.IMIf is ais0
possibIe to assume that Matthew, despite occasionally deviating h m the order of Mark,

still has visual contact with Mark's absolute order - e.g., Mark 1:40-45 (healing of the
Ieper) =-1:29-34 (healing of Peter's mother-in-law and the sick at evening). These two
pericopes could conceivably be found on the same page of a codex, or on opposite pages,
or both open to Matthew in a scroll. However, given Matthew's custornary tracking of

Mark's order (80% of ihe pericopes), suggesting a specific medium for Mark is less
crucial than with Q.

On a related issue,it is aIso important to consider the d e that memory would

have Iikely played in the production of Matthew's Gospel. Given the interpIay between

'" Mark contains i 1,137 wards without the Ionger ending of the Gospel (ic.,sanr Mark 16:8b20).
Ul Manhtw never deviates m m than îhree or fwtchapws in Mark. E.g., h m Mark 6:8-13 (Man
105-16), Manhew moves bPck IO Mark 223-3:12, a movemtnt of no more than six page nims in a 56 page
codex.
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textuality and orality in the literary cultures of the Greco-Roman world (see Chapter

Two),memoty and memonic techniques should not be ignored for the sake of traditional
source aitical understandiig of later Gospel writers consistently having visual contact

with their written sources. The Gospels, like virtually aU ancient literature, were designeci
The oral character of the written word
not just to be read, but to be per-jormed p~blicly.'~'
aided in its memorization and recall. Thus, we rnay see places in Matthew's GospeI
where h i s contact with Q may be non-visual, i.e., recalling the wording fmm bis memory

(see above).

in sum,the 2DH is not problem Free in Iight of the compositional conventions of
antiquity. W

e Luke's use of his sources is straightforward and uncomphcated,

Matthew's use of Q (and Mark)seems to provide the most significant set of problems for
the theory. However, as has k e n demonstrated above, these probiems are not
insurnountable. When one begins to imagine a variety of media (as opposed to one - the
scroli) and materials for Matthew's written sources, and the role the memory likely
played in his literary production, then the problems revolving around Matthew's use of
his sources tessen significantly for advocates of the 2DH.

*' As Kloppenborg has rightly argaed: "mt is mistaken to conceive of the relationship between
orai and wcitcen 'stages' as sequential and unidiionai. Ancient documents wtrc written scripra continua
- with no word breaks or punctuations [sic]. Under thcse cifcnrnstances, it was ptactically impossible to
read a document silently (or very quickIy). Since iiteracy leveis w m very low, moa p o n s would know
the contents of documents oniy tbrougtt theü oral recitation by readers who were capable of 'performing'
them. Readiag iwif was an act of mterpretanon insofar as the reader prepared in advance for performance,
deciding how to bteak the continuous string of leuers into words and sentences. where to place 'paragraph
breaks.' aad which portions to emphasizt. Tbis miplies that the writîen text was never a separate and
discrete entity but always existed in the conaxt of mai pufornanec, functioning more likc a musical script
than a modern book," Ekavating Q,60.
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Figure 7: Mattbew's Use of Mark and
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"MStat" = Morgenthaler's statistics indicating the percentage of the total (Lukan) wording in the double
tradition that represents "minimal Q." Le,. agreements in wording in the double tradition between Matthew and Luke
(se Morgenthaler. Statistische S-wopse. 160-261). Morgenthaler does not provide statistics for the following tex& in
the IQP's Q (as they appear in Matthew): Q 32-3; 3:21-22; 4:l6; 13:28-29: 7:lO: 17:33: 10: 16; 16:16; 1 1:14-15.1720; 1 1:21-22; 13: 18-19: 17:3: and t4: Il. As a result. statistics have been pmvided for these pericopes using
Morgenthaler's method of calculation.

'This nurnber reprcsents the page on which Matthew wouid have found his Q-text. assuming that he
worked with a 20 page (5 folio) codex, avemging 2CHl words per page. It should be noted that in a 20 page bcmklet.
ihe book itself can be opened in 1 1different ways: Le.. pages I L 2-3 1 4-5 1 6-7 1 &9 1 10-11 1 12-13 1 14-15 1 16-17 1
18-19 1 20. Thus. if Matthew has page 4 open. he also has visual contact with page 5; if page 13. then page 12; etc.
Even if a hypothetical20 page codex for Q is renderd Ïnvalid. these nurnbers are objective in the sense that they are
relative to the rest of Q (out of 20).

'DvFtr = "Deviation Factor," ir..a number (0-20) indicating the extent to which Matthew has deviated
h m the absolute order of Q, O indicating when Manhew is folIowing the absolute order of Q the closest. 20
indicating when his deviarion h m Q's order is the greatest
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CONCLUSION

Resuïts of this Study
This dissertation has investigated the ways in which an understanding of the
literary culture(s) of the Greco-Roman world can inform Synoptic source critical
discussion. From a survey of ancient book production, a study of the interplay between
orality and textuaiity, the identicication and anaiysis of wntten sources and how they

were adapted by later authors, we were able to catalog a set of compositional methods of
ancient writers. From this, we were abIe to test the extent to which tfiree "solutions" to
the Synoptic ProbIern are consistent with the known practices of writers in antiquity.We

concluded that while ail t h e of the theories had certain problems in Iight of our
catalogue of compositionaI practices, some had more probiems than others. The most
significant probIem for the Two-Gospel (Neo-Griesbach) Hypothesis (2GH) continues to

be the picture of Mark as one who ''rnic~o-conflates"Mattbew and Luke. This imagined
procedure is mechanicaily unworkabk and unattested in ancient iiterature. In addition,
the sort of iiterature that Mark is purported to be on the 2GH is not supported by an

appropriate literary analogy from the ancient world.

The Farrer-GouIder Theory does not suffer the same problems that Mark does on
the 2GH. What Matthew is said to do with Mark is feasible, although many wodd Uely
disagree with GouIder's description of Matthew's motivation for such an adaptation.
However, the most significant hurdle for advocates of the 2GH is their conception of

Luke's compositional method. While not an author that exhibits with the same degree of

CONCLUSION
regularity "micro-conflation*'as Mark does on the 2GH, the description of Luke's
compositional methods on the FGH is often problematic, particularly in Goulder's
description of Luke's reverse contextualization of Matthew.
Finaily, the Two-Document Hypothesis has certain problems as well. While
Luke's method of adapting Mark and Q - essentially in alternathg blocks - is both
feasible and consistent with the known practices of writers in antiquity, Matthew's use of
Mark and Q potentially creates a different set of problems. in terms of compositional
conventions, the 2DH is weakest not in the Minor Agreements, but in the sections in
Matthew where the evangeiist is evidently confiating Mark and Q (i.e., the Mark-Q
overlap texts). However, when a reconstnicted text of Q is provided, often Matthew
appears to be foilowing either Mark or Q, and may, in fact, be recalling the wording of
the other by memory. In addition, it should be noted that Matthew's "confiation" of Mark
and Q in the overlap texts is not his regular habit, as Mark's confiation of Matthew and
Luke is on the 2GH or Luke's conflation of Matthew and Mark on the FGH. In the end, it
appears that the 2DH has the fewest probiems in light of the compositional practices of
antiquity .

Suggestions for Further Research
This dissertation has also raised a number of items worthy of further research.
Fmt, it is clear that the various soIutions to the Synoptic Problem that were tested were
representative of the "main" solutions. This study could be enlarged to include other
tùeories, including M.-E.Boismard's and E. P. Sander's multiple stages hypotheses, as
well as the so-cailed "Jerusidem Schooi" theory of R. L. Lindsey and David FIusser. In
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addition, fwther effortscould (and should) be made in the ongoing testing of the three

solutions discussed in this dissertation. For example, compositional practices would need
to be revisited upon the publication of the 2GH Research Team's volume on Mark's use
of Matthew and Luke. As a new generation of FGH advocates work through their theory,
the compositionai conventions of writers in the Greco-Roman world need to become part
of their discussion. On the 2DH, the complete set of Mark-Qoverlap texts could be
further explored and tested as weii. In addition, the suggestion made in the dissertation as
to the potentiai medium for Q (at leasc Macthew's copy) needs further testing and analysis
by Q scholars.

In the end, the Synoptic Problem stil remains "a problern." But this dissertation
has contributed to the ongoing attempts to "solve" the dilemma of Synoptic relationships,
by addressing a longstanding need to understand the composition of the Gospels in light
of how other literature contemporary with the Gospels was produced. For to continue to
not take seriously the ways in which books were produced in antiquity virtually
guarantees that the Synoptic ProbIem wili remain pretisely that - a problem.
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